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EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION
“Buddhism in Vietnam: History, Traditions, and Society” is an
anthology of articles and writings from Vietnamese and international scholars documenting the development of Vietnamese Buddhism
from its historical arrival in Vietnam to the contemporary period. This
book is compiled as a gift of appreciation to the 1500 international
delegates coming from 108 countries who participate in the 16th United Nations Day of Vesak in Ha Nam Province, Vietnam, from 12 to 14
May 2019. As the title indicates, the anthology emphasizes the historical dimension of Vietnamese Buddhism, providing an overview of the
traditions and spiritual practices of Vietnamese Buddhism.
According to historical evidences most commonly agreed upon by
Vietnamese scholars, Buddhism arrived in Vietnam directly from India in the first century B.C.E., that is, one century before Buddhism
came to China. The Luy Lau center in Bac Ninh, formerly the capital
of Giao Chi district, was the first and most important Buddhist center
in Vietnam.
Prior to the first century B.C.E., Vietnam had a culture and language independent from those of China, and thus, as a “big brother”
Mahayana Buddhist country, Vietnam professed a Buddhism with a
unique identity.
From the first century to the tenth century C.E., when Vietnam
became colonized by China, the “Buddhism, Confucianism, and
Daoism are of the same origin” policy was propagated by the Chinese
political apparatus to encroach on and colonize Vietnamese culture.
Such a policy resulted in Vietnamese culture’s losing its identity. Vietnamese people were forced to use Sino-Vietnamese as the new national language and to accept Confucianism and Daoism as their native
religions. Vietnamese Buddhism gradually became a duplicate of Chi-
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nese Buddhism, particularly Pure Land, Zen, and Tantric Buddhism.
Thanks to the policy to promote cultural adaptation and nationalism, Vietnamese Buddhism had become inseparably intertwined
with Vietnamese culture. The Ngô, Đinh, Tiền Lê dynasties all had
contributed to the development of Buddhism. The historical periods
associated with the Lý and Trần dynasties were considered the most
prosperous for Vietnamese Buddhism in its 2000 years of standing
with the Vietnamese people.
Not only did it escape from political suppression, Vietnamese Buddhism during the Lý dynasty, under the leadership of Ven. Vạn Hạnh,
aided Vietnam’s independence from China in terms of geopolitics,
culture, religion, education, and economics. Vietnamese Buddhism
during the Trần dynasty helped Vietnam become powerful and defeat the formidable Mongol forces three times. In the historical epochs
above, while not formally recognized in the country’s constitutions,
Buddhism prevailed as the national religion of Vietnam.
After the periods of prosperity, under the Later Lê dynasty, Confucianism became recognized as the national religion, leading to the decline of Buddhism in all aspects. At the end of the eighteenth century,
Buddhism lost its place politically, religiously, and culturally. Throughout the French colonial period, French colonialists vocally supported
and proselytized Christianity. Buddhist Reformation movements began to take shape at the start of the twentieth century, first in Southern
Vietnam and then quickly spread to the North, calling attention to the
social, ethical, and therapeutic roles of Vietnamese Buddhism.
Despite the vicissitudes of history, the flow of Vietnamese Buddhism has never been interrupted. If during Chinese colonialization
Buddhism developed rapidly across the country, the Lý and Trần dynasties saw Buddhism as a national religion fully thriving in every regard. If from the Late Lê period to the nineteenth century Vietnamese Buddhism was on a decline, the twentieth century witnessed the
remarkable revival of Vietnamese Buddhism in the forms of socially
engaged Buddhist movements.
As the result of the cultural invasion policy of China, from the first
to the tenth century, Vietnamese Buddhism lost much of its national
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identity. The three main schools of Buddhism in Vietnam including
Zen, Pure Land, and Tantric Buddhism were duplicates of Chinese
Buddhism. The different branches of Vietnamese Zen Buddhism,
including Vinītaruci meditation, Wu Yantong meditation, and Thao
Duong meditation, were all connected to various forms of meditation
practices of China.
Similar to Chinese Pure Land Buddhism, Pure Land Buddhism
in Vietnam puts emphasis on the “undistracted singleness of mind”
(avikṣipta-citta) through the chanting of the name of Amitabha Buddha, as well as on relying on the compassionate power of Amitabha
Buddha and thus encouraging practitioners to seek salvation in the
Western Paradise after death. Tantric Buddhism in China predominantly depends on the usage of mantra, mudra, and mandala in order
to achieve “no-mind” and “such-ness” (Tathātā).
In accordance with the Southward expansion of the country, Buddhism in Gia Định had existed for more than 300 years. On the one
hand, it combined all of the dominant schools of Vietnamese Buddhism. On the other hand, it incorporated Cambodian Buddhism and
gives rise to the development of other Vietnamese Buddhist schools,
including Vietnamese Medicant Buddhism, Hoa Hao Buddhism, and
Four Debts of Gratitude Buddhism.
Besides learning from Cambodian Theravada Buddhism, in 1930,
Vietnamese Buddhism benefited from its interactions with Sri Lankan Buddhism that inspired the creation of several forms of Buddhist
traditions in Vietnam.
In 1964, the Vietnamese Unified Buddhist Church was established
after the Buddhist crisis resulting from Ngo Dinh Diem’s pro-Catholic policies. Vietnamese Buddhists grew increasingly aware of political
challenges and thus endeavored to reform Buddhism so that it can effectively engage with society and everyday life.
When the country was unified in 1975, after six years of mobilization, all of the Buddhist sects came together to establish the Vietnam
Buddhist Sangha. After four decades, the Vietnam Buddhist Sangha
now has four Buddhist universities, nine autonomous colleges, and
33 Buddhist schools nationwide, all dedicated to the education and
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training of a new generation of monastics who will contribute to the
flourishing of Vietnamese Buddhism in the age of globalization and
sustainable development.
In addition to providing a comprehensive account of the history
of Vietnamese Buddhism, this anthology introduces two Buddhist literary trends in Vietnam that affirm the unique identity of Vietnamese
Buddhism. Philanthropic and charitable activities, the formation of
Bồ Đề high school system, and involvement in the fields of politics
and culture all mark Vietnam as a model country for Buddhist development through political and social engagements.
While this book does not offer a systematic treatment of Vietnamese Buddhism, it connects the threads of history, tradition, and society
and provides readers an appreciation for Vietnamese Buddhism as a
model framework of acculturation. Acculturation is not only for survival, but also for flourishing. Acculturation has become a vital principle of Vietnamese Buddhism from its first arrival until the contemporary period.
In reading this book, readers come to understand that “Buddhism
accompanying the nation” not only means to acculturate only for survival, but also represents a practical way to develop Buddhism through
social engagement and services.
Most Ven. Dr. Thich Nhat Tu
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VIETNAMESE BUDDHISM:
A HISTORICAL OUTLOOK
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BUDDHISM IN VIETNAM*
by Tran Van Giap

Vietnam has a population of about 25 million inhabitants, a fifth
of which is imposed of mountain tribes. It is believed that of the
rest at least three fourths, that is to say 15 million are “cool or warm
Buddhists,” according to a very accurate term of a French author the reason is that the “Light of Asia” spread over the country in the
very early days, from the beginning of the second century of the
Christian era**.
INTRODUCTION OF BUDDHISM

The date of the introduction of Buddhism to Vietnam has been
much argued and as yet there is no generally accepted opinion.
However according to the most believable opinion, the date would
be about the year 189 (A.D.).
The task was probably carried out by Master Meou-Po, from
You-Teheou (China), an ex-Taoist converted to Buddhism. Before
him, other missionaries such as Marijivaka, Kalya-Naruci and Kangsend-Houei, by the way of China or from sea, had come to GiaoChau, the cradle of the present Vietnam. It is more than probable
that they had preached the good word, thus preparing the way to
Meoupo’s ulterior apostolate.
VIETNAM was then under the direct administration of the
Great Chinese Empire which was only interested in the propagation
of Confucianism. Hardly tolerated, Buddhism was known only by
its ritual form. Few efforts were made to disseminate the Doctrine
*. Reprinted with permission from www.quangduc.com.
**. This article was written in the 1950s, and thus, those population statistics are no longer
appropriate.
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whose wonderfully rich literature was represented by a few “sutras”
translated into Chinese.
GROWTH

From 544 to 602, Vietnam enjoyed a short period of national
independence which, nevertheless, promoted an expansion of
Buddhism. But the progress was superficial, for it was just before
and during the third Chinese domination (603-939) that began
a period of real progress with the coming of two missions in 580
and 820. The first was conducted by the Superior Vinitaruci, Indian
by birth, recognised later on as the first patriarch of the “Zen” Sect
in Vietnam, the second by the Venerable Vo-ngon-Thong who
formed another Zen apart. The country had 20 “stupas” to house
the precious relics offered as a diplomatic present by the Chinese
Emperor, many temples and 500 monks, many of them were famous
by their vast knowledge and their rigorous discipline.
In 939, Ngo-quyen, after having chased out the last Chinese
governor and defeated the imperial army, proclaimed himself king,
putting an end for ever to a domination which lasted for a total of
more than 1,000 years.
But the Ngo dynasty, undermined by internal conflicts was shortlived. It ended in the fire and blood of the “rebellion of the twelve
Lords.” One of them, Dinh-Bo-Linh, came out of the struggle as a
victor and gave himself the title of Emperor.
During this time, Buddhism was forced to remain motionless,
while in China it underwent the most dreadful persecution.
With the accession to power of Dinh-bo-Linh who gave his
protection to Buddhism, started an era of prosperity for the
“Doctrine” which became then a popular belief. This period of
prosperity lasted until 1009.
A monk named Ngo-Chan-Luu, lived in the monastery of PhatDa. His reputation as a distinguished scholar, a talented post, well
versed in the practice of contemplation (Zen), was soon called to
the attention of the Emperor who invited him to come to the court
to explain Dharma. Very satisfied with Ngo-Chan-Luu’s teaching,
Dinh-Bo-Linh appointed him Head of the Buddhist Clergy he had
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just created. It was in 946. A year later, to thank him for his intelligent
advice on the conduct of public affairs, the Emperor elevated him
to the dignity of Imperial Councillor with the lauditory surname of
Khuong-Viet (Servant of Vietnam).
The Dinh dynasty was succeeded by the first Le’s (980-1009).
During the latter’s reign, the Buddhist Clergy continued to profit
by royal favours as the king, by the monks’ advice on political and
religious matters (Ngo-chan-Luu was one of them). It was then that
a diplomatic mission was sent to China for the first time to bring
back a complete series of sacred books on Dharma.
The last representative of the Le dynasty was so cruel and
despotic that, at his death, a court revolution broke out and a high
mandarin named Ly-cong-Uan was brought to power. Godson of
the Superior Co-Phap and former disciple of the Venerable VanHanh - one of the greatest spiritual symbols of Vietnam Buddhism
- Ly-cong-Uan, known later on under the name of Ly-thai-To,
ascended the throne in 1010.
The fortune of Buddhism was made since then. Many Zen
Masters, Van-Hany, Da-Bao, Sung-Pham with their incontestable
prestige, contributed to make teaching and practice of Dharma
particularly brilliant and successful.
Le Thai To died in 1028, leaving to his successors the most
beautiful traditions of piety and devotion. The first of them was LyThai-Ton (1028-1054), a practising layman of exceptional favour
who has probably obtained the “satori” under the tutoring of his
“guru”, the Venerable Thuyen-Lao of the Vo-ngon-Thong sect. In
respect of Buddhist expansion, the noticeable events, during his
reign, were the erection - by order of the King - of 95 pagodas
whose completion was pompously celebrated and marked by a
general exemption of taxes in favour of the people; the restoration
of all Buddha statues in the existing temples followed by another
fiscal amnesty (1036); and finally, in 1049, the construction of the
Dien-Huru pagoda decided in consequence of a dream. The king
saw himself led to the Lotus Palace by Bodhisattva Avalokitsevara;
and therefore he gave to the temple its original shape; a lotus flower
sustained by a single column planted in the middle of an artificial
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lake. Built up in Hanoi and called by the public “Chua Mot cot” (one
columned Pagoda), this historical monument was sabotaged by
anonymous hands at the end of 1954, just before the withdrawal of
French troops from the capital of Northern Vietnam. It is rumored
now that the pagoda has been restored.
The third king of the Ly dynasty was Ly-Thanh-Ton (10541072), a living image of Buddhist compassion. Very often did he
happen to recall - specially in Winter time - the miserable life of his
poor people and the prisoners’ sufferings. That is why distributions
of food and clothes to unfortunate people and reduction of prison
terms in favour of prisoners were so frequent during his reign.
Three years before the death of this good monarch, in 1059, a
sensational event occurred. The country was at war with Champa,
a small neighbouring kingdom. On the return from a raid against
the enemy who used to make frequent and sudden attacks against
Vietnam, Ly-Thanh-Ton brought with him a group of prisoners
of war which he gave as slaves to his mandarins. One of these
happened to be a member of the Buddhist clergy. One day coming
back from town, he discovered - to his surprise - that some parts
of his selection of Buddhist thoughts bore written corrections. The
author was soon found out. It was one of his slaves. The mandarin
reported it to the Emperor who had him brought to the Court and
there “questioned” him on the Dharma. The prisoner evinced an
outstanding knowledge. Nothing was astonishing about it any way:
the man was a Chinese Zen Master called Thao-Duong. He was
captured while he was preaching in a foreign land.
Then, he was admitted into the national clergy by order of the
king who allowed him at the same time to start as a preacher in
the Kahi Quoc Pagoda. Many students soon clustered round the
new Master, Thao-Duong founded a third Zen sect that took his
name. The king joined in and like his forefather, probably attained
Enlightenment.
Under Ly-nhan-Ton (1072-1127), the successor of Ly-thanhTon, the Confucian culture, having appeared in the previous reign,
made its entry in the intellectual life of the country, on the occasion
of the first competitive exam instituted by imperial edict for
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mandarin recruitment. But it was far from endangering Buddhism
which continued to flourish under the King’s protection. Many
manuscripts still existing in the present days, attest the profundity
of thought in the Buddhism of that epoch, represented by group of
scholars, namely the Venerable Vien-Chieu, Ngo-an and Kho-dau;
the latter had assumed the high functions of Imperial Councillor
for a certain time, just like Khuong-Viet under the Dinh and the
first Le.
From 1128 to 1225, at the end of the Ly dynasty, there were still
three kings who went in for the Zen practice. The last of them weary
with social life, became a monk, after having abdicated in favour of
his daughter who, in turn, handed the power to her husband Tran
Canh, the founder of the Tran dynasty.
INFLUENCES OF BUDDHISM UPON LIFE AND THOUGHT OF
THE VIETNAMESE PEOPLE

There were therefore fundamentally three main religions in
Vietnam; Taoism; Confucianism and Buddhism. But in fact there
was only one which is the product of their mutual interpretation
and each one of which may be considered as one of the different
aspects. That continuing situation which renders difficult even
impossible, to divide the Vietnamese into three separate and
independent communities. If a majority - monks or laics devotes
itself exclusively either to Buddhism or Taoism, the bulk of the
people is open-minded and has no discrimination. It may belong
to Buddhism whilst approaching Taoist temples or performing the
rites required by cult of ancestors.
It is doubtless that such a confusion often brings about
superstitious practices and hence it furthers and maintains
ignorance. However it is not without any beneficial effect on
morality, way of thinking, in short on life of the people.
Many scholars, without denying so far the principles of
Confucianism, are in effect Buddhist products, and if there has
been no direct borrowing of ideas the main Buddhist theories
such as: Impermanence, Karma, Causality, Reincarnation, Earthly
Sufferings etc…are much reflected in many literary works to
enable one to find out the source. But it is especially in the field of
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morals that such an influence will play its effective role. The most
illiterate, the very non-Buddhists are afraid of the Karma reactions
which they conceive through the symbol of “Ten Hells”. Often
this knowledge prevents them from doing any harm to others and
prompts them towards acts of kindness. Strengthened by the “five
commandments”, it provides the faithful with a softness of morals
which the liberating Zen first of all and the Amidism full of promise
for an incomparable felicity afterwards contribute to make more
vivacious and lively. The vegetarian regime is particular, observed
on specific date by laics and in a continuing manner by monks, has
at least the merit smoothing the sanguinary instinct common to the
whole humanity.
In the field of Fine Arts, the same influence is noticed. The
architecture, sculpture and painting are inspired mostly by these
two main ideas of Buddhism: Purity and Compassion. The flower of
lotus is a very valuable figure and Avalokiteswara under its manifold
representations is another design which is highly appreciated by
women.
PRESENT POSITION OF BUDDHISM

We have pointed out the effort undertaken by the reformist
movement since 1920. It has indeed made a long way but does not
yet reach its aim. The results obtained are not less encouraging.
The promoters have succeeded to some extent in making clear
the essence of Buddhism, by depriving it from foreign contributions,
but they are willing to remain faithful to the Mahayanist traditions,
the prevailing matter of which it is known, is the compassion
represented by the theory of Bodhisattava which is based on this
exhortation of Buddha; ‘Delivered, deliver; advised, advise’. The
reason why the followers of the movement are complied, whether
they are monks or laics, to improve gradually their spiritual
formation and to behave accordingly through actions the truths
they have learned from the sutras. They realize now the real meaning
of rites and shila which are mediums to attain internal peace,
wisdom…and not for personal purposes. They will be no longer
deluded by the symbolism often in use in the Mahayana and they
know how to extract from it the substantial nectar. If they subscribe
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without restriction to the orthodoxy extolled by the Theravadins,
they abandon neither the theories established later on that base by
Nagarjuna, Asvaghose, Vasabandhu and others nor the school of
“Pure Land” or the Amidism which is known as a practical form of
the difficult Dhyana since it is accessible to the majority.
In Vietnam, Buddhism remains the religion which gathers
the most of adapts, the approximate figure has been given at the
beginning of this brief study. It is especially prosperous in Central
Vietnam as it was also in North Vietnam by the end of 1954. Because
of lack of contract with this latter region, it is not possible for us
to supply accurate information on its present situation. In South
Vietnam, its numerical size is far less, because of the coexistence
of other creeds from Western or local origin. However the faith in
the Dhamma is maintained ardently within the strictly Buddhist
circles as well as within the faithful of other religious systems more
or less connected with the Shakyamuni teaching; this justified the
expression “fervent or indifferent Buddhists” previously mentioned.
If we should make now the division between traditional and
deformed Buddhism on the one hand and modern or reformist
Buddhism on the other hand the same proportions remain available
as for the repartition of faithful in three parts of Vietnam. In effect
Central Vietnam has about two million reformists, while South
Vietnam has not exceeded twenty thousand. But the idea took
shape in this latter area and we may hope with the return of peace,
modern Buddhism will make prompt and tremendous progress.
As, in a field of perfected, when the seed
That’s sown is perfect and the deva rains
Perfecting it, grain to perfection comes;
No plagues are there; perfect the growth becomes;
And crop and fruit reach to perfection then.
So, perfect alms in perfect precept given
Leads to perfection - for one’s deed is perfect.
In this a person longing for perfection
Should e’er be perfect and should follow men
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In wisdom perfect - thus perfection comes.
In guise and knowledge perfect, he, the heart’s
Perfection winning, heaps up perfect kamma
And gains the perfect good. Knowing the world
In verity, he grasps the perfect view.
And coming to the perfect Way, he goes
On perfect-minded. Casting by all dirt
He gains perfection’s state, the cool, from ill
Completely freed, and that is all-perfection.
The Buddha in Anguttara-Nikaya---------

***
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VIETNAMESE BUDDHISM
UNDER THE LÝ AND TRẦN DYNASTIES
(1010 A.D. – 1400 A.D.)
By Most Ven. Thich Tam Duc

A) VIETNAMESE BUDDHISM AS A SOCIO-POLITICAL AND
RELIGIOUS ENTITY.

Buddhism arrived in Vietnam around the 1st century A.D. in the
context of this nation incessantly struggling for its liberation from
Chinese domination.1 In the beginning, Buddhism appeared and
was accepted as a saviour by the Viets, who wished a supernatural
Buddha to save their souls and nation. But, it all appeared to have
been of no use. Day by day, the Viets realised that only their strength
could save themselves. That is why Thiền2 had the decisive role in
Vietnamese Buddhism after that. No doubt that the first Buddhist
pagoda Khai Quốc (Opening the country) was built in the time of
the short-lived successful resistance (545 – 603) led by Lý-Bân.
A concept of supernatural Buddhism was turned into one
of political Buddhist Thiền. This explains the political tendency
1. Vietnam was under Chinese domination from B.C. 111 to 938 A.D.
2. Thiền or Zen in Japanese, Ch’an in Chineses means meditation, which plays an important
role in helping meditators attain liberation and enlightenment. In Mahâ-satipaṭṭhâna suttanta,
the Buddha says: “There is this one sole way, monks, for the purification of beings, for the
overcoming of sorrows and griefs, for the going down of sufferings and miseries, for winning
the right path, for realising Nibbana, that is to say, the Four applications of mindfulness.” Or, at
the end of each discourse, the Buddha usually advises his disciples to practise meditaion like
this: “These, Cunda, are the roots of trees, these are empty places. Meditate, Cunda; do not be
slothful; be not remorseful later. This is our instruction to you.” Thien becomes schools later
on in Far-eastern countries like China, Japan, Vietnam…
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inter-twined with the spirit of non-attachment of Vietnamese
Thiền Masters from the Tì-ni-đa-lưu-chi to Trúc-lâm Thiền school,3
manifesting a very close tie between the cultivation of Thiền Masters
and the construction and protection of their fatherland. The history
of Vietnamese Buddhism has always been linked with the survival of
the nation whether in its rise or fall, and it has left plenty of Buddhist
legacy on the present Vietnamese society. Many questions relating to
the Vietnamese history would not be clear if one does not understand
the history and philosophy of Vietnamese Buddhism.
As history is a witness, right from the beginning, that is, from
as early as in the early centuries A.D. Buddhism has survived in
Vietnam alongside Confucianism and Taoism. But from the 10th
to 14th century, for about five centuries, Thiền became a decisive
ideology of Buddhism and government; especially under the Lý and
Trần dynasties.4 During this period, Buddhism was a state religion
and this period was the golden age of the Vietnamese Buddhist
and feudal histories. After the Trần dynasty, from the 15th to 19th
century, Buddhism withdrew and concealed itself in the populace;
and, Confucianism replaced Buddhism in its vanguard role.
However, Confucianism failed to do much for the country. Now,
the situation has changed again in Vietnam. Both Confucianism
and Taoism (and even other religions) hardly exist here anymore,
whereas Buddhism survives as a religion which is followed by the
majority of the Viets.
A) VIETNAMESE BUDDHISM UNDER THE LÝ DYNASTY (1010-1225)

In the 10th century, Vietnam, a newly independent state, was
consolidating her position in politics, armed forces, economics and
culture. And, from the 11th century onwards, the Lý dynasty started
a splendid period of Đại-Việt5 civilisation growing in all aspects,
from infrastructure to superstructure, and defended her territory
3. The Thiền schools in Vietnam: 1) Tì-ni-đa-lưu-chi (Vinîtrarûci), founded by an Indian
(d.594); 2) Vô-ngôn-thông, by a Chinese (d.826); Thảo-đường, a Chinese (d. 1069 ?); and
Trúc-lâm, founded in 1298 by Vietnamese king Trần-Nhân-Tông under the Trần dynasty.
4. Under the Trần dynasty the Viets defeated the Mongols in the years 1258, 1285 and
1287-1288.
5. Đại Việt means “Great Vietnam”. The name of Vietnam from 1054 to 1400, through two
Lý and Trần dynaties.
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against the Tống Chinese in the North and Champa in the South.
Under the Lý, Buddhism became a state religion contributing
considerably to the glorious career of the nation.
I) ACTIVITIES OF VIETNAMESE BUDDHISM DURING THE LÝ:

1. Presence of three Thien schools
In the 10th century Buddhism had its stable position in Vietnam
with the support of the government and the masses. Thiền Masters
of Vô-ngôn-thông Thiền school such as Khuông-Việt and those of Tìni-đa-lưu-chi such as Pháp-Thuận, Vạn-Hạnh were counsellors of
kings of the Đinh and Former Lê dynasties (968-1009). Under the
Lý, King Lý-Thánh-Tông, in 1069, captured a prisoner named ThảoĐường during a punitive expedition against the Chams in South.
Thảo-Đường, a Chinese Ch’an Master, who was later conferred the
Imperial Preceptor, founded a Vietnamese Thiền school bearing his
name. There were, thus, three Vietnamese Thiền schools during the
Lý, i.e., Tì-ni-đa-lưu-chi,6 Vô-ngôn-thông7 and Thảo-Đường.8
2. Budhist priests, monasteries, rice-fields and sûtras
Buddhist priests:
Under the Lý, kings encouraged their subjects to be ordained
Buddhist priests. Having been enthroned in 1010, King Lý-Thái-Tổ
had excellent people selected to be ordained Buddhist priests. In
1016 over 1,000 people were ordained in the Capital city. Another
ordination were in 1019. Again, King Lý-Thần-Tông in 1134
organized an ordination for his subjects. The number of Buddhist
priests increased day by day. According to the TUTA,9 Thiền Master
Đa-Bảo at the Kiến-Sơ pagoda (modern Hà-nội) had more than 100
monk students, Thiền Master Thiền-Lão (d.1037), the Abbot of the
6. From Pháp-Thuận (d.1087) belonging to the 11th generation to Y-Sơn (d.1213) belonging to the 19th and last generation.
7. From Đa-Bảo (?) belonging to the 6th generation to Hiện-Quang (d.1221) belonging
to the 15th generation.
8 . From Thảo-Đường, the founder, to king Lý-Cao-Tơng (d.1210) belonging to the 6th
and last generation.
9. Thiền-uyển Tập-anh (Collections of beauties in the meditation garden) probably compiled by a Vietnamese Thiền Master Kim-Sơn around 1337. This is an important Buddhist text
mentioning the biographies of 68 Thiền Masters.
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Trung-minh pagoda (now Tiên-sơn, Hà-bắc) had 1,000 students;
consequently, his place was often crowded and bustling.
In 1179, the king had mandarin-monk tested. However, by the
end of the Lý, in 1198, the Buddhist priests were too numerous and
some bad practices appeared. Because of this, King Lý-Cao-Tông
had tens of famous Buddhist priests selected, and the rest were
tattooed on their arms and forced to return to the secular life.10
Monasteries:
During the Lý, Buddhist pagodas were built everywhere. In 1010,
as soon as the new Capital city of Thăng-long was formed, King LýThái-Tổ had a series of pagoda built there. Around 300 pagodas all
over the country were established and those ruined were repaired.
In Thanh-hóa with many old pagodas from the Đinh, Former Lê
now had a more series of new ones, particularLý when General LýThường-Kiệt, Lý-Nhật-Quang (the 8th son of King Lý-Thái-Tổ) came
there for the appointment as governor. There were pagodas such
as Bảo-ninh and Sùng-phúc built around 1107 in Vĩ-long (now Hà
Tuyên) in the remote mountain areas at the ethnic Tày people.
Almost all big pagodas and stûpas during the Lý were built by
kings or aristocrats.
“Buddhism appeared over 2,000 years ago but its worship was
more and more improved. If there were some beautiful spots on the
mountain, pagodas would be built there. But, how could they be
built if there was no help from the aristocracy.”11
In addition, pagodas and stûpas were also built by the masses.
In 1088, King Lý-Nhân-Tông divided pagodas into 3 types: big,
middle and small.
For the concentration on building pagodas and stûpas by the
Lý, a historian of the Trần named Lê-Văn-Hưu criticized that the Lý
attached very great importance to the construction of pagodas and
worship of Buddhas instead of the construction of state and Royal
ancestral temples.
10. Nhà xuất bản sử học, Việt sử lược, Hà-nội, 1959, pp. 163-4.
11. The stela at the Linh-Xứng pagoda in Thanh-hóa province.
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Pagoda rice-fields:
Pagodas in the Lý usually had lots of rice-fields:
“In the 4th year of Thái-bình title (1057) the king ordered to build
over 100 pagodas there and offered more than 100 plots of land.”12
According to the stela and notes on the surface of the bell at
Thần-quang (Thái-bình) pagoda the Lý offered this pagoda 1,371
mẫu13 of rice fields. “Queen mother Linh-Nhân offered an area of
72 mẫu.”14
Like courtiers with eminent records of service some monks
were allowed by the Lý kings to receive tax on renting-fields from
some households of peasants. Thiền Master Mãn-Giác received tax
from 50 households, Thiền Master Minh-Không from hundreds of
households after curing King Lý-Thần-Tông of illness.15
Sûtras:
The Lý kings ordered to build storehouses of sûtras and appointed
representatives to seek the Chinese Buddhist Tripiṭaka 16 in China
as under:
“In 1011, King Lý-Thái-Tổ ordered to build Trần-phuc storehouse
of sûtras and in 1018 appointed Nguyễn-Đạo-Thành, Phạm-Hạc to
seek the Chinese Buddhist Tripiṭaka in the Tống China. In 1020,
Thành and Hạc returned back to Vietnam with sûtras. In 1021,
the king ordered to build Bat-giac storehouse of sûtras containing
the Chinese Buddhist texts that had just been sought. In 1023,
one set of the Chinese Buddhist Tripiṭaka was written and Đạihưng storehouse of sûtras was built by order of the king. In 1027,
again, another set was written by order of the king. In 1034, king
Lý-Thái-Tông ordered to build Trùng-hưng storehouses of sûtras
and appointed Hà-Thủ, Đỗ-Khoan to go to China. At that time the
Tống Emperor presented one more set. In 1036, one more set was
written and laid at Trung-hung storehouse. In 1081 and 1098, King
12. The stela at Vạn-phúc in Hà-bắc province.
13. Mẫu = 3,600 sqm in North Vietnam, and 4,970 sqm in Central Vietnam.
14. The stela at stûpa Sùng-thiên Diên-linh in Hà-nam-ninh province.
15. TUTA, trans. Ngô-Đức-Thọ and Nguyễn-Thúy-Nga, Hà-nội, 1993, p. 95.
16. Tripiṭaka : Three ‘baskets’ collecting the Sacred texts.
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Lý-Nhân-Tông also appointed his representatives to go to the Tống
China for seeking the Chinese Buddhist Tripiṭaka.”17
1) Vietnamese Buddhist thought:
The TUTA recorded biographies, ages and verses of Thiền Masters
of Tì-ni-đa-lưu-chi and Vô-ngôn-thông Thiền schools. Meanwhile, it
only recorded names of Thiền Masters of the Thảo-Đường. Through
the verses by Thiền Masters living during the Lý one can understand
the Vietnamese Buddhist thought in this period. (Hereafter are
some typical Thiền Masters or the like:)
a) Tì-ni-đa-lưu-chi’ thought:
Tì-ni-đa-lưu-chi Thiền school based on the non-attachment spirit
of the Prajđâ literature18 and on the Three Treatises of Nâgârjuna
with negation of dual concepts, i.e., being – non being, production
– extinction, annihilation – permanence, unity – diversity, coming
– departure. Negation and negation only can lead to the Ultimate
Truth. The following are the thoughts of some Thiền Masters of Tìni-đa-lưu-chi.
Đạo-Hạnh (d. 1117): belonging to the 12th generation had a
profound verse beyond extremes of concept, being and non-being.
“作 有 塵 沙 有
為 空 一 切? 空
有? 空 如 水 月
勿? 著 有? 空 空”
“If being, then a tiny bit is being,
If non-being, then the whole universe is non-being.
Being and non-being: the shadow of the moon in the river,
Not cling to both of them.”19
The first line implies the attachment to being and the second
line to non-being. The Third line implies the illusion of the two
17. Nguyễn-Lang, Việt-nam Phật-giáo Sử luận, I, Si gịn, 1974, pp. 213-4.
18. The sûtra of Mađjuśrî’s question on the Wisdom
19. Ủy ban Khoa học X hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Thơ văn Lý Trần, I, Hà nội, 1977, p. 345
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concepts, being and non-being. Not cling to them for both of them
are not real (Śûnya).
Vạn-Hạnh (d. 1018) belonging to the 12th generation, wellversed in Buddhist sûtras as well as politics, was the main agent
leading to the founding of the Lý dynasty. His philosophy of life was
penetrated with the non-attchment spirit of the Prajđâ literature
and Nâgârjuna through his statement before his death:
“What do you depend on? I myself depend on neither what is
dependable nor what is not dependable.”
It is with the non-attachment spirit that Vạn-Hạnh was engaged in
politics for protection and construction of the country. It is also with
the spirit of non-attachment to the vicissitudes or impermanence of
life that man has an extraordinary inner-mind power to serve for the
welfare of the nation. The spirit is expressed in his verse:
身 如 電 影 有 還 旡
万 木 春 榮 秋 又 枯
任 運 盛 衰 旡 怖 畏
盛 衰 如 露 草 頭 鋪
“Our existence is like a flash of lightning changing very fast,
Vegetation is fresh in Spring and withering in Autumn.
Do not fear the natural vicissitudes of life,
For they are like dew drops on the grass tips.”20
Ỷ-Lan (d. 1117), King Lý-Thánh-Tông’s Queen, a devotee of
Buddhism, not a Thiền Master, also had a verse about form and void.
According to her, to accord with the Real one should not attach to
either form (the sensible) or void (the insensible).
色 是 空 空 即 色
空 是 色 色 即 空
色 空 俱 不 管
方 得 契 真 宗
20. Ủy ban Khoa học X hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Op. Cit., p. 218.
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“Form is void, void is form,
Void is form, form is void.
Both form and void should not be attached,
Which accords with the Real.”21
a) Vô-Ngôn-Thông’s thought:
This school was influenced by Chinese Ch’an Master Huệ-Năng.22
Philosohically, this school depended on the Prajđâ literature,
advocated the Sudden enlightenment, Mind ground, and nonattachment to the senses. In addition, Thiền Masters of this school
also used other sûtras such as Viên-giác (Perfect enlightenment),
Pháp-hoa (Lotus).23 Some Masters as follows:
Lý-Thái-Tông (d.1054), the 2nd king of the Lý, intelligent,
performing feats of arms, well-versed in Buddhism, attached special
importance to life of the masses. He, a Thiền Master in the 8th
generation, had a verse on Prajđâ (Wisdom) and Reality:
般? 若 真 旡 宗
人 空? 我 亦 空
過 現 未 來 佛
法 性 本 相 同
“Prajđâ is indeed non school,
Both subject and object are void (Śûnya).
Buddhas in the past, present and future
Have the same Dharma-nature (Dharmatâ).”24
Wisdom (Prajđâ) itself is no school or view. Through the
Wisdom (Prajđâ), nothing is real in itself, everything is dependent
originated. However, Dharma-nature (Dharmatâ) is real. Dharmanature is used mainly for the underlying essence or principle of all
things. There is a Reality (Dharmatâ) that endures, it is the realm
21. Ibid., p. 353.
22. The 6th Patriarch from the first and founder Bodhidharma in China.
23. Saddharmapuṇḍarîka.
24. Ủy ban Khoa học X hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Op. Cit., p. 242.
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beyond discrimination (Vikalpa); it is the mind itself but free
from the entanglements of speculation and imagination; it reveals
itsef through our empirical consciousness when our empirical
consciousness goes beyond itself, that is, when it Trầnscends
dualism. Dharma-nature, a Mahâyâna philosophical concept
unknown in Hînayâna, has various definitions in the Pháp-tướng,
Tam-luận, Hoa-nghiêm and Thiên-thai schools in China. In the
Mahâparinirvâna sûtra and various śâstras (treatises) the term, Pháptánh (Dharma-nature), has numerous alternative forms, which may
be taken as definitions, i.e., Phật-tánh (Buddha-nature; Buddhatâ),
Chân-như (Suchness; Bhûtatathatâ), Không (Voidness; Śûnyatâ),
Như-lai-tạng (Tathâgatagarbha),25 …Of these terms, Pháp-tánh,
Chân-như are not used by the Bát-nhã (Prajđâ) literature.The verse
by King Lý-Thái-Tông reflected the viewpoint of Mahâyâna on
wisdom and related the Buddhist philosophical concepts.
Mãn-Giác (d.1096) was well-versed in Confucianism and
Buddhism. After ordination, he wandered everywhere for seeking
friends. He had many disciples and became well-known in the 9th
generation of Vô-ngôn-thông school. King Lý-Nhân-Tông with his
Queen respected him and ordered to build a pagoda beside Palace
Cảnh-hưng. Both of them also consulted him about Buddhism and
state affairs. A verse of his remains is as follows:
春 去 百 花 落
春 到 百 花 開
事 逐? 眼 前 過
老 從 頭 上 來
莫 謂 春 殘 花 落 盡
庭 前 咋 夜 一 枝 梅
“Spring goes, a hundred kinds of flowers fall,
Spring comes, a hundred kinds of flowers bloom.
All things are changing ahead of us,
From the head old age is coming.
25. Tathâgatagarbha :Universal storehouse whence all truth comes.
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Do not say that Spring had gone and flowers have fallen,
Last night, at the pavilion blossomed a branch of apricot.”26
According to Mãn-Giác, the phenomenal world changes
constantly; but, its nature is immutable, Chân-như. The verse
expresses hope and optimism before the change of the phenomenal
world.
II) THE INFLUENCE OF VIETNAMESE BUDDHISM ON THE
SUPERSTRUCTURE OF THE LÝ DYNASTY:

1) Vietnamese Buddhism and politics:
The Lý and Trần kings were representatives of Heaven for their
subjects and, at the same time, of their subjects before the Heaven.
It is the Confucianist theory of Fate (as decided by Heaven) and
representative of Heaven to walk in the Way. Lý-Công-Uẩn, the
first king of the Lý, affirmed in the Chiếu dời đô (Decree of shifting
the Capital city) that “Up, to respect Fate (as decided by Heaven);
Down, to follow subjects’ heart.”27 King was considered as Heaven
or Buddha; Kings Lý-Thái-Tông, Lý-Phật-Mã, Lý-Cao-Tông
forced others to call them Buddhas. The combination of politics
and religion in kings’ ultimate power was a characteristic of the
monarchy in Vietnam.
During the Lý, Buddhism was a state religion and the
combination between it and politics was presented through the
following aspects:
- The eminent Buddhist priests still played an important role
in the government. When King Lý-Công-Uẩn enthroned, “for
all state affairs in the royal court monk Đa-Bảo was invited to
make a decision.”28 In the reign of King Lý-Nhân-Tông monk
Mãn-Giác was “erudite, well-versed in Confucianism, Buddhism
and recommended to the royal palace.”29 “The Lý also laid down
mandarin’s grades for Buddhist priests with the same regulations as
26. Ủy ban Khoa học X hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Op. Cit., p. 298-9.
27. Ủy ban Khoa học X hội Việt Nam , Đại Việt Sử ký Toàn thư, I, Hà nội, 1971-2, p. 190.
28. TUTA, Op. Cit., p. 50
29. Ibid, p. 94.
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that of the Đinh dynasty.”30
- The Lý kings venerated Buddhism. Lý-Thái-Tông belonged
to the 7th generation of the Vô-ngôn-thông Thiền school. Kings LýThánh-Tông, Lý-Anh-Tông, Lý-Cao-Tông belonged to the ThảoĐường school.
- The noble class also venerated Buddhism The stela at the Vạnxứng pagoda set up in 1126 writes:
“Although Commander-in-chief Lý-Thường-Kiệt (who defeated
the Tống troops) was busy with state affairs, his heart still believed in
Buddhism. Perhaps because the King and Queen-mother venerated
the Buddha’s teachings? Hence, the Commander-in-chief followed
the King and Queen mother’s inclination to support Buddhism.”31
According to the TUTA, King Lý-Thái-Tông visited Thiền Master
Cửu-Chỉ (d. 1067) three times; many princes and dukes came to
Thiền Master Huệ-Sinh (d. 1113) for seeking for the Dharma.
- Many Buddhist priests were of noble birth. Viên-Chiếu (d.
1090) was Queen Linh-Cảm’ nephew; Quảng-Trí (d. 1090) was
Royal concubine Chiêu-Phụng’s brother; Nun Diệu-Nhàn (d. 113)
was High-ranking Aristocrat Lý-Nhật-Trung’s daughter…
- Ordaining people Buddhist priests: There were many times
of ordaining considerable numbers of people Buddhist priests. In
1016, more than 1000 people in the Capital of Thăng-long were
ordained Buddhist priests. Again, in 1019, Lý-Thái-Tổ issued
another decree of ordaining people all over the country.
In politics, people play an important role. The Lý and Trần
kings thought highly of ước muốn của dân (people’s desire), lòng
dân (people’s heart), khoan thư sức dân (easing people’s labour)
while performing political activities such as advocation of shifting
capital city, succeeding thrones, change of dynasties, declaring
wars. However, to win over people’s heart kings should lead lives
of virtues. For clarifying the virtues of kingship, Imperial Preceptor
Viên-Thông (1080-11510) explained as follows:
30. Hồng Xun Hn, Lý Thường Kiệt, Hà nội, 1950, p. 143.
31. Ủy ban Khoa học X hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Op. Cit., p. 362.
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“People are compared with a thing, which will be safe when put
at a safe place, and be harmful at a dangerous one. The thing is kings’
behaviour. If the behaviour is good, in accordance with people’s
heart, people will love and regard kings as their parents, will look
up and regard kings as the sun and moon. That means to put people
at the safe place indeed.”32
Because of leading lives of virtues the Lý and Trần kings were
able to gather the masses around them for winning victory over
foreign aggressors as well as for creating splendid spiritual values of
Đại-Việt civilisation.
2) Vietnamese Buddhism and culture:
Vietnamese Buddhism had strong influences on education,
literature creation, religious beliefs, architecture…, forming a
specific culture of Đại-Việt people.
Education: Vietnamese Thiền Masters during the Lý taught
not only priests but also lay Buddhists. Monk Vạn-Hạnh trained
Lý-Công-Uẩn at the Lục-Tổ pagoda. Thiền Master Trí on the Cao-dã
mountain trained Tô-Hiến-Thành and Ngô-Hoàn-Nghĩa. A number
of Thiền Masters were well-versed in three religions – Buddhism,
Confucianism and Taoism – such as Khuông-Việt, Vạn-Hạnh,
Đạo-Hạnh, Viên-Thông, Mãn-Giác, Bảo-Giám… who taught their
disciples the essentials of Confucian socio-political science. When
advising kings against doing something Thiền Masters Viên-Thông,
Mãn-Giác used logics of Confucianism to express the free mind of
Buddhism. This method contributed enormously to the learning
and politics of the Lý. In 1070 Confucius temple was built. In 1075
the first Confucian examination was organized. The Confucian
class appeared anf its ideology began spreading widely in society.
Besides the Confucian examinations in the years of 1075, 1086,
1152, 1185, 1193 there was an examination for three religions in
1195.
Literature: Buddhism contributed not less to literature creation
all over the country with the optimistic and independent spirit. For
example:
32. TUTA, Op. Cit, p. 241.
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蓮 髮 爐 中 濕 未 干 “
[Like] a blooming lotus in fire, it is still fresh, never dry.” By
Thiền Master Ngộ-Ấn.33
莫 謂 春 殘? 花 落 盡
庭 前 咋 夜 一 枝 梅
“Do not say that Spring has gone and flowers have fallen; Last
night at the pavillion bloomed a branch of apricot.” By Thiền Master
Mãn-Giác.
The following verse written by Lý-Thường-Kiệt, a Buddhist and
Commander-in-chief defeated the Chàm (Chams) and Tống, was
considered by the Viets as the first Declaration of Independence:
南 國 山 河 南 帝 居
截 然 定 分 在 天 書
如 何 逆 虜” 來 侵 犯
汝 等 行Đ 看 取 敗 虛
“Mountain and rivers of the Southern state where stayed the
Southern kings,
The border was clearly divided by Heaven.
Why does a wickedly cruel band of enemies dare to violate?
They will be defeated at once.”34
Literature and popular beliefs: The striking point of popular
literature particularly mythology and legend during the Đại-Việt
period was to restore and improve popular literatre in the past for
newly political purposes, affirming a sovereign Đại-Việt .
There appeared such legends as a dragon met King Lý-TháiTổ when he shifted the capital from Hoa-lư to Thăng-long; ManNươngin the legend in the 2nd centrury was now Ỷ-Lan (King LýThánh-Tông’s Queen), a Vietnamese Avalokiteśvara Bodhisattva;
tunes and figures of Lý-liên dance which appeared from the Lý’s
33. Ủy ban Khoa học X hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Op. Cit., p. 264
34. Ibid., p. 321.
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and Trần’s times with the images of birds and boats, symbols of the
state from the Hùng-kings times (? – 258 B.C.), was now added the
images of lotuses, the symbol of the state during the Lý and Trần.
Architecture: Buddhism during the Lý and Trần spread in the
masses so easily that Lê-Quát, a Confucian at the end of the Trần,
wrote:
“Buddhism only uses the theory of cause and effect to change
the people’s heart; but, why ever is it followed by so many people?
Buddhism spreads very easily and is highly respected.”35
Consequently, Đại-Việt people were in great numbers and in a
bustle participating in the construction of Buddhist pagodas and
stûpas. Notes on the stelas at the Linh-xứng, Sùng-nghiêm, Diên-thánh
pagodas affirmed that the people in the range between 6 to 100
years old tried their best to build monuments; some helped food;
some helped their labor, all emulated each other at work… During
the Lý and Trần, there were non-Buddhist monuments; but, they
were insignificant. It is historian Lê-Văn-Hưu who criticized that the
Lý thought highly of building Buddhist pagodas and worshipping
Buddhas rather than building the royal ancestor cult temples and
constructing the country. However, mausoleums of the Lý kings
were very simple. King Lý-Nhân-Tông’s last will and testament
as well as the field work at the Thọ lăng forest area affirmed this.
Mausoleums of the Trần kings were not sizeable either.
3) Vietnamese Buddhism and Art:
There were many Buddhist art monuments under the Lý
dynasty manifested in the construction of Buddhist pagodas, stûpas
and in casting bells, statues… particularly during the reigns of the
following kings:
- Lý-Thái-Tổ: About 300 Buddhist pagodas were built and the
old ones all over the country were restored.
- Lý-Thái-Tông: In 1040 the King inaugurated 1,000 wooden
Buddha statues, 1,000 Buddha printings and 10,000 flags and
35. Ủy ban Khoa học X hội Việt Nam – Viện Sử học, Tìm hiểu X hội Việt Nam thời Lý
Trần, Hà nội, 1981, p. 553.
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banners. In 1041, a 7,560 can36 bronze statue of Meitreya Buddha
was cast and enshrined at Thiên-phúc Royal palace. In 1049, the
King ordered to buil Diên-hựu, a One-pillared pagoda with the
figure of a lotus on the water ; this is the well-known architectural
work of the Lý.
- Lý-Thánh-Tông: In 1056, the King ordered to buil Sùng-khánh,
Báo-thiên pagodas and extracted 12,000 cân of bronze to cast a bell
on which he himself wrote some notes. In 1057, in front of this
pagoda the 12-storey stûpa of the Tứ-thiên-vương (Four Deva-kings)
20 trượng37 high was built. In the same year, Thiên-phúc and Thiên-thọ
pagodas were built and two golden statues of Phạm-Thiên (Brahma)
and Đế-Thích (Indra) were cast and enshrined in these two pagodas.
In 1057, a stone statue of Amitabha Buddha was carved in Tiêndu district. In 1058, the King ordered to build Linh-quang, Kiến-lễ
and Sùng-nghi shrines. In 1070, the King himself wrote the word
Buddha 16 thước38 high which was carved on a stone stela and put
on the mountain where the Tiên-du pagoda located.
- Lý-Thần-Tông: In 1129, the King inaugurated 84,000 terracotta stûpas.39
However, in course of time very little remained but from what
has remained one know from the vestiges that architecture and
sculpture under the Lý was not only influenced by Chinese but also
by Chàm (Champa) art. At the Phật-tích pagoda in Bắc-ninh one
found a statue of goddess Kinnari 40 having human head but bird
body and playing a musical instrument; carvings on stone with the
figures of dragons having snake bodies, long noses, large mouths –
the style of Champa and Indonesian art’s water-monster Makara.
Nevertheless, the art during the Lý had its own creation.
There were four famous art monuments named The An-Nam
four great Monuments41 as follows:
36. 1 cân = 604.5gms
37. 1 trượng = 4.25m.
38. 1 thước = 0.425m
39. The data above-mentioned are quoted from Đại-việt Sử-ký Tồn thư and Việt Sử lược.
40. Kinnara (i): one of the 8 classes of supernatural beings in the Lotus sûtra: deva, nâga,
yaksa, gandharva, asura, garuḍa, kinnara, mahoraga.
41. Nguyễn-Lang, Việt nam Phật giáo Sử luận, I, Si gịn, 1974, pp. 208-9.
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- The 12-storey stûpa of Báo-thiên 20 trượng high at Sùng-khánh
pagoda was built in 1057.
- The statue of Meitreya Buddha 6 trượng high at Quỳnh-lâm
pagoda.
- The 12,000 cân bronze bell at the stûpa of Báo-thiên.
- The Urn of Phổ-minh.
All the stûpas under the Lý till now had collapsed except the
stûpa of Bình-sơn at Vĩnh-khánh pagoda is still intact. This stûpa is
15 metres high, made of dark red fire bricks. “This work symbolizes
the combination between Chinese and Champa cultures in order
to create a particular form of Vietnamese culture surviving until the
end of the Trần, Hồ dynasties.”42
One more famous architectural monument under the Lý is
Diên-hựu or One-pillared pagoda built in 1049 in the form of a lotus
rising from the water.43
4) Customs and morals:
A well-known Vietnamese scholar commented the customs and
morals during the Lý that “The Lý dynasty can be called the most
compassionate one in our nation’s history. It is due to the influence
of Buddhism.”44
Although the Đinh and Former Lê kings supported Buddhism,
they inflicted the corporal punishments on the culprits. In the
Nobility class, fighting over power leaded on killing one another
such as Đinh-Liễn killed his young brother, Lê-Ngọa-Triều killed
Lê-Trung-Tông. However, during the Lý, the kings leaded lives of
virute, behaved kindLý towards people even their enemies. King
Lý-Thánh-Tông forgave Nùng-Trí-Cao who plotted to rebel. The
King captured Chế-Củ, a Champa king, but did not kill, either.
Some of the Lý kings became monks and among them was LýThánh-Tông, who founded a new Thiền school in Vietnam named
Thảo-Đường.
42. Nguyễn Bá Lăng, Kiến trúc Phật giáo, Si gịn, 1971, p. 45.
43. Nguyễn-Lang, Op. Cit., pp. 209-210.
44. Hồng Xun Hn, Op. Cit., p. 209.
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In 1065, in a court, sitting at Thiên-khánh Royal palace King
Lý-Thánh-Tông pointed to Princess Đông-Thiên nearby and said to
jailkeepers:
“I love my daughter just as people’s parents love people. Due to a
gap in their education people commit offences; how pitiful! Hence,
from now on no matter how they commit the punishments inflicted
on them will be mitigated.”45
The compassion and for the sake of people policy was also used
in wars. In the speech Lộ-bố when fighting against the Tống troops
General Lý-Thường-Kiệt said: “Heaven generates people, to whom
the good and gentle kings must be harmonious. The Way to control
people is mainly fo feed them.”46
The Lý kings also tried to find ways to relate more closely with
their subjects. In 1027, King Lý-Cao-Tông issued a decree, saying:
“I am still a little child but have to shoulder the responsibility
for state affairs. On the throne and distant from the people I took
the advice of the mean persons and made the lower persons bear
resentment against me. People had resented; then, on whom could
I rely? Hence, I now mend my ways and together with the people
renovate.”47
Ỷ-Lan, King Lý-Thánh-Tông’s Queen, came of a country girl. She
was a devoted Buddhist and concerned herself with the people’s
living conditions. To avoid being short of ploughing buffaloes she
advised the King to punish severely those who stole and killed
them. In 1103, she used property in the treasury to ransom the poor
girls, who was employed as domestic servants, then gave them in
marriage. People bore her in mind and called her Avalokiteśvara.”48
B) VIETNAMESE BUDDHISM UNDER THE TRẦN DYNASTY (12251400)

In late 1225, Queen Lý-Chiêu-Hòang yielded her throne to
her husband, Trần-Thái-Tông, who founded the Trần dynasty
45. Nhà Xuất bản Sử học, Op. Cit., p. 100.
46. Ủy ban Khoa học X hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Op. Cit., p. 320.
47. Nhà Xuất bản Sử học, Op. Cit., p. 352.
48. Ủy ban Khoa học X hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Op. Cit., p. 352.
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which reigned from then onwards till 1400. Depending on the
considerable achievements of the Lý, the Trần continued developing
its infrastructure as well as superstructure in which Buddhism went
on playing a special role during this period.
1) Buddhism, a decisive element of the culture in the Trần Dynasty:
a) The role of Confucianism:
The system of former competition-examinations contributed to
the culture of a nation and usually depended on the politics. During
the Lý and Trần dynasties the great influence of three religions –
Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism – on the social life was
manifested in examinations. History says, there appeared threereligion examinations in 1195 under the Lý and in 1227, 1247
under the Trần dynasty.
In 1070, King Lý-Thánh-Tông had the Confucius temple
established to worship him and his disciples; and, the Crown
prince came there studying. It means the King recognised that
Confucianism or a Chinese Feudal Confucian model was suitable
to the feudal state which he was trying his best to build and
consolidate. Later on, the Trần kings had the same viewpoint.
However, Confucianism developed slowly in Vietnam. A Confucian
university was inaugurated for the first time in 1070; but, it was
not until 1253 the Tứ thư (Four Confucian Classics) and Ngũ kinh
(Confucian Five Classical Books) were taught there. This shows
that the influence of Buddhism and Taoism was still deeply rooted
in the spiritual life of the Viets.
“Both Buddhism and Taoism were respected under the Lý and
Trần dynasties. Hence, during this period, persons well-versed
in both the religions, either orthodoxy or heresy, were equally
respected, and it was not easy to pass the 3-religion examinations
for students who had no wide knowledge.”49
And it was not until the late period of the Trần dynasty that
Confucianism gained its predominance in the feudal education and
examinations. This formed a solid foundation for the succeeding
49. Phan Huy Chú, Lịch triều Hiến chương Loại chí, II, Trans. Viện Sử học Việt Nam, Hà
nội, 1961, p. 7.
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feudal dynasties. In 1396, the King issued a decree assigning the
mode of Cử-nhân50 competion-examination.
“The system of former competition examinations by late Trần
times, which had sufficient four times of writing (a reproduction
from the Nguyên in China), has been until now going on. For the
selection of talented men, there is nothing better than this mode.
Among those who passed the examinations by late Trần times,
Nguyễn-Trải was the best one, his talents helped the early Lê building
the nation,”51 a historian later on said.
b) The support of royal court for Buddhism:
In Vietnam, at the earlier phase of the independent period,
most of kings were skillful in military arts. Therefore the Đinh and
Former Lê kings often used the knowledge of Buddhist priests in
their arts of administration. Like the majority of people at that
time, the kings believed that Buddhist and Taoist priests could
predict luck or unluck in future and pray for blessings to them.
The early Lý kings also asked Thiền Masters for helping them in
the domains of political unity and foreign affairs. But under the
Trần the situation was different. The Trần kings such as TrầnThái-Tông, Trần-Thánh-Tông and Trần-Nhân-Tông were wellversed in both Buddhism and Confucianism. These three kings
advocated combining Buddhism and Confucianism, made use of
Confucianism for administration and Buddhism for the individual
spiritual liberation and political unity.
Trần-Thái-Tông (1218-1277): The first king of the Trần, whose
throne was arranged by his uncle, a Regent, named Trần-Thủ-Độ,
succeeded in making society normal and day by day prosperous after
the confusion period at the end of the Lý dynasty. Trần-Thái-Tông
contributed to the system of former competition-examinations,
development of education and was the first Vietnamese leader who
defeated the Mongols for the first time in 1257. For his duty the
King said:
“Because of working hard in the day, I made use of leisure for
50. Equivalent to B.A. nowadays
51. Phan Huy Chú, Op. Cit., p. 9.
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reading until late at night. I studied both Confucian and Buddhist
Books.”52
Trần-Thánh-Tông (1240-1290): He was the eldest son of
King Trần-Thái-. He knew how to make use of talented men and
concentrated to improving state affairs. Together with his son, King
Trần-Nhân-Tông, he directly participated in the resistance against
the Mongols for the 2nd and 3rd times leading to the victories in
1285 and 1288. Later on, he stayed at Bắc-cung, became a Buddhist
monk and devoted to the study of Buddhism and writing books.
Trần-Nhân-Tông (1258-1308): He was the eldest son of King
Trần-Thánh-Tông. He was a king, patriot and hero. He was also
famous for his generosity and humaneness. He proposed a unity
policy; advocated Khoan thư sức dân (easing people’s labour),
promoted and recruited talented men for the state machine through
competitive examinations, and expanded democracy. During
his reign there were two famous conferences, one in Bình-than in
1282 between kings and officers, and another in Diên-hồng in 1284
between kings and elders all over the country. As a result, 500,000
troops under the Mongols were defeated in 1285 and 1288. He was
also a poet and founder of Trúc-lâm Thiền school, the first one of
the Viets, which united other contemporary non-Vietnamese Thiền
schools, met the religious need of the people and contributed to
the building of an influential, civilised and independent Đại-Việt
state against the impacts from outside. It is in the reign of King
Trần-Nhân-Tông that Vietnamese Buddhism reached its peak. In
1293, Trần-Nhân-Tông yielded his throne to his son and totally
committed himself to Buddhism. In 1298, he was ordained a monk
and then travelled all over the country and to Champa.
2) A United Buddhist Saṅgha:
a) A trend to unite Thiền schools:
In Vietnam, early in the 13th century, three Thiền schools – Tìni-đa-lưu-chi, Vô-ngôn-thông, Thảo-Đường gradually united together.
Thảo-Đường school had neither bases in the masses nor its own
monastic tradition; but, it had influence on the learning of the two
52. Trần Thái Tông, Khóa Hư Lục , trans. Thích Thanh Kiểm, HCM, 1992, p. 58.
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other Thiền schools – the text Tuyết-đậu Ngữ-lục by Thảo-Đường
was used in Tì-ni-đa-lưu-chi and Vô-ngôn-thông Thiền schools. Thiền
Master Thường-Chiếu (d. 1203) of Vô-ngôn-thông Thiền school
moved to Lục-tổ pagoda and became an Abbot there. Lục-tổ was an
ancient pagoda of the Tì-ni-đa-lưu-chi school built around late in
the 8th century. This shows that these two Thiền schools were almost
mixed together. Thường-Chiếu can be considered as the first monk
who combined these 3 Thiền schools under the Lý dynasty and
prepared the way for the formuation of the Trúc-lâm Thiền school.
In addition, in the reign of King Trần-Thái-Tông came a Chinese
Ch’an Master of the Lâm-tế school named Thiên-Phong, who travelled
to Đại-Việt and was invited to attend seminars of meditation held
by the King. And Thiên-Phong’s thought had enormously influence
on the contemporary Vietnamese Thiền Masters such as Đại-Đăng,
Trần-Thái-Tông…
Earlier, the Lý laid the foundations of a united Đại-Việt with
resounding victories – destroying the Tống and pacifying the
Chams53 – and held fast its territory. Having had independence
on politics, economy and military Đại-Việt must seek for its own
independence on ideology. King Lý-Thần-Tông saw it. The King
wanted to build an ideology based on the Thảo-Đường Thiền
school, and the One-pillared pagoda is a typical remaining vestige.
However, the effort of the Lý king was not perfectly successful.
The Trần continued to hold fast to the national independence.
It was also aware of the need of an ideology which could unite the
people and help defend the country on purposes of (i) escaping
the impacts of external ideology, (ii) uniting power to the central
government, and (iii) maintaining social order and its throne.
With reference to religious ideology, in the process of struggle
and assimilation between different religions such as Buddhism,
Confucianism, Taoism and indigenous religious beliefs from the
early centuries A.D. until the Lý, Buddhism played a predominant
role. In Vietnamese Buddhism, besides Thiền schools there were
53. To eliminate threat from the South the Viets, in 1069, attacked Champa and captured
its King Rudravarman IV together 50,000 people. Also, in the north, the Viets defeated the
Tống in 1075 and 1077.
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other schools such as Pure land, Tantrism. However, with its
non-attachment spirit, the Thiền school could reconcile different
thoughts or religious beliefs. The Trần selected Thiền school as the
leading ideology; and, the contemporary Thiền schools affected by
Chinese were being adapted to suit the above-mentioned purposes.
Trần-Thái-Tông, the first king of the Trần, intended to undertake
the mission of building a united Buddhist ideology but could not
succeed, either. In 1236, having been aware of his responsibility to
propagate Buddhism, the King discreetly left his throne for the Yêntử mountain in search of the truth. Imperial Preceptor Phù-Vân at
the mountain said to the King:
“In the mountain has no Buddha; Buddha stays in your heart.
That the heart is quiet but bright is the Buddha proper. If Your
Majesty realized that, You would be a Buddha at once. It is no need
for Your Majesty to try so seek for Him from outside.”54
But, Trần-Thủ-Độ together with courtiers forced the King to
return back to the Capital city of Thăng-long. The Imperial Preceptor
advised the King:
“Being a king he must regard his people’s wish and heart as
his. Now the whole people want to take Your Majesty back to the
capital, how could You refuse? Except that Your Majesty should not
neglect studying Buddhist sûtras.”55
The King said:
“So, together with everybody We came back to the Capital city,
and We reluctantly enthroned. For more than ten years, once We
were at leisure We usually consulted the eminent elders about
Thiền. In addition, We studied every Mahâyâna sûtra. We used to
read the Kim-cang (Diamond sûtra) to the line Ưng vô sở trụ nhi sinh
kỳ tâm (should produce a thought, which is nowhere supported,)56
then We won enlightenment. After that, We composed this book

54. Ủy ban Khoa học X hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Thơ văn Lý Trần., II, Hà nội, 1989,
p. 28.
55. Ibid., p. 29.
56.應 無 所? 住 而 生 其 心
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entitled Thiền tông chỉ nam (Thien school Guidance).”57
However, having defeated the Mongols King Trần-Nhân-Tông,
a nephew of King Trần-Thái-Tông’s, did produce a united and
independent Buddhist ideology all over the country, which was
Trúc-lâm Thiền school.
b) Cultivation of the Trúc lâm Thiền school:
Trần-Nhân-Tông was the founder of Trúc-lâm Thiền school.
However, in point of fact, the school was founded with the
contributions of Trần-Thái-Tông and Tuệ trung Thượng sĩ.58 These
were three genuine Thiền Masters, three pillars of Trúc-lâm, not
affected by other schools.
In the text Khoá-hư-lục by Trần-Thái-Tông, Khóa means effort
to cultivate, hư means non-attachment to concepts, dogma forms,
and lục means teachings. So, Khoá-hư means cultivation without
grasping notions and forms. Trần-Thái-Tông said:
“If one has not yet to attain the Buddha’s mind or Patriarch’s
thoughts, first of all, one should observe commandments and
recite sûtras. Until realising the Buddha and Patriarch are void then
commandments and sûtras are not necessary to be observed and
recited. In the false form it is also the real form, in the worldly-body
it is also the dharma-body.”59
Besides, he divided three types of the wise and advised people
to cultivate in order, from low to high level. Owing to various
kinds of men, Trúc-lâm Thiền school offered many methods of selfcultivation, namely, repentance, repeating the name of a Buddha,
observing commandments, sitting meditation, studying sûtras.
Trần-Thái-Tông combined religion with politics in his teachings. For
example, in keeping the precept of no wine, he said : “Those who
are very fond of wine lose their righteousness and good character,
those who drink wine speak mistakenly… from which their life end
and country is lost, too.”60
57. Ủy ban Khoa học Xã hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Op. Cit.,, p. 29.
58. Teacher of Trần-Nhân-Tông.
59. Ủy ban Khoa học Xã hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Op. Cit.,, p. 55.
60. Trần-Thái-Tông, Khóa Hư Lục, trans. Thích Thanh Kiểm, HCM, 1992, p.56.
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However, the wise realise the true meaning of keeping precepts.
One day, Trần-Nhân-Tông asked Tuệ trung Thượng sĩ about the merit
of observing commandments and was replied as follows:
持 戒 兼 忍? 辱
招? 罪 不 招? 福
欲 知 無 罪 福
非 持 戒 忍? 辱
如 人 上 樹 時
安 中 自 求 危
如 人 不 上 樹
風 月 何 所 為

“ ‘Observing commandments and patience,
Just looking for sin instead of blessedness.
To know how is neither sin nor blessedness,
Do not observe commandments and patience.
Just as a man climbing up a tree,
Being safe he himself suddenly seeks for danger.
Not to climb up the tree any more,
How could he get harm from it.’
Then Tuệ trung Thượng sĩ told Trần-Nhân-Tông to keep it secret,
not to tell anybody unappropriate.”61
As far as sûtras are concerned, it is usually that each Buddhist
school establishes its viewpoint on one sûtra or śâstras, e.g.,
Hoa nghiêm school on Avataṃsaka, Thiên thai school on
Saddharmapuṇḍarîka, Câu xá school on Abhidharma-kośa-śâtra,
Thành thật (Satya-siddhi) school on Satya-siddhi-śâstra, Niết bàn
(Nirvâṇa) school on Mahâpari-nirvâṇa. But Trúc-lâm Thiền school
studied most sûtras in the Chinese Tripiṭaka. A combination of
meditation with sûtras is a specific feature of it when compared to
Huệ-Năng’s Ch’an in China, which advocates to realise the Buddha
61. Ủy ban Khoa học Xã hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Op. Cit.,, p. 546.
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nature or essence of mind not paying attention to words and sûtras.
The combination is illustrated in a verse of Trần-Nhân-Tông’s:
景 寂 安 居 自 在 心
涼 風 吹 遰 入 松 陰
禪 床 樹 下 一 經? 卷
兩 字 清 閑 勝 萬 金

“Living peacefully with the imperturbable heart among the
quiet scenery,
A cool wind blew to the shadow of a pine tree.
Under the tree are a meditation cushion and sûtra,
Two words liberated-life are much more valuable than ten
thousand bars of gold.”62
Among methods, meditation is the most decisive and important.
Meditation is to realise the Reality, the empty of all things. TrầnThái-Tông said:
“A follower just needs to see the (Buddha) nature.”63
All things in the phenomenal world are false names, not real,
which are produced by erroneous thinking. Tuệ trung Thượng sĩ said:
“Without a defilement thought is pure,
It is neither clean nor dirty from old to now
Clean and dirty are completely false names.”64
When realising all things are false, illusory one’s own mind cuts
off all conditions, bonds, not seeking for or clinging to them any
longer even the so-called meditation. Trần-Nhân-Tông said:
有? 句 無 句
忉 忉 怛 怛
截 斷 葛 藤Ù
62. Ibid., p. 535.
63. Trần-Thái-Tông, Op. Cit., p. 49.
64. Tuệ-trung Thượng-sĩ, Ngữ Lục, trans. Trc-Thin, Si gịn, 1969, p. 99.
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彼 此 快 活
“All being and non-being
Making one sorrowful.
Cutting off all conditions clinging to one another like creepers,
Everywhere is happy.”65
居 塵 樂 道 且 隨 緣
飢 則 餐 兮 困 則 眠
家? 中? 有 寶 休 尋 覓
對 境 無 心 莫 問 禪
“Living in the world, according to circumstances that one feels
happy with the Path,
Hungry then eat, tiresome then sleep.
Precious thing is ready at home, stop searching for it,
Facing objects without any notion then no need to ask about
meditation.”66
When illusive thoughts and desires are extinguished, Buddha
and human beings are identical,
“Buddha is at home,
No need to look for (Him) anywhere else.
Due to forgetting the Origin I look for the Buddha,
Having known it, the Buddha is Myself.”67
It is the idea Buddha is Myself that affirms further the sense of
independence in both politics and religion of kings and subjects of
the Trần dynasty.
c) Trần-Nhân-Tông and Trúc-lâm Thiền school:
Trần-Nhân-Tông, his nickname Trần-Khâm, the eldest son
of King Trần-Thánh-Tông, born in 1258, enthroned at the age of
65. Ủy ban Khoa học Xã hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Op. Cit.,, p. 489
66. Ibid., p. 510.
67. Ibid., p. 506.
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20, was ordained a monk at the age of 41, and died in 1308. His
biography looks extraordinary,
“The King was of the intelligence of a saint, stateLy grace, golden
skin, powerful build, and bright spirit and vigour. His father and
grandfather were surprised at him and called him the golden fairy
baby. He had a black mole on his left shoulder; so, he could assume
reponsibility for the state affairs. He reigned for 14 years, then
yielded his throne to his son for 5 years.68 He lived monkhood life
for 8 years, died at the age of 51 at Ngọa vân pagoda on the Yên-tử
mountain. He was compassionate, amiable and uniting his subjects’
heart. In his reign, the country was restored. He was a good and
gentle king indeed.”69
In his childhood, Trần-Nhân-Tông did not want to be a king and
intended to yield his position, the Crown prince, to his younger
brother.
“One day, at midnight, the King slipped out of the royal palace
and wanted to come to the Yên-tử mountain. He reached Đông cửu
pagoda as soon as it was dawn, so he entered and lurked in a stûpa.
Having seen his unsual figure, the Abbot of the pagoda entertained
him dinner. That day, Queen mother and King Trần-Thánh-Tông
ordered courtiers to find him and bring him back and he unwillingly
had to go back to the royal palace. Although he was a king, his heart
was very pure. One afternoon, taking rest at Tư-phúc pagoda in
the royal palace, he dreamt on his navel appeared a big lotus with
on which a golden Buddha. A nearby person asked the King: ‘Do
you know this Buddha? He is Candrârkadîpa Buddha’… Điều Ngự
(Trần-Nhân-Tông) also consulted Tuệ trungThượng sĩ; as a result, he
understood the essence of Thiền and treated Tuệ trungThượng sĩ as
his teacher.”70
When King Trần-Nhân-Tông intended to be a monk, Tuệ
trungThượng sĩ who was a layman could not ordain him. So,
Trần-Nhân-Tông was ordained by Thiền Master Huệ-Tuệ, the 5th
68. In the Trần dynasty kings enthroned for some time then yielded their thrones to their
sons and kept the position of King’s Father.
69. Viện Khoa học Xã hội Việt Nam, Đại việt Sử ký Toàn thư, II, Hà nội, 1993, p. 44.
70. Nguyễn Lang, Op.Cit., pp. 301-2.
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Patriarch of Yên-tử sect (an interim name). After ordination, TrầnNhân-Tông named himself Trúc-lâm and founded Trúc-lâm Thiền
school.
In addition, one should know the first Patriach of Yên-tử sect,
Thiền Master Hiện-Quang (d. 1221). According to the TUTA,71 he
was a native of Thăng-long Capital. At the age of 11 he was accepted
to be a disciple of Thường-Chiếu’s at Lục tổ temple. For 10 years, he
was well-versed in all three religions. Unfortunately, Thường-Chiếu
passed away when he was yet to realize the essence of Thiền. So,
he had to seek teacher and Dharma again. After that, he obtained
the truth from Thiền Master Trí-Thông at Thanh-qua pagoda; but,
he was ordained a monk by Thiền Master Pháp-Giới in Nghệ-an
district. Then he came to Yên-tử mountain and stayed there for life.
History does not mention about which Thiền school Trí-Thông
and Pháp-Giới followed; but, their impacts on Hiện-Quang must
be great.
The next 4 Patriarchs of Yên-tử sect were Đạo-Viên, Đại-Đăng,
Tiêu-Diêu and Huệ-Tuệ.
As usual, a new religious school must have a new head. TrầnNhân-Tông played that role. It is said that Trần-Nhân-Tông was
an incarnated Buddha. His mother dreamt a deity gave her sword;
as a result, she was with child and gave birth to a golden prince
named Phật-Hoàng (Golden Buddha). Here, the legend combined
in the person of Trần-Nhân-Tông three notions: hero (the sword),
incarnated Buddha (the Candrârkadîpa Buddha) and incarnated
deity (the golden deity baby). Trần-Nhân-Tông was a national
hero, Buddha and deity as proved in his career. A national hero
defeated the Mongols, the most power at the time in the world. An
incarnated Buddha founded Trúc-lâm Thiền school. And, a deity
had a detached and relaxed attitude of Taoism.
Trần-Nhân-Tông had a life like Buddha’s. Candrârkadîpa Buddha
turned into Golden Buddha then Crown prince Trần-Khâm. At
midnight the Crown prince slipped away to Yên-tử mountain in
search for teacher and the truth as that of Siddhartha72 in India.
71. TUTA, Op. Cit., pp. 161-2.
72. Name of the (Sakyamuni) Buddha before attaining enlightenment.
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Trần-Nhân-Tông also had the same action as his grandfather’s. It
is Trần-Nhân-Tông who intended to be a monk but failed. The
difference is that after the first failure, Trần-Nhân-Tông returned
to the capital to complete his mission of fighting against the
Mongols, then left his throne again to finish his unfinished search
for the truth over 20 years before. He reached Yên-tử mountain
and founded a new religious school – Trúc-lâm Thiền school.
On the Yên-tử mountain there was a forest of bamboo where
Trần-Nhân-Tông had his monastery built just as Siddhartha had
Veluvana (the Bamboo Forest); perhaps from this imitation
Trần-Nhân-Tông named his religious school Trúc-lâm (the
Bamboo Forest). Likewise, Trần-Nhân-Tông together with
his two disciples Pháp-Loa and Huyền-Quang went spreading
Buddhism in Sùng-nghiêm, Siêu-lọai… The Buddha together
with his two disciples – Mahâkâśyapa, Ânanda – did in Sârnâth,
Anâthapiṇḍika Park… The Buddha handed down his robe and
bowl to Mahâkâśyapa, the most wise disciple, who presided the
first council; and, Trúc-lâm cut his finger using blood for writing
sûtras which were handed down to Pháp-Loa, his wise disciple,
and the Abbot of Trúc-lâm pagoda, who had lots of pagodas and
stûpas built and ordained many monks.
After Trần-Nhân-Tông died, his son, King Trần-Anh-Tông,
ordered to build Huệ-Quang stûpa enshrining Trần-Nhân-Tông’s
relics and statue. The statue of Trần-Nhân-Tông sat down in the
posture of bhûmisparśamudrâ (Skt., earth-touching gesture), a
symbol of great enlightenment. One could not find any symbol
of a conventional Buddha such as spiral hairs, long ear-lobe, eyes
looking down... on Trần-Nhân-Tông’s statue. On the contrary, TrầnNhân-Tông statue was of the well built, healthy, strong will and
thoughtfull expression in the Đại-Việt style.
In short, Trần-Nhân-Tông himself and the Trần dynasty turned
Prince Trần-Khâm into a new Head of a religion: the First Patriarch
of Trúc-lâm Thiền school. He was an embodiment of a Buddha in
Đại-Việt with unusual characteristics different from the founders of
other contemporary Thiền schools. Trúc-lâm Thiền school was not
a branch of imported Buddhism but it was a local religion with its
own features.
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c) A United Vietnamese Buddhist Sangha:
Unlike Tuệ- trung Thượng-sĩ, Trần-Nhân-Tông attached special
importance to the forms of things. For uniting ideologies in the
whole country, Trần-Nhân-Tông prepared all things carefully.
To mark his ordination day in 1299, Trần-Nhân-Tông ordered
printing Phật-giáo Pháp-sự,73 Đạo-trường Tân-văn,74 and Côngvăn Cách-thức.75 76 These books were used for uniting all forms of
contemporary Buddhist rituals all over the country.
In 1304, “After ordination, Điều-Ngự (Trần-Nhân-Tông)
travelled all over the country, advised the people to Thập-thiện77.
He also when going to other areas ordered to stop the working
in the linga-worship (Dâm-từ)78.” 79 At that time, the Viets relied
upon many religious beliefs; they worshipped Rivers, Mountains,
Thunder, Thunderbolt, Rain, Clouds, Crocodiles, Gigantic
Persons, Reproductive organs... Trần-Nhân-Tông advised his
subjects to follow Trúc-lâm Buddhism, the unique religious belief
of the nation. Trúc-lâm Buddhism used Thập-thiện as a foundation
for society morals. The Trần dynasty used Trúc-lâm Buddhism as a
unique ideology for uniting the whole people into a solid bloc and
strengthening the authority of its dynasty.
Knowing his life was short, Trần-Nhân-Tông looked for a
succeeding talented person who was able to lead the Trúc-lâm
Buddhist Saṅgha. In 1304, Trần-Nhân-Tông found out that person
73. Buddhist discipline and ritual.
74. Bodhimandala gazette.
75. Patterns of public wiritings.
76. Viện Khoa học Xã hội Việt nam, Op. Cit., p. 78.
77. The ten perfect Mahâyâna rules; i.e. in (1) right belief; (2) conduct; (3) spirit; (4) the joy
of the bodhi mind; (5) joy in the Dharma; (6) joy in meditation; (7) pursuing the correct Dharma;
(8) obedience to it; (9) departing from pride, etc.; (10) comprehending the inner teaching of Buddha and taking no pleasure in that of the śrâvaka and pratyeka-buddha (of Hînayâna).
Another meaning: The 10 good characteristics, defined as the non-committal of the
10 evils, i.e., (1) not killing; (2) not stealing; (3) not adultery; (4) not lying; (5) not double-tongue; (6) not coarse language; (7) not filthy language; (8) not covetousness; (9) not
anger; (10) not perverted views.
78. The lingam worhip was introduced from the Champa area and was called Dâm-từ (婬
祠).
79. Nguyễn Lang, Op. Cit., p. 307
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named Pháp-Loa. Pháp-Loa was soon ordained, taught Buddha’s
teachings and handed down robe and bowl by Trần-Nhân-Tông
himself. In January, 1308 Trần-Nhân-Tông officialLy appointed
Pháp-Loa the Abbot of Sieu-loai pagoda and the 2nd Patriarch of
Trúc-lâm Thiền school under the witness of King Trần-Anh-Tông
and his courtiers. Later on, aided by the government Pháp-Loa
completed his Buddhist activities easily.
The number of people supporting, becoming monks and joining
Trúc-lâm Buddhist Saṅgha increased day by day. In 1313, Pháp-Loa
obeyed the royal proclamation to stay at Vĩnh-nghiêm pagoda in
Lương-giang where he established the central office of the Saṅgha,
assigned the functions of Buddhist priests, inspected monasteries
and issued Buddhist priest-identification. It was the first time in the
history of Vietnamese Buddhism Buddhist priests had their files in
the Central office of the Buddhist Saṅgha. Ordination ceremony
was held every 3 years. Till the year 1392 the number of Buddhist
priests ordained by the Trúc-lâm were over 15,000. And, in 1313
there were more than 100 pagodas of the Trúc-lâm Buddhist Saṅgha.
The nobility supported it. King Trần-Anh-Tông donated 100 mau
of rice fields to Báo-ân pagoda in 1308 and 500,000 quan (tiền)80
to Pháp-Loa for giving the poor in 1312. In 1322, many people of
the court donated money for making 100 statues of the Buddha.
After that, Văn-Huệ-Vương supported Gia-lâm pagoda 300 mẫu
of rice fields. Quỳnh-lâm pagoda had more than 1,000 mẫu and
1,000 tenant farmers. The nobility also joined the Buddhist Saṅgha.
Former Queen Chiêu-từ was ordained a nun in 1324, Princesses
Tuyền-Chân and Lệ-Bảo were ordained nuns in 1329. However, for
fearing (that) the number of Buddhist priests increased but did not
understand and practise the Dharma, Pháp-Loa , in 1322, issued
the text Tứ phần luật (Dharmagupta-bhikṣu vinaya) for them to
study. The most important Buddhist activity of Pháp-Loa ’s was
printing and publishing the Chinese Buddhist Tripiṭaka. In 1259,
the Chinese Buddhist Tripiṭaka were carved on wooden plates and
kept at Báo-ân pagoda. For this, sûtras were printed and published
on a large scale throughout the country to meet a great need for the
people to study Buddhism.
80. Quan (tiền): sum of 100 former coins.
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Trúc-lâm Thiền school flourished till the mid-14th century; but,
after Huyền-Quang, the 3rd Partiarch, it declined. Then from that
time until late in the 16th century, the support of kings decreased,
the Trúc-lâm, in particular, and Vietnamese Buddhism, in general,
withdrew to hide in the rural areas and mountains stopping playing
its important political role.
The reason why Trúc-lâm was short lived may be like this:
- Firstly, Huyền-Quang, the 3rd Patriarch, was not as active as
Trần-Nhân-Tông and Pháp-Loa. Huyền-Quang was appointed
President of Trúc-lâm Buddhist Saṅgha at the age of 77, he was
old and weak. He was good in both writing (poems) and Buddhist
studies. However, he seldoms preached Dharma in public; he
also because taught Buddhist priests in monasteries. He seldoms
entertained friendly relations with the nobility; perhaps he had
been an official for more than 20 years and was tired of the upper
class. Vân-yên pagoda was the headquarters of Trúc-lâm Thiền
school where there was perhaps struggle for the Abbot position; so,
Huyền-Quang withdew back to Côn-sơn pagoda for a proper quiet
place. The following verse he composed at Côn-sơn at the age over 77,
“For less virtue I feel ashamed towards ancestors
Imitating Hàn-Thập81 ceasing tangles
Going along with friend to the quiet mountain
Surrounded by immeasurable layers of forest and mountain.”82
- Secondly, Tantrism with supersitious phenomena spreading
in Buddhist circles caused Confuciant scholars to criticize bitterly.
Although Tantrism had appeared in the previous dynasties, it was
not mentioned in the writings of the first 3 kings of the Trần. But,
from the times of King Trần-Anh-Tông and the 2nd Patriarch PhapLoa onwards, the impact of Tantrism restored and spread quickly.
In 1311, King Trần-Anh-Tông received the daughter of an Indian
monk named Du-chi Ba-la in the royal palace.83[83] This monk,
300 years old as he said, could sit cross-legged floating on water.
81. Hàn-Sơn and Đức-Thập were two eminent priests in seclusion.
82. Nguyễn-Lang, Op. Cit., p. 369.
83. Viện Khoa học Xã hội Việt Nam, Op. Cit., p. 96.
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One more case, “In the reign of King Trần-Minh-Tông, an Indian
monk named Bồ-đề Thất-lý came to our country and was also able
to float on water.”84
In 1318, King Trần-Anh-Tông ordered to seek for an Indian
monk named Bàn-đề Đạo-sa Thất-lợi to translate a Tantrism
sûtra entitled Bạch-tán thần chú kinh. Before death, the King was
baptized by Pháp-Loa in 1320. The 2nd Patriarch Pháp-Loa “held
Mantra and worshipped (the Buddha) day and night.”85 And,
Huyền-Quang, the 3rd Patriarch, built the Tháp xoay (Turning
stûpa) called Cửu-phầm liên-hoa (Nine layers of Lotus). This style
of architecture originated from the Tibetan Tantrism.
Confucianist scholars criticized superstitions in Buddhism. In
1354, Trương-Hán-Siêu said:
“That the collapsed Buddhist pagodas are now reconstructed is
not my wish… Superstition should be abandoned, the Holy Path
shoul be restored. Feudal intellectuals not following Confucius and
Mencius should not compose…”86
In 1370, “at that time Confucian scholar Lê-Quát also wanted to
popularize the path of saints and sages and abandon superstitions
but failed in the end.”87
- Thirdly, Trúc-lâm Buddhism mainly relied on the support of the
Trần dynasty. Hence, when this dynasty collapsed, it collapsed, too.
In 1396, Hồ-Quý-Ly, a Confucian scholar, forced the (last) Trần
king “to issue a decree forcing Buddhist priests below 50 years old
to return to the secular life; and, the rest must take an examination.
Those who passed were appointed positions in the Saṅgha but
those who failed would be attendants of monks.”88
However, the life-style Cư trần lạc đạo (居塵樂道)of Trúc lâm
Buddhism did penetrate the populace.
84. Ibid.
85.The text Tam tổ Thực lục (the Trinity of the Trúc-lâm Patriarchs) stored in the library
of the Vietnam Institute of History with code No.A.786.
86. Viện Khoa học Xã hội Việt Nam, Op. Cit., pp. 134-5.
87. Ibid., p. 153.
88. Ibid., p. 188.
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3) The cultural, social and political role of Vietnamese Buddhism:
Vietnamese Buddhism in the Trần dynasty based on Trúclâm Thiền school avocated entering the world, serving both the
individual spiritual liberation and the welfare of society. The advice
of Imperial Preceptor Đạo-Viên, whom King Trần-Thái-Tông met
on Yên-tử mountain, is considered as the main guidline for the
Buddhist politician:
“As a king, he must regard his people’s wish and heart as his.
Now, the whole people want to take Your Majesty back to the
capital, how could You refuse? Except that Your Majesty should not
neglect studying sûtras.’ King Trần-Thái-Tông said: ‘We received the
Buddha’s teachings from saints and sages. Now, there is no reason
why We do not regard the duty of the saints and sages as Ours.’”89
Tuệ-trung Thượng-sĩ said: “Mixing with the secular life, mingling
our radiance in the worldly life.”90 King Trần-Nhân-Tông travelled
throughout the country, destroyed Dâm-từ, advised people to
practise Thập-thiện… Followers of Trúc-lâm Thiền school did not
advocate secluding themselves from the world since there is no
Buddha in the mountain; they did not call upon the followers to
leave home for a secluded life on the mountain. They accepted the
forms of both Buddhist priests and lay men. According to them, the
individual must serve society with Buddhist spirit. The Trúc-lâm
relied on Nâgârjuna’s non-attachment.which manifested tolerance,
freedom, equality, democracy, national in-dependence in the
cultural, social and political life of the country.
In the Trần dynasty Buddhism enormously contributed to the
national culture. With its non-attachment, tolerance Buddhism
never criticized Confucianism and Taoism. King Trần-Thái-Tông,
a Buddhist Thiền Master, thought highly of three religions; he said:
“Although life is precious, it is not as precious as the Ultimate
Path. Thus, Confucius said: ‘It is fully satisfied on hearing the Path
in the morning in spite of dying in the evening.’ Lão-tử said: ‘If I
had a great worry, it was mainly because I had my body.’ The Lord
89. Ibid., p. 188.
90. Tuệ trung Thượng sĩ, Ngữ lục, trans. Trúc Thiên, Sài gòn, 1969, p. 172.
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Buddha who sought for the Path was self-sacrificing for saving
suffering human beings. The three saints despised their bodies in
order to think highly of the Path, didn’t they ?”91
Buddhist literature also contributed much for the home country
literature,
“The times of Lý and Trần were those of struggle between trends
of thinking, particularly Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism; as
a result, the literature of those times could not avoid partly bearing
the quite deep colours of systems of religion, philosophy.”92
In 1487, Tiến sĩ 93Hoàng Đức Lương remarked: “Almost books and
copy-books in the Lý and Trần dynasties belonged to Buddhism."
94
Lê-Quý-Đôn (1726-1748), an outstanding Confucian scholar
throughout ten centuries of the Vietnamese Feudal system,
remarked:
“The Lý and Trần dynasties which attached importance to
Buddhism organised separate exams for Buddhist priests. Hence,
there were quite lots of persons well-versed in literature. ViênChiếu, Khánh-Hưng were good in prose and verse. Both Pháp-Loa
and Huyền-Quang had collections of poems.”95
The Trần kings were aware of the selection of alien culture.
From the mid-14th century onwards, some Confucians wanted to
“Sungise” the culture of Đại-Việt. King Trần-Minh-Tông (13001357) said:
“Our state has its own law. The South differs from the North. If
we listen to the tricks of the white-face students (Confucian scholars)
seeking promotion for themselves, trouble will take place soon. 96
King Trần-Nghệ-Tông said:
“The previous reigns constructing our country with their own
91. Ủy ban Khoa học Xã hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Thơ văn Lý Trần, I, Hà nội, 1977,
p. 9.
92. Ủy ban Khoa học Xã hội Việt Nam – Viện Văn học, Op. Cit., pp. 27-8.
93. Tiến sĩ was the highest degree in the Feudal system of competition examination.
94. Ibid., p. 18.
95. Ibid., p. 26.
96. Viện Khoa học Xã hội Việt nam, Op. Cit., p. 138.
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laws did not follow the regualtions of Tống (dynasty in China)
because the North and South states have had their own sovereignty,
not imitating each other." 97
As regards society, the Buddhist kings of the Trần did bring a
free, prosperous and peaceful life for the Đại-Việt people. King TrầnNhân-Tông travelled throughout the country advising the people to
practise Thập thiện for preventing the social evils. King Trần-MinhTông “was compassionate and upright, continued his ancestors’
prosperous and peaceful career and regulations, not changing
anything at all. At that time, one Confucian scholar reported that
among the broad masses of the people there were many (people)
leading a truant life who, until their old age, still had no civil status,
did not pay tax, and avoided labour. The King said: ‘If it is not like
that, how can life be prosperous and peaceful.’" 98 In the years of
crop failure the Trần kings encouraged the rich to distribute paddy
to the poor, and the court would give the rich mandarins’ ranks or
repay them money. In general, Đại-Việt society was prosperous and
peaceful and it was reflected in a verse by Trần-Nguyên-Đán, a king’s
close relative at that time,
“Learning of the restoring time is superior to that of Hiên-Viên’s
and Phục-Hy’s time,
All people are singing, taking pleasure in the prosperous and
peaceful time.
Both officers and soldiers are literate,
District office clerks and workers also know how to write
poems."99
For politics, the Trần kings and mandarins’ views of thân dân
(friendship towards the people) manifested the altruistic spirit of
Buddhism and also aimed at consolidating the national unity. One
day, King Trần-Thái-Tông disguised himself as a commoner going
out of the royal palace and saying to his attendants:
“We want to go out for hearing the people’s wishes, looking into
97. Ibid., p. 151.
98. Ibid., p. 151.
99. Ủy ban Khoa học Xã hội Việt nam – Viện Sử học, Op. Cit., p. 522
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their hearts to know their troubles." 100
The policy of friendship towards the people was clearly
manifested in General Trần-Hưng-Đạo’s words: “Easing people’s
labour for a long-term expedient is the best slolution for the
protection of our country indeed." 101
In the Trần dynasty, talented men of all class status were equally
employed to serve the country,
“Bảo-Hưng, a prince of the blood, was not handed the state affairs
for his inability. But Như-Hải, a student, was quickly promoted for
his talent." 102
Tolerance was also used in tolerating traitors for consolidating
power of the national unity, “In the past, when the Mongols invaded,
some princes of the blood and mandarins reached the enemy’s
barracks for surrendering. As soon as the enemy was defeated, a
trunk of petition about surrender was taken by the Viets. But the
king’s Father had it burnt to make the traitors’peace with it… Such
(traitors) as Trần-Kiện, Mai-Long, Ích-Tắc…”103
All mentioned – aboved explain the reason why the Trần kings
held two important conferences in Bình-than and Diên-hồng
successfully leading to the resounding victories over the Mongols.
C) CONCLUSION:

So, it is not illogical to maintain that the Buddhist ideology played
a special political role in the practical context of the Vietnamese
history. How does the country gain its vitality? This vital question, put
by King Lê-Đại-Hành (980-1005) soon after Vietnam restored its
independence from 1,000 years of Chinese rule, was answered by
Thiền Master Pháp-Thuận as follows:
國 祚 如 藤Ù 絡
南 天 里 太 平
旡 為 居 殿 閣
100. Ủy ban Khoa học Xã hội Việt nam – Viện Văn học, Op. Cit., p. 28.
101. Viện Khoa học Xã hội Việt nam, Đại Việt Sử ký Toàn thư, Op. Cit., p. 74.
102. Ibid., p. 79.
103. Ibid., p. 65.
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處? 處 息 刀 兵
“The state destiny is like winding strings,
The Southern heaven opens the prosperous and peaceful sight.
Vô-vi104 lies in the royal palace,
Everywhere stops hostility." 105
It is by the moral practice the Lý and Trần kings could gather the
people around them for victories over the aggressors as well as for
creating splendid values of Đại-Việt civilisation.
Having had independence on politics, economy, military
and culture the Viets must seek for their own independence on
ideology. As regards ideology in Vietnam, in the process of struggle
and assimilation between such alien religions as Buddhism,
Confucianism, Taoism and indigenous religious beliefs untill the Lý
dynasty Buddhism was predominant and became a state religion.
However, in Buddhism, Thiền school with its non-attachment to
forms could conciliate other thoughts or religious beliefs. Under
the Lý, King Lý-Thánh-Tông wanted to build an ideology based
on Thảo-Đường school, and the One-pillared pagoda is a typical
remaining vestige; however, the effort of the king was not perfect
successful. King Trần-Thái-Tông in the Trần also intended to build a
united Buddhist ideology but he failed, too. Finally, having defeated
the Mongols, Trần-Nhân-Tông, a Thiền Master, did produce a
united and independent Buddhist ideology nationwide, which was
Trúc-lâm Thiền school bearing Vietnamese characteristics, only
one and replacing the then three alien Thiền schools.
Shortly, from the early centuries A.D. until late in the 14th
century A.D. Vietnamese Buddhism gradually played an important
role in the glorious career of the nation, especially under the Lý and
Trần dynasties. In its contribution, Trúc-lâm Thiền school is the
most typical.
104. Vô vi (non-action) is a Taoist term which was used by the early translators of the Hán
dynasty to translate the Buddhist idea, Nirvṇa, an Ultimate state of happiness attained by the
practice of morality, meditation and wisdom.
105. Ủy ban Khoa học X hội Việt nam – Viện Văn học, Thơ văn Lý Trần., I, Hà nội, 1977,
p. 204.
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INTRODUCTION
TO BUDDHISM IN VIET NAM
& VIETNAMESE ZEN*
by Tam Ha Le Cong Da

When Buddhism spreads to Vietnam, the Dharma, adapting
to the times and the capacities of the people, consists of two
traditions, the Northern and the Southern. The Southern tradition
(Theravada) emphasizes everyday practical realities and swift
self-emancipation, leading to the fruits of the Arahats or Pratyeka
Buddhas. The Northern tradition (Mahayana, or Great Vehicle)
teaches all-encompassing truths and stresses the goal of liberating
all sentient beings, leading to the complete Enlightenment of the
Tathagatas. With both traditions now existing in Vietnam, we can
explain how Buddhism came to Vietnam.
Intent to give readers the overview of Buddhism in Vietnam,
this article focus mainly on the great times and significant events
that have great impacts on Vietnamese Buddhist history so that one
may see clearly how Buddhism has made great contributions to the
founding, and protecting of the country.
I. THE BEGINNING OF BUDDHISM IN VIETNAM

How did the Buddhism come to Vietnam? Many people at
first believe that it came from China. The reason is that China is
a big neighbor and Vietnam was influenced strongly by Chinese
politics as well as culture for many centuries. Actually, it’s not true.
Buddhism came to Vietnam directly from India.
*. Reprinted with permission from www.buddhismtoday.com.
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In the past, Vietnam was very much like the intersection
between India and China (That’s why the French call this country
as Indochina). At that time, either walking, or by boat, people made
a trip from India to China or vice versa, in doing so they must cross
Vietnam. Viet nam, therefore, was a good place to stop by for foreign
business people as well as Buddhist monks.
Back to 3rd century BC, after King Asoka organized the Third
Council -a Conference to Collect the Dharma- at Pataliputra, India,
he sent 9 Buddhist monk delegates overseas. The monks went from
Afghanistan to the Mediterranean to teach Dharma. One of these, led
by Sona and Uttara went to Burma then Indochina, including Viet Nam.
Now, in Haiphong -60miles north east of HaNoi- there is a memorial
tower to commemorate King Asoka that was built by local Vietnamese
Buddhists at that time to express their gratitude to King Asoka. From
that evidence, we may come up with conclusion that Buddhism came
to Vietnam as early as 300 years BC, even before China.
Then in 2nd century (168-189), Buddhism in VietNam became
more popular and developed with the contribution of three great
Buddhist monks who came from India: Marajivaka, K’ang Seng
Houei, Tchi Kiang Liang and a local scholar, Mecu-Fo (Mau-Bac or
Mau-Tu in Vietnamese). Because Mecu-Fo played a very important
role in developing the Buddhism in Viet nam, we may want to take
a close look at him.
Mecu-Fo was born in between the time 165 -170 in Ts’ang-Wu.
Many Chinese historians now acclaimed that he was Chinese, but
in fact he was Vietnamese or might have been born and raised in
a great Chinese-Vietnamese family. To support that theory, we
knew that Ts’ang-Wu, now consists of Kwang-Tung and KwangSi provinces, originally was a part of Vietnam which was invaded
and annexed to China under Han Dynasty, 111 BC. Mecu-Fo was
a talented scholar who understood the philosophies of both great
Chinese philosophers Lao Tseu and Confucius well, so that in any
debate, he easily made the comparison between those Chinese
philosophy traditions and Buddhism and gained the respect among
the Chinese scholars at that time. His famous book, “Reason and
Doubt” was considered as the first one written at that time about
Buddhism, not only in Vietnam but also in East Asia.
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Mecu-Fo was a mandarin. He took advantage of his position
to teach his people about Buddhism. Because of his important
contribution, Vietnamese Buddhists always consider him as a first
lay man to help build a Buddhist stronghold in Southeast Asia,
particularly, in Luy Lau, the capital of Vietnam at that time.
II. THE LY (1010-1225) AND TRAN (1225-1400) DYNASTIES: THE
GOLDEN AGE OF BUDDHISM
Emperor Tran Nhan Tong, the founder of Vietnamese
Meditation School, Truc Lam Yen Tu.
For almost 10 centuries, Vietnam was dominated by Chinese.
Under the Chinese cruel rule, Vietnamese people were suffering a
lots. The Chinese which employed the “Sinicization” - the cultural
invasion- tried to uproot the Vietnamese traditions and in the long
run, transformed the Vietnamese to become Chinese and annex
Vietnam to be one of its province. Many historians now look
back into the past still wonder how Vietnam can survive and still
exist under such aggressive policy. For us, the answer would be
Buddhism. Yes, it’s no doubt that Vietnamese people have absorbed
the Buddha teaching for many centuries. Buddhism was very much
like a glue to tighten them together to live in peace and happiness.
Strongly believe in Buddha teaching, especially the universal Law
of Cause and Effect, Vietnamese people believe that the evil power
someday would be eroded.
During the Chinese rule, there were many revolt attempts to
liberate the country including the famous one led by two sisters
Trung in the early years of First century. The Buddhist temples -or
what we now call the Buddhist communities-by that time certainly
played a key role in those movements. It’s easy to understand why,
because that’s the common place to gather and mobilize people.
That’s why now Vietnamese Buddhist are always proud to say that
Buddhism is people’s religion. (What’s happened to Vietnam in the
past is exactly the same thing like the Tibetan Buddhist movements
to liberate their country from Chinese at the present time).
Finally, in 939 Ngo Quyen, a Vietnamese general, led the
Vietnamese people to fight and win the big battle against the
Chinese army on the Bach Dang river, Vietnam then became an
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independent state. But from independence to a strong, healthy
country, it took almost one century. For that period, especially
under Dinh Dynasty, Vietnamese Buddhists with many excellent
monks worked closely with the current government helping to
build the kingdom. In return, the emperor, Dinh Tien Hoang, is a
Buddhist himself, was helping to organize the Shangha and named
Khuong Viet, the highest ranking monk as his national security
adviser. He also named the Most Venerable Phap Thuan as his
Secretary of State. This was the first time in Vietnamese history, the
emperor declared Buddhism as a national religion.
The young nation, of course, had to deal with many problem,
domestic as well as foreign matters. But, the critical problem was
the pressure from its big neighbor, China. For that period, Vietnam
was always under the threat of Chinese invasion. The threat became
more clearer when the Chinese government (under Song Dynasty)
in 968 sent a diplomatic delegate to visit Vietnam. Actually, the
visiting delegate carried a spy mission. Its purpose was to estimate
how strong the kingdom was, in order to make the final decision
whether or not to launch the attack. To reach the capital of Viet
nam at that time, the delegation must crossed the HONG river and
the first Vietnamese that they met were a ferry-man. During the
conversation on the boat, the Chinese were impressed by that guy.
They couldn’t believe that in a small country like Vietnam, even the
ferry-man was very smart and educated, who had deep knowledge
about everything, able to discuss with them in any topics, including
writing a poem just in seconds. The ferry-man, one may have guessed,
was actually the Most Venerable Phap Thuan, Secretary of State in
disguise. Later on, when they met the Vietnamese counterpart,
led by the Most Venerable Khuong Viet, they knew exactly that
the country was well prepared, therefore, it’s too risky for them to
launch the invasion. The kingdom was safe. That’s the first time in
Vietnamese history, we won a diplomatic war against China. Both
Khuong Viet and Phap Thuan, the highest ranking monks of the
Vietnamese Buddhist - the Sangha - with their diplomatic skills
saved the new independent kingdom from invasion.
More than 30 years later, the Chinese began to build up the
military force on its border with Vietnam. Facing with the near
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invasion, the country was in panic. The royal families and the
army had no choice but to work together to elect the good leader
to lead the country through that difficult time. Ly Cong Uan, the
Commander in Chief of the army, a talent, kind and high moral
general was enthroned to become the new emperor. That’s the birth
of the Ly Dynasty (1010).
Ly Cong Uan was Buddhist, actually a Buddhist monk when he
was young. He was raised by Zen Master Van Hanh in a Buddhist
temple since he was 3 years old. Looking into the political
atmosphere at that time, we knew that Van Hanh was not only his
religious master, but also his mentor. Therefore, when becoming an
emperor, he asked The Venerable Van Hanh to become his national
advisor. Under his rein, about 300 Buddhist temples were built, and
in the capital, the Sangha with his help, was well organized which
had about 1000 excellent monks. Like Asoka of India, the emperor
applied Buddha teaching into every aspects to govern the country.
With full of compassion, the first thing the Emperor did was to give
the order to burn all kinds of fishing nets, to set free all kind of birds.
He also freed all the inmates from the previous dynasty. For people
who felt mistreat by the local government, he allowed them to go to
the capital to see him directly...
Influenced deeply by Buddhism, the next emperor was very
kind too. The killings of animals, especially, cows and buffaloes
were forbidden. He once woke up at midnight in a very cold winter.
He saw his lovely daughter was trembling in the cold, and felt very
sorrow, not for his daughter but for his all people. He said, “Oh! My
daughter who has all kind of fine winter clothing was still tremble
like that. How do my people who don’t have enough clothing?”.
The Ly Dynasty lasted more than two centuries. With good
advice from Van Hanh at the very first beginning and many excellent
monks later on, Vietnam rapidly became a strong, and civilized
state. This is the first time in history, under Ly dynasty, Vietnam had
built the justice system that tend to educate the criminals rather
than punish them. Also this is the first time, Vietnam had its first
university which produced many talented scholars as well as public
administrators who working for the royal government. Under Ly
dynasty, the military was also very strong. Employed by the strategy
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“The best defense is offense”, Vietnamese army, the first time in history,
crossed the border and strike two provinces of southern China where
the Chinese was building the logistic systems in preparation to invade
Viet Nam. Vietnam won that war.
That’s the golden time in Vietnam history, also the golden time
of Buddhism in Viet Nam.
Then came the Tran dynasty. Like the Ly dynasty, all emperors
of Tran Dynasty were Buddhists who understood the Buddha
teaching well. The Buddhism under Tran dynasty went to the next
stage, the highest level of development. The first emperor, Tran Thai
Tong (1225-1258) dedicated to being a monk rather than a king. So,
one night, like what Buddha had done more than thousand years
ago, he abdicated the throne, escaped from his family and went
into hiding up in the mountain to practice Buddhism. The next day,
the powerful prime minister lead the royal family members and all
the members of the Imperial Court left the capital to look for him.
Finally they found him and asked him to return to the capital to govern
his country. The emperor refused. Knowing that they had no power
to persuade him, all the people threatened to commit the suicide. The
emperor had no choice but to return.
At that time, the Mongolian became a super power in the world
stage. By then, half of the world already felt into the Mongolian
hands: Central Asia, Russia, Hungary, Poland, Yugoslavia, Iran...
then China. After dominating China, Mongolian look into Vietnam.
Then 30,000 troops of Mongolian cavalry -very well known at that
time- crossed the border and attacked Vietnam the first time on
January 17, 1258. Emperor Tran Thai Tong -the one who wanted
to be a Buddhist monk - now commanded the Vietnamese army to
fight back. It took about 2 weeks, the Mongolian was defeated.
Angry over the defeat, the Mongolian took the revenge. The
second invasion was well prepared, began on August 1284, with
200,000 strong troops under the command of a Mongolian prince.
This time, the commander of Vietnamese army was Emperor Tran
Nhan Tong, also a devout Buddhist. The second invasion was
not luckier than the first time. After 6 months that both sides had
engaged into the fierce battles, the Mongolian was defeated and
there was only a few thousands survived to back home.
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For Mongolian, especially Emperor Koubilai, the defeat was so
unbelievable and unbearable. It was too shameful for the Mongolian
empire, therefore, only two months after the defeat, Koubilai giving
the order to mobilize all of his best units, ready to take the revenge.
On December 25, 1287, 500,000 Mongolian troops under the
command of the same Prince, one more time, crossed the border to
invade Viet Nam the third time. Again, Emperor Tran Nhan Tong
led the Vietnamese army to fight back and defeat the Mongolian.
This time it took for only 4 months. Like last time, there were only
few thousands Mongolian survived to comeback. After the third
try, the Mongolian quitting the idea to invade Vietnam. Vietnam
then began enjoying the peaceful time for about two centuries.
After fulfilling the duties to protect the country and his people,
Emperor Tran Nhan Tong abdicated the throne to become a monk.
He went to the Yen Tu mountain to practice Buddhism. There he
founded Truc Lam (Bamboo Forest) Meditation School, the first
Vietnamese Zen tradition that attracted thousands of followers
at that time. Tran Nhan Tong used most of his time to go to the
country side, giving Buddha teaching to people. He organized
many Buddhist conferences, wrote many books about Buddhism.
After years of teaching, one day he came back to Yen Tu mountain
and asked his most senior, favorite student to come to see him. That
night, after giving his student last lesson, he told him: “It’s time for
me to leave”, then went to Nibbana peacefully. Tran Nhan Tong was
a big name in Vietnamese history as well as Buddhist history.
Vietnamese people as well as Vietnamese Buddhists enjoyed
the golden time under Tran Dynasty which prolonged about
two centuries. One may recognize that in this historical period,
the country ‘s intellectual class was mainly consists of Buddhist
monks. It’s easy to understand why. Under policy of exterminating
Vietnamese culture, Chinese which dominated Vietnam for almost
10 centuries, had forbid to establish the local education system
in Vietnam. Buddhist temples, therefore, were only places where
people can go to get education. As a result , Buddhist Church had
produced many talent scholars as well as public administrators to
form a backbone of country’s intellectual class at that time. That’s the
fruit of about one thousand years under Chinese non-educational
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system policy. The interesting thing was, though Buddhism
obviously played the important role in shaping the country, it had
never seek to influence the government or discriminate the other
religions to gain the supremacy. Buddhism, Confucianism, and
Taoism together coexisted in harmony under the Ly-Tran dynasties.
III. BUDDHISM SPREAD INTO THE SOUTH (1558-...)

King Nguyen Phuc Chu (1691-1725), a Bodhisattva in Precepts,
played a big role to prosper Buddhism in the South.
A historical turn in Vietnam’s history had began with the power
struggle between the two brothers - Nguyen Hoang and his brother
in law, Trinh Kiem- within a powerful family under the Le dynasty. At
that time, the king had no power, the real power was at Trinh Kiem’
hands, acting as country’s prime minister. To avoid persecuting
and possible murdering by his brother in-law, Nguyen Hoang left
the kingdom seeking refuge in the South where the territory which
Vietnam gained from Champa from Tran dynasty had not been
developing yet. Officially, he came there as the governor of the new
land which was consists of four provinces: Quang Binh, Quang Tri,
Thuan Hoa (Hue), and Quang Nam (Da Nang). Going with him
are loyal followers and whoever wanted to seek the opportunities to
build new lives in the new land. Thus, Nguyen Hoang was considered
as a pioneer of a movement that Vietnam’s history call “Southern
Forward Campaign” aiming at expanding Vietnam territory to the
South. He later found a Southern kingdom named Dai Viet -Great
Vietnam- and claimed independent to the North that led to a war
between two clans, the “Trinh-Nguyen Civil War” in Vietnamese
history, that prolonged more than two centuries.
Nguyen Hoang was a devout Buddhist. After resettling in Quang
Tri and moving to Hue later, he knew that a new country needs a
new spirit so he relied in Buddhism to boost the country’s moral.
That’s why he build many temples and promoted some Buddhist
monks to the rank of State monks to taking care of religious affairs.
The kingdom at that time, in fact, was in a state of war, facing two
enemies at both ends, Champa in the South and Trinh in the
North but Nguyen’s dynasty had exempt young Buddhist monks
from draft, that showed how favor of state toward Buddhism.
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Nguyen Hoang died in 1613. His son, Nguyen Phuoc Nguyen was
enthroned. Nguyen was also a devout Buddhist and best known in
history as a compassionate king who governed the country with
loving and tolerance, that’s why people loved him so much and
called him “Chua Sai” - The Monk King.
But until Nguyen Phuc Chu took power, then Buddhism
in Southern kingdom got a big boost. King Nguyen Phuc Chu
(1691-1725) was enthroned at the age of seventeen and was a
strong devout Buddhist more than any of his predecessors. Not
satisfied with the present condition of Vietnam Buddhism, and
upsetting about the Shangha where many Buddhist monks lacking
of Dharma knowledge and not keeping precepts seriously, though
very busy with national defense matters, he set a high priority to
improve Shangha. Therefore, in 1695, he invited a well known
Chinese monk of Kwang Tung, China, The Most Venerable Thich
Dai San, came to Hue to help him reorganize and upgrade the
Shangha. Ven. Dai San arrived in Hue in January of 1696, going
with him was a fleet of monks and followers numbered at about
hundred. King Nguyen Phuc Chu was very happy to see him and
said to him at the first meeting: “Most of monks don’t follow the
precepts completely. I will summon all of them here so you may
work with them on this matter. Let’s prepare to ordain them all
and giving precepts. .. You, Sir, may make a public announcement
about this event which will open on April 1 till Buddha Birthday
(April 8) of this year”. After three months working with the King
and few Vietnamese state monks, Thich Dai San opened a Grand
Bikkhus Ordained in Hue which had more than 1,400 Vietnamese
monks took part. That would be a big mass ordain in Vietnamese
Buddhist history, especially in Vietnam Southern state. Monks
over the country had to participate this event in order to get the
Precepts Certificate which carried a King seal that recognizes them
as Buddhist monks, that could exempt them from military draft,
public works and paying taxes.
King Nguyen Phuc Chu, his family, and most of high ranking
public administrators from Royal Court also asked Ven. Thich Dai
San to be their spiritual master, and all of them got Bodhisattva in
precepts from Dai San. Ven. Thich Dai San claimed that he is the
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29th patriarch of Chinese TaoTong Zen School and because it’s a
great honor for him to have a King as student, he passed the position
to King Nguyen Phuc Chu as his successor, the 30th patriarch of
TaoTong Zen School. King Nguyen Phuc Chu also sent his men to
China to buy thousand copies of Sutras, Vinaya ... to store in every
temple’s libraries. Under his directions, many temples were built or
upgraded, such as Kinh Thien Temple (Quang Binh, 1716), Hoang
Giac (Quang Dien, 1721),... and the famous one, Thien Mu temple,
was refurbished in 1714. The temple had a new big bell which its
lovely sound may reach as far as ten miles away, best known in
history as well as Vietnamese literature as “The Sound of Thien Mu
‘s Bell”. To mark the celebration of the renovation temple, the King
and family vowed to eat vegetarian foods strictly for one month;
also to show his compassionate heart by giving foods, rice, money
for the poor over the country.
Thus, one can see, King Nguyen Phuc Chu has made a great
contribution in establishing, expanding Buddhism to the South.
More than one century, he and his predecessors have worked hard
to prosper Buddhism and unofficially make it to become the state
religion in his kingdom. That’s we are not wonder why Hue -the
capital- as well as Quang Tri province were considered as the root,
the stronghold of Vietnamese Buddhist from that time up to now
which has produced many great, talent monks in the Vietnamese
modern time. We may compare his works with two famous kings
in Buddhist history, King Asoka of India and King Tran Nhan
Tong of Vietnam. Under his rein, Vietnamese also accomplished
the “Southern Forward Campaign”, took control over last piece of
land of Champa Kingdom, now Binh Thuan province, in 1692 and
began set foot on Cambodia territory in 1698.
IV. BUDDHISM IN THE CONTEMPORARY TIME

The Buddhist Movement in 1963 and the Birth of Unified
Vietnamese Buddhist Church.
Vietnam had been endured the French colonist for almost
a century, since 1858. During that time, suspicious of potential
threats to their power, the French was pursuing a persecuted policy
toward Buddhism by limited the Buddhist clergy and curbed the
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construction of temples. Moreover, at the first place, the purpose of
the French invasion was also to spread Christianity into Viet Nam.
Therefore, no wonder why they favored Catholics and discriminated
Buddhism. For example, in 1950, the French colonist government
in VietNam issue Decree #10 which imposed a “private” status on
Buddhism. Thus Buddhism now was considered as a club, not a
religion, which required to obtain official permission to conduct
any public activities.
There were many movements attempted to liberate the
country. Finally, what we called “The First Vietnam War” -the war
between Vietnam and France- ended in 1954. The Geneva Accord
divided Vietnam into two countries, which put the North under
Communists control and the South to the nationalists which was
led by Bao Dai, the last emperor of VietNam. Bao Dai then assigned
Ngo Dinh Diem, a Catholic, as his prime minister to form a new
government in South Vietnam. Ngo Dinh Diem later overthrew
Bao Dai to become the head of state.
President Diem applied exactly the same discrimination policy
of the French toward Buddhism. Decree #10 of French colonist was
reinforced. His older brother, Ngo Dinh Thuc, the most powerful
member of the Ngo family and also a Catholic Archbishop, was
assigned to Hue, Central of Vietnam, which is considered as a
Buddhist stronghold in Vietnam.
Then on May 8, 1963, while the Buddhists in Hue prepared to
celebrate Buddha’s Birthday, one urgent order came from the central
government that prohibited them to display the International
Buddhist Flag. Coincidentally, a Vatican delegate visited Hue at the
same time and people believed that archbishop Thuc was behind
that order because it irritated him to see the city of Hue -where,
over 95% of population is Buddhist - covered with Buddhist Flags,
during the visit of Vatican delegate. This act of discrimination upset
many local Buddhists. Thousands of them then rallied in front of
the local government radio station to listen to the Buddhist leader’s
address, the formal conduct to celebrate Buddha ‘s Birthday that
has repeated every year. But this time, they hoped to hear some
explanations regarding the government ‘s discrimination order too.
Worried that the Buddhist leader might use the broadcasting system
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to criticize the government and mobilize his Buddhist followers to
take the action, the director of radio station canceled the address.
He then telephoned the local chief army for help. Five armored cars
were dispatched to the scene to disperse the gathering with the
result of 9 Buddhists lying dead in blood.
Vietnamese Buddhists had no choice but to stand up to
condemn the killings and struggle for the religious freedom. The
movement quickly gained the momentum and spread rapidly to
the whole country. On May 25, 1963, 10 Buddhist delegates from
both traditions in Vietnam held an emergency meeting in Saigon
to discuss the situation. As a result, a “Committee To Protect
Buddhism” was formed to lead the movement. The committee,
on behalf of Vietnamese Buddhists, filed 5 - points petition asking
the government to terminate the persecution against Buddhism.
Since then, many rallies, demonstrations, hunger strikes took place
everywhere. Then came a big thing: On June 11, the Most Venerable
Thich Quang Duc was self-immolated on a busy intersection of
Saigon to protest. His last words, a respectful plea to Diem, asking
the president to show “charity and compassion” to all religions.
Next morning, a photograph of a Vietnamese Buddhist monk, who
sat calmly on the street, pressed his palm together in prayer as a
sheet of flame covered his orange robe, appeared almost on every
newspapers’ front page in the world. The international communities
were shaken of that event but not Diem regime. Instead Madame
Nhu, his sister in law, was considered as the First Lady -because
Diem never got marry- mocked the self-immolation as “barbecue”
when asked by foreign journalists.
In a desperate action to save his power, Diem made a serious
mistake: He ordered his loyal forces attacked all Buddhist temples
over the country on the midnight of August 21, 1963. Thousands of
monks, nuns, layman leaders were arrested. The assault turned the
country to a big mess. People poured into streets to demonstrate
against Diem regime. Many high ranking officials among Diem
loyalists quitting their posts to protest the violent assaults. Among
them were his foreign minister, Vu Van Mau; the ambassador to
the United States, Tran Van Chuong, father of Madame Nhu. The
respected figures of Catholics also resigned to raise the voice of
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dissidents, among them was father Cao Van Luan, rector of Hue
university. Many scholars, professors, intellectual people expressed
the same views and followed his path.
Finally, United States -the main supporter of South Vietnamwas tired of Diem’s stubborn, gave the green light to the generals to
overthrow Diem. The coup-d’etat led by Gen. Duong Van Minh was
successful which toppled Diem regime on November 1, 1963.
The fall of Diem regime opened a new chapter to Buddhism in
Vietnam. A Buddhist Conference was held in Saigon on December
31, 1963. Ten delegates which represent both Buddhist traditions
in Vietnam, Mahayana and Therevada, discuss the way to unify the
Buddhists. The five days meeting ended with the birth of “ Unified
Vietnamese Buddhist Church” (UVBC), the only organization to
represent the Buddhism in Vietnam at that time.
When Communist North took over the whole country in 1975,
they outlawed the UVBC. […] In 1981, encouraged and sponsored
by state, some high ranking monks from UVBC departed the old
organization and worked with Buddhist monks from the North to
form a new Buddhist organization: Vietnamese Buddhist Church,
which is now recognized by the state and acclaimed to represent
the Vietnamese Buddhist interests of the whole country.
IV. ZEN IN VIET NAM

From Buddha teaching, Buddhism has 84 thousand ways to
attain enlightenment. Zen is one of them. In Buddhist history, the
first patriarch of Zen would be the Elder Mahakasyapa, a great
disciple of Buddha. One may remember that when Buddha was
about to enter final nirvana, one day, before the assembly of the
Shangha, he held up a flower. No one in the assembly knew what
He meant except the Most Venerable Mahakasyapa who smiled
slightly at him. Buddha knew that only Mahakasyapa who can get
true Dharma from him without scriptural teaching. He became
the first patriarch of Zen and from him, it passed down through
twenty-eight generations in India to Bodidharma, who brought
Zen teaching to China.
Zen is considered as the separate transmission of the mind-
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source beyond the verbal teachings and for most of people, Zen
is a myth. To most Westerners, Vietnamese Buddhism, especially
Vietnamese Zen, has been considered as continuation of Chinese
Zen. It’s true if we consider Zen must be come from a traditional
sectarian school with distinctive doctrines, practices... But it’s totally
wrong if we think about Zen as a form of meditation in which we
learn to understand, to face and live in the real world then we have
the so-called Zen tradition of VietNam. Zen by that definition has
become the art of living, culture... It’s very much like when we think
about Japanese Zen, we think about the art of drinking tea...
Back to the golden age of Buddhism in Vietnam, Ly and Tran
dynasties, we have many eminent Zen masters. Traditionally,
before passing away, a Zen master left a poem for their students.
It may be in the forms of instructional verse or an expression of
the spiritual understanding, experience and attitudes toward life.
The writing of Buddhist poetry -or Zen poetry- became a familiar
practice among Vietnamese Zen masters which has continued up
to modern times. These poems have become very popular and
have been learned by hearts by many generations of Vietnamese
Buddhists. Even Vietnamese Buddhist influenced strongly by
Mahayana tradition, Zen in Vietnam has different characteristic. It
showed that Buddhism has adapted well to the cultural atmosphere
of a new country in which it was propagated. It clearly reflected the
attitudes of the Vietnamese people towards life: always optimist
and positive.
Let’s begin with King Tran Nhan Tong, the founder and
patriarch of Truc Lam ZEN School. His famous poem, “Cu Tran
Lac Dao” -Living in this world, enjoying with the Tao†” is a good
example to show the spirit of Vietnamese Zen: living in a simple,
easy going way, that’s Zen.
Satisfied with your present condition and live, enjoy Tao;
Eating when hungry, resting when fatigue;
†. It’s very difficult to translate the concept of “Tao” into English, but fortunately, the word
“Tao” of Eastern philosophy and its meaning is now getting popular in the West. Many books
have been written using this word as titles, the famous one is “The Tao of Physics”, for example.
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You already have a great fortune, don’t need to seek elsewhere;
View things with empty mind, that’s Zen.
That’s Tran Nhan Tong’s message. You just live just that. You
already have a good fortune, so what you need is to return to yourself
and working with your mind. Whenever you view things with empty
mind, you are walking into the opened door of Enlightenment.
Truc Lam Zen of Vietnam was considered as the mature of
Vietnamese Buddhist Thoughts which was cultivated for almost
three centuries from Ly to Tran dynasty. Among the great Buddhist
monks from Ly dynasty who may have the last long impact on the
following Vietnamese Buddhist generations were Van Hanh and
Man Giac. Let’s examine one of the poem written by Zen master
Van Hanh:
The life span of body is like a lightning, it exists then disappears
in a short moment
It’s like all plants and trees -fresh in the spring but fading in
autumn
Trust in your destiny, unafraid of raising or falling, ups or downs
They are like a drop of morning dew on the blade of grass
This poem carries a very simple idea and easy to understand. You
don’t need to be scholar or Zen master to understand this, however
this poem displays one of the principal virtues of a Bodisattva, the
Buddhist spirit of no-fear in the face of the impermanence of the
phenomenal world. Van Hanh, one of the most beloved eminent
monks in the hearts and mind of Vietnamese Buddhist, before
passing away, taught his disciples the last lesson: Don’t be afraid of
the constantly changing of the phenomenal world. Why don’t you
see yourself as a drop of morning dew? At the present moment, it
‘s bright under the sunrise as a diamond. But in the next moment
it will vaporize in to the air or it will disappear onto the ground to
complete a transforming. Your life is just that.
Zen master Man Giac, a respected and popular monk whose
disciples including the Emperor and the Empress, wrote:
When spring goes, the hundred flowers wither
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when spring comes, the hundred flowers blossom
Things go on, lives passed before our eyes
The childhood fades then old age comes someday
Don’t think that as spring ends, all flowers go away
A plum flower blossomed in my garden last night
Like Van Hanh, in this poem Man Giac refers to the flow of
natural events as emblematic of ultimate realty. Once we realize
that the phenomenal world is impermanent, we will experience no
fear at any changing or unstable world.
Today we are living in a stressful world where people have to work
very hard physically and mentally. The keen competition happens
every where. The daily life of one person is full of mental frustration,
worries, miseries, anxieties, tension and fear. Meditation, therefore,
is the remedy for many physical and mental sicknesses. Since we
can not withdraw from the society, since we cannot withdraw from
the madding crowd to live in a forest or an ivory tower, we have
to find the way to face, to understand, and to balance our mind
with the material world in order to have a peaceful and happy life.
Meditation would be the best answer.
To practice meditation, one must have strong determination,
effort and patient. Some one says practicing meditation is like
swimming in a river against the current. One must not lose the
patience. There are many ways to practice Zen but first of all, we
need to have an object to focus, to think deeply in order to control
the jumping mind. A Buddhist may take Buddha or Kwan-Yin image
as an object. A Christian may take Jesus Christ image to think. The
old and traditional way is concentrating on the breath by counting
the length of inhaling and exhaling. Whatever the method may be,
if anyone tries to practice meditation, they could control the mind
easily and find the relaxation whenever it’s necessary. That means
they have a great deal of both physical and mental health.
Living in the modern world, time is very valuable. People may
be afraid that they don’t have time to practice Zen. But unless we
want practicing Zen in order to attain the Enlightenment, we may
practice Zen everywhere, at anytime we want. Then, Vietnamese
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Zen may offer you something. Let’s think about those poems of the
great Vietnamese Zen masters above. We are in the Spring time.
Let’s think about plum flowers have blossomed in your garden last
night. And think about yourself too, you are a flower in a wonderful
world. The flowers are always smiling...

***
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OF VIETNAMESE BUDDHISM*
by Most Ven. Thich Thien Chau

TRAN THAI TONG, 1218-1277

Born of a fishermen family from Tuc Mac (Nam Ha, Vietnam)
Tran Thai Tong is the first king of the Tran dynasty. He mounted
the throne at eight, with as tutor Tran Thu Do.
In 1237, he took refuge at the Yen Tu with the aim to consecrate
himself entirely to Buddhism. He met there Master Truc Lam and
told him his projects.
Soon later, he returned to the capital. Beside his Court activities,
and his efforts for the maintenance and defense of the kingdom, he
continued to improve and learn Buddhism under the clear-sighted
direction of the best masters: Truc Lam, Tuc Lu, and with the
help of his co-religious like Dai Dang, Ung Thuan, Thien Phong.
He equally and regularly maintained relations with other famous
masters like Duc Thanh who came from China.
As a king and as a Buddhist practitioner, Tran Thai Tong was
much interested in the study of Chinese civilization to draw from
it necessary lessons for the exercise of his political duty. He was
devoted to Buddhism both for his personal awakening and that of
his people. He founded in 1253 in the capital a national institute,
erected statutes in honor of Chu Cong, Confucius, Mencius.
He ordered the painting of portraits of 72 Wisemen for their
celebration. A few years after his return from Mount Yen Tu, Tran
*. Source: Vietnamese Studies, No 2 - 1993, Hanoi, Vietnam. Reprinted with permission
from www.quangduc.com.
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Thai Tong proceeded to the installation of Ta Nhai institute so that
he could come there to meditate, to perfect himself in Buddhism
and to help those princes and dignitaries of the Court who wished
to learn and practice Buddhism. Tran Thai Tong had strong
knowledge of the three religions practiced in Vietnam in that time,
namely: Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism, but he naturally
attached himself more to writing on Buddhism.
Tran Thai Tong reigned for thirty two years. Then he abdicated
in favour of his son who seceded him under the name of Tran Thanh
Tong. However, he remained as supreme counselor for another
twenty years, benefiting of this long respite to learn more and write.
He died in 1277.
The whole work of Tran Thai Tong aimed at awakening among
followers a knowledge conforming to the reality of life sufferings of
birth, old age, illness, death, impurity of the body, impermanence
and insubstantiality of all phenomena. It aims at dissuading people
from plunging blindly into harassments of the world so that not to
terminate their life in sufferings and regret. For Tran Thai Tong, life
is neither a beautiful flower garden, nor a blessing offered us by the
Providence. Rather, it is a bad dream. They are only mirages and
illusions which fade away quickly. All that this low world considers
as precious and eternal like honour and wealth, Tran Thai Tong
considered it as artificial, ephemeral. According to Tran Thai Tong,
the Spirit of awakening must always be observed at all times by
followers so that they are not away from the native land of beatitude
and not to wander into alien lands of sufferings. Besides, it is thanks
to this awakening that Tran Thai Tong does not shut himself in the
yoke of a lavish life that his royal position could have provided him.
He, on the contrary, has known to fully accomplish his task vis-a-vis
his people, for the good of his country, and succeeded at the same
time in reaching his own awakening and liberation.
To return to the native land, that is the aim of Buddhists, notably
followers of Thien, according to Tran Thai Tong. In several works,
he considers the attainment of awakening the return to native land:
“The day has ended, but one is ten thousand miles from the native
land.”, (Tu Son) or, “On the long way, one does not walk but one
arrives at home” (Niem Tung Ke). The native land is nothing else
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but the proper nature which is also called real Spirit, which dwells
in and exists in each living being. Consequently, on the plane of the
absolute, Buddha and living beings are the same thing, since all is in
Nature where Spirit is always there, unshakable, transcendental and
durable like a diamond: “proper Nature is marvelous and quiet, where
real Spirit is calm and silent.” Nature abandons all ideas on perfection
and imperfection, except in the wisdom of Saints; one cannot find its
essence; it is not composed nor decomposed, it is not existent nor nonexistent, human eyes cannot see its face, ears cannot hear its echo, since
it is not the existence nor the non-existence it is neither supramundane
nor mundane. It exits independent and transcendental. Beyond itself,
nothing exists, this is why it is called Nature of Diamond (Kim Cuong
Tam Muoi Kinh Chu Giai). Thus is Nature. Yet, it is covered by the evil
of ignorance and illusion. This is why, if one aspires to get it back and
return to the native land, one must develop wisdom by purification of
Spirit according to the Dharma.
To return to the native land and discover nature, one must
train oneself in these three points of study advocated by Buddha:
morality (Sila), meditation (Samadhi) and wisdom (Prajna). Tran
Thai Tong described: “Morality, it is just behaviour, meditation,
it is non-agitation; and wisdom, it is knowledge.” Tran Thai Tong
underlined the correlation between meditation and wisdom, one
being engendered by the other: there could not be wisdom as long
as Spirit remained agitated; therefore there is interference between
these two psychic states.
Wisdom is engendered by meditation, if Spirit is concentrated,
Wisdom appears. If Spirit is agitated, Wisdom disappears. Therefore
there is interdependence between Wisdom and Meditation and
that Spirit does not arrive at concentration, Wisdom can be born:
that is not correct. All living beings originally possess potential
Wisdom, but they don’t practice sitting meditation, they cannot
tell, of course, that they possess wisdom if it is not necessary to
practice sitting meditation to have Wisdom just the same, so what
for the sitting meditation? (Tue Giac Giam Luan).
TRAN NHAN TONG, 1258-1308

Son of Vietnamese king Tran Thanh Tong, his real name was
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Tran Kham. Tran Nhan Tong was born in 1258. Acceded to the
throne at 20. He was the third king of the Tran dynasty. He had
the merit of twice winning over the Mongolian armies. After a
reign of 14 years, he abdicated and handed over power to his son
(who acceded to the throne under the name of Tran Anh Tong. He
remained at his post of Thai Thuong Hoang (King father) during
5 years. At the age of 41, Tran Nhan Tong left the royal life and
made himself a friar at the monastery. He was the reorganizer of the
Truc Lam school, a Vietnamese school of unified Thien. Even in
his childhood, Tran Nhan Tong had on many occasions made clear
that he wished to stay away from power, and wanted to step aside
in favor of his young brother. In 1299, he left the capital and went
to Yen Tu mount to be able to consecrate entirely Buddhism. But
at the order of his father, he was compelled to regain the imperial
palace. In spite of the splendor of life in the palace, Tran Nhan
Tong continued to live like a hermit, practiced a monastic life in
Vo Lam pagoda (Ninh Binh province), totally adopted a vegetarian
regime and considered himself as the spiritual son of Tue Trung.
He definitely left the imperial palace in 1301, and placed himself
under the orders of Venerable Hue Tue, the fifth patriarch of Truc
Lam school.
With a group of co-religious, Tran Nhan Tong took a trip to
Champa (Chiem Thanh) which has long been an enemy of Vietnam
to study the Buddhism situation there, and eventually to seek peace
conditions between that kingdom and Vietnam. It is in that purpose
that he promised king Che Man the hand of his daughter, princess
Huyen Tran whose marriage was celebrated in 1306. The king of
Champa donated to Vietnam two provinces O and Ly (now Thua
Thien, Hue).
Tran Nhan Tong was at the same time Tang Thong (Patriarch)
and Thai Thuong Hoang (King father). Though being at the head
of the Buddhist church, he never missed his mission given himself:
reorganize Buddhist institution and reform national culture in the
spirit of Buddhism. Beside three months of annual abstinence, Tran
Nhan Tong made several travels throughout the country to preach
Buddhism, educate people, transform outdated customs and habits
and particularly banned all superstitions anchored since millennium
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in the mind of people, one of the main causes of stagnation in the
evolution of the country towards progress.
Thanks to his personal prestige and influence on his son, king
Tran Anh Tong, Tran Nhan Tong had been able to create a unified
Buddhist institution put on solid bases and capable of transforming
the Vietnamese society. Political, administrative and above all
social transformations have been proclaimed under his aegis. He
thus prepared his succession in the person of Phap Loa who would
relay after his death in 1308. Among his successors, we can cite
notably Phap Loa, Huyen Quang, who had contributed to the great
development of the Truc Lam School.
As patriarch of the Truc Lam school, Tran Nhan Tong had
bequeathed to posterity a considerable number of works, all
impregnated with Buddhist spirituality. The thought of Tran
Nhan Tong reflects the influence of Tue Trung, however it is not
expressed as intense as the latter. On the contrary, the style of Tran
Nhan Tong is more alert, richer, more concise, full of imagery and
more doctrinal. He has a character of real conversation between
master and disciples.
According to Tran Nhan Tong, the potentiality of Awakening
always exists in each person. And Reality is there eternally.
Consequently, to explore that faculty, one should not consider it as
an external thing that one must pursue to obtain. As Reality is there,
one should not seek it as a lost object. So it is necessary to develop
that faculty by the method of not seeking it. In other words, if one
has the intention of becoming an Awakened (Buddha) in practicing
meditation, that is like “polishing a tile to make it a mirror and if
one wants to seek Reality as an object, one would never find it
because one cannot penetrate reality like one finds a desired thing.
The following piece expresses the idea of Tran Nhan Tong on the
method of not seeking: “Immense reality is never constrained
by ideas. Its nature is calm and quite, it is neither good nor evil.
When one makes discriminations there, it becomes an inextricable
complexity; as soon as a conception appears, it disappears
immediately. The profane and the Saint belong to the same origin.
Truth and falseness are nit two opposed poles. This is why one must
know that in their proper nature sin and merit are empty, cause
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and effect are unreal. The whole world possesses completely that
essence. Each person possess (potentially) already perfection. The
nature of Buddha and the body of Dharma are like the body and
its shadow despite their appearance and disappearance, they are
neither one nor two; they dwell under our nose, in front of our face.
However, they are not easy to see even one looks attentively. For if
one has the intention of seeking it, one can never find reality. (Thien
dao yeu hoc). The practice of Thien, according to Tran Nhan Tong
does not absolutely urge the exercise of sitting meditation. It is the
awakened and liberated life that counts. So one cannot live with
the Thien even in daily life by fulfilling social tasks. What matters
is the awareness here and now that accomplishes according to just
comprehension and just thought whereas all that concerns religious
formalities is secondary. Consequently, Tran Nhan Tong advocated
that Thien addresses to all those who aspire to adeep spiritual life
and seek beatitude without any discrimination between religious
and simple believers between man and woman, between literate’s
and illiterates etc. After having received initiation and transmission,
the followers teach themselves by leading a simple and just life,
conforming to Reality with which they try to identify. In other
words, all activities and thought of believers must be oriented
with intelligence and creativity in the direction of awakening and
liberation. When the method is well assimilated, somewhat passed
into their life, the believers can then split themselves, liberated
from all constraint. At that moment, they can forget Thien and even
Buddha. Tran Nhan Tong can illustrate these ideas in a long and
important stanza entitled: Cu Tran Dac Dao or Live in the world
while tasting the joys of the way.
VAN HANH, ? - 1018

Descended from the Nguyen, a very old family of Vietnam
Buddhists (Ha Bac). Van Hanh is known since his childhood for
his great intelligence. At twenty one, he knew thoroughly under
the clear-sighted direction of Thien Great Master Thien Ong in Luc
To pagoda. Later, he practiced the method of Tong Tri Tam Dia
(Dharani-Samadhi), this one ensued from developed canonical
books such as Mahayana-Vaipulyadharani-Sutra.
Van Hanh had not only been a fervent Buddhist practicing
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religion with great seriousness, but also a great prophet. His monastic
life has not prevented him from making politics, lavishing the king
with clear-sighted counsels on the direction of the country’s affairs,
inspiring a large scale administrative reform. Though this attitude
does not correspond to that which all Buddhists must observe, he
has always been considered by his contemporaries as a great master
of Thien, as the 12th patriarch of Vinitaruci school, the first and
most important Thien school in Vietnam founded by Vinitaruci,
an Indian master coming to Vietnam in 580 (passing by China).
This school survived until the death of Y Son in 1216 and counted
19 patriarchs.Van Hanh recommended that the authentic source of
Buddhism does not lie in speeches (Sutra) nor great commentaries,
but the discovery of the potentiality of Awakening in each person.
This teaching is summed up in the following stanza:
Never take wringing and words
As a transmission exists outside the doctrine
Only when showing directly Spirit and when
discovering its proper nature that one vacuum Buddha:
Believer of Thien, Van Hanh has not written much. But he has
acted by his wisdom and knew to make his disciples understand his
personal experience, forged in the light of Buddha teachings which
do not emerge from the domain of ametaphysics but rather the
knowledge of oneself, of the art of living. He is not a philosopher as
conceived by the West. He did not seek to exert personal influence
on philosophy, he is a wiseman.
From the works of Van Hanh, only a certain number of stanzas
and words lavished on his disciples have become so-called maxims.
What is important for Van Hanh, it is not the philosophical
knowledge of the impermanence but the way of living conforming
to this reality. For him, it is the very texture of wisdom which sounds
a positive value and significance to life.
Buddha has said before his death “All that is composed is
submitted to decomposition. Work assiduously to your perfection”
(Digha Nikaya - II, 156); these words have been considered as
the last message. Since Buddha has taught it, insubstantiality,
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impermanence of life force us to realize at all cost our deliverance.
The stanza of Van Hanh is full of this meaning, by recommending
detachments towards the daily, equanimity before tribulations of
the world. He considered these are morning dew which disappears
as soon as the sun rises. This stand constitutes the fundamental
principle of Van Hanh’s thought illustrated by the following
remarks: “I don’t rest on what I could eventually rest, nor on what
I could do it.” Thus founding his philosophical thought, Van Hanh
has succeeded in edifying his work in the spiritual and social field
thanks to this clear-sighted conception of events which allowed it to
come into help with compassion to the deprived. As we said it, Van
Hanh was at the same time a Buddhist believer, a master of Thien
and a political counselor of the king. He has accomplished his latter
task with great competence, tact and dexterity. A Confucian among
his contemporaries said of him: “Van Hanh has transcendent
knowledge, a foreseeing spirit. He is equally a personality out of
the common of Buddhist circle.” Van Hanh was a patriot in the
policy of defense of national sovereignty. Before him, there was a
considerable number of Masters of the Kingdom who have brought
their personal contributions to the national cause. But it was Van
Hanh who has been the first to play a really important role: with
one of his believers and close disciples Ly Cong Uan, he plotted
the overthrow of king Le Long Dinh, a bloodthirsty dictator, and
founded the Ly dynasty (1010-1225) on political and cultural basis
corresponding to teachings of Buddha.
TUE TRUNG, 1229-1299

Of his real name, Tran Quoc Trung, Tue Trung is the elder son
of Grand Prince Kham Minh Tu Then. He governed first the region
of Hong Lo (now Hai Hung province). It is at this period that twice
he fought and won against invading troops coming from China.
Thanks to these feats of arms, he won his generalissimo stick. He
then was affected to the defense of Thai Binh maritime region.
Once retired, Tue Trung withdrew to Duong Chan Trang, Tinh
Bang hamlet, Vinh Lai district. Of calm and deep nature, Tue Trung
was interested since his young age in Buddhism. He practiced Thien
under the direction of master Tieu Dieu. King Tran Thanh Tong,
his brother-in-law, venerated him as Thuong Si, a title equivalent
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to Bodhisattva, entrusted to him the education of his son who later
became king Tran Nhan Tong.
Tue Trung was a Buddhist follower, not a friar, (bhiksu). But
his contemporaries considered him as a master of Thien. Capable
of adapting easily to various aspects of life, and according to
all circumstances while knowing how to maintain principles of
wisdom, Tue Trung never lingered to deceptive appearances but
gave much importance to the spiritual.
Break the abstract concept - In all his talks and conversations,
Tue Trung made use of just and right words to create a psychological
shock among the disciples and leading them to come out from the
constraint of teachings contained in canonical books. This teaching
method had the advantage of sowing doubt among disciples and
therefrom create occasions for them to liberate themselves from
abstract concepts and leading them to Awakening.
Destruction of duality - In general, when dealing with the problem
of Awakening and Liberation, one always has the tendency of
drawing frontiers: Awakening/Ignorance, Liberation/Constraint,
Good/Bad, Sanctity/Profane etc. Pushed by this dualistic view,
one considers oneself as an independent subject which rejects this
object and seeks the other. Even the Nirvana, the Unconditioned,
also becomes an object for those who aspire to deliverance from
the circle of births and deaths (Samsara).
Tue Trung seeks to conduct persons of superior faculty towards
direct accession to Reality and rejection of dualistic view or dual
knowledge of Reality.
Tue Trung not only destroys dualistic view but he equally rejects
falser problems often created when speaking of religion, notably the
problems of sin and merit, of saint and profane, of mundanity and
supra-nundanity, etc. These are problems that engender other false
problems: the choice between good and evil, high and low, noble and
ordinary etc. However, on the plane of the Absolute, from the point
of view of “original Nature”, the choice is not necessary, let alone
“significant”. Consequently, problems like observance of Morality
(Sila), practice of (Ksanti), Meditation (Samadhi), development
of wisdom (Prajna) are all futile. The necessity is to transcend all
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practices of the Way to accede directly to Reality. The whole work
by Tue Trung is put together in Thuong Si Ngu Luc or Collection of
words by Thuong Si (Tue Trung). It has been revised by Tran Nhan
Tong, edited by Phap Loa and post-faced by great marshal Tran
Khac Chung. This work comprises three chapter. Chapter I: 42
conversations between Tue Trung and his disciples. Chapter II: 13
Cong an (subject: Thien) each consisting of 3 exposes - subject in
question, observations and commentaries, and the stanza. Chapter
III: 49 poems dealing with big problems of Reality.
HUONG HAI, 1627-1715

Huong Hai was born in Thua Thien, Vietnam. His grandfather
Trung Loc Hau followed Lord Nguyen Hoang in the south, by the
middle of XVIth century. Since childhood, he distinguished himself
by his intelligence. At 18, he obtained his Bachelor of Arts. For
this reason, he was chosen to work at the court of Lord Nguyen.
Sometime later, he was promoted to the grade of deputy head of
Trieu Phong, Quang Tri. In 1655, he left his function and made
himself frair under the direction of master Vien Canh coming from
China and got the Buddhist name of Huyen Co Thien Giac alias
Minh Chau. He had his Buddhist studies, guided by master Dai
Tham Vien Khoan.
Having had solid studies in Chinese as basis, Huong Hai rapidly
and easily penetrated into Chinese canonical books. Besides, during
the years of living in the north and in favourable conditions, had
written about 30 books, either in Sino-Vietnamese or in Nom letter.
The works by Huong Hai still available reveal that he scarcely
liked speculations on doctrine or philosophy. He preferred
expressing his practical experiences, his realizations in the way
based on a non-dualistic comprehension of the relation between
the good and the evil, matter and spirit, ignorance and awakening,
Buddha and living being.
According to Huong Hai, the good and the evil are conditioned
notions which are insubstantial and impermanent. Besides, they
have no proper nature. Their appearance and disappearance take
their origin from spirit, according to Buddhism lately developed,
is always pure and unshakable. The distinction of good and evil is
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really necessary to perfect morality (sila) not to return to the origin,
ie spirit. On the plane of the Absolute, to consider notions of good
and evil as eternal values and to want to appropriate the good and
reject the evil constitute a hindrance to achievement of Reality. In
other words, it is beneficial to transcend dualistic discrimination:
opposition between the good and the evil in order to accede directly
to Reality. Given that the origin of good and evil is Spirit, to reject
the good and the evil is also to reject Spirit.
Consequently, one transcended, dual ideas of good and evil have
also surpassed the classical tradition: which consists in observing
the rules.
This tradition, according to Huong Hai, is no longer necessary
for he who has already realized the proper nature of Spirit, which is
pure and unshakable and has come to the level of total detachment,
having a liberated wisdom from all hindrance.
Huong Hai again explains: “When one is ignorant, the subject
follows the objects, and while objects are multiplied, the subject is
not unified; when one is awakened, the objects follow the subject
while the subject being unified wit itself, it diffuses the objects.”
Different from idealists and materialists, Huong Hai considers that
the existence of conscience and that of the matter depend on each
other. These two elements exist parallely. The reason of putting the
stress on the conscience comes from what it is in ourselves and can
be directed and mastered by ourselves, but not because it is in the
origin of the matter. “If the matter appears, the conscience appears.
Without the matter, conscience disappears.” In the other respects,
all conscience depending on external objects are impermanent.
This is why the most beneficial is to return to the origin - Spirit, it
is not the passionate pursuit of subject after objects of pleasure; to
return to the origin, it is to live in the plenitude of Being without
alienation of space and time.
Buddha, that is awakened spirit state; on the contrary, livingBeing, that is ignorance. According to Huong Hai, awakening and
ignorance are of common origin, this implies that Buddha and livingBeing are not different on the plane of Absolute. The realization of
the proper nature of Spirit eliminates all useless discriminations
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between Awakening, Ignorance, Buddha, living-Being, as Huong
Hai put it.
Basing on the postulate: Buddha and living-Being have a
common origin, the Spirit is pure and unshakable, the method
recommended by Huong Hai is to return to Spirit by “Non-spirit”.
“Non-spirit” is not indifference towards the world but an awakened
visions, guided by non-dual intuitive wisdom and transcendental
knowledge without discrimination, of existence and non-existence,
of subject and object, of awakening and ignorance, without contrary
by passions and egoistic attachment. With wisdom, one lives in the
world correctly, peacefully, being in the way with awakened spirit,
one is Buddha here and now.
LIEU QUAN, 1670-1743

Native of Bach Ma, under prefecture of Dong Xuan, Phu Yen
province (now Phu Khanh, Vietnam) Lieu Quan was born into a
poor family. He lost his mother at six. At twelve, his accompanied
his father during a visit to Hoi Tong pagoda, where he made
acquaintance with master Te Vien. This later made a strong
impression on him. During the session he asked for authorization
from his father to stay with the Master and devote himself to
religion. He left the pagoda in 1690 to settle down in Thuan Hoa, in
Thien Tho pagoda built on Ham Long mountain and led by master
Giac Phong who took him as disciple. One year after, he left the
master to come home as his father was very ill. After the death of his
father, four years after his return to Thuan Hoa, he returned to the
pagoda to continue his studies and Buddhist research.
He received ordination of novice in 1695. Two years later, at
27, complete ordination under the direction of master Tu Liem.
He worked hard and past most of his time in having relations with
contemporary Great Masters and discussed with them on doctrinal
subjects.
In 1702, he met with the Chinese master Tu Duong in An
Tong pagoda of Long Son. This later belonged to the school of LinTchi. He counseled him of making research and meditate on the
following subject:
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“All things return to unique unity,
And unity, to what destination it goes? Back in Phu Yen, Lien
Quan put five years to studying and meditating on the significance
of that Cong An (Kung An in Chinese or Koan in Japanese: subject
Thien). He suffered greatly of not able to seize the import.
One day, when reading Truyen Dan Dai Luc or Anthology of
the lamp transmission, he stopped at the flowing sentence: “One
does not comprehend transmission of Spirit by indication of
things.” Lieu Quan soon discovered the significance of Cong An
that his master proposed him to meditate 5 years before. He then
returned to Thuan Hoa 1708 to report to master Tu Dung of the
result of his work, and most of all his personal comprehension of
the significance of Cong An. Tu Dung answered him in these terms:
“On the brink of a deep abyss, one slackens one’s arms
One is all alone to endure sufferings
One dies, then one is born again
And no one can despise us.” Lieu Quan applauded, but Tu Dung
made him understand that he has not yet seized the meaning of
Cong An, then severely told him:
“Not yet arrived!” Lieu Quan replied: “The weight is originally in
steel”. But the master did not accept that explication. The next morning,
Lieu Quan passed before the refuge of Tu Dung who called him and
said: “What we have tackled together yesterday is not achieved yet. You
should further deepen your knowledge.” Lieu Quan replied: “From
early time, one knows that the lamp is a flame! The rice is cooked long
time ago”. Then Tu Dung never ceased to congratulate him.
In summer 1712, Lieu Quan not only was a grand master of Thien
who attained a very high level of culture by also a preacher having
all required qualities to dispense religious teaching to disciples. He
built and directed a considerable number of big pagodas throughout
South Vietnam which was at that time under the reign of Lords
Nguyen, such as Thien Tong, Vien Thong pagodas (Thuan Hoa)
Hoi Tong, Co Lam, Bao tich pagodas (Phu Yen). He also was the
Grand Computer of ordination ceremonies of religious and laymen
which numbered almost 4,000.
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In autumn 1742 he passed away in Vien Thong pagoda at 72, in
sitting position called blossomed lotus.
Lord Nguyen Phuc Khoan ordered the erection in his honour
and memory a stele and a tomb (stupa), giving him a posthumous
title of “Very Venerable of Excellent conduct, of propitious and just
Awakening and of perfect Comprehension.” Lieu Quan was the 35th
patriarch of the Lin Tchi school, and founder of Lieu Quan school.
Beside the stanza composed just before his death here above
mentioned, he left a second one to his disciples, which preached the
essential of Buddhist doctrine and fixed the order of transmission
from generation to generation.
“Reality is the large Way, its nature is like a limpid and calm sea
The source of Spirit impregnates everywhere; the good of virtue
is a wind of benevolence
The essence and function of Morality, Meditation, Merit and
Wisdom are interpenetrated
To surpass eternally the facts of knowledge and result and
discreetly harmonize achievements of practice
To concord conduct and comprehension
It is just that one attains and understands real Vacuity.” This
stanza which preached fundamental principles of practice and
wisdom of his school, equally served as driving belt to one of the
largest Thien schools of Vietnam: each word of the poem serves to
designate a generation of followers and form their religious name.
For instance:
a) The word That of the first line indicates the first generation of
Lieu Quan school; it formed with Dieu the religious name of the
founder: That Dieu;
b) The names of followers of the second generation begin with
Tanh, and so on. Today, the successors of Lieu Quan belong mostly
to generations of Tam (like Tam Minh) or that of the Nguyen (like
Nguyen Dao) etc. The author of these lines has as religious name
Tam That. Now the followers of Lieu Quan school are of great
number both in Vietnam and abroad.
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One can say without exaggeration that the Thien school of
Lam Te (Lin Tchi) has been Vietnamized and developed notably
in Southern provinces, thanks to its doctrine and to its works of
propagation.
Like all Thien masters, Lieu Quan did not leave to posterity great
writings. However, through his spiritual realizations, his stanzas
and particularly his conversations with Tu Dung, one can conclude
without error that his teaching is impregnated of the Thien spirit
(Chan) by Tu Dung in Cong An on which Lieu Quan meditated
during five years:
“Everything returns to unique Unity
And Unity, to what destination it goes? According to the
tradition of Lam Te school or Lin Tchi, the Cong An are
contradictory statements or thoughts used by the Thien masters
to create a psychological shock among their disciples. They are
formulated either under the form of thesis or questions that cannot
be solved by an intuitive and transcendental knowledge. They
contribute to creating a great state of spiritual tension provoking a
personal experience that the final purpose is Awakening. It is also
a question of experience which exceeds familiar dualities able to
be notice between spectator and spectacle, between experimenter
and experience. Living Reality noticed by Awakening, which is
discovery of Reality or comprehension of Reality which always
precedes an unshakable total liberation, full of beatitude and which
finally conducts the human being to master its end, like Lieu Quan
had experienced it.
The two stanzas of Lieu Quan above cited get on an important
doctrinal problem: Vacuity is perpetual interpretation between the
form and the empty. It should not be understood as Nothingness.
By Vacuity (Sunyata in Sanskrit, Khong in sino-vietnamese), one
should understand the absence of all current values, opposite
properties or attributes that man gives it to beings or to things. It
is besides employed by Lieu Quan to express complete negation
of this world of phenomena with its procession of illusions and
ignorance that human being takes it for Reality. It is rather a
pragmatic notion which leads to the Absolute. It is uniquely used to
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help human being to surpass oneself constantly. Apparently, it has
no positive significance, but it, on the contrary, constitutes a source
where liberation comes to get drenched by Wisdom. The beatitude
of most perfect one will appear when one finds oneself in Vacuity
or the Absolute.

***
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A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY OF BUDDHIST NUNS
IN VIETNAM IN THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY AND THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS*
by Bhikkhuni Tuong Lien

I. INTRODUCTION

Under French rule from 1860 to the beginning of World war
II, Catholicism was encouraged in Vietnam, while all Buddhist
activities in public were restricted. Constructing new Viharas were
not allowed, and the number of monks and nuns were limited. In the
1930s, many Buddhist associations were launched in the Northern,
Central, and Southern regions for reform of Buddhism.
In keeping with the great restoration of Vietnamese Buddhism,
the decision to develop the national culture was taken in the first
half of the twentieth Century. The Romanized Vietnamese language
became an excellent means linking the old and new generations. Under
French domination, the people of the three regions (North, South and
Central) always had their sense of responsibility for the nation. At the
same time with the resistance to French and the Buddhist renaissance,
some Buddhist associations and magazines were founded as follows:
In the North: “Phật Giáo Bắc Kỳ” (Buddhist Association of
North-Vietnam) was founded in 1934 and “Đuốc Tuệ” (The Torch of
Wisdom) magazine was published in 1935.
In Central Vietnam: “An Nam Phật Học” (Buddhist Association
of South-Vietnam) in was founded in 1932 and “Viên Âm” (The Voice
*. Reprinted with permission from www.buddhismtoday.com.
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of Perfection) magazine was published in 1933.
In the South: “Nam Kỳ Nghiên Cứu Phật Học” (Research
Association of Buddhist Studies of South-Vietnam) was founded in
1932 and “Từ Bi Âm” (The Voice of Mettaa) magazine was published
in 1933.
The above three associations were formed in the three regions
initiating the development of other associations and magazines
all over the country. The Vietnamese have been able to emulate
and parallel all the achievements of the monks and have been
thus offered equal status as members of the Sangha. After having
devoted their lives to the Dhamma, sacrificing worldly pursuits
and material comforts, they struggled to raise their voice, to find
sympathetic support, and respond to any encouraging words
with great enthusiasm to prove that the nuns could also become
spiritual leaders. Vietnamese nuns in this period also significantly
contributed to the above movements, and we are now going to
examine their activities in turn.
II. THE NUNS BELONGING TO THE MAHAYANA TRADITION

The Vietnamese nuns’ practice was primarily that of Mahayana
and was very scattered. Gradually, they formed the Order of Nuns
and practised propagation of the Buddha’s teachings together. It is
clearly in Vietnamese Buddhist history that up until the early 20th
Century, the sangha of nuns had an organised structure. It does not
surprise us why the percentage of the Mahayana nuns is higher than
those of Theravada and Mendicant traditions. Now, there are 9,985
Mahayana nuns out of the total of 11,185 nuns in the Vietnamese
Buddhist Sangha.
1. In the North, one of the eminent nuns was the nun Dam Soan
who was born at Cu Da village (Ha Dong). She left her family for
the Son Mon Trung Hau Vihara (Phuc Yen) when she was quite
young. In 1928 she contributed to the construction of the Dieu
Vien Vihara (Thua Thien). In 1950 she was invited to manage all
activities of the nuns at Van Ho Vihara. In 1952 she was invited
to deliver lectures at the Duoc Su Vihara (Gia Dinh). Under her
encouragement, one fundamental Buddhist course for nuns was
held at that Viraha. She stayed there for the 3 months of Vassana
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after this course was formed. Then she returned to the Duc Vien
Vihara (Hanoi) and died in Bac Ninh in 1969. Her disciple, Dam
Dau was regarded as the most famous nun of the Van Ho Vihara.
According to a stele set up in the Vien Minh Vihara, we can
discover the names of some nuns, notably, Dam Kien, Dam Chat,
Dam Nghia, Dam Hinh, Dam Thuan. Dam Kien was the founder
of this Vihara and Dam Thu also reconstructed it in 1930. In the
North, the first Vihara of nuns, organised as the Buddhist institute
was the Bo De Vihara led by Bhikkhuni Thanh Hanh.
The Van Ho Vihara was the second to the above, which was
formed by Master To Lien in 1949. Besides this, there were some
other big Viharas for nuns as follows: (i) To Dinh Son Mon in Hang
Than street (Hanoi) has attracted hundreds of nuns in the Vassana
every year; (ii) Son Mon Am (Ha Dong) and Son Mon Trung Hau
(Phuc Yen), both also produced many famous nuns who propagated
the Dhamma every corners of the country.
2. In the Central, some eminent nuns1 are accounted as follows:
(i) Bhikkhuni Dien Truong (Ho Dac)
Dien Truong was in the vanguard of the nuns in the Central
Vietnam. She was born in 1863 at An Truyen village (Thua Thien)
and entered the nunhood at Tu Hieu Vihara in 1898 under Master
Hai Thieu’s support. She rebuilt the Pho Quang Vihara in order to
form the nun Vihara. Then she constructed another one called the
Truc Lam Vihara, which became the place of the renaissance of
Buddhism.
After that, at Tay Thien she formed the nun Vihara gathering
some famous nuns, such as Chon Huong, Dieu Huong, Giac Hai
who played an important role in the leadership of the Order of
Nuns. In the cross-legged posture she died on the Birthday of the
Buddha in 1952, at the age of 64. The Master Vien Thanh praised
her with the following verse:
Oh great, the female master!
1. Nguyen Lang, Viet Nam Phat Giao Su Luan (A Critical History of Buddhism in Vietnam),
Vol. II.
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The liberated and outstanding one,
Who abandoned worldly fame and prosperity
To look for the happiness of dhyana practice
The eight rules are observed
The vegetarianism is strictly followed
The ocean of troubles is exhausted
The bell rings to awaken the lay people
Her sea of compassion saves those with hatred
Her merit looks like a sandal-wood forest
Cool as the moon of wisdom
On the mattress she sat in peace
She attained the fruit of non-arising and non-ceasing
Those words are the sound of the spring
that body is like the blue mountain
In the past there is nothing arising
In the present there is nothing ever ceasing
The other shore she stepped on
The lotus petal is sending out a pure and wonderful fragrance.
(ii) Bhikkhuni Dieu Huong (Nguyen Thi Kieu)
She was born in 1884 at Da Le village (Thua Thien) and became
a wife of the King Thanh Thai. After the King was set into exile and
her daughter died, she entered the nunhood at Tuong Van Vihara
in 1915. In 1925 she became the director of Dieu Vien Vihara (Huong
Thuy). In 1932 she stayed at Tu Dam Vihara and managed all activities
of nuns there. From 1934 to 1971 she resided at Dieu Duc Vihara
as a Buddhist dignitary and died at the age of 88. Among her noted
disciples wereThe Yen, The Thanh, The Quan, The Tin, The Thuyen,
who took on many important Buddhist affairs in the Order of Nuns.
Besides, those enthusiastically in social relief work especially at Dieu
Vien Vihara were Vien Minh, The Quan, The Thanh and Cat Tuong.
(iii) Bhikkhuni Dieu Khong (Ho Thi Hanh)
She was born in 1905 at An Tuyen village (Thua Thien) and
entered the nunhood at Truc Lam Vihara in 1933. Before becoming
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a nun she canvassed for many Buddhist affairs as follows:
(a) The construction of the Dieu Vien Vihara which was regarded
as the first Buddhist nunnery in Hue.
(b) The formation of the Tinh Lac orphanage in Huong Thuy.
She always supported the nuns living at Tu Dam Vihara until this
Vihara became the premises of “An Nam Phat Hoc” association.
She also devoted her writings to Buddhist disciplines and vinaya.
Now she is the chief nun in the Central Vietnam and has been living
at Hong An Vihara.
3. In The South, there were many basic Buddhist courses for nuns
organised. The first course at Giac Hoa Vihara (Bac Lieu) was held
in 1927, the second at Hai An Vihara (Ba Queo) in 1936, the third
at Phat Hoc Duong Luong Xuyen (Tra Vinh) in 1936, the fourth at
Vinh Buu Vihara (Ben Tre) in 1936, the fifth at Van An Vihara (Sa
Dec) in 1939, the sixth at Kim Son Vihara (Phu Nhuan) in 1939,
and the seventh at Tu Quang Vihara (Sa Dec) in 1950.
And there were also many nuns’ Viharas founded such as: Tang
Gia (Khanh Hoi), Chanh Giac (Gia Dinh) in 1946; Duoc Su (Gia
Dinh) in 1936 and this Vihara became the office of the nuns’ order
in 1954; Tu Nghiem (Cho Lon) in 1959, after that the nun Order’s
office was moved from Duoc Su to this Vihara and became the main
office for nuns.
The following are short biographies of some eminent nuns.2
(i) Bhikkhuni Dieu Tinh.
She was not only the founder of the first nun Vihara called Hai
An in Ho Chi Minh City but also the first torch of the nuns in South
Vietnam. Nowadays, her tower has remained on the right side of
this Vihara. She contributed noticeably to the education of the
Mahayana nuns in the South. Ven. Phi Lai, who was her master,
belonged to the fortieth generation of the Lam Te sect. She was born
in 1910 at Go Cong district (Tien Giang), entered the nunhood at
the age of 15 and died on first July 1942, at the age of 33.
2. Ibid.,
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In forming many Buddhist courses for nuns at Viharas, she raised
the question of equal footing for women as men have. In 1933, she
wrote an research article contributing to Tu Bi Am magazine (N°27
in calling upon the nun’s spirit of the practice and propagation of
the Dhamma.
(ii) Bhikkhuni Nhu Thanh (Nguyen Thi Thao)
She was born in 1910, at Tay Nhon village (Thu Duc). At the
age of 22, she left the family for the Giac Hoang Vihara (Ba Diem).
She did not flinch from hardships going everywhere in order to
teach the Dhamma to the Vietnamese nuns. Lay great stress on
education, she served as the head of Buddhist institute at Hue Lam
Vihara (HCM. City) in 1947, and established the primary Kieu
Dam school in 1952, for promotion of literacy free of cost.
In 1956, she was the first nun who proposed the formation of the
Order of Nuns in South Vietnam. All members in the Vietnamese
Buddhist Sangha unanimously supported her proposal to establish
the nuns’ council and to form the Vietnamese Nuns’ Order in
which she was elected as the head of its administration. From 1972
to 1975 she was the chief of the nuns in the Mahayana tradition and
had the responsibility of consolidating the nuns’ spirit in harmony
and unity.
Besides her unique activities she also authored and translated as
many as 28 Buddhist books, such as: “Luoc Giai Kinh Hoa Nghiem,”
(A Commentary of Avata”msaka Suutra), “Thien Tong Cuong
Yeu” (A Manual of Zen Buddhism), “Duy Thuc Hoc” (A Study of
Vij~naptimaatravaada), “Thien Tong” (On Zen), “Tinh Do Tong”
(On Pure Land Buddhism), “Phat Phap Giao Ly” (Fundamental
Teachings of the Buddha), and two books of poems, namely,
“Hoa Thien” (The Flowers of Zen) and “Hoa Dao” (The Flowers of
Dhamma), etc. The following verse illustrates her teaching:
With regard to cardinal virtues, the mind and behaviour should
be cultivated,
Paying homage to the wise man, the character should be purified,
Wordly things should be abandoned soon,
Righteousness and the restoration of lofty purity should be
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undertaken.
(iii) Bhikkhuni Chi Kien (Dang Thi Muoi)
In 1913 she was born in Sa Dec. Under the monk Hue Quang’s
guidance, she entered the nunhood at Tu An Vihara (My Tho)
in 1928. She founded two nun Viharas in Sa Dec: Tap Thanh in
1940 and Tu Quang in 1950. In 1965 she became the director of
the Buddhist Academy for Nuns at Tu Nghiem Vihara. In 1975
she succeeded Bhikkhuni Nhu Thanh in the position of chief
nun. She also contributed many articles to some famous Buddhist
magazines such as: Hoa Sen (The Lotus), Hoang Phap (Propagation
of Buddhadhamma), Hoa Dam (Flower of Happiness). One of her
verses reads as follows:
The Zen practitioner goes, seeing the mountain leisurely,
His mind is set free, the path is immensely wide.
The mountain is high with stones resting on stones,
The forest is deep with trees standing in lines and rows.
The silver stream shines on the shore of enlightenment.
The blue sky reflects the mystery light,
Form and emptiness are gone to an end,
The two extremes are dropped; there is no middle.
(iv) Bhikkhuni Dieu Ninh (Vuong Thi Kien)
She was born in 1914 in Tra Vinh, left the family to enter Thanh
Xuan Vihara (Chau Doc) in 1930 and became Ven. Nhu Nhien’s
disciple. In 1940 she stayed at Vinh Buu Vihara (Ben Tre) as a
Buddhist dignitary. In 1957 she undertook the position of the
Repute Director and managed all activities of the nuns at Duoc
Su Vihara. She devoted her life to social work. She was the head of a
group, providing relief to flood victims, and she herself carried rice and
salt to the flood stricken area of Chau Doc. In 1972 she organised the
Hue Quang nursery school to make fund for her social relief work in
Chau Doc. In 1974, she became the Director of the Duoc Su Vihara.
Nowadays, most of the Vietnamese nuns practice in the
Mahayana tradition and dress in gray or brown robes, similar to
those of the Chinese nun Sangha. The number of Vietnamese nuns
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is increasing to nearly ten thousand.
II. THE NUNS BELONGING TO THE THERAVADA TRADITON

In the Theravada Buddhist countries such as Thailand, Burma,
Cambodia, women are not allowed to be admitted in the. Although
neither Sramanerikas nor Bhikkhunis are accepted, the form of nuns
is however existed in the Sangha. They are called “Tu nu” in Vietnam
and “Maeji” in Thailand, Dasasil matas (ten-precept nuns) in Sri Lanka,
Anagarikas (Homeless Ones) or Thilashin (Possessors of morality) in
Burma, … These “Tu nu” should follow some rituals as follows:
(i) Shaving the head.
(ii) Undertaking the 8 precepts of training to refrain from: killing
living beings; taking what is not given; wrong conduct in sexual
pleasures; false speech; intoxicants, (such as distilled and fermented
things, which are a cause for carelessness); food except at the right
time; dancing, singing, music and seeing entertainment; also
wearing jewelry, using perfumes and beautifying with cosmetics; a
soft bed large enough for two.3
(iii) Wearing white robe, except pink robe in Burma.
(iv) Living in the Vihara or staying at home, no obligatory
compulsion.
(v) Observing a ceremony for becoming “Tu nu” are very simple
(they take the vow keeping the 8 precepts before the monks).
(vi) Living in a separate areas at a Bhikkhu Vihara, under the
guidance of the Bhikkhu Sangha because they have not yet built
separate nunneries.
The first Vietnamese “Tu nu” was Dieu Dan who was born in
1920 (Phnom Penh, Cambodia), became “Tu nu” in 1945 and
died in 1990. She came forward herself with great enthusiasm to
become a nun within the Theravada tradition. Although she did not
receive ordination as a Sramanerika or a Bhikkhuni, she paved the
path of renunciation, came to be appreciated and many Vietnamese
women started giving up worldly life for the religious life.
3. Khantipalo, Calm and Insight, p.6.
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In Vietnam, there are about 200 “Tu nu” living in some of
Bhikkhu Viharas, which can be grouped geographically as follows:
- In Ho Chi Minh City: Buu Quang Vihara, Buu Long Vihara,
Tu Quang Vihara, Giac Quang Vihara, Nguyen Thuy Vihara, Nam
Tong Vihara, and Sieu Ly Vihara.
- In Bien Hoa: Phuoc Son Vihara.
- In Ho Nai: Y Son Vihara.
- In Vinh Long: Sieu Ly Vihara.
In short, the tradition of “Tu nu” has been developed mainly at
Ho Chi Minh City, the South-East and the South-West Vietnam.
They have not yet become a systematic organisation and separate
nunneries, but rather live primarily in the Bhikkhu Viharas. They
have received only 8 precepts and are considered as an advanced
laywoman. Yet, they are not actually the laity, rather a midway
between the Order and the laywoman, and a double standard is
applied to them. Karma Lekshe Tsomo expressed her regret about
the situation of nuns in the Theraveda tradition as follows:
In Sri Lanka the historical chronicles Dipavamsa and
Mahavamsa, written in the fourth century AD, refer to many
thousands of Bhikkhunis, enumerating seventy-two by name
and describing their achievements, attainments, and powers. The
Mahavamsa says that eighteen thousand Bhikkhus and fourteen
thousand Bhikkhunis attained Arahantship during the ceremony of
laying the foundation for the great reliquary Thupa. Unfortunately,
with the loss of Bhikkhuni ordination in the Theravada countries,
the communal protection necessary for pursuing religious goals
was lost to women.”4
III. THE NUNS BELONGING TO THE MENDICANT TRADITION

The Vietnamese Mendicant Sangha, especially appeared in
South Vietnam and founded by Master Minh Dang Quang in 1946.
Both monks and nuns of this tradition wear yellow robes and walk
for almsbowl, resembling the Theravada tradition, observing pure
vegetarianism like that of Mahayana tradition. The first female
4. Karma Lekshe Tsomo, p.88.
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disciples of Master Minh Dang Quang were Huynh Lien, Bach Lien
and Thanh Lien who contributed noticeably in the formation of the
Order of Mendicant Nuns. Bhikkhunis Huynh Lien, Bach Lien and
Thanh Lien were ordained in 1947 at Linh Buu Vihara under Minh
Dang Quang’s guidance.
1. Bhikkhuni Huynh Lien (Nguyen Thi Tru)
She, the chief nun of the Vietnamese Mendicant Nuns’ Order,
was born at Phu My village, Tien Giang province. With her innate
intelligence, strong will and effort in practising the Dhamma, Huynh
Lien was delegated by her Master to lead all nuns of his Mendicant
Order. It is possible to say that during the period of 40 years (from
1947 to 1987) she devoted her whole life to propagation of the
Dhamma, as showing her gratitude to the Buddha.
She is always aspired to be a ship to protect and help women,
and took the following vow:
I vow to be repeatedly incarnated in the form of a woman,
for many miserable women in this world.
It is very easy to lead them in the same sex.
Although I know it will be very hard.
She built “Ngoc Phuong,” the central Vihara of the Mendicant
Nuns’ Order at Ho Chi Minh City (1958). There are now more than
100 nun Viharas in the South and the Central Vietnam consisting
more than 1,000 nuns.
Her great loving heart and boundless compassion were extended
to all human beings. She took part in many social relief works, forming
orphanages, establishing schools, visiting hospitals and prisons etc.
The Nhat Chi Mai Orphanary was the central charitable institution of
the Mendicant nuns besides many branches in some provinces.
Between 1963 and 1975, she led the Mendicant nuns
contributing to many movements of preserving Buddhism,
protecting peace, seeking for equal rights for women. After 1975,
she held some important positions in the Vietnamese Government,
and enthusiastically helped anyone who came to ask for the same.
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She was respected by all classes of the society.5
She realised that the quality of nuns would improve in relation
to the educational opportunities offered to them. She always
supported and urged all the nuns to raise the cultural standard and
improve their knowledge in the Pali Tipitaka. At Ngoc Phuong
Vihara she formed many courses of Dhamma, Pali, English,
Chinese, literature, painting, which gathered many young nuns
from all Mendicant nun Viharas.
Being not only a writer but also a poetess, she composed many
works of prose and verses as follows: “Kinh Tam Bao,” “Kinh
Xung Tung Tam Bao and Ke Trich Luc.” Apart form these she also
authored about 2,000 poems.
2. Bhikkhuni Bach Lien (Vo Thi Hien)
She, the second nun in the Mendicant nun Order, was born in
1923 at Phu My village (My Tho). In 1947, she entered the nunhood
at Linh Buu Vihara and became Minh Dang Quang’s disciple. Soon
after that she left for Central Vietnam to fulfil the responsibility of
propagating Mendicant doctrines and accepted many people as
her disciples. Together they changed the waste-land to build many
Viharas.
It was very difficult and hard to work in such a mountainous
region, but they succeeded and in turn each Vihara formed by nuns
were weak in structure but strong in spirit. She also contributed
to many social relief works and founded some orphanages. She
became an eminent nun who practised the rules strictly and purely.
After the chief nun Huynh Lien died, she was succeeded to the
head of the Mendicant Nuns’ Order. Having fulfilled her function,
she recently died on twenty-sixth December 1996 and her funeral
took place at Ngoc Phuong Vihara.
Besides there were other prominent nuns such as, Thanh Lien,
Kim Lien, Ngan Lien, Tri Lien, Quang Lien, Chon Lien, Tang
Lien, and thousands of nuns who continued the way paved by their
leading Nuns.
5. Huynh Lien’s Disciples, the Summary Record of the Chief Nun T.N. Huynh Lien. Social
Science Publishing House: HCM. City, 1994, p.15.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Nowadays, many Vietnamese nuns have become great teachers
who deliver the Dhamma to young nuns as well as lay people,
thereby becoming highly respected and extremely influential.
There have been many nuns undertaking many important Buddhist
works and duties contributing enthusiastically to the Vietnamese
Buddhist Sangha.
Although their traditions are different, all the Mahayana,
Theravada and Mendicant nuns practice the Dhamma and perfect
the function of the Buddha’s daughters propagating the latter’s
teachings in order to bring calmness and welfare to Vietnamese
society. In earlier times, the spiritual practices of the Order, such as
their upholding the Vinaya and living an example of renunciation,
was considered as their main contribution to the society. In today
society, the Buddhist nuns in Vietnam take part in the fields of
education, culture, social work, as well.
They clearly realize that today’s world is a world rich in all kinds
of advanced knowledge. They therefore focus not only on the study
of the Dhamma but also on improving their knowledge on modern
sciences in order to catch up the various trends of the entire world.
They aim at perfecting their responsibility in leading the laity to
the calm and happy life, as what have been done by the monks.
They altogether with their counterparts have made significant
contributions to the development of Vietnamese Buddhism in the
modern time.

***
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MINDFUL LEADERSHIP
FOR A SUSTAINABLE PEACE ORIENTED
BY THE EMPEROR TRẦN NHÂN TÔNG
by Most Ven. Thich Thanh An

INTRODUCTION

In this day and age, it is noticeable that the world has experienced
the gigantic growth in such various fields as economy, politics,
society, industry, and social services. Psychological problems,
however, are of the biggest concern to humankind. Consequently,
managers focus on training not only their own mentality but also
that of their employees. With regard to a common practice in this
training process, facts show that there has existed a certain factors,
one of which is known as ‘Practicing mindfulness’. This method is
claimed to be one of the keys to the success of a leader. For example,
a successful leader should first listen warm-heartedly so that he/
she can reflect and make well-informed decisions with his or her
mindfulness, and instruct his or her staff how to improve their
mental concentration and how to reject their stress by cultivating
their internal peacefulness. Such issues were vividly portrayed
through the daily life and the literatures of The Emperor Trần Nhân
Tông. It is through His life and writings that the most preeminent
modalities to establish a sustainable peace based on mindful leadership
were conveyed and applied. Moreover, gaining moral fundamentals in
life together with cultivating tranquility in mind to achieve inner peace
and spreading out loving-kindness were thoroughly subordinated.
Accordingly, The Emperor Trần Nhân Tông made use of these factors
to build a sustainable peace, which is considered as an orientation
to establish a sustainable peace based on mindful leadership.
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During the process of struggle for independence and building
the country in a postwar state, The Emperor Trần Nhân Tông
manifested excellent leadership skills by practicing mindfulness to
face touch situations in war period as well as map out opportune
strategies to surmount extremely unfavorable situations. Further,
when the country achieved the peace, The Emperor, with His wisdom
and own experiences, took a variety of measures to recuperate the
country. Facing up to a host of difficulties and gigantic workload,
the Emperor Trần Nhân Tông still remained absolutely composed.
As a matter of fact, he showed no discomfiture, horror or panic at all.
He controlled his emotions by means of mindfulness and rejected
negative thoughts by a way of training his mind. In addition, He
highly prioritized and solved the affairs in an orderly fashion. His
perseverance and patience in mindfulness were admirable when he
had various awkward situations. On the other hand, he understood
thoroughly the mindset of His subordinates to promote, encourage
and share national responsibilities for a sustainable peace at that
time. He had self-awareness about the values of listening to his
subordinates to understand them profoundly. Especially, not only
could The Emperor have a deep understanding of his juniors,
but he could also spread out his loving kindness to enemies. It is
this example that could be followed by his followers who want
to succeed in the mindful leadership in the contemporary world.
His image acted as a typical example for us to follow in the field
of leadership. Additionally, His writings might gave us a detailed
description of useful theories of the art of leadership. It is certain
that his orientation can offer various benefits for today’s society.
I. THE LIFE AND CAREER OF THE EMPEROR TRẦN NHÂN TÔNG
AS THE EXAMPLE OF THE MINDFUL LEADERSHIP

1. The Art of Emotional Management in The Emperor Trần Nhân
Tông’s leadership
Historically, The Emperor Trần Nhân Tông had monumental
contributions to a sustainable national peace. He became
successful in the clever application of Buddhism theories into His
life and career based on mindfulness. To understand in detail these
clever applications, one typical example is the His leadership after
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his accession to the throne, fighting against aggression as well as
building a national peace in the postwar stage. As a child, He was
thoughtfully educated and imbrued with Buddhism theories when
He became the Crown Prince at the age of sixteen. He started to
practice the Buddha’s preaching and meditation when He was
a Prince. This is a firm foundation to resolve certain challenging
situations in the future. It came to him soon as a big challenge that the
North enemy was urgently making their plan to invade Viet Nam when
His Grandfather died 2 months ago. As written in detail in the Complete
History of Đại Việt, Pham, P. T. et al. (2017, p. 235) mention:
“Learning of Thái Tông’s death, the Yüan King intended to occupy
our country. He ordered the arrival of Li-pu-shang-shu Ch’ai-ch’ung”.
Facing up to such an extraordinarily difficult situation, how did
The Emperor Trần Nhân Tông tackle that problem? In fact, hardly
anyone could avoid the feelings of distress, anxiety and fear in this
case, and The Emperor Trần Nhân Tông was no exception. He
experienced a strong sorrow and fell into a spiritual depression due
to the death of His grandfather, but showed his great anger with
enemy as well as his tenterhooks about the destiny of the country.
Among such negative feelings, if He had not been fully aware or
mindful of his own upset thoughts and emotions, He could not
have coped well with his disturbed mental state. These factors
belong to negative emotions as presented by Dr. De Mel, E. (2010,
p.44) affirms:
“Unpleasant emotion such as fear, anger, helplessness,
disappointment, jealousy etc., which are harmful to the well-being
and development of an individual are considered as negative
emotions.”
Negative emotions certainly result in the emergence of
misbehavior and wrong thoughts. In this case, each individual is
his or her own worst enemy. If you cannot control your emotions
then you will destroy everything that refers to your life, your career,
and so on. If you consider difficult situations inextricable, then
your thought, behavior and emotions will deteriorate seriously. In
contrast, if you are self-confident enough to take control of such
concerning issues, then you will turn them to your way. Whether
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it can be ruled or you can be controlled depends on your mind
and how to cultivate your mind in your method. Once your mind’s
training is able to meet those requirements, you will be capable of
breaking through all obstacles from inside and outside. Those with
the regular practice of meditation surely possess varying levels of
natural mindfulness. They have a skillful “emotion regulatory”, and
essentially keep their negative emotions in check as Dr. De Mel, E.
(2010, p.45) claimed:
“Emotion competence refer to a person’s ability in expressing
or releasing their emotions. Emotional competence can lead to
improved well-being through avoiding adverse situations that
would otherwise result from suppressing emotions. It can also
lead to improved relationships since inappropriate emotions are
less likely to be expressed and appropriate behavior is not avoided
through fear of triggering some emotion.”
Based on the way in which The Emperor Trần Nhân Tông
dealt with his knotty problems, we could say that He had a great
“emotional management art.” Where did this art come from? As
described above, it came from His act of practicing meditation on
a daily basis. The Emperor managed his emotions and transformed
his negative emotions into a mindful power to deal with difficult
situations in a mindful way. Indeed, He overcame the sadness of
his bereavement, controlled his fear and eliminated his worry and
stress so that he could carry out several important strategies to cope
with the enemy. Instead of letting himself be reigned by his severe
depression, he managed to get over it successfully. He transformed
his negative emotions into decision-making skills, which will be
analyzed in the next part.
His bereavement cannot break him down; this sorrow has no
adverse effects on his leadership. He uses mindful therapy to treat
his suffering. It can be considered as the process to overcome His
sufferings with four parts. Firstly, by the awareness in his mind, he
recognizes that this is suffering. He understands that his sadness
or his sufferings does not take from of exterior events. In fact, the
essence of sufferings lies because it is in his thinking and perception.
He sees this directly in meditation, the sadness or suffering was
recognized as it was. He brings calm awareness to it and let it be, that
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he finds relief. By bringing mindfulness to it, he our cooling water
on the flame of his inner struggle. After recognizes as suffering, He
understands that these suffering come from inside. It is human’s
distorted perception of reality that hurts, not reality itself. Even
though, because of external reasons, if people when human have
enough experiences to spend on time breathing, reflect essence
of matter, understand about the natures of all being, it will be
suffering. In other word, it’s main reason come from delusion and
earth desire. In the third steps, basing on the understanding about
these are as sufferings and their causes, He sees the way out of them
through practicing method and awaken in his mind. He abides
in mindfulness and reflect on his body and his mind as well. Step
by step, he well-trained practice his process and he overcome his
negative emotions and sufferings. This point is as a skillful in his
mindful leadership.
2. The Art of Decision Making in The Emperor Trần Nhân Tông’s
leadership
When the Emperor transformed his sadness, fear as well as worry,
He concentrated on the unique aim of coping with the aggression
of The North Enemy. As Le, M. T. (2006, p.26) presents:
“The Emperor Trần Nhân Tông urgently carried out a series
of measures aimed at increasing the people’s strength in politics,
economy, military and diplomatic affairs in order to prepare
for coming war, a war that the Emperor and his court found it
impossible to avoid.”
What are these measures? These are carrying out a policy
of assuaging the people and stabilizing the society by liberating
prisoners; He ordered the resolution of false charges and unjust trials
left among the masses; upgraded the economic life of the people
in the country. He also took a census of the population. To live in
perfect harmony, he established a close relationship with Champa
and performed a flexible policy with Kublai Khan1. We can see that
he made important strategies in urgent time. These strategies aim to
1. Chinese: 忽必烈, He was the fifth Khagan (Great Khan) of the Mongol Empire,
reigning from 1260 to 1294. He also founded the Yuan dynasty in China as a conquest dynasty
in 1271, and ruled as the first Yuan emperor until his death in 1294.
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stabilize the society, develop the economy, restructure the country,
and extend the time to prepare for the war. Therefore, the essential
issues worth focusing on here are that the accurate appraisals were
carried out at proper time. It is known that at that time, He was a
young King with the lack of his experience in leadership, yet he had
a perceptive analysis of the national situation. To make accurate
decisions, He made very careful preparations in all respects.
Firstly, for domestic policies, He understood that the national
strength was the maximal power against any invaders. He
consolidated and strengthened the national defense with the support
of by the entire people. He wanted to develop fully the aggregate
strength of the country to defend the national territory. When the
people were assuaged, and the society was stabilized by means
of liberating prisoners or ordering the resolution of false charges
and unjust trials left among the masses, citizens felt considerable
exaltation and great admiration. It can be said that The Emperor
could appreciate the mob and society psychology. The investigation
into the mentality of the people had been examined before he made
decisions. Without doubt, human beings always long for freedom
and good life in an equitable society. The citizens of one country
merely obey and listen to a just government where the leader always
settles a matter in accordance with both feelings and reasons then
the favor of the people there. This is an understanding about general
preference of The Emperor. How is this achieved? It completely
depends on his concentration on general trend of human beings.
When you grasp it, you will carry out accurate decisions.
Secondly, for foreign affairs, thanks to the aforementioned
methods, we can see that the policies were based on the
understanding about really the satiation of our country and
enemy spirit. The Emperor adopted basic rules in the process of
understanding the enemy, the real situation or the future possibility.
In order to achieve these things, as a child, He had to learn many
things about every field including the art of war, psychology,
administration, management and so on. He meditated upon them
and tried to accumulate knowledge from various disciplines and
aspects of life. After that, he built an approach to understand the
situation of the nation and connected it into a cohesive framework.
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From these two issues mentioned above, we see that there is a
decision-making skill, which was drawn out by The Emperor. He
applied the knowledge that he gained in the past into closely actual
situations to thoroughly understand human mentality. The most
important factors leading to the success in making decisions is his
wisdom and intuitive leadership. By the concentration on reflecting
internal and external factors, domestic and foreign affairs, he drawn
out accurate strategies as a great leader. This is the second factors
in mindful leadership’s career of The Emperor Trần Nhân Tông- a
decision-making skill.
3. The Art of Popularity by Compassion in The Emperor Trần Nhân
Tông’s leadership
One aforementioned issue in the decision-making sphere
is the release of prisoners of war. This factor demonstrates the
Emperor’s affection toward his people, which can be seen from
his government in several circumstances. Regarding domestic
measures in preparation for war as well as maintaining peace in the
postwar period, The Emperor implemented policies as mentioned
in the Complete History of Đại Việt, Pham, P. T. et al. (2017, p. 246)
aserts:
“In the summer, the 4th month of Mậu Tý, 1288, the EmperorFather, who was then taking his imperial seat in the corridor
of the Imperial Guard’s building (because the palace had been
burned down by the enemy), issued the decree of ‘nationwide
exemption’. Those areas that had been heavily destroyed by the war
were completely or partly exempted according to their different
circumstance”.
This is the clearest evidence of the King’s love toward his people.
The Emperor empathized with their miseries and losses brought
by the war. Experiencing and overcoming difficulties in His own
life, He understood the affliction that people endured during the
war. Countless families faced loss of lives and destruction of their
homes and crops. They had to cope with the aftermath of the war.
The Emperor stood by them, and led them against the enemy.
He considered his people as his progeny. He always listened to
their voice and had a deep empathy with their sufferings. With
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such empathy, he seemed to endure their pain. He listened
wholeheartedly, so he could understand them profoundly. This is
known as one fundamental of compassion. As stated by Thich, N.
H. (2006, p.130):
“With deep, compassionate listening and loving speech, we can
bring harmony to our families, and our communities can become
communities of understanding, peace and happiness”.
In fact, the Emperor listened with his heart, and thoroughly
understood what they experienced. Thanks to his mindfulness,
He had an insightful understanding of the people’s sufferings.
Because each time we deeply listen to another person, we realize
our misperceptions as well as distinguish our own image about
ourselves and about other people. This mindful communication is
essential to avoiding anger, sufferings and hatred. His mindfulness
opened a window into their minds and helped him perceive their
scars inflicted by the war or by personal circumstances. Mindfulness
had woken the Emperor’s mind, to solely concentrate on what was
happening at the moment. It encouraged his mind to let go of his
absorption in the past or the future: his mind stopped remembering
what wrongs they had committed in the past, or wondering about
what they would do in the future, in order to just really allow
himself to fully embrace the present moment when He was present
in front of them, His people including the prisoners. Mindfulness
entails an earnest curiosity about the experiences as they unfold in
the conversations, but rather than being preoccupied with them,
it involves merely noticing and observing without judgment,
reactions or anger. He did not get angry with the mistakes which
had been created in the past by the prisoners as well as by the enemy
who had invaded our country. It was past, at that moment; it was
not any longer. In His minds, there were no negative emotions or
distinction between two categories: his kin or his enemy.
In addition, in the process of building peace after war, the people’s
life was adversely impacted by natural calamities. Because of an
unfavorable change of weather, from June to October 1289, a severe
drought persisted. There were no drops of rain, and consequently,
the soil was as dry as a bone. The heat perished all vegetation. During
roughly the same year, there was heavy rain in the summer. In 1290,
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a long-lasting famine resulted in people dying everywhere on the
road. Facing these heart-rending situations, The Emperor urgently
ordered the delivery of free rice to and exemption from poll-tax for
the poor. This action flows from The Emperor’s compassionate heart.
He loves his people like his children. Although rice and money are
national property, there were various Kings who did not give their
people and share in their poverty and suffering. Some Kings were
so self-fish that they merely kept national wealth to feather their
own nests. Unlike them, The Emperor Trần Nhân Tông loved his
citizens: he always spread his kindness, shed his love, sympathized
with sufferings and considered the people as his kin. By deciding to
do this, The Emperor not only gave them his property but also his
compassion and his virtue. There was no hidden agenda in this act
of giving. He gave because his people were suffering. They wanted
to happy and they needed food and money to sustain a living. He
gave because of his compassion and because they were his people.
This argument is also affirmed by Rinpoche, G. (2006, p.156) that:
“True generosity does not look for anything in return. Whatever
is given is given without attachment or hope of gaining something
in return. With true generosity, we are not looking for gratitude. We are
certainty not looking for control, influence or power. So when you give,
without any hesitation, without any reservation. Just give.”
Through this decision, The Emperor Trần Nhân Tông made use
of such instruments to bring happiness and peace to himself and his
people and build a sustainable peace for our country as well.
On another level of compassion, the forgiveness for the enemy is
the highest practice of loving-kindness meditation. Hence, we can see
that the Emperor was developing compassion through mindfulness
in his attitude toward the enemy, despite the fact that the North
Enemy had invaded our country. They had devastated everything
on the road where they had passed. They had killed our innocent
citizens, burned our villages and temples, ruined our bastions and
our houses as well as digging and destroying our ancestors’ graves,
among other devastative deeds. The heart-breaking situations in our
country at that time were caused by their fiendish acts. Although he
had to face such savage actions from the enemy side, the Emperor
forgave the prisoners of war and let them go back to their families.
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The Emperor had profound feelings for the sufferings of others.
Nobody on the world could forgive their enemies and have deep
empathy with them. The Emperor had, however, transformed his
angry and hostile attitude to forgiveness and sympathy. This is a
profound influence by Buddhism not only on his mind but also on
His actions and attitudes. Through the practicing of loving-kindness
meditation – Mettābhavana, the Emperor recognized the sufferings
which came from unwholesome thoughts as well as the mental
pain if someone cannot transform or reduce them. This situation
leads to mental disorder or abnormal behavior. The only way to
transform them is to cultivate our mind in the right path and spread
our love and kindness by mindfulness. The Emperor also used it
to love himself and other people. Thanks to having a profound
understanding about it, He cleverly applied this to his life. He had
lived and suffered through two violent wars, so He understood
much more deeply than anyone about the suffering experienced by
both sides. He felt sorry for all human beings in the war and that
was why He focused on making long-term peace not only for his
people but also for everyone. Because He had a generous loving
kindness for people, He always praised and used loving kindness
mindset not only in his works but also in his life. He saw Lovingkindness’s significance in our life and how it could be the remedy
to all mental illness and mental pain of human beings. Mettā is the
best weapon to defeat anger, hatred, and resentment; Mettābhavana
- loving-kindness meditation is well known as a therapeutic tool
to cure psychological disorders and difficult behaviors caused by
hatred. Mettā is known in the Buddhist canon as the first of the four
Brahmavihara. It is the opposite of hatred, dosa. Before it destroys
others, dosa will destroy oneself first. Anger-rooted consciousness
is accompanied with painful mental feeling which agitates the mind.
Mettā is the most effective method to maintain purity of mind. So,
one should cultivate Mettā to eradicate hatred. It can be appeased by
love. When Loving-kindness is developed in the mind, hatred can
be reduced. One should never develop Loving-kindness towards a
dead person. Mettā is the best remedy for those who are angry with
us. By radiating Loving-kindness, one’s mind is calm, tranquil, and
joyful. No one will try to cause him harm because he wins the love
of everybody.
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The Loving-kindness meditation is the highest level of practicing
forgiveness. There is no enemy and there are good relations that
can be formed everywhere. The Emperor applied this method in
his management of the nation, such that country would be having
sustainable peace because the people loved each other and this
helped avoid unnecessary conflicts. The argument by Bayda, E.
(2006, p.171) justifies that:
“Many of our conflicts, both personal and on the global level of
politics, come from our inability to break free of underlying cycles
of fear and resentment. The practice that deal with this most directly
is forgiveness. Forgiveness is about practicing with resentment and
healing it. To make this real, bring to mind a person or group toward
whom you have the strongest resentment”.
According to the arguments mentioned above, we can see that
during leadership of the Emperor Trần Nhân Tông, he always
applied mindfulness in his thoughts, actions, speeches as well as
his measures to deal with country’s situations. He succeeded in his
management based on mindful leadership in many spheres such as
emotional control, decision making, and forgiveness as well.
II. THE EMPEROR TRẦN NHÂN TÔNG’S WRITING AND MINDFUL
LEADERSHIP THEORIES

The mindful leadership theories by the Emperor Trần Nhân
Tông not only permeated his government but were also expressed
in his writings. If we say that the Emperor’s leadership is the
practical example then his writing is a description in words of these
theories. Using his experiences, he directly expressed these theories
in his long poems titled Worldly Life with Joy in the Way and Song
of the Realization of the Way. In fact, these writings mentioned the
applications of mindful practices in government. These theories were
presented in delicate expressions and profound signification. The
theories of mindful leadership were characterized in words through his
works. As Le, M. T. (2006, p.238) cited, the Emperor Trần Nhân Tông
said in the first section of the Worldly Life with Joy in the Way2 that:
2. Cư Trần Lạc Đạo Phú – 居塵樂道賦 this is a long poem of The Emperor Trần Nhân
Tông.
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“Though I dwell in the city, the way of living I follow is of forest
and mountain - 命憹城市, 涅用山林”.
We can hence see that the Emperor wanted to emphasize that
although he was going on in a hectic life with various secular affairs
which a person has to undertake, he always keeps the mind in
the forest and the mountain. That is calmness and tranquility of
mind in a turbulent life. This can be considered as staying in the
present moment, in mindfulness and staying away from misleading
thoughts. As the beginning step, it is self-awareness. When we
practice self-awareness, we can keep a pure mind which would
not be polluted by greed, hatred, delusion, negative emotions,
misunderstanding, unwholesome thoughts and the like. When
we have self-awareness, we can manage our emotions, behavior,
and personality. Thence, we can make the changes we want. It is a
mental process which can help us control our mind in the right way.
When we really concentrate on keeping our mind tranquil, we can
achieve authentic peace of mind. De Mel, E. (2010, p.82) posited:
“When you focus your attention, emotions, reactions,
personality and behavior determine the direction of your life. Until
you create awareness about the forces the govern your thoughts,
emotions, words, behavior, you have difficulty making changes in
the direction of your life”.
No matter what the external world is like, the tranquil mind
will embrace it when you manage your thoughts: the external
circumstances cannot make you afraid, worried, sad or confused.
In order to achieve this, we have to cultivate our mind. Doing that
using mindfulness is very crucial. The most important thing is not
where you live, who you are at the moment or what kind of family
you live in, but how to become awakened to the truth. We can see
that peace of mind may be obtained anywhere, even in a life where
one undertakes numerous secular affairs.
In addition, as Le, M. T. (2006, p.240) cited in the Worldly Life
with Joy in the Way, the first section also stated that:
“The ten thousand actions have calmed and my being is at ease.
Already for half a day I have let go of my mind and body - 怺業朗
安閑體性, 姅挧耒自在身心”.
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As the leader of Vietnam at that time, the Emperor Trần Nhân
Tông had to deal with domestic and foreign affairs. Yet, we can
see in his works the constant presence of a leisurely life and the
maintenance of a theoretical system of being composed. Facing the
unfortunate changes and grim realities of life, He was aware of the
value of what is termed tranquility and insight in Buddhism. This
most essential method preached by the Buddha was emphasized
by the Emperor in his practical way. By controlling your mind
and keeping it in peace, not dwelling in the past and also not
daydreaming about the future but instead being entirely here and
right now, you will be living with a relaxed mind. It is not necessary
to seek any other way. When the leaders practice this way, the
nature of understanding or nature of awakening will be present
in their mind. This is a state which constantly reminds us to come
back to the present moment, in order to maintain a clear and singleminded awareness of what actually happens to us and in us in the
successive moments of perception. I called this state mindfulness:
mindfulness will always be present in their mind when they have ‘
峼耒’- mind is one awakened.
Once the mind is awakened, the body and the actions will
follow the right path: our life will be led in virtues, uprightness and
humaneness based on the moral precepts and generosity. When the
leaders are ‘cultivating humaneness and uprightness, accumulating
virtues as well as observing moral precepts and uprooting greed’
they can succeed in every decision that they make. They also have a
pure life not only in body but also in soul. This is the decisive factor
of success.
Furthermore, the Emperor mentioned how a great man of
loyalty and filial piety had to keep adhering to nature-percepts and
form-precepts perfectly, both internally and externally. From these
issues, they have to righteously serve their masters and respectfully
obey their fathers. This is an important foundation to build a
sustainable peace and maintain peace and solidarity in society.
Indeed, we can see the uniformity between theories and practice in
his management characterized by mindful leadership, of which the
art of emotional management and the art of decision making were
mentioned above.
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To make judicious decisions in administrative process, the
leaders have to have a pure mind as well as maintain the shining
nature of their own selves. The Emperor Trần Nhân Tông confirmed
in the third section of Worldly Life with Joy in the Way that:
“As illumination is maintained, it is hard to fall on the wrong
track; And all that is studied must be of perfect teaching - 纏性瞆
罵落邪道, 所命學朱沛正宗”, Le, M. T. cited (2006, p. 275).
The Emperor concentrated on the illumination – the power
of reflection. By practicing mindfulness, one can bring his mind
back to the present moment and focus on one concrete objective.
When one tries to focus on something, there is a natural struggle
between his purposeful thoughts and the bad thinking habits of
the mind. When one masters control of his own mind through
meditation, this struggle will cease and his consciousness will
continuously maintain an awareness of the situation in the content
of the thoughts. So, when we cultivate our minds in this way, our
mind will become quiet and calm. We can thoroughly understand
what is happening in our mind: be it the misunderstandings, the
unwholesome thoughts, or the wandering of our mind, we can
recognize them clearly. This state will be achieved if and only if
we practice mindfulness meditation. As De Mel, E. (2010, p.374)
asserts:
“Meditation is the art of silencing the mind. When the mind is
silent, concentration is increased and we experience inner peace in
the midst of worldly turmoil. This subtle inner peace is what attracts
so many people to meditation and is process everyone can benefit
from. While being an invaluable tool for self-discovery, meditation
is a practical tool for relaxation, concentration and better health”.
Consequently, the Emperor practiced this method deeply and
he never went on the wrong track during his management. This
is a method which applies mindfulness toward leadership by the
Emperor Trần Nhân Tông at that time. From the issues explained,
we understand that whether it is his ruling or his writings, the
Emperor always put mindful theory into practice in the absolute
way. This is a prerequisite for making him successful in ruling the
country and building a sustainable peace.
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CONCLUSION

Following orientations of the Emperor Trần Nhân Tông, leaders
will be resolving the problems in the managerial affairs, currently.
With the gigantic growth in business, economy, politics, society,
industry, and social services on the world in this period, applying
these orientations addressed by the Emperor would be very
helpful to the leaders to achieve good qualities in the leadership.
The negative emotions are popular problems which leaders as well
as employees have to face in current situations. Especially, stress,
work pressure, disappointments and depressions are these serious
emotions which make them collapse mentally and physically. But,
for a mindful leader, it is different. He deeply understands the use
of mindfulness in daily life and managerial proceed. That kind of
leader can manage his/her emotions and transform those negative
emotions into a mindful power to deal with difficult situations
in a mindful way. That is the most significant fact of mindfulness
for a real leader. Thence, a mindful leader inspires his/her staff or
co-workers to practice and achieve good qualities in their works
as well as their lives. It is because there is no stress, work pressure
or disappointments in their mind. This is the first orientation of
the Emperor in mindful leadership, which is called “Emotional
Management Orientation”.
Secondly, through the practice of mindfulness, the Emperor also
showed to model leader one method to make the decisions. Based on
mindfulness, the practices of listening carefully and understanding
thoroughly will help to the leader to recognize the essence of matter
properly. This process can help them to understand themselves
well. Hence, concentrating on the reflection of internal and external
factors, the leader will be able to reflect and make well decisions.
That listening and understanding make the connections between
the leaders and their staff members will be good and stronger. This
was the method, the Emperor applied in his leadership.
Thirdly, if a leader wants to succeed in the managerial affair,
he/she has to cultivate and develop compassion through Lovingkindness meditation. This has been lacking in the process of
working in organization. But, a mindful leader always forgives and
encourages his/her staff to be perfect themselves to work harder.
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When a leader listens carefully to others or staffs, he/she would
realize their misperceptions as well as distinguish our own image
about ourselves and about other people. However, mindful leader
always puts the majority benefit first. This is best way to build a
strong community and sustainable development.
Finally, the orientations of the Emperor Trần Nhân Tông
to be mindful leaders, are controlling ones own emotions, and
keep awareness in mind to build a sustainable peace. One should
practice mindfulness in listening and conversation with another
person. Cultivating loving-kindness by practicing compassion
meditation as well. Moreover, keeping the mind in mindfulness and
maintaining that state in every speech, actions and thoughts. This is
the most significant contribution of the Emperor Trần Nhân Tông
to build sustainable peace in society today.

***
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THE ROLE OF BUDDHIST REVIVAL
MOVEMENT IN NORTHERN VIETNAM
TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF VIETNAMESE
BUDDHISM IN THE 20TH CENTURY*
by Le Tam Dac**

ABSTRACT

In the first half of the 20th century, a Buddhist revival movement
took place in Vietnam. Overall, the objectives of the movement
occurred in the North, Central and South are closed to three contents:
religious organizations of Buddhism, training of monks and nuns, and
promulgation of Buddha Dharma. However, Buddhist revival activities
in every area have its own contribution to the whole movement. This
article refers to the three contributions of Tonkin Buddhist Association
for Vietnamese Buddhist revival movement, which is giving prominence
to idea of renjian fojiao (Buddhism for this world); the Vietnamese
Buddhism’s position and role was enhanced in the international
Buddhist arena; the considerable contributions to reunification of
national Buddhism in 1951.
*****
The Buddhist revival movement took place in the first half of
the 20th century in Vietnam in general and in Northern Vietnam
in particular. It was a momentous turning point of Vietnamese
*. Originally published in Religious Studies Review 4 (2), 2010, pp.38-44. Reprinted with
permission.
**. Ph D. Institute of Religious Studies, Vietnamese Academy of Social
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Buddhist development. This movement was the Buddhist
revolution, so it changed Vietnamese Buddhism from traditional
religion into modern one as manifested in some aspects: the
organization of Buddhist orders, the training of monks and the
promulgation of Buddha Dharma.…
ON THE ORGANIZATION OF BUDDHIST ORDERS

It was the first time in history, the organization of Vietnamese
Buddhism was changed radically. The traditional forms of Buddhist
orders as Tổ đình or Sơn môn which were on equal in practicing the
Dharma and training monks, and Buddhist organization was the
transverse model, but now Buddhist associations divided into many
levels from high to low level and from central to local organizations.
At that time “Buddhist organization was vertical model”, Buddhism
not only attracted monks, nuns and Buddhist believers but also
the others. Before 1945 the French colonialists did not allow to
establish the Vietnamese Confederation of Buddhist Associations,
but the births of the Vietnamese associations in the North, the
Center and the South, and Buddhist local braches contributed an
important part in development of Vietnamese Buddhism for the
better.
ON THE TRAINING OF MONKS AND NUNS

With the Buddhist revival movement, the educational cause
of Vietnamese Buddhism not only has trained monks and nuns in
Buddhist orders or in Vassa (The three months of summer retreat
every year (from 15th of the fourth Lunar month to 15th of the
seventh Lunar month) but also established Buddhist Schools for
teaching monks and nuns according to a new system and method
from primary education to high school, in which monks and nuns
were taught Buddhist sutras and other religions’ sutras. In order
to serve Buddhist revival as well as the long-term development
of Buddhism, Buddhist schools paid attention to teach monks
and nuns many secular occupations. Many monks and nuns were
appointed to study in foreign countries1.
1. See Lê Tâm Đắc. “The Education of Monks and Nuns in the Northern Buddhist Association”, Religious Study Review, No. 5. 2006, pp. 35 - 42.
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ON THE PROMULGATION OF BUDDHA DHARMA

In the period of Buddhist revival, the promulgation of Buddha
Dharma was helped by newspapers, publishing houses. Many
Buddhist publications were printed in national language so these
publications became easily understandable. Promulgating Buddhist
dogmas by national language contributed to impulsion of learning
national language among Buddhists and the masses.
It was noticeable that the contemporary Buddhist revival
brought about a wide and ebullient debate exchange of opinions
about philosophical ideas and Buddhist dogmas with knowledge
of life and social reality in books and newspapers. This debate
contributed to promoting the academic activities and argument
in society. Essentially, the debate and exchange of opinions was
‘re-explaining’ of some Buddhist dogmas accordance with the
development of modern society. This ‘re-explaining’ basically
followed two directions; firstly, to reject elements in Buddhist
dogmas which were considered not to belong to Buddhism, to
abolish the wrong opinions and misunderstandings which thought
that Buddhism was superstition and diverging from life; Secondly,
to prove that Buddhism has some elements accordance with
modern science in examining natural and social phenomena.
When comparing the Buddhist revival movements in the Center
and in the Southern Vietnam2 we find that the Buddhist revival
movement in the North not only had general roles but also special roles
in the development of Vietnamese Buddhism in the 20th century.
First, giving prominence to idea of renjian fojiao (Nhân gian Phật
giáo) (Buddhism for this world).
Because of the great influence of Chinese Buddhist revival
movement under the leadership of Chinese monk Taixu’s (Thich
Thai Hu) the idea renjian fojiao (Nhân gian Phật giáo) (Buddhism
for this world) came into as soon as the Northern Buddhist
Association was established (in 1934). This idea was manifested
2. See more: Nguyễn Đức Sự. “The Position and Influence of the Buddhist Revival Movement
in the North”, Religious Study Review, No. 4. 2006, pp. 15-19.
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in many writings in Đuốc Tuệ (Torch of Wisdom) newspaper
and in the organ of Northern Buddhist Association. These writings
emphasized that Buddhism was the religion for life and it had
important role in secular life. Perhaps, layman Đồ Nam Tử Nguyễn
Trọng Thuật officially initiated and developed idea of renjian fojiao
(Nhân gian Phật giáo) (Buddhism for this world) in Vietnam. In
order to concretize the idea of renjian fojiao (Nhân gian Phật giáo)
(Buddhism for this world) Nguyễn Trọng Thuật wrote an article in
Torch of Wisdom newspaper (at the end of 1935 and the beginning
of 1936) to proposed that children of Buddhist believers should
organize their wedding ceremony before Buddha sanctuary3.
Nguyễn Trọng Thuật wrote many articles under the title renjian
fojiao (Nhân gian Phật giáo) (Buddhism for this world), in these
article he detailed rural life and conducted villagers to live following
Buddhist spirit.
The idea of Buddhism for this world which was received and
initiated by Nguyễn Trọng Thuật was appreciated and supported
by many Buddhist theorists in the North both in theory and in
practice, especially monk Thích Trí Hải and layman Thiều Chửu
Nguyễn Hữu Kha.
From 1935 to 1954 monk Thích Trí Hải wrote nearly 200
articles which were printed in Đuốc Tuệ (Torch of Wisdom), Tinh
Tiến, Tin Tức Phật giáo (Buddhist news), Diệu Âm, Phương Tiện
and some books such as Gia đình giáo dục, Thập thiện, Cái hại của
vàng mã. Almost articles dealt with the idea of Buddhism for this
world. The ideas of his articles were manifested in the book under
the title Nhân gian Phật giáo đại cương (The general Buddhism
for this world) (it was written in 1971 and published in 2003).
According to this outline, Buddhism for this world is an area of
pure Buddhist society existing in real society. According to monk
Thích Trí Hải’s imagination, “Quốc độ Phật giáo” (Buddhist nation)
had administrative unites, offices, mass organizations which were
divided by age groups, sex, occupations. Buddhist nation had
separate organizations on economy, culture, society, trade and
3. See more: Lê Tâm Đắc. “On the Wedding Ritual before Buddha Sanctuary”, Religious
Study Review, No. 3. 2006, pp. 58-69 and Lê Tâm Đắc. “Wedding Ceremony in Vietnamese Pagoda: History and Present”, Religious Study Review, No. 3. 2008, pp. 44- 49.
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tourism... All organizations operated harmoniously to create a
society without social evils and class distinction. In this society
everyone was equal and did good deeds. This society was “Buddhist
socialism”, it was ideal society accordance with Buddhist concept4.
In his work The Way to Learn Buddhism in the 20th Century was
first published in 1952, layman Thiều Chửu Nguyễn Hữu Kha also
showed clearly “Buddhism for this world” by a thought to be called
“Lục hòa - Ngũ Minh” (Six fold rules of conduct for monks and
nuns in a monastery: and the five sciences or studies of India which
help people improve their knowledge or wisdom) by Nguyễn
Quốc Tuấn5. In this book he discussed the concept of Sangha,
organizations of Sangha, reorganization of Sangha, the forms of
monks’ cultivation and their activities accordance with new era.
The Northern Buddhist reformers not only discussed theoretical
aspect but also mobilized and carried out some concrete contents
of idea of Buddhism for this world such as: organizing the wedding
ceremony for children of Buddhist believers in pagoda, establishing
school for feeding and teaching orphans, building Vạn Hạnh school
in Hàm Long pagoda (Hà Nội), preparing to broaden Yên Tử
vestiges area (Quảng Ninh province).…
In the later periods and nowadays many Buddhist practices as
well as promulgating Buddha Dharma of Vietnamese Buddhism,
especially in the South and in Ho Chi Minh City have been carried
out according to the idea of Buddhism for this world which was
initiated and carried out by the Northern Buddhist reformers
during period of Buddhist revival in the first half of the 20th century.
Second, the Vietnamese Buddhism’s position and role was enhanced
in the international Buddhist arena
Before 1945 the international Buddhist activities of the
Northern Buddhist Association were relatively effective. In 1937
many talent monks were appointed to learn in China (for example
most venerable Thích Trí Hải). In 1938 most venerable Thích Thái
4. See more Thích Đồng Bổn. Most Venerable Thich Trí Hải with the Ambition of Buddhism
for This World, Religious Study Review, No. 4. 2006, pp. 20- 24.
5. Nguyễn Quốc Tuấn. “Thiều Chửu Nguyễn Hữu Kha: Dharma and Nation”, Religious
Study Review, No. 1. 2003, p. 33.
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Hòa and most venerable Thích Thanh Giảng were appointed to learn
in Cambodia. The mutual visits between the Northern Buddhist
Association and the Buddhist organizations of other countries such
as Laos, Cambodia, and Thailand were carried out. Most venerable
Thích Thái Hư visited The Northern Buddhist Association in Quán
Sứ pagoda 1940.
After the year of 1950, the role of Vietnamese Buddhism became
prominent in the international Buddhism. The Vietnamese Buddhist
delegation, primarily, the Northern Buddhist Association under the
leadership of venerable Thích Tố Liên took part in establishing Hội
Liên hữu Phật giáo thế giới (the World Fellowship of Buddhists)
From the 5th May to 20th May, 1950 in India (there was confusion
about time of the First World Buddhist Conference) Vietnamese
Buddhist delegation lectured on Vietnamese Buddhism at Buddhist
Mahabodi Society (Calcutta, India). Vietnamese Buddhist
delegation received Governor of Bengal, President of India - Mr.
Prasad Rajendra.…
From May 26th to June 6th, 1950 the Vietnamese Buddhist
delegation attended the World Buddhist Conference in Colombo,
Sri Lanka together with 25 other delegations to establish the
World Fellowship of Buddhists. In 1951 the Vietnamese Buddhist
delegation attended the extraordinary conference of the World
Fellowship of Buddhists in Colombo, Sri Lanka to put forward
the programme and discuss the method of establishing peace. In
1952 the Vietnamese Buddhist delegation attended the Second
World Buddhist Conference in Tokyo, Japan (in this conference,
venerable Thích Tố Liên was elected to be the vice president of the
World Fellowship of Buddhists).
Venerable Thích Tố Liên, in his capacity as the delegation leader,
introduced excellently Vietnamese Buddhism in all of contact and
discussing. Thanks to Thích Tố Liên’s lectures, many people in the
world were interested in Vietnamese Buddhism. The Vietnamese
Buddhist delegation had many contributions to great successes of
the World Buddhist Conferences6.
6. Venerable Tố Liên. Chronicle for the Vietnam Buddhist delegation to India and Ceylon,
Religion Publishing House, Hanoi, 2007; Thích Gia Quang. Venerable Tố Liên with the
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It is said that before 1954, the Buddhist Association in the North,
especially the contributions of venerable Thích Tố Liên, had an
important role in enhancing Vietnamese Buddhism’s position and
role in the international Buddhist arena and laying the foundation
for the international Buddhist work of Vietnamese Buddhist Sangha
in the future.
Third, the considerable contributions to reunification of national
Buddhism in 1951.
Actually, the idea of unification of the Buddhist Associations
appeared at the end of 19207. Because of subjective and objective
reasons, the idea of unification of all the Buddhist associations in
the country was not realized at that time.
The need of the unification of the Buddhist organizations
continued to be agitated for after 1945. Buddhists in the whole
country desired to have the Buddhist United Association. This
eager desire was really proposed and carried out effectively after
the First World Buddhist Conference in Colombo, Sri Lanka, 1950
and the establishment of the World Fellowship of Buddhists in
which Vietnamese Buddhism became an official member with the
considerable contributions of the North Buddhist associations,
specially the important role of venerable Thích Tố Liên.
After the Colombo Conference, venerable Thích Tố Liên, in his
capacity as delegation header of Vietnamese Buddhist delegation,
the founder of the World Fellowship of Buddhists, actively
campaigned for unity of Buddhist associations in the whole country.
His action was praised and supported by the World Fellowship of
Buddhists and the contemporary Buddhist Associations in the
Center and in the South8.
Thanks to the supports of the Vietnamese Buddhist associations
as well as the World Buddhist associations, the National United
International Relations of Vietnam Buddhism, Religious Studies Review, No. 3. 2007, pp. 34-38.
7. See Nguyễn Đại Đồng, Lê Tâm Đắc. “Monk Tâm Lai and the Mobilization for Buddhist
Revival in Vietnam at the Beginning of the 20th Century”, Religious Study Review, No. 6. 2007,
pp. 31- 40.
8. See Lê Tâm Đắc. “Most Venerable Thích Tố Liên and the Establishment of Vietnamese
Confederation of Buddhist Associations in 1951”, Religious Study Review, No. 3. 2007, pp. 19-33.
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Buddhist Conference was held from 6th to 9th May, 1951 in Từ Đàm
pagoda, Huế. The Conference unanimously adopted regulations of
the Vietnamese Confederation of Buddhist Associations as well as
the organization system of National Buddhist Association.
In short, thanks to considerable efforts of the Northern Buddhist
Association, especially venerable Thích Tố Liên’s contributions, the
dream of unification of Vietnamese Buddhist associations came
true in 1951. This unification was not achieved completely because
many regions in Vietnam were under the French domination,
but this event was an important premise for the development
of Vietnamese Buddhism in the following stages, specially the
establishment of an unique Buddhist organization- Vietnamese
Buddhist Sangha in November, 1981.

***
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THE INFLUENCE OF CHINESE MASTER
TAIXU ON BUDDHISM IN VIETNAM*
by Elise A. DeVido**

ABSTRACT

From the 1920s, Vietnamese Buddhist reformers revitalized
their religion, inspired in great part by the Chinese monk Taixu’s
blueprint to modernize and systematize sangha education and
temple administration, and by his idea of renjian fojiao, “Buddhism
for this world,” emphasizing the centrality of education, modern
publishing, social work, and Buddhist lay groups to Buddhism’s
future in the modern world. This article first discusses the Chinese
Buddhist revival, then the activities of Buddhist reformers in
Vietnam 1920s–60s, and the flows of Buddhist personnel and
materials between Vietnam and China. This article explores how
renjian fojiao was interpreted and realized in Vietnam, especially
its influence upon Thich Nhat Hanh as he developed his ideas on
“Engaged Buddhism.”
INTRODUCTION

From the mid-nineteenth century, many people in Asia strove
to revive and strengthen Buddhism in their country in order to
answer the challenges and crises brought by modernization and
imperialism, and in Chinese Buddhism, Master Taixu 太虚大
師 (1890-1947) is considered to be the pre-eminent modern
reformer. In Vietnam, the Buddhist Revival of the 1920s-50s called
*. Originally published in Journal of Global Buddhism 10 (2009): 413-458. Reprinted
with permission.
**. Ph.D. in History from Harvard University; Co-President of Sakyadhita, U.S.A.
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Chan Hung Phat Giao (振興佛教) saw reform and developments
in institutional Buddhism as well as the rise of lay groups such
as Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and the Tinh do cu si.1 From the 1920s,
Vietnamese Buddhist reformers revitalized their religion, inspired
in great part by Taixu’s blueprint to modernize and systematize
sangha education and temple administration, and by his ideas on
renjian fojiao (人間佛教, [nhan gian phat giao], “Buddhism for
this world”), emphasizing the centrality of education, modern
publishing, social work, and Buddhist lay groups to Buddhism’s
future in the modern world.
However, the precise details of the Buddhist Revival in Vietnam
have yet to be fully studied, and so far no scholar has undertaken
a specific study of Taixu’s influence upon Vietnamese Buddhism
in the 1920s-50s. The Taixu-Vietnam link is briefly mentioned in
Woodside (1976), Marr (1981), Do (1999), and McHale (2004),
but in the Chinese language, scholars in Taiwan are unaware of
Taixu’s influence upon Vietnam and I have not yet seen works from
China that mention the link. This article, utilizing both Chinese
and Vietnamese sources, aims to shed light on this important part
of modern transnational Buddhist history. The article first discusses
the Chinese Buddhist revival and then relates the activities of
Buddhist reformers in Vietnam, and the flows of Buddhist personnel
and materials between Vietnam and China. The article then traces
the influence of Taixu upon Buddhism in Vietnam, primarily in
two ways: First, the article gives the first account in English of
Taixu’s two visits to Vietnam in 1928 and 1940 and points to the
importance of the overseas Chinese community in the propagation
of transnational Buddhism in modern times. However, by the time
Taixu visited Vietnam, his name, his ideas, and the activities of the
Chinese Buddhist reform movement were already well-known
there via Taixu’s writings and his disciples’ propagation, the focus
of the next section.
This part also explores how renjian fojiao, “Buddhism for this
world,” was interpreted and realized in Vietnam, especially its
1. See Werner, 1981; Oliver, 1997; Ho Tai, 1983; Taylor, 2001a; Nguyen, 2004; and Do,
1998. For more explanation about the term “Revival,” see discussion below.
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influence upon Thich Nhat Hanh as he developed his ideas on
“Engaged Buddhism.”
It is remarkable to see how the revival of Buddhism in Sri Lanka,
Burma, India, China, Vietnam, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, and
Japan (whether state-directed, state-approved, or from below) was
seen as the way to assert each nation’s “authentic” identity; towards
the goal of unifying and strengthening the nation in the face of the
Western onslaught, whether colonialism or modernization or both.
However, in addition to nation-centered histories of Buddhism
we need more transnational studies, for Buddhism has been
undergoing a process of globalization for over a century. Ashiwa
and Wank (2005) have made a good start in this direction in their
article about two-way transnational networks of Buddhist clergy,
devotees, and resources in China, North America, and Singapore,
Malaysia, and the Philippines in the modern era. Unfortunately,
they did not mention the age-old history of Buddhist exchanges
between China and Vietnam, including trade, Chinese immigration
to Vietnam, and Buddhist interactions. In particular, Chinese
Buddhist thought, institutions, practices, and material culture have
influenced Vietnam for nearly two millennia. This article argues for
the importance of these exchanges in modern times as well because
these interactions helped establish the conceptual foundation
for Vietnamese Engaged Buddhism’s remarkable developments
in the 1960s-70s, as well as mainstream Vietnamese Buddhism’s
institutional growth and influence from the 1940s to the present.
THE CHINESE BUDDHIST REVIVAL

In China, “(t)he Buddhist revival, I believe, began as an effort
by laymen to reprint the sutras destroyed in the Taiping Rebellion
[1860s]. It gathered momentum as the discovery of Western
Buddhist scholarship stimulated the need for Chinese Buddhist
scholarship, and as the invasion of China by Christian evangelists
and missionaries led to the idea of training Buddhist evangelists
and sending missionaries to India and the West.2 Up to this point
2. Xiao Ping stresses the role of Japan as well in the Chinese Buddhist revival of the late
Qing and early Republican periods. Interchange between the two Buddhist worlds included:
reprinting of sutras in China that influenced the same in Japan, a revival of Buddhist studies
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only laymen were involved...3 But in the last years of the Ch’ing
dynasty when moves were made to confiscate their property for
use in secular education, the monks began to organize schools and
social-welfare enterprises as a means of self-defense” (Welch 1968,
p.259).
Holmes Welch believes that three threads run through the
Chinese Buddhist revival: The need to secure religious identity
by the laypeople; the need for economic self- preservation on
part of the monastics; and the need to gain international status, by
both lay and monastics (Welch 1968, pp.260-2). Speaking of the
Buddhist reformers in early twentieth-century China, “The need
for status—intellectual status—led to the necessity of meeting the
challenges of science and Western philosophy, of Marxism, and of
Christianity. It helped to bring about the revival of interest in…
weshi xue (唯識學), ‘the consciousness-only school;’ the birth of
Buddhist scientism, and participation in modern, Western forms of
social welfare” (Welch 1968, p. 261).
The major figure in the Chinese Buddhist Revival was the monk
Taixu (1890-1947), with his journal Hai Chao Yin (海潮音, Sound
of the Tide). His ideas about “Buddhism for human life” (rensheng
fojiao 人生佛教), and “Buddhism for this world” (renjian fojiao
人間佛教) were forged in the late Qing intellectual environment
of debates about religion and the relevance of Buddhism to the
modern world engaged in by Kang Youwei 康有為 (1858-1927),
Liang Qichao 梁啓超 (1873-1929), Zhang Taiyan 章太炎 (18681936), Wu Zhihui 吳稚暉 (1865-1953), Xiong Shili 熊十力
(1885-1968), Cai Yuanpei 蔡元培 (1863-1940), Ouyang Jian 歐
in both countries; Japanese Buddhist priests proselytizing in China, a revival of interest in
Tibetan Buddhism in both China and Japan, Chinese Buddhist monks and nuns to Japan for
study and touring, and Japanese Buddhist monastics and laypeople to China for study and
touring. Xiao 2001, pp.1-4.
3. A pivotal figure in this early phase of Buddhist revival was Yang Wenhui 楊文會 (18371911) of Nanjing whose pioneering projects included reprinting the Chinese sutras at his
Jinling 金陵 Scriptural Press; a Buddhist Research Association that sponsored weekly lectures
on Buddhism; and the founding of the Jetavana Vihara 祇洹精舍, a school for monks offering
both Buddhist studies and modern academic subjects. The school, whose teachers included
both monks and laypeople, made a deep impression on Taixu who studied there in 1909.
Pittman, 2001:40-45.
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陽漸 (1871-1943), Liang Shuming 梁漱溟 (1893-1988), and
Taixu (Ma, 2001: 2-3).
Much has been written on the development of Taixu’s ideas on
renjian jingtu [creating the Pure Land in the human realm]; rensheng
fojiao, and renjian fojiao,4 and all this cannot be elaborated upon
here. But it suffices to say that all three terms stress that the Buddha,
the Dharma, and the Sangha originated in the human realm [rather
than the other Buddhist realms of gods, demons, animals, hungry
ghosts, and hell], and while realms other than the human “…may
profit from the beneficial influence of Buddhism…the human realm
is the true field of its history, doctrine, and practice” (Bingenheimer
2007, p.142). By 1940, Taixu employed the term rensheng fojiao in
his formal classification scheme of Buddhist principles, apparently
because to Taixu, rensheng was broader than renjian, able “…to
encompass all the lifetimes and modes of existence a practitioner
has to strive through until final liberation” (Bingenheimer 2007,
pp.147-148).
However, used in a normative and instrumental sense, all
three terms promote a world-engaging Buddhism that “…reforms
society, helps humankind to progress, and improves the whole
world” (Shi Taixu, 1933). The Chinese Buddhist Revival promoted
such activities as growth of lay organizations and lay teachers of the
Dharma; building Buddhist clinics, orphanages, and schools; a radio
station in Shanghai; proselytizing in prisons; and the effort to start
an ecumenical movement with Buddhists abroad. Also, the modern
revival saw Buddhist publishing houses, reorganized seminaries for
Buddhist monastics, and national Buddhist associations. All of the
above innovations were directly or indirectly indebted to the vision
and reforms of Taixu (Welch 1968, pp.262-264).
Taixu wrote that his political views were formed during the
tumultuous years of the 1911 revolution and his friends and
colleagues included revolutionaries and anarchists. By the mid1920s, his political stance became situated “right of center” (Welch
4. As far as can be ascertained, Taixu first used the terms renjian jingtu in 1926, rensheng
fojiao [Buddhism for human life] in 1928, and renjian fojiao [Buddhism for this world] in
1933. See Hong, 1999; Li, 2000; Chen, 2003; and Bingenheimer, 2007.
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1968, pp.182, 192) partly for pragmatic reasons (to obtain political
imprimatur for his plans to reform and modernize Buddhism, to
gain some government funding, and to gain the means and support
to proselytize abroad) and partly for ideological reasons. Although
he never lost his conviction that Sun Yat-sen’s Nationalist program
was the best solution to build a modern China, by 1924-5 Taixu
realized that the Nationalists were stymied by political infighting
and struggle with the Communists and warlords. Furthermore,
he held that all political ideologies, whether socialist, Fascist, or
democratic, were motivated by self-interest and tended toward
the exploitation of others, inevitably leading to struggle and war.
Thus, Taixu concluded that Buddhism is the way to attain peace
and stability in China and the world by effecting fundamental
changes in thinking on the individual and national levels: to know
that all creation is inter-related and that one benefits oneself by first
benefitting others (Shi Taixu, 1940).
In other writings, using the typical language of the “clash of
civilizations East and West” debates of the first half of the twentieth
century, Taixu wrote that Western civilizations were sick, due to
their overly individualistic and aggressive orientation of zongwo,
zhiwu (縱我,制物 “an unrestrained self, conquering nature”), that
has led to imperialism and war. He held that other colonized Asian
nations cannot offer effective means to deal with these calamities,
and he concludes that Buddhism, together with the Chinese spirit
of keji, chongren (克己,崇仁 “overcoming the self, respecting
others”), are the best remedies for this civilizational sickness (Shi
Miaozheng 1947. pp.90-91). As for Japan, he despaired that this
great civilization with a rich Buddhist heritage had, in its rush to
modernize in blind emulation of the West, had become but another
imperialist aggressor. Throughout the 1930s and 1940s, Taixu
appealed many times in Hai Chao Yin to the millions of Buddhists
in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan to unite and oppose Japanese military
rule and imperialist aggression.5
5. See for example, Taixu’s appeals to Japanese Buddhists, Shi Taixu ( July 1937) and ( July
1945). But Taixu did not specify how Buddhists might effectively oppose Japan’s powerful
military dictatorship. It is well known that many Zen leaders and monks supported Japanese
militarism and imperialism, some willingly, some through coercion. Buddhists and others
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It is vital to note that on the one hand, Taixu was a Nationalist,
an ardent follower of Sun Yat-sen and Chiang Kai-shek, and a fierce
Chinese patriot during WWII who called on Buddhists to help
in various ways in the war effort and to even take up arms against
the Japanese invaders of China.6 Yet, Taixu’s relationship with the
Nationalist party-state was fraught with contradictions: Taixu
liberally borrowed from Nationalist vocabulary and ideological
categories, and received material support: money, means of
transport, use of diplomatic channels and state-related associations
abroad. But whenever the Nationalists made one of their numerous
attempts to confiscate temple properties, then Taixu and others
publicly opposed the government. And, a national-level Chinese
Buddhist Association, one of Taixu’s life-long goals, was finally
permitted to convene in May 1947, two months after Taixu’s death
(Chen 2003, pp.256, 259-60, 266-8, 271).
Unfortunately Taixu was unable to fully realize his plans and
ideals for Chinese Buddhism: Taixu died from a stroke in March
1947 and, from 1946-49, the chaos of civil war and collapse of the
central government in Nanjing and its retreat to the island of Taiwan
halted further developments in China.7 A decade earlier, Taixu had
already deemed his attempts to inspire “a revolution in Buddhism”
to be a failure, due to both his own “weaknesses and failures” as well
as the strength of his opponents (Shi Taixu, 2005 [1937]). He was
too self-critical.
Though the socio-political and economic environment of the
early twentieth century placed severe limits on the Buddhist Revival
who opposed the regime were imprisoned and killed. See Hesig and Maraldo (1995) and
Victoria (2006).
6. See the further discussion below.
7. Buddhists such as Taixu’s student Ven. Juzan 巨贊 (1908-1984) who remained in
China formed a new Chinese Buddhist Association in 1953, firmly under the aegis of the
Communist Party-State. Please see Xue Yu’s article in this special issue. Scholars in China
are currently interested in Taixu and the Chinese Buddhist Revival, see the series called
Zhong’guo fojiao xueshu lundian (Academic Theses on Chinese Buddhism), such as Vols. 4143, by Foguangshan, Taiwan, and also Li (2000) and Chen (2003). The mainland Chinese
monk Jinghui 淨慧禪師 (b. 1933) promotes “Buddhism for this world” but this is not the
mainstream. Deng, 2005: L38-9. Ven. Jinghui and his Bolin Temple 柏林禪寺 were integral
to Thich Nhat Hanh’s twenty-day trip to China that included dharma talks and retreats at Bolin
Temple, in May-June 1999.
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within China, Taixu spent much time and energy attempting to
transform Buddhism into a global movement that would transcend
the limits of nation, political faction, and Buddhist school. Towards
this end, Taixu traveled to Taiwan, Japan and Hong Kong (19171925); then to France, England, Belgium, Germany, and the United
States (1928-9), as well as to Burma, Sri Lanka, India, and Malaysia
(1939-40).8 In Sri Lanka, homeland of the great Buddhist revivalist
Dharmapala, Taixu spoke at length with the Buddhist scholar G.
P. Malalasekera about forming a world Buddhist federation; in
1950 this plan came to fruition when Dr. Malalasekera founded the
World Fellowship of Buddhists.9
The contemporary term “globalization” in Chinese is quanqiuhua
(全球化), too recent for Taixu’s Complete Works; rather we find
quanqiu (全球 the whole world) as a noun; shijiehua (世界化
globalization) and shijiezhuyi (世界主義 world-ism). As we have
mentioned, Taixu was a strong nationalist and patriot, but he was
also a staunch proponent of globalization and world-ism as those
terms were understood earlier in the twentieth century, especially
at the close of WWII, when many people hoped that transnational
bodies such as the United Nations could transcend petty nationalist
interests and conflicts and prevent future wars. But even more
fundamentally when Taixu spoke of shijiehua and shijie zhuyi he was
referring to the potential of Buddhism and the need to propagate
Buddhism worldwide. Taixu believed that Buddhism was the
one international force, of all religions, “isms,” and socio-political
systems that could lead to true one-world-ism, a broad and tolerant
world-view, and true world peace.10
Indeed, the Vietnamese monk Tri Quang (b. 1924), a leader in
the 1960s Buddhist Struggle Movement, praised Taixu as “the first
person to promote Buddhist integration and standardization…
8. Pittman, 2001: 105-114; 118-130; 139-143. Pittman did not mention that Taixu also
stopped in Saigon in 1928, and Saigon and Hanoi from April 28-May 4, 1940, to be discussed below.
9. Pittman, 2001:142- 143. Holmes Welch notes that “Dharmapala’s ideal of a world
Buddhist movement took root in China, first under the [efforts of layman] Yang Wenhui and
later under Taixu.” Welch 1968, p.180.
10. This is a summary of points made by Taixu in a number of articles in his Complete
Works.
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(he) organized many conferences for Buddhists all over the world
to come together, he drafted a charter for Buddhists in the whole
world, he proposed meetings for Buddhists all over the world.
He’s the first person to say, in order to standardize and integrate
Buddhism, we should spread Buddhism to Europe and America.11
Taixu, in addition to being the inspiration for several leading
Taiwanese Buddhist organizations in contemporary Taiwan
via his student Ven. Yinshun 印 (1906-2005) (See Jones, 1999
and Pittman, 2001), he (unbeknownst to both him and modern
Chinese scholars) had a great influence on Vietnamese Buddhist
Revival, which set the stage for its remarkable developments in the
1960-70s and beyond.
THE BUDDHIST REVIVAL IN VIETNAM, 1920S-50S

In the 1860s, there already were anti-French risings by ruralbased lay Buddhist millenarian groups, and the period 1885-1898
saw not only lay group resistance but armed revolutionary risings by
Buddhist monks, as in the 1898 “Monks’ War” in central Vietnam
(Do 1999, pp.259-250; Thich Nhat Hanh 1967, pp.21-4). The
French authorities thus intensified their suppression of Buddhism
and stepped up their promotion of Catholicism to solidify their
colonial rule. “This was the beginning of religious discrimination,
an idea that cannot be separated from the whole complex drive
toward national independence” (Thich Nhat Hanh 1967, p. 24).
French repression did not stop but on the contrary stimulated the
Vietnamese resistance movements; many Buddhist participants, lay
and monastic, sought to propagate Buddhism and make Buddhism
institutions stronger throughout Vietnam.
Due to the scarcity of extant materials on Buddhist anti-colonial
activities in nineteenth century Vietnam, scholars as yet do not
know the exact relationship between these earlier Buddhist activists
and the actors and events of the subsequent Chan Hung Phat Giao
movement of the 1920s-50s. Chan hung is the Vietnamese for the
11. Shi Tri Quang 1972, p.149. Tri Quang did not mention the earlier efforts to bridge
Buddhist traditions and/or propagate Buddhism worldwide by activists such as Dharmapala,
Yang Wenhui, and the Japanese Buddhists; however it was Taixu who traveled and lectured
most widely in Asia, Europe, and the US.
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Chinese term zhenxing, to promote, to develop, to make prosper, used
by Chinese Buddhist reformers in the term zhenxing fojiao.12 Calls
for enlightenment, restoration, revival, and awakening resounded
across Asia in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when
individual awakening was considered a prerequisite to national
awakening (McHale 2004, p. 5-6). Vietnamese nationalists,
revolutionaries, and Buddhist reformers were well informed about
the Meiji reformers in Japan, and the 1911 Revolution and the “New
Culture Movement” in China. When Buddhist reformers in both
China and Vietnam used the terms “enlightenment” and “revival,”
they purposively tapped into the transnational current found in
both Asian nationalist independence movements, and in Buddhist
“modernization” or reform movements in Thailand, Burma, Ceylon
(Sri Lanka), India, and Japan.
However, the Chinese Buddhist “Revival” was the primary
model for the Vietnamese Buddhist reformers because of the long
history of interactions between Chinese and Vietnamese Mahayana
Buddhists; because most Buddhist texts in Vietnam were written in
Chinese, and because many monastics, up to the first half of the
twentieth-century, had received a Chinese classical education.13
Chan Hung Phat Giao as a historical movement is translated in
English by Nhat Hanh (1967), Woodside (1976), and McHale
(2004) as “the Buddhist Revival.” For the Vietnamese Buddhist
reformers, there was a conscious political message in the term Chan
Hung, because many reformists envisioned a revival and restoration
of Vietnamese Buddhism to its former glory during the so-called
Golden Age of Vietnamese Buddhism from the eleventh through
the fourteenth centuries, when Buddhism supposedly flourished
in all quarters, from the imperial court to the village level, when
Buddhists participated in national-level politics and policymaking, and when Vietnam and its people enjoyed peace and
12. See for example Shi Taixu, 1940.
13. This article concentrates on the predominant Mahayana tradition of Buddhism in
Vietnam and ethnic Vietnamese monastic and lay followers of Mahayana Buddhism. Ethnic
groups in Vietnam such as the Khmer have followed the Theravada tradition, while increasing
numbers of ethnic Vietnamese have been practicing in the Theravada tradition from the midtwentieth century on.
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prosperity. “When Buddhism flourishes, the nation flourishes…,”
as a prosperous, peaceful, and independent Vietnam, a nationalist
vision compelling to those Vietnamese Buddhists silenced and
suppressed due to harsh French colonial rule (Duong 1938, pp. 948; Pham 1932, pp.17-21).
However, despite this suppression, it is very difficult to reach an
absolute verdict of “decline” in Vietnamese Buddhism at the time
of “the Revival,” because, first, Vietnamese kings and officials and
their households (including both men and women, and also the
eunuchs) continued as active patrons of Buddhism until 1945.14
And even before 1920 and the subsequent Revival period, “…there
were high-ranking monks maintaining the pulse of Buddhism,”
holding well-attended dharma talks for monastics and lay in the
south, center, and north, as well as reprinting Chinese sutras and
translating some into quoc ngu.15 During the nineteenth century
Buddhist temples in the north, center, and south had published
Buddhist works which “…probably formed a significant proportion
of all texts published” at that time (McHale 2004, p. 13). Not
surprisingly, Buddhists reformers and “revivalists” often belonged
to younger generation with little or no voice or rank in the highlypatriarchal monastic power structure. For example when the young
monk Tri Hai (1906-1979) began to promote reformist ideas in the
1920s, senior monks in his northern province of Ha Nam as well as
Hanoi dismissed him as a mere child, saying there is nothing wrong
with Buddhism, we are building and restoring temples, repainting
statues, recasting bells, visitors are flocking to the pagodas, why
the need to revive or rebuild Buddhism?16 However to Tri Hai and
other reformist monastics and lay supporters, although Buddhism
14. To take but one example, see Thich Quang Duc’s efforts to obtain an imperial charter for
Thien An Pagoda (Khanh Hoa Province) in the 1930s. Le, ed. 2005, pp.15-21. The support and
patronage of Buddhism throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries by the Nguyen kings,
their families, and their officials deserves serious study, see Le and Ho, eds. 2009, pp.1-94.
15. This is the romanization system used to write Vietnamese. Nguyen 1994, pp.17-19.
16. See Thich Tri Hai [1965] 2004, pp. 3-12. Senior monks’ reluctance to support Tri Hai
and his colleagues had another dimension besides patriarchal power games or philosophical
differences: Forming new associations of any kind was a life-threatening undertaking due to
French authorities’ fear of anti-colonial resistance, and some monks told this outright to Tri
Hai. Thich Tri Hai [1965] 2004, pp. 7-20.
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flourished in some regions of Vietnam, evidenced by well-attended
dharma talks, translation and publishing of Buddhist texts,
and temple-(re)building projects, there remained fundamental
problems with the structure, organization, content, and direction
of Buddhism in Vietnam. Larger realities were that Buddhism was
not perceived by would-be reformers as responding to the crises of
“Westernization” and colonial rule, especially if compared with the
nationalist/revolutionary platform. And, Buddhist temples were
also losing supporters and resources to new lay sects or Catholicism.
The reformers criticized pagodas’ increasing focus on incomegenerating sutra chanting and funeral services and many monks’
supposed indifference to the crises and challenges of the present day.
Also, in accordance with the general “anti-superstition” movement
of the times, the reformers censured such practices as burning
spirit money and other ritual objects, exorcism and shamans, and
worship of local animal cults. Furthermore, the reformers hoped to
educate monastics and laypeople in Buddhist doctrines and texts,
for reformers perceived many practitioners as “illiterate” and/or
solely dedicated to “blind performance” of rituals. To both Chinese
and Vietnamese Buddhist reformers, the elitist privileging of textbased knowledge was the key to both individual enlightenment and
national salvation.
One might assume that the Buddhist Revival began in the north
Vietnam, with a long history of trans-border exchanges with China
including importing Chinese books and newspapers, but “(t)he
origins of this movement are to be found in and around Saigon,”
(Nguyen, ed. 1992, p. 388) inspired by the plethora of information
and publications emanating from Saigon in Chinese, quoc ngu, and
French.17 Pioneer Buddhist reformers such as the monks Khanh
Hoa (1877-1947) and Thien Chieu (1898-1974) looked directly
to China for guidance in modernizing Buddhism, due to the shared
language of Chinese, the centuries-old historical connections
17. There was a network of Chinese and Vietnamese merchant contacts among Cholon,
Saigon, and its satellite areas, as well as connections to Shanghai, where the majority of Chinese
Buddhist publications, including Taixu’s, were published and distributed. Cholon had been a
major importer of books from South China since the nineteenth century. McHale 2004, p.13,
and see Meng 2003.
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between Vietnamese and Chinese Buddhism, and because Taixu
provided an in-depth and ready blueprint for reforms regarding
Buddhist institutions, Buddhist monastic and lay education, and
modern proselytization methods; in sum, an interpretation of
“Buddhism for this world” for both individual cultivation and
modern nation-building. In 1923 at the renowned Long Hoa
Pagoda in Tra Vinh, the monks Khanh Hoa, Thien Chieu, and
others founded the Lục Hoa Alliance to promote the Buddhist
revival and establish links with Chinese Buddhist circles.18 The two
monks transmitted Taixu’s and other Chinese Buddhist reform
writings throughout Vietnam, and published many works on the
Buddhist revival (Nguyen, 1994: 51-54).
Of particular importance is that Thien Chieu propagated Taixu’s
Zhengli sengjia zhidu lun (整理僧伽制度論 “The Reorganization of
the Sangha System” [1915]) among monks in north Vietnam (Marr
1984, p.304, n. 57). This bold plan “called for Chinese Buddhism
to be reshaped institutionally with new model monasteries,
benevolent organizations, and educational ventures” (Pittman
2001, p.95). This was a key document, with Taixu’s periodical Hai
Chao Yin (also introduced by Thien Chieu to Hanoi in 1927) and
the publications of Shanghai Buddhist organizations, inspiring the
Buddhist Revival taking place in Vietnam (McHale 2004, p. 158;
Do 1999, p. 279, n. 19). Thien Chieu’s 1929 work Phat hoc tong
yeu (A General Summary of Buddhism) that included translations
of Chinese sutras, important articles from Taixu’s Hai Chao Yin,
and his own essays, was widely circulated and debated in Buddhist
circles of the time (Nguyen 1994, pp. 21-22; Nguyen 1992, pp.
390-1). Khanh Hoa worked his whole life for Buddhist Revival,
and the historiography of modern Buddhism in Vietnam, Thien
Chieu is the archetype of the “engaged” Buddhist monk because he,
a learned and prolific writer as well, was also a revolutionary (Tran
1975; Nguyen 1994; and Thich Dong Bon 1995).
In addition Taixu’s Vietnamese monastic disciples such as Tri
Hai (1906-1979) and others influenced by Taixu’s writings, built
18. Both Thich Nhat Hanh 1994, and the GHPGVN 1993, 2001, give 1923 as the
founding date of the Luc Hoa Alliance but Nguyen 1992, says 1920.
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temples, wrote articles, published journals, wrote a variety of
pedagogical tools, translated Chinese writings into quoc ngu, and
developed networks of lay supporters. The reformists also founded
schools for monks and nuns, attempted to reform property
and economic administration of monasteries, called for stricter
standards for recruitment and evaluation of monastics, offered
lectures and classes (on Buddhism and other topics like family
life) for laypeople, and promoted “Buddhism for this world,”
thus building the organizational and conceptual foundation for
Vietnamese national Buddhism.
And, influenced by developments in Chinese Buddhism, this
period saw the formation of Buddhist Associations in Vietnam:
of North (Tonkin, 1934) Central (Annam, 1932) and South
(Cochinchina, 1931) Vietnam. Each region’s Buddhist circle had
their own history, personnel, publications, and political stances visà-vis the French, though there was interaction (and competition
among) all three throughout the 1920s-1940s. As for Central
Vietnam, monks and laypeople in Hue and its environs, inspired
in part by Taixu, launched new Buddhist Institutes to train monks
and nuns, Buddhist primary and secondary schools, and the lay
organization called the Buddhist Youth-Family, which has continued
until the present day (Nguyen 1994, pp.91-125). The pioneering
nun Dieu Khong (1905-1997) was a key figure in Central Vietnam’s
Buddhist revival19 and Central Vietnam produced many leaders of
the 1960s Buddhist Struggle Movement, including Nhat Hanh (b.
1926) and Tri Quang (b. 1924).
Moreover, following a long historical tradition, Chinese monks
during the Revival period continued to come to Vietnam either for
pilgrimages, to work in temples located in Chinese communities,
and to build new temples (GHPGVN 1993, 2001, p. 113; Tran
2002, pp.18-20). Chinese monks who visited Vietnam included
Ven. Cuihui from Qingliang Temple (清涼寺) in Hebei. While
undertaking a pilgrimage of eight months, he stayed at Tri Hai’s
Quan Su Pagoda in Hanoi, June 12-14, 1937 and was impressed
19. Among Dieu Khong’s many talents and achievements, she was a skilled poet and
wrote a memorial poem in Chinese for Taixu upon his death, praising his writings and his
selfless proselytizing of Buddhism East and West. Thich Nu Dieu Khong 2007, p.157.
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by the quality of monks at Quan Su, reported the journal Duoc
Tue. And in November 1945, Vens. Tongliang and Qingchuan
came from China for a groundbreaking ceremony for Nam Pho
Da Temple, in Saigon (GHPGVN 1993, 2001, p.113). Interchange
of Buddhist personnel, publications, artifacts, and ideas between
China and Vietnam (and more recently, Taiwan) has continued
virtually uninterrupted, from the third century to the present day
(Purcell 1951, p. 13, Tran, 2002).
THE IMPACT OF TAIXU ON BUDDHISM IN VIETNAM I

Taixu’s two visits to Vietnam, though ignored in English
scholarship, are an important part of this historical interchange
between China and Vietnam. In Taixu’s Complete Works, the term
“Nanyang 南洋” in the broadest sense meant Annam (Vietnam),
but rarely mentioning Laos and Cambodia, Thailand, Burma, Sri
Lanka, Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines and even India. Most
often, Nanyang meant the countries Taixu traveled to during his
lecture tours: India, Sri Lanka, Burma, Thailand, Vietnam, and the
city of Singapore. A few times, Nanyang narrowly referred to the
Chinese Buddhist traditions in Vietnam, Malaysia, and Indonesia.
The accounts of Taixu’s trips to Vietnam in the Complete
Works of Taixu do not speak specifically of Taixu’s influence upon
modern Vietnamese Buddhism but seem to take for granted that
Vietnam, for centuries deeply influenced by Chinese culture, would
“naturally” follow developments in Chinese Buddhism. Taixu’s
degree of cultural pride and nationalism made him sound at times
like a Han chauvinist, as he expected that China would become the
leader of the Buddhist nations in Asia, since Buddhism in India was
too weak: “Buddhism is the interconnecting thread for the various
peoples in East Asia. China is the second homeland of Buddhism
[after India]…the Buddhisms of Korea, Japan, and Nanyang all
belong to the Chinese [cultural] system. Burma, Thailand, Sri
Lanka, are totally Buddhist cultures, and have deep connections
with Chinese Buddhist history and overseas Chinese business
connections” (Shi Taixu 1945, p. 448-9).
Taixu realized that great possibilities lay in mobilizing Chinese
Buddhists overseas: Chinese in Nanyang with economic means
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gave donations to Buddhist temples and organizations, published
and disseminated sutras and other Buddhist literature, reported
on Buddhist news in their media, built and/or repaired pagodas,
and collected Buddhist art and artifacts. On three occasions in
Singapore (1926, 1928, and 1940) Taixu spoke on his plans to
establish a Nanyang Buddhist Association to promote Buddhism
and pan-Asian unity among the native peoples as well as the
overseas Chinese of Southeast Asia.20
Leaving Shanghai August 11, 1928, bound for Europe, the US,
and Japan, Taixu and his entourage stopped in Saigon from Aug.
17-19, 1928: the Cochinchina Times chief editor Chen Zhaoqi 陳
肇 琪 (also an administrator in the Chinese-French School) came
to interview them for a special issue on Buddhism, (Cochinchina
had two Chinese newspapers at that time). The group also met with
the Chinese General Merchants’ Association, toured Saigon and its
parks, and met with Chinese-French School’s headmaster, a former
French army officer interested in Buddhism, Taixu was asked to
give a public lecture but there was not enough time.
The Taixu group was briefed on the colonial situation in
Vietnam and learned that of 700,000 overseas Chinese in Vietnam,
400,000 resided in the South, 100,000 living in Saigon, mostly
businessmen involved in the transport of rice. The Chinese divided
themselves into five groups according to place of origin in China,
plus two Cantonese groups; each had their own huiguan, nativeplace associations. However, the KMT in Vietnam only had 1,000
members because “property owners were afraid of interference
from the authorities” (Shi Taixu, 1928.) The group continued to
Singapore and then on to Europe, the US, and Japan. They returned
to Shanghai on April 19, 1929.21
The next time Taixu’s contingent visited Vietnam was in 1940 on
their way from Singapore returning to Kunming, as they completed
their tour of Burma, Sri Lanka, India, and Malaysia, Nov. 1939–
May 1940. This tour, sponsored and funded by the Nationalist
government, had two goals: To gain support in Southeast Asia for
20. See Shi Taixu, 2005 (1940). It is unclear what became of this Association.
21. See Pittman 2001, pp.118-129 for details.
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the Chinese war of resistance against Japan, and second, to promote
Taixu’s dream of world Buddhism.22
Taixu’s group visited Saigon and Hanoi from April 28 to May 4,
1940. Their visit was arranged by the overseas Chinese community,
the Nationalist consulate, and the China Travel Service. On April
28 the group met with Cai Zinan 蔡子南 (who worked in the
Saigon Municipal government and also was the Nationalist Foreign
Affairs Association representative), Zhu Jixing 朱繼興, and other
leaders of the overseas Chinese in Saigon, as well as Cai Xuetian 蔡
削天, editor of the Far East Times who interviewed them, as did
other papers, including the China Times, the All-People Times,
and the South China Times; a special issue of the Minbao reported
on Taixu’s visit.23
The next day the overseas Chinese leaders brought the group to
visit the Le Van Duyet temple and the Giac Vien pagoda. On the 30th
a number of Chinese business leaders visited the group and asked
to be Taixu’s disciples. The Nationalist consul in Saigon hoped that
the group could stay longer and visit Laos and Cambodia, but the
group had to leave for Hanoi the evening of the 30th. They arrived
in Hanoi on May 2, and met with members of the Tonkin Buddhist
Association, including Ven. Tri Hai, Nguyen Neng Quoc, Ven.
Thanh Hanh, Tran Van Co, and honorary head Hoang Trong Phu.
Tri Hai asked the group to stay longer in Hanoi but they were eager
to return to Kunming. Though not mentioned in the Chinese Diary
of the Buddhist Mission, during Taixu’s visit to Quan Su Temple in
Hanoi he wrote a couplet, now engraved on the central twin pillars
of the Main Hall:
法輪似地東西轉
佛道逢源左右通
The dharma wheel, like the earth, is ever-revolving and never
stops;
The teachings of the Buddha can reach everyone, everywhere.
22. See Pittman 2001, pp.139-143, though he does not mention this or the 1928 Vietnam
trip.
23. I am now trying to locate these Chinese newspapers.
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The group toured Hanoi and noticed that overseas Chinese
were very few compared to the south, although the overall number
of overseas Chinese in Vietnam had risen since the outbreak of
WWII. On the evening of May 2, representatives from the Tonkin
Buddhist Association paid them a call; it was decided that the group
leave as scheduled by train on May 3 but Taixu stayed an extra day
in Hanoi, in order to give a public lecture on the war against the
Japanese, on “our struggle against violent invaders” and then fly
back to Kunming (Shi Weifang, 1940). The Vietnamese account
of Taixu’s 1940 visit described Taixu as a leader in Buddhism and
famous all over the world, and outlined his itinerary similar to that
of the Chinese account. In addition, the Duy Tam article adds that
on May 28, the layman Lam Tu Doan urged Taixu to visit the Luong
Xuyen Buddhist Association24 but with no time to travel to Tra Vinh
in the Mekong Delta, Taixu wrote a phrase for the Association, and
looked forward to future cooperation:
The Light of the Buddha shines in the south 佛光南照 (“Phat
Quang Nam Chieu”).
This article also mentions that Taixu gave a well-attended public
talk at a “hot restaurant” about the purpose of his recent tour in
India and Southeast Asia: to propagate Buddhism and garner
overseas support for the anti-Japanese resistance. He mentioned
that during the tour, he heard many calls to forge alliances between
all the Mahayana and Theravada Buddhist traditions. He then gave
a dharma talk on the Five Precepts, and four people asked to be his
disciples (N.A., “Thai Hu Phap Su den Viet Nam: lan thu nhi,” June
1940, pp.161-165).
THE IMPACT OF TAIXU ON BUDDHISM IN VIETNAM II

As discussed earlier in this article, Taixu influenced the
Vietnamese Buddhist Revivalists through his writings and his
journal, Hai Chao Yin, especially his proposals for reforming sangha
education, Buddhist organizational management, and temple
24. The Luong Xuyen Buddhist Association (1934), very active in the Revival, promoted
Buddhism through its journal Duy Tam, translated sutras, and established elementary and
college-prep Buddhist schools in Tra Vinh with both Vietnamese and Chinese students. N.A.
“Yuenan fojiao yu xuexiao,” July 1, 1940, p.23.
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administration. Even before Taixu visited Vietnam (in 1928 and
1940) his activities and those of the Chinese Buddhist Revival were
already known to Vietnamese reformist monks. Besides reformers
in south and central Vietnam as mentioned above, another monk
who directly propagated Taixu’s reforms was Tri Hai. Born in Ha
Nam in 1906, he was founder of the Tonkin Buddhist Association
and the Quan Su Pagoda in Hanoi, published the Buddhist journal
Duoc Tue [Torch of Wisdom] and many other works, established a
strong lay association in the north, founded schools for monks and
nuns, and engaged in charity and relief works (Thich Tri Hai, 2004
[1965]).
In early 1937 the Tonkin Buddhist Association sent Tri Hai,
Mat The, and three others to Hong Kong where they stayed for two
weeks and then to Shanghai to find Taixu at the Jing’an Temple (靜
安寺) who arranged for their study at Jiaoshan (焦山), Jiangsu
Province. They stayed for five months studying Buddhism, Chinese,
and Chinese medicine, but the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War
forced the group to return to Hanoi, sutras in hand. On the way
back, the group also visited Taixu’s headquarters in Wuhan, as
well as temples in Henan and Guangdong (Thich Tri Hai, 2004
[1965]: 39-46). From the 1950s on, Quan Su became the center
of institutional Buddhism in Hanoi, and is now the headquarters of
the Vietnamese National Buddhist Congregation.
Taixu’s ideas also moved the monk Khanh Anh (18951961) in 1949 to publish his translation of essays by Taixu (first
published in Hai Chao Yin), including such topics as the Republic
and Buddhism; Buddhist education for the youth; the modern
woman and Buddhism; Buddhism and science, Buddhism and
Confucianism, Buddhism and philosophy; Buddhist critiques of
socialism; democracy and Buddhism; Buddhism and evolution;
Buddhism and the salvation of the world; the movement to save
the sangha; how laypeople should study Buddhism; biographies of
famous monks; businessmen and Buddhism; discussion of burning
paper money and paper funerary objects; the Pure Land in the
human realm; as well as lectures on basic Buddhist principles.25
25. Quan Su Temple in Hanoi sells the 25 Bai Thuyet Phap Cua Thai Hu Dai Su [Twen-
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The book also includes a brief biography of Taixu written in 1928
by his disciple Chen Weidong 陳維東, and a preface and introduction
by Khanh Anh who writes that Vietnam’s Buddhist revivalists have
been working to carry out Taixu’s call for a revolution in Buddhism, to
reform Buddhism to fit the times and to enlighten humankind.
Khanh Anh also remarked that “Buddhists should fight
invaders,” referring to Taixu’s call for both monks and laypeople to
take up arms to fight [the Japanese]. Though Vietnamese monks
had participated in armed risings at least since the French colonial
period, the activist and anti-colonial monk Thien Chieu’s group, Phat
Hoc Kiem Te (Buddhist Studies and Welfare Action Association)
had also “praised Chinese monks for joining the Nationalist army
to fight against the Japanese invaders” (Pham 2001, p. 144). When
the Japanese occupied Manchuria in 1931, Taixu organized the
Buddhist Youth Protect-the-Nation Corps,” comprised of monks,
nuns, and lay youth who participated in ambulance and medical
care teams, burial teams, consolation and prayer teams, propaganda,
transport, care of refugees and orphans, and helping with economic
production work (Chen 2003, p. 242). With the full-scale Japanese
invasion into China in the summer of 1937, the unprecedented degree
of destruction and atrocities caused Taixu and other Buddhists to
reconsider the Buddhist precept on non-harming and non-violence.
Some Buddhists considered whether they should “put down Buddhist
implements and take up the butcher knife” (Li 2001, p. 171).
Taixu argued that such actions were not only the duty of all
Chinese citizens, but are fully sanctioned for Buddhists by the
Renwang huguo ban’nuo boluomi jing (仁王護國般若波羅蜜經
Scripture for Humane Kings), a Chinese apocryphal sutra, written
in the eighth century by the Chinese Tantric monk Bukong (不
空) (Shi Taixu, [1933] 2005; Shi Taixu, 1939; Shi Tianhui, 1945).
This “Scripture for Humane Kings,” addressed not to the sangha or
lay believers but to state rulers, “became the standard model text
ty-five Lectures on Buddhism by Master Taixu] 1993 (1949), translated and edited by Khanh
Anh. Born in Quang Ngai Province, Khanh Anh was very accomplished in Chinese and Buddhist studies. Inspired by Buddhist revivals in China and Japan, he was active in the Vietnamese Buddhist Revival, particularly in Saigon and the Mekong Delta region. Thich Dong Bon
1995, pp.303-308.
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in [China, Korea, and Japan] for Buddhist-based state protection
and statecraft.26 Thus, the words and actions of Taixu and Chinese
Buddhists during the Japanese invasion further inspired some
Vietnamese Buddhist groups like Thien Chieu’s to carry out anticolonial resistance against the French.
Of the “Twenty-five Lectures by Taixu,” another topic deserves
special note, that of “the modern woman and Buddhism.” Vietnam
had a long tradition of Buddhist nuns since the twelfth century,
along with laywomen as believers and donors, but new trends from
the West such as education of women and women’s rights entered
Vietnam in the early twentieth century, closely intertwined with the
“making of the modern nation” discourse. “By the 1920s, ‘women
and society’ had become something of a focal point around which
other issues often revolved.”27 Influenced by Taixu and Hai Chao
Yin, there were new schools and temples for nuns,28 speeches
in Vietnamese Buddhist circles on “the woman question” and
“Buddhism and women” such as the public lecture on “Buddhist
Studies for Women,” April 8, 1935, organized by the Annam
Buddhist Association; and journal articles such as the 1936 series
on women’s issues in Tu Bi Am by nun Dieu Ngon and other nuns.29
As nuns obtained education and training, the numbers of nuns as
teachers, writers, and administrators has increased. One source
claims that today the number of nuns is ten times that of monks
(Dien 2004, p.48).
RENJIAN FOJIAO/ NHAN GIAN PHAT GIAO: “BUDDHISM FOR
THIS WORLD”

How was Taixu’s renjian fojiao received and interpreted by
26. Available from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scripture_for_Humane_K ings
[accessed on June 15, 2009].
27. See David Marr’s discussion in Marr 1981, pp.190-251, however, Buddhist women are
not mentioned.
28. See Thich Nu Dong Anh 2004, p.52, for a list of the “Revival Generation” nun pioneers
from the south, center, and north. Also see Van 1975, pp.535-539.
29. References to nuns and laywomen can be found in Thich Tri Hai, 2004 (1965), and
GHPGVN, 1993, 2001. Le Tam Dac of the Institute for Religious Studies, Academy of Social
Sciences, Hanoi, told me that the topic of “women and Buddhism” originated from Taixu.
Interview, Feb. 14, 2006.
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Vietnamese Buddhist reformers? As mentioned earlier, Taixu used
both rensheng fojiao and renjian fojiao when he made his arguments
and offered plans “…to adapt Buddhism to the times, solving
concrete problems in society and promoting Buddhist education”
(Bingenheimer 2007, p.150). But renjian fojiao/ nhan gian phat giao
became the term known and used in Vietnam, most likely because
the Feb. 15, 1937 issue of the Tonkin Buddhist Association’s Duoc
Tue (Torch of Wisdom) introduced the ideas of renjian fojiao and
Buddhist revival presented in the Jan. 1934 special issue of Hai
Chao Yin.30
This issue of Duoc Tue highlighted Taixu’s 1933 essay, “How to
establish Buddhism for this world.” The Duoc Tue editor, following
Taixu, stressed that the original message of the Buddha was to relieve
human suffering of the world; egalitarianism and compassion are the
dominant teachings of Buddhism; and this is renjian fojiao. It means
to make this world into the Pure Land, not wait until the Western
Paradise after death. Buddhism is not secret, mystical, or ghostly
but is entered into humanity and society. The editor concluded by
saying that though the Tonkin Buddhist Association heretofore had
not talked specifically about nhan gian phat giao, they had already
been practicing it. “Our Buddhist Revival is not different from that in
China and we agree with what the Chinese revivalists are doing…we
agree with renjian fojiao…” (Do, 1937: 3-9).
A year earlier in fact, layman Pham Tai Luyen stressed that the
work of Buddhist revival in Vietnam included the following, each
of which Taixu had already proposed: the organization of public
lectures on Buddhism (which could coincide with the traditional
bimonthly worship services), a structure of public spaces for such
lectures and meditation for laypeople, institutes for monks and nuns,
unification and standardization of the monastic system, founding
hospitals and charity projects, and publication of newspapers
(Pham 1932, pp.18-20).
30. Shi Daxing, ed. ( Jan. 1934). The “Introduction” by Ven. Daxing, states that “…Since
this journal’s inception [in 1920], we have consistently advocated renjian fojiao…” The eighteen
articles overall explore four major subjects: definitions of renjian fojiao; research about the
history of renjian fojiao; practical measures to establish renjian fojiao; and, the subject of the
Pure Land in the human realm.
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Nhan gian phat giao as interpreted in layman Tran Van Dai’s
thirty-five poems refers to Buddhist doctrines and practice
made simple, integrated into daily life, Buddhism for this world.
His poems fall into three categories: regarding one’s self (the
Five Precepts; cultivating Buddhist virtues and ridding oneself
of afflictions in thought, speech, and work); regarding others
(relationship between parents and children; between teacher and
student; between husband and wife; friendship, etc.); dealing with
the world (Buddhist values such as compassion, joyful giving,
equality, charity, enlightening the self and others, saving yourself
and others, Buddhism’s influence on national affairs, co-dependent
origination, and worship) (Tran, 1951).
In 1967, Nhat Hanh wrote: “In the 1930s, the Buddhist scholars
had already discussed the engagement of Buddhism in the modern
society and called it Nhan Gian Phat Giao or engaged Buddhism”
(Thich Nhat Hanh, 1967: 42). Nhat Hanh spoke approvingly of
the earlier reformists’ desire to “mang dạo Phat di vao trong cuoc
doi” (bring Buddhism into the current of life, or day-by-day world);
that Buddhism is of and for life, “dem dao Phat vao cuoc song hang
ngay,” and not to avoid or renounce the world.31 Nhat Hanh here
acknowledged the direct influence of “the great Chinese monk”
Taixu on Buddhist reformers in Vietnam early twentieth century
(Thich Nhat Hanh 1967, p.40).
But in fact, Vietnamese Buddhist reformers in the 1920s-40s
did not yet use the term “Engaged,” which most likely originated
with Sartre.32 More research is needed to know how Vietnamese
intellectuals in France and Vietnam first interpreted and disseminated
the works of Sartre and Camus, but according to my investigation,
by the 1960s, existentialism was a frequently discussed topic in the
Buddhist journals and books of South Vietnam, including those of
31. In the 1960s, besides many journal articles, Thich Nhat Hanh developed his ideas on
a world-engaged and modernized Buddhism in three books published in Saigon: Dao phat di
vao cuoc doi 1964 [Engaged Buddhism]; Dao phat ngay nay 1965b [Buddhism Today]; and
Dao phat hien dai hoa 1965c [Modernization of Buddhism].
32. Jean-Paul Sartre had developed his ideas on the politically engaged intellectual in La
nausée 1938, and especially in his 1947 essay “Qu’est-ce que la littérature?” as well as the plays
Les Mains Sales (1948) and Saint Genet (1952).
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Thich Nhat Hanh.33 In the 1960s, two Vietnamese renderings of
Sartre’s term engagé were nhap cuoc [to take part in, be an insider]
and dan than,[lit, to move/plunge the body forward] but Nhat Hanh
coined his own term, Tiep Hien, Inter-being: Tiep [to receive, be in
touch with], Hien [to achieve, to make here and now] to describe
his new order of socially-engaged monastics34.
Besides references to the Chinese and Vietnamese Buddhist
reform movements of the early twentieth century and to French
existentialism, Buddhist publications (including those of Nhat
Hanh) in South Vietnam of the 1960s also made detailed reference
to the activities of Gandhi and his successor Vinoba Bhave and
the Indian Sarvodaya-inspired bhoodan (gifts of land by wealthy
landlords to poorer castes) and gramdan (pooling community
resources) movements.35
On the first page of Nhat Hanh’s 1964 book Dao phat di vao
cuoc doi translated into English in 1965 by Trinh Van Du as Engaged
Buddhism, Nhat Hanh asserts that Buddhist teachings at once speak
of transcendence beyond life and engagement in life, but due to
humans’ lack of awareness, Buddhism loses its true nature and only
the dead and dry forms of Buddhism are left. “Therefore, to engage
Buddhism into life means to realize Buddhist principles in life, by
methods which are suitable to real situations of life to transform it
into a good and beautiful one. Only when Buddhist energies are
clearly seen in every form of life, can we be able to say that Buddhism
is really present in life.” (Nhat Hanh, 1965a: 1-2) These are similar
to statements Taixu made in his championing of renjian fojiao. But
Thich Nhat Hanh goes beyond Taixu in the instrumental meaning
of an “engaged Buddhism.” “In short, activities of Buddhists in social
33. According to Vo Phien, from the late 1950s, translations of books by Sartre, Greene,
Hesse, Tolstoy, and other “Western” writers were available in Saigon bookstores. Vo, 1992:143.
34. Thich Nhat Hanh 1965a, pp. 8-10; 27-29. At present, Nhat Hanh and his followers also
use the term dan than for engaged, see http://www.deerparkmonastery.org/engaged-buddhis
m [accessed June 10, 2009].
35. These Buddhist publications reported in depth, for example, on Vinoba Bhave
winning of the first Ramon Magsaysay Award for Community Leadership in 1958, and Sartre’s
opposition to the Vietnam war and his refusal of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1964.
Nhat Hanh commends Vinoba Bhave’s gramdan movement in India as a non-violent social
revolution. Nhat Hanh 1965a, p.27.
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life must spring up from thuc chung [self-consciousness], aim at
solving urgent and painful problems in man, as poverty, hunger,
diseases, slavery, death, not at developing powers and fame of the
Church.” (Nhat Hanh 1965a, p.21) Nhat Hanh calls on Buddhists
in Vietnam to lead a social revolution, pointing to Vinoba Bhave’s
gramdan movement in India as a successful non-violent social
revolution:
When [can Buddhism] be able to participate in the
movement of just distribution of interests, to raise
confidence in the masses in an economic, humanistic
and moral direction based on the idea of [the Four Noble
Truths]? And when do social activities escape from their
small realm of charitable works and drop their tiny efforts
into the boundless pains of the suffered to lead a social
revolution based on love and non-violence? (Nhat Hanh
1965a, pp. 14, 26-7)
He stresses the importance of practical education and training
for Buddhist monastics, such as training in psychology and family
life issues, child education, health care, rural reconstruction,
pedagogy at all levels, and Buddhist music, chanting, and other
rituals updated for the modern world. (1965a, pp.19-29) In his
1967 book Vietnam: Lotus in a Sea of Fire, Nhat Hanh employed
the English term “Engaged Buddhism” to describe his and his
colleagues’ and students’ many activities during Vietnam’s Buddhist
Struggle Movement, such as the School of Youth for Social Service, his
new Buddhist “Order of Inter-Being,” his group’s non-violent resistance
efforts during to the war, and his efforts in peace negotiations abroad.
So, in a fundamental sense, Nhat Hanh’s Engaged Buddhism
directly continues the spirit of Taixu’s renjian fojiao, as well as
the earlier Vietnamese reformers’ ideas, that Buddhism is of and
for this world; Buddhists can and should make this world into
a Pure Land. Yet the earlier generation’s nhan gian phat giao and
Nhat Hanh’s Engaged Buddhism differ in the instrumental sense
of the terms, due to different historical circumstances after 1954
(division of Vietnam into North and South and suppression of
Buddhism in both areas; full-scale war throughout the country)
and new transnational influences (French existentialism, Gandhi’s
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and Vinoba Bhave’s rural development ideas, and Gandhian [and
Martin L. King’s] non-violent resistance tactics and global struggles
for social equality, peace, and justice).
In comparison, Taixu argued against “struggling” for social
justice36 and was an avid supporter of the Nationalist party-state,
unless Buddhist interests were threatened. He did exhort Chinese
Buddhists to resist the Japanese invaders, even at the expense of the
Buddhist doctrine of non-violence. As for the earlier generation of
Vietnamese Buddhist reformers, all, like Taixu, worked to provide
better education for monastics and laypeople, and encouraged
Buddhist charity and relief efforts; some like Thien Chieu actively
participated in anti-colonial resistance, while other Buddhist
reformers cooperated with the French in order to secure legal status
for their Buddhist activities.
Writing in the 1960s, Nhat Hanh was fully aware of the
enormous efforts of the earlier generation of Buddhist reformers to
establish modern Vietnamese institutional Buddhism, but he felt
some institutions and practices in Vietnamese Buddhism required
further reformation to meet the challenges of the times.37 However,
neither the government nor the Buddhist establishment in South
Vietnam could tolerate his proposals and activities and Nhat Hanh
was forced into exile from his homeland from 1967 to 2005.38
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although Taixu died in 1947, his works have continued to
be translated and published until today in Vietnam. Besides the
“Twenty-five Lectures on Buddhism by Master Taixu” mentioned
above, in 1954, An Quang Pagoda published translations of Taixu’s
lectures on the Thap thien nghiep dao [The Ten Wholesome Ways
of Action Sutra] (1932) and the Bat Dai Nhan Giac [The Eight
36. He believed fundamental change will occur only if the root (the mind) is reformed,
see for example Shi Taixu, 1940.
37. See his three books 1964, 1965b and 1965c.
38. In his books and lectures, Thich Nhat Hanh’s “Engaged Buddhism” focuses on
meditation, healing, and communication practices rather than on the social activism of his
younger years and of others who call themselves Engaged Buddhists. See Christopher Queen,
Charles S. Prebish, and Damien Keown, eds., 2003.
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Enlightenment Sutra] (1934), while translations of Taixu’s “Chinese
Buddhism” and other articles are included in Phat Giao Viet Nam,
Issues 1-24, published by the United Buddhist Congregation
(Saigon) in the late 1950s.
In 1951 when Buddhists from all over Vietnam met in Hue to
form the United Buddhist Congregation, they could review several
decades of accomplishments behind them: education initiatives
for both monastics and youth, Buddhist publications, translations,
reorganizing temple life and economy, organizing the talent and
resources of lay believers, using modern methods to propagate
Buddhism in society, advancing the roles of nuns and laywomen,
and a record of social welfare provision (Pham 2001, p. 144; Thich
Tri Hai 2004, (1965), pp. 60-70; GHPGVN 1993, 2001, pp. 99100). The Buddhist Revival also produced examples of politicallyengaged Buddhist monks in anti-French activism such as Thien
Chieu, inspired by Chinese monks who resisted the Japanese
during WWII. Pham Van Minh writes that hundreds of Vietnamese
monks were imprisoned, tortured, and killed by the French (Pham
2001, pp. 144-6).
The Revival of the 1920s-50s also engendered several generations
of monastics who played important roles in the making of modern
Vietnam in the 1950-60s, such as Tri Hai, Tri Quang, Thien Hoa,
Minh Chau, Huyen Quang, and Nhat Hanh (Pham 2001, pp. 1446). In 1949 Nhat Hanh (b. 1926) received full ordination at the
Bao Quoc school in Hue, one of the modern Buddhist institutes
involved in the Vietnamese Buddhist Revival. Tri Quang, one the
most active leaders in the 1960s Buddhist Struggle Movement,
graduated from the Annam Buddhist Institute, founded in 1933.
Many other examples could be cited.
Of course, much in the contemporary Buddhist landscape in
Vietnam was shaped by people and events after 1975 (a complex
subject for a separate study, as is the 1960s Buddhist Struggle
Movement). But we do see the legacy of the Buddhist Revival and
the influence of Taixu’s reforms, taken for granted today: Senior
monks and nuns trained in the earlier period’s Buddhist Institutes
now lead the Buddhist establishment; nuns, not only monks,
receive education and training and now outnumber monks; global
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Buddhist information circulate in many media. The Vietnamese
Buddhist Youth Association is a nation-wide and transnational
organization, and all pagodas participate in charity works to one
degree or another. Vietnam’s economy continues to improve,
Vietnam’s Buddhism is reforging international Buddhist links,
and Vietnamese Buddhists are found across the globe in diasporic
communities.
Thus far, scholarship on the history of modern Buddhism tends
to be nation-oriented but could also benefit from a transnational
approach. The Taixu-Vietnam link was little known outside
of Vietnam until recently, and works on modern and engaged
Buddhism do not explore this connection. The “revival” in modern
Buddhism began in a transnational context from the nineteenth
through the twentieth century and will continue to evolve in an
ever-more connected globe.
To close, here are two Vietnamese monks’ views of Taixu. Tri
Quang, a major figure in the 1960s Buddhist Struggle Movement
in Vietnam, credited Taixu “…for promoting nhan gian phat giao, to
say that Buddhists were born to serve human beings, that monastics
should not only pray for themselves but to join society; not only
think of the dead, but think of the future, to sacrifice for and serve
humanity.” (Thich Tri Quang, 1972: 149-151) To Tri Quang, Taixu
was a revolutionary: “With his call for ‘a revolution in religious
doctrine, a revolution in religious administration, and a revolution
in religious property,’ Master Taixu is the model for the modern
sangha in the twentieth century.” (Thich Tri Quang, 1972: 152)
And Ven. Bich Phong (1901-1968) wrote a Chinese poem for
Master Taixu upon his death in 1947, equating Taixu with the
universe and comparing him with Sakyamuni himself:
中國太虛法師圓寂日恭悼
法師曾遊化于歐,亞,美,諸洲:
昔年是日證無餘
爐熱名香望太虛
化範未忘他世界
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法身常在此全書
試觀我佛當時事
寧忍金臺九品居
西沒東升還法爾
照臨日月本無私.39
(Translated into English by Elise A. DeVido)
“In Reverent Memory of Chinese Master Taixu, The Master who
traveled and taught in Europe, Asia, and America all continents”:
Before that year and day of his death he had already reached
Nirvana
The burner is hot: we are offering incense to him, the vast
universe…
He taught his disciples norms and standards
Yet didn’t forget other worlds
The dharma-body remains in his writings.
Let’s look at the time of Sakyamuni:
He willingly forsook it all, prince-hood, riches, a luxurious life…
The sun sets in the West and rises in the East
The laws of the universe unceasing
The sun and the moon enlighten all
Without selfishness.

***

39. Chinese version published in Le 2004, pp.209, 551.
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THINKING ABOUT THE UNIFICATION OF
BUDDHISM IN VIETNAM IN 1981*
by Nguyen Quoc Tuan**

ABSTRACT

The unification of Vietnamese Buddhist Sangha took place first
time in 1951 and the second time in 1981 when the Vietnam Buddhist
Central Association was consequently upgraded into present Vietnam
Buddhist Sangha. The author considers the event in 1981 as the process
of unification which based on the process of national and ethnic unity;
on basis of Buddha’s Dharma and the theory of “social engagement”. He
argues that Vietnamese social context after 1975 has created favorable
conditions for the development of Buddhism. The process of Vietnamese
Buddhist unification has been implemented at its depth and become a
characteristic of this religion in the 20th century.
In the 20th century, Buddhism in Vietnam had its own
movements in comparison to the previous centuries. One of the
differences is the nation-wide unification of Buddhism, which based
on the national unification, in the form of a “sangha” in stead of the
previously existed Buddhist associations before the 20th century.
In terms of its progress, the unification firstly happened in
1951 with the Vietnamese Buddhist Federation, and then the
Vietnamese Buddhist Sangha in 1981, which has been mentioned
by several Buddhist and non-Buddhist writers. This fact occurs to
me that the authors published their works in the last centuries (the
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latest work was The History of Buddhism in Vietnam1 published in
1988 and edited by Nguyễn Tài Thư, that has a short part to analyze
the unification process) published in 1988, and that has not had
enough time to analyze and evaluate satisfactorily this fundamental
change of Vietnamese Buddhism in the 20th century.
In a recent study, I once raised my personal idea of four
characteristics of Vietnamese Buddhism and its roles in the 20th
century, including a clear indication of main events and progress
in the century of the Vietnamese Buddhism through four turning
points that cannot be omitted2:
The Buddhist Revival Movement started during the 1920s and
finished in 1951 with the foundation of the Vietnamese Buddhist
Association;
“The Buddhism suppression” in 1963 and the unite of the
Unified Vietnamese Buddhist Church in 1964;
The establishment of the Vietnamese Buddhist Sangha in 1981;
1. Regarding to the unification of Buddhism in Vietnam, refer to:
- Mật Thể. Brief History of Vietnamese Buddhism, Huế, 1943, electronic version, website:
www.thichquangduc.com, section: History of Buddhism;
- Trí Quang. Monastic Buddhism in Vietnam, Đuốc Tuệ publishing house, 1952.
- Thích Thiện Hoa. 50 years of improvement of Vietnamese Buddhism, Saigon, The United
Association of Buddhism in Vietnam, 1970.
- Vân Thanh. Brief history of Vietnamese Buddhism throughout eras and the origin of Buddhism,
published by Buddhist and Temple University, Saigon, Winter in the year of Tiger (1974).
- Nguyễn Lang. Vietnamses Buddhism History and Discussion, Volume 3, Lá Bối publishing
house, 1985.
- Nguyễn Tài Thư (ed). History of Vietnamese Buddhism, Social Sciences Publishing House,
Hanoi, 1988.
-Thích Đồng Bổn. Bibiography of monks in the 20th century in Vietnam, Volune 1 and 2, Hồ
Chí Minh city General Publishing House, 1996 and 2003, respectively.
- Thích Hải Ấn and Hà Xuân Liêm. History of Buddism in Huế, Hồ Chí Minh city Publishing
House, 2001.
- The Vietnamese Buddhist Sangha. 20 years of harmonization and development, in the occasion
of 20-year establishment of Vietnamese Buddhist Sangha, Giác Ngộ publication, 2001.
Obviously, it is not excluded Buddhist magazines like Từ Bi Âm, Viên Âm, Đuốc Tuệ
founded by Buddhist organizations throughout three areas in Vietnam during 1930 of the last
century.
2. A study of Vietnamese Buddhism’s Characteristics and Roles in the 20th century that
has been reviewed and approved.
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Vietnamese Buddhism after 1990 and the need for a reform
at the present.3 Those are the turning points that attribute to the
changes of the roles of
Vietnamese Buddhism and its characteristics during the
last century and the coming 21st century with “new chances and
challenges”4.
By using the phrase “Vietnamese Buddhism”, the author means
to mention the whole Buddhism in Vietnam with its completion and
unification with many different ethnic groups in the 20th century,
including three ethnic groups that are breeding Buddhism as the
Viet, Khmer, and Chinese-Vietnamese, along with Buddhist traces
found in the Chăm, the Thái, and the Tày, etc. through historical
changes had disabled them to continuously follow Buddhism.
Generally, Vietnamese Buddhism in the 20th century has not
only been divided into different sects, but also shown a hidden trend
of unification that got to its peak in the middle of the 20th century.
The trend had created characteristics of Buddhism specialized
in Vietnam that we only need to add the word Vietnamese to
Buddhism to become the Vietnamese Buddhism. The unification
had been developing in its depth and the process had become a
characteristic of this religion in the 20th century.
Changes in political and social life in the 20th century
(domestically and abroad) affected significantly to the process
of unification of the Vietnamese Buddhism. It is called a process
because the Vietnamese Buddhism had been unified twice in
the nation-wide scale (1951 and 1981), and once in a half of the
3. This turning point was selected due to the occasion the Politburo of the Communist
Party of Vietnam passed its Decree no. 24/TW, including important clauses that emphasize
ethnically the long-term and beneficial characteristics of religions in the development of a new
society. Buddhism is associated with religions born and existed in different periods in Vietnam.
For the researchers, the fact that it is appropriate or not, needs to be discussed more, though,
the association of Buddhism with other religions shows the acceptance of religion, in general,
and Buddhism, in particular, in our society, which previously was reluctantly recognized, and
even denied as considered as a social consciousness that needed to be erased.
4. Extracted from the International Buddhism Workshop titled Buddhism in the new
era:Opportunities and Challenges, in the Vietnamese Institute of Buddhist Studies and the
Vietnamese Institute of Buddhism in Hồ Chí Minh city in July 2006.
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country (1964). It is not necessary to go in details to these events
but to acknowledge nature of the unification.
The first point needed to address is the unification was firmly
based on the unification of the country.
The diversity and unification of Buddhism in Vietnam always
follow the historical happenings of different ethnic groups in
Vietnam since it was brought into the country. Buddhism in
Vietnam reflected the separation and unification of Vietnam seen
through Vietnamese history. However, it has never been in history
of the country that Buddhism had such a large development as in
the 20th century. The development was not only domestically but
also abroad. For any reasons, it is obviously not a closed religion
and covered a sole region, an ethnic group, or a sect anymore. It
has become the Vietnamese Buddhism with its fullest meanings,
though people still can see its complexity hidden inside.
What was the reason for the unification of Buddhism? That
was the unification of Vietnam in 1975. The unification was a
victory of Vietnam in the modern times but it was not deniable
that many ethnic groups and people had to pay a great price for
it. More importantly, the unification of the country was accepted
by international communities thus Vietnam had gained its own
sovereignty in all international relationships. Obviously, not
everyone bases on the same reason or idea to evaluate this, but
national unification had become reality.
Vietnamese Buddhism, on the one hand, has benefited from the
unification, on the other hand, contributed greatly to the national
unification. It is important to recognize Buddhist associations’
patriotism and will for the national independence. Surely, it could
not be said that the whole Buddhists in Vietnam followed the
Communist Party, but it could also not be said that those who did
not follow the Communist Party were the enemies of the country.
The clarification sometimes turned to be complicated in many
historical occasions throughout the 20th century. At the present,
we have had enough time to think and discuss about this. Some
individuals and events made people think that some Buddhists did
not agree with the viewpoint of the Vietnamese communists, but in
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fact, in the condition of the separation of the country, the cold war
between the communism and the capitalism, many other religious
people had their different viewpoints also.
The road to the unification of Vietnamese Buddhism was not flat
and without any ups and downs. Each sect or each ethnic group with
its own regulations and practices had long to reach an agreement
on the common practices. A typical example was the unification in
1951. We could see that the will to willingly and consciously unify to
a single Buddhist organization from the six contemporary Buddhist
sects did not need any more discussion. However, if we look at it
more closely, the unification was only within the Việt Buddhist sects
only, excluding the existence of Theravada of the Viet and of Khmer
ethnic (founded by the Great Master Hộ Tông and the retired
scholar Nguyễn Văn Hiểu), Chinese Buddhism, Khất Sĩ (Medicant)
Buddhism founded by the monk Minh Đăng Quang in 1940. For
the Chinese Vietnameses, it was understandable that the difference
and self-containedness of their communities regarding origin made
them separated from others. In the documents we have about the
unification in 1951, it was quite obvious that the Khmer Buddhism
was not intently brought together with Vietnamese Buddhism.
However, the trend to use Pali prayer books had been increased in
combination with Sanskrit and Chinese prayer books for references
in order to find correct explanation of Buddhist enlightenment. On
the other hand, there appeared books and documents to promote
Buddhism in Western samples. We even had use Vietnamese to
interpret Tripitaka, but traces of the Chinese system have still
engraved deeply in Vietnamese Buddhist publications. Does it
mean that the trend to reuse the Buddhist Southern school’s prayerbook did not originate from Buddhist Northern school among the
Việt but was influenced by the Western way in Buddhist studies? It
is possible to come to the right answer for the question if we study
this issue further more. However, looking from phenomenological
perspective, thanks to materials we have obtained about Buddhism
during that time in all the three regions, there was not really any
linkage between Vietnamese Buddhism and Khmerian Buddhism.
However, we can see one or two exceptions among the Vietnamese:
a small part follow Theravada of the Khmer, while or another group
applied the original explanations of Buddhism like Theravada of
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the Viet or Khất Sĩ Buddhism by Minh Đăng Quang to practice
and promote their faiths but the point is they cannot break with
Mahayana tradition only because of the fact that they could not
take the Khmer to be the subject of faith propaganda.
The above-mentioned differences among different Buddhist
sects in Vietnam only came together gradually during the
resistance wars against foreign invasion. Not until six years later
after the unification of the country in 1975 had the comprehensive
unification of different Buddhist sects which were then classified by
the Vietnamese Buddhist Sangha, namely Theravada, Mahayana,
and Khất Sĩ Buddhism (Mendicant Monk).
However, the unification of Buddhism as a nation-wide
organization has caused many internal issues that any organizations
when first unified have to face. Personally thinking, we must
consider issues arose because of the unification its self in the new
situation of the country, and carry out necessary reform.
The second point is that the unification of the Vietnamese
Buddhism in 1981 was firmly based on the Buddhist Dharma.
However, one question would be raised was that why the
unification had to base on the Buddhist Dharma but on different
groups? The question itself partly embraces the answer.
We have already known that during over 2,500 years, Buddhism
has existed in “differences”, resulting in the breakage with Buddhist
tradition when it came out of a country - the old India - where
debates about commandment and tensed discussions about
Buddhist explanations had led to significant dissociation of the
Sangha. The only explanation for not seeing it is non-historical
viewpoint. However, historically, anyone who made use “the
differences” as reasons to explain for his own Buddhist theory is
also opportunistic and non-historical. Such differences could not
prevent the convergence of Buddhism since 1950 internationally.
However, in spite of the differences and convergence, people can
see that Buddhist dhama is basically unique despite of the fact that
it could be changed so significantly by each Buddhist school that
some non-Buddhist people may think that is the main characteristic
of Buddhism.
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Reality of history of the 20th century helped the human beings
realize a fundamental issue, that basic human right should be
respected despite the varieties of politic and social conditions. Every
politic conspiracies had evidently broken up and were replaced by
human rights at universal level. Buddhism has contributed greatly
to the unification by its Dharma. The dogmas embrace a clause
that encourages people to consciously liberate themselves from
temptation and erroneousness in term of awareness of their own
life and of their fellow-creature. This could be done not by physical
power but by individual’s adjustment to overcome rigid customs,
faith, and material worships. Obviously, this should be done by a
“non-violent” method, without relying on external factors but by
one’s own efforts only.
Understanding it that way, separation and conscious isolation are
only the issues of outer world and in the formal manner. Buddhism
aims at human beings to help them to liberate themselves, and
it does not tie anyone to any regulations or rules when he or she
wants to completely realize that goal. According to the Buddhist
dogmas, human beings’ ultimate goal is to self-liberate. There would
be a question that all religions aim human beings, why does only
Buddhism have the ability to do this? Buddhism does not discuss
the beginning or the end of every process but encourages people
to think of changes in each second of any process. Buddhism
encourages people think deeply into themselves and understand
that they can only get to the internality not in any other worlds but
in this very world. Thus, it requires followers not to lean against and
hold on to external factors to explain for their behavior and endure
the situation. In another way, it encourages a high sense of selfawareness of each individual, making them responsible for their
own actions and not blamed for any external reasons.
Thus, Buddhist Dharma suits every living situation, individual,
and any social classes. It encourages followers to the highest level to
lead a positive and optimistic life as long as they follow exactly what
they are self-aware and guide others to follow them. Buddhism
encourages real actions rather than thinking and discussing. Thus, it
should not be concluded that it can not improve living conditions.
In fact, it helps improve human sins in very details. There are much
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more to discuss about Buddhism, a over 2,500 year-old religion,
but within this article, it is limited in discussing about its flexibility
of the religion to every single human being in every nation, thus
helps people to get together rather than separate them.
The unification of Vietnamese Buddhism has some aspects
that integrated deeply, but still implies many differences due to the
various traditions that, therefore, could contain certain risks. This
is inevitable during its long history. Having understood the issue
but having not done anything to mitigate the differences is a very
negative option. The more important meaning of understanding
the issue is to practice the issue so as to achieve a better one. The
effort and achievement of many Buddhist generations perhaps lay
in the practice of Buddhist Dharma in all changes of the world,
living environment, during the rapid development of the material
world at the present, and possibly in the future.
BUDDHIST UNIFICATION IS BASED ON “SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT”

The unification process of the Vietnamese Buddhism is not a
single phenomenon in the current era. It happens in the context
of globalization which is an effort that every country tries to do in
order to improve living standards of its people. According to many
analysts, the trend could not be reversed despite the differences
among religions and cultures, starting points of a national
establishment, or politic trend of a country. People recognize more
and more its active role in developing a better world. But one existed
issue that globalization cannot do well is the firm foundation of
human equality, even though the awareness of the inequality has
shown that it was the cause of many disputes. Equality seems to
be a dream rather than lively reality, a scenario to which people are
looking forward.
There are mainly two attitudes towards the issue of inequality.
Firstly, the inactive attitude which waits for external granted,
and secondly, the active attitude that fight for equality in every
condition. Buddhism is among the second attitude. This religion
shows that the liberation of each individual, as mentioned above,
is the quickest way to gain equality. Sakyamuni encourages people
to liberate themselves by a saying “I have been a Buddha already,
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human beings are Buddha-to-be”. However, the self liberation is not
associated with the nihilism and anarchism but with conditions:
liberate (escape) one’s self and liberate (escape) others (in broader
manner, liberate all living creature). The liberation should be done
under the light of “harmonization” (Principle of six harmonies)
and of “abstinence” (in this context, “abstinence” means not only
regulation, but also boundaries that people should overcome to
achieve liberation).
In such a condition, although Buddhism is considered the
same to many other religions, its solution to the concerning issue
is different in terms of principle and subject. Buddhist principles
are non-violent and can adapt to any situation. This sometimes
made people to think that it is an opportunistic and trendy attitude.
However, this does not mean anything because Buddhism is not a
political ideology. It does not plan to aim at managing any country
but aiming at each individual with their own shortcomings and
imperfections. It gathers each individual’s self-improvement to
reach to a collection of self-liberated people. It aims at the inner self
to manage instead of the outer self.
In terms of this matter, Buddhism provides bases for scholars
around the world to address one of human characteristics as
“religion” or “religiosity” which are their specialty and in the
condition that they are aware of their subjective role in looking
for a common place of living instead of being separated. Religion,
under its fixed form, is not a sole solution to save human beings
from sins and imperfection. In spite of its characteristic as a “faith”,
each religion with its existing form as a collection of human beings
still could not exceed its weaknesses that every organization
places before its members. It is easily vulnerable because of an
individual’s management, even though he or she is a practitioner.
Therefore, it is necessary to recognize religion as “religion” and
“religiosity” to understand that human beings need to observer
themselves from inside out instead of being regulated by external
organizations despite of the fact that any legal system always wants
the justification and voluntary obey by each member of a society or
organization. Distinguishing right from wrong in this world is fairly
relative, especially in the moments when a standard is considered
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to have a stable role for judgment. In another way, individual and
society are relatively not agreeable in their relationship. The society
always wants to take the private part of individuals away and pose
responsibilities for them while individuals always want to go into
the opposite direction: to mitigate the society’s indifferent rigidity
to satisfy their own needs. Whenever responsibilities are not built
on self-awareness, it tends to be easily ignored, resulting in personal
rebellion and stalemate thus individual nihilism seems not to be
impossible. Consequently, conflict between individual and society
is not easily avoidable.
Buddhism has become an effective solution when it doesn’t
pose the conflict between individual and society as a focal point
of the distinguishment. It, however, starts with the inner liberation
to harmonize among individuals, and between individual and
society based on the non-violent solution. Only when two forms of
existence of the self and the society within a person are unified into
one, individual and society would be interrelated within the constant
changes of the world and see no more conflict. Buddhist Dharma
aims at finding meanings of life right in the reality. Thus Buddhism
is not a conservative religion that nostalgically concentrates on the
past, nor “interferes’ to the present, but engages in real life. That
is when Buddhism steps out of theory to become a non-formula
religion which is then known as “folk Buddhism”. Therefore,
Buddhism was unified basing on “entering life” instead of escaping
from it. But in order to engage with the society, Buddhism should
rely on Buddhist Dharma, should be updated to fit development of
the society, and needs to overcome its shortcomings by organizing
its self into a sangha. If Buddhism cannot do this, everything should
be delusion.
Regarding Buddhism in Vietnamese society for the last century,
how far are the above-mentioned issues present? It is necessary
to mention to the Buddhist revival through in the condition of
unsettled war, poverty, separation, and discrimination. Thus,
although Buddhism declares itself to be unified, the unification
process has not actually been completed.
In other words, what Buddhism has been aware of has not been
done properly. All what I have analyzed above about “engaged
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Buddhism” had gradually applied but unfortunately did not last
long. From 1975 to the end of the 20th century, in a peaceful context,
Vietnamese Buddhism has more concentrated in its inner affairs
instead of opening to the outer world. However, we believe that the
stable development of Vietnam creates good environment for the
development of Buddhism. Buddhism can fit in any environment,
but I believe that the more being in a developed social condition,
the more Buddhism has chances to develop.
It is only a personal thinking of the unification of Buddhism
in Vietnam in 1981. I believe that there are more to talk about it
from various standpoints. Personally, I have expressed my idea of
the unification with the only purpose of objectively understanding
more about the development of Buddhism in relation with the
development process of Vietnam.

***
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VIETNAMESE BUDDHISM:
LITERARY, CULTURAL AND SOCIAL APPROACHES
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THE TWO BUDDHIST LITERARY
TENDENCIES OF VIETNAM’S MIDDLE AGES*
by Tran Thi Bang Thanh

Is there a literary current of Buddhist inspiration specifically
Vietnamese? What are the criteria to differentiate them from the
other currents? There has not been unanimity of views on this
question among Vietnamese researchers although they agreed that
a section of Vietnamese literature, particularly under the Ly and
Tran (Xth - XIVth century), has a distinctly Buddhist imprint.
We can detect in this section two tendencies: on the one hand
words of theological inspiration which directly deal with question
of dogma, philosophy, religious practice, and on the other, works
whose most profound concepts and dogmas are expressed in the
form of suggestions, personal impressions or poetic meditations.
Intended for different audiences, these two tendencies are
distinguished by their contents, their style, their artistic canons and
even the periods of their blossoming.
The first tendency made its appearance and blossomed quite
early, from the XIth to XIIIth century, under the Ly (XIth - XIIIth
century). The authors expressed their doctrinal viewpoints by
discussing mostly the concept of the universe. Let’s mention the
couples of antianemic concepts - being and nothingness, perceptible
and non-perceptible, real and illusion, of relations between Buddha
and living beings, Buddha and oneself, man and his origin, the

*. Originally published in Vietnamese Studies, No 2 - 1992, Hanoi, Vietnam. Reprinted
with permission from www.quangduc.com.
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inevitable cycle of birth, illness, old age and death. These works
initiate the faithful to the truth conducive to Enlightenment. They
can also express the faith and joy of an enlightened person. Refusion
lyrical impressions, their authors use a concise style and metaphors
intended for the intellect but helping to transcend the established
concepts in order to open to the cite the immanent reality and
attain Enlightenment. We can cite on this score two goths (Ke) as
examples. The goethe of Queen Y Lan about the perceptible - nonperceptible dogma reads:”When one is no longer concerned with
these sac khong.
One becomes one with the being in oneself.”King Tran Nhan
Tong, First Patriarch of the Thien Sect (Zen) of Truc Lam, shows
the vanity of those who take for real the being and non-being:
“The concepts “being and non-being”
Make man unhappy
If one succeeds in cutting their ties
“Being” and “non-being” are one and the same.”
***
Following the Ly - Tran period (XIth - XIVth century) the
Buddhist literature reached its apogee and began to decline in the
XVth century. The literary scene was dominated by the Confucian
ideal for three hundred years. But in the XVIIth century, the latter had
again try to integrate with Buddhism and Taoism. The proponents
of the Tam Giao Dong Nguyen (the three religions having the
same origin) reproach the shortsighted Confucians for nurturing
separatist tendencies and all those, who while styling themselves
champions of one of the three doctrines, seek to discredit the two
others by using quibblings. However, in those days, there were few
works dealing more or less directly with Buddhist theology. The
most remarkable are written by the scholars of the Ngo family: Ngo
Thi Si discussed the three religions, Ngo Thi Nhiem commented on
Vien Giac (Perfect Enlightenment) in his Dai Chan vien giac thanh).
According to Nguyen Lang, this treatise is an “original synthesis of
Confucianism and Buddhism”. There Ngo Thi Nhiem has crossed
the separatist barrier of despise to arrive at the awareness that “life
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is important and that the tue giac (Buddhist sense of awareness) is
part of life. In fact, the exposes take the form of Thien - questions
- and - answers, each chapter assuming a form of its own niem
(reminiscent), sati in Sanskrit, tung (recital), ke (summarized
poem) (goethe in Sanskrit).The Truc lam tong chi nguyen thanh
can be considered the mots profound Buddhist philosophic treatise
of Vietnam’s Middle Ages.
***
The second Buddhist literary tendency began very early. The
most ancient author known as far is Doan Van Kham under the Ly
dynasty. Unlike some other authors of the same epoch (Ly Ngoc
Kieu, Van Tri Bat, Nguyen Tuan) who accepted the natural cycle of
“birth, old age, illness and death” with a serene resignation, Doan
Van Kham feels a gap between the intellectual perception of this
dogma and the suffering caused by death. After the death of his
two friends, the bonzes Quang Tri and Chan Khong, the pagoda
appears deserted to him:”The courtyard flooded with moonlight,
birds in distress.
The stupas no longer bears letters, the graves are indifferent.”He
invokes the dogma “perceptible - non-perceptible” to find some
solace:”Don’t mourn any more the departure of your companions
of faith.
The mounts and waters in front of the pagoda are real images.”
King Tran Thai Tong, too, steeps in this theme. His two treatises
Pho thuyet sac than (…) and Pho thuyet tu son (…) deserts on
man in his capacity as object of observation in the mass of Chung
(comprising living beings and roving souls). To help the faithful to
engage in the path of Enlightenment, he analyses the illusions of
which the human being is victim, the apparent body, the horrible
putrefaction’s during it decomposition, the nothingness of all life.
“A bag of pus and blood”, “fetid skin”, “fecal matter” a “skull as naked
as a pus basin”, “a puppet”, such is the human being. In spite of all its
ugliness, the author speaks with great compassion of the cemetery
where mortals lie: “The grave is abandoned in the desert mountains
then thousand miles away. The rosy face crowned with the blue hair
of yester-years becomes green ash mixed with white bones. The rain
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of tears water the Earth under lugubrious clouds. The wind of grief
passes, Moonlight becomes less bright, night wears on, troubled by
the weeping and laments of demons and mournful plaints of the
spirits. With the passage of the years, the graves are destroyed and
trampled by buffaloes and horses. Fireflies cast their dismal light
on green grasses, the crickets emit intermittent plaints under the
branches of populars in cemeteries. The commemorative stelac half
covered with moss and lichen make room for path formed under the
steps of herdsmen and woodcutters. It does not matter whether in
their life time they were eminent men of letters of beauties capable
of causing the fall of citadels, none can follow another road.”The
aim of Tran Thai Tong is to preach the severity of the soul by
demonstrating the vanity of Life. But in doing so he cannot repress
his feelings of pity for human suffering caused by birth, illness, old
age and death. Life on earth is truly exile:
“Man is an eternal victor who travels in the world of dust,
Each day takes him tens of thousands of miles farther from his
native country.”But neither does death bring peace:
“Provisionally, there is no dust at the skyline
The moon spreads its light on the immense river, the night
wears on.”This note of anguish about the destiny of the individual
which is voiced against the author’s will, marks Tran Thai Tong
out of the Thien (Zen) poets of his time. He is the precursor of a
new inspiration which was to take shape definitively in the XVIIth
century.
***
Historians of literature consider the period from the XVIIth to
XIXth century to be one marked with a profound humanism. One
reason for this phenomenon might be found in the Buddhist thought
with its conceptions of the world and life. All the great authors of
that time espoused this tendency. Many popular love novels (Phan
Tran, The West Pavilion, Tu Thuc…) make the pagoda the site of
their stories. In other works, the pain of being a human being is felt
through the Buddhist concept so being and nothingness, karma,
psyche…Let’s mention in this regard two great typical poets:
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Nguyen Gia Thieu and Nguyen Du. In his Plaints of an Odalisque
(Cung Oan Ngam Khuc), Nguyen Gia Thieu stresses the idea that
man is only a top turning at the will of the Creator:
“The top obeys the movement decided by Heaven,
The human being gambols like a vague silhouette walking in the
night.”Life with all its brilliant cortege of riches and honors is only:
“Flotsam in a sea of suffering, a water lentil floating on the river
of illusion
A boat of illusion rolling on a torrent.”That is a predestined
suffering:
“No wonder that right at one’s birth
Already one open’s one’s mouth to cry.
From infancy till the age of white hair
How many times one feels the anguish of birth and death!”
Nguyen Gia Thieu does not conceive death as a return to the eternal
in the Buddhist sense as Tran Thai Tong and Doan Van Kham did.
He feels an immense void:
“What remains of one hundred years of a human life?
A small mound covered with grass…” The Buddhist concept
“being - non-being” of Nguyen Gia Thieu is tainted with
Confucianism and Taoism, perceived through the experiences
of his own life with is successes and failures. Far from attaining
philosophical indifference, the artists in him in sensible to the
suffering and smallness of man. He understands the evidence of
human desires. Buddhism is against anger, but he accepts the revolt
of the Odalisque who “wanted to break by kicking the door of the
Gynaeeeum with walls plastered with pepper pods”. Adopting for
himself the name of an adept of Thien (Nhu Y Thien) Nguyen Gia
Thieu basically was not a real monk until this end of his life.
The same is true with the greatest poet of Vietnam, Nguyen Du.
The latter has read the sutra of Diamond (…) a thousand times and
adopted the don ngo (?). Nevertheless, he has never steeped his
works in the Buddhist doctrine. His famous “Appeal to the roving
Souls” (Van te thap loai chung sinh) sends with these verses:”To all
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the Misericord of Buddha shall being salvation.
Don’t be afraid of the malefices of the being and nothingness.”All
this funeral oration speaks only of the one thousand and one
sufferings of the human beings. The horde of roving souls who
listen to the sermon of Buddha content themselves with begging
for some compassion. None is stirred by this ardor of the faithful
as under the Ly and Tran, or of the members of the Truc Lam club
who question the preacher about any points in the doctrine on
which they do not agree.
Even in the heroine Kieu, with such an intelligence, could not
find salvation in the pagoda after acquainting herself with the
secrets of Karma and the Buddhist psyche. Rather, she takes refuge
in the pagoda to forge the despairs and bitterness of life:
“But I have confided my life to this temple lost in the clouds,
I shall live only with trees and flowers
Salt and vegetables, I am made for the tastes of a contemplative life,
In my heart the fire of passion has died out
Why should I plunge again in the world of dust?
Why should I leave things half done? I have given myself to
religion. I’ll stay in it till the end.” Of course, one could not ask a
heroine governed by the logic of the novel to be an “enlightened”.
However, Nguyen Du, the author, himself a Confucian who is also
stepped in the Buddhist doctrine, is still worried by the hazards of
this world:”I don’t know three hundred years from now
Who will still remember To Nhu?
(Doc Tieu Thanh Ky). In the XVIIIth century, only one literary
work, the Popular Tale of the Goddess Quan Am Thi Kinh, seems
to have dealt with Buddhism as a doctrine of salvation, not as a
refuge against human despairs and deceptions:
“In the world of permanence, how miraculous the doctrine of
Buddha is!
May filial piety remain in one’s heart and humanity be our only
concern,
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With filial piety, one saves one’s parents
With humanity one frees oneself from the cycle of
transmigration.” In spite of its unconcealed religious intentions
the story is more explicit in sympathizing with the suffering of the
human being, more particularly of woman. Thi Kinh, the heroine
of the story, is married to a student. One evening, as her husband
dozes off, she takes a knife with intent to cut her hair that grows
the wrong way. The man, waking with a start, believes that his wife
wants to kill him. Repudiated by her husband, Thi Kinh disguises
herself as a man and enters religious life in a pagoda. Thi Mau, a
light-of-love, falls in love with the woman in disguise who naturally
refuses her courtship. Out of vengeance she sleeps with a man
servant, gives birth to a child who she said is fathered by Thi Kinh.
Unable to defend herself from this set-up charge, Thi Kinh suffers
all the unjust flaying by public opinion. However, the object of her
asceticism is aimed at fulfilling her social obligations rather than
achieving the Buddhist emancipation of the being. Thus, she does
not commit suicide to protest against injustice but chooses to pray
to Buddha for the peace of her will. She accepts to bring up the child
against her will. The happy end of the story is quite conventional:
Thi Kinh is made a Quan Am goddess at her death, her husband is
transformed into a fortune-telling parrot and her parents enter into
Nirvana with her.
Generally speaking our authors in the XVIIth century are more
inclined to meditate on the destiny of individuals, especially
talented and virtuous individuals whom society generally dislikes.
Their Buddhist inspiration belongs to the second tendency, it is
manifested not through treatises or of life with its multiple mishaps
and sufferings. Thus, on the whole, the philosophical side of the
works withstand the test of time and live among the popular masses.

***
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PANTHEISTIC CHARACTERISTIC
IN MAHAYANA BUDDHISM
IN THE SOUTH OF VIETNAM*
by Tran Hong Lien**

ABSTRACT

The paper provides a comparison among three most notable
Buddhist schools in Vietnam, namely the Northern school, the Southern
school, and Khất sĩ school. Interestingly, the Southern region of Vietnam
is a more suitable place for establishment and development of all three
schools in comparison with the Northern and Middle regions. Deep
research on pantheon at pagodas and Buddhist temples, especially
in Southern region, and on its resident’s religious feeling reveals that
Buddhism here, thanks to deep integration with indigenous beliefs, has
formed its own specific characteristics.
For over two thousand years, Buddhism has always manifested
its vitality since it came to Vietnam. The harmonization and
integration of Buddhism into the national culture are so thorough
and stable to an extent that many scientists compare it as water
within milk, blood within flesh, or water absorbed into land, etc.
After a prolonged period of entering and developing, along with
the unification, Buddhism in Vietnam has gained its own specific
characteristics. These characteristics were defined and formed
during its development in specific regions and strengthened by
the geographic and politic characteristics of each region and socio*. Originally published in Religious Studies Review 2 (2), 2008, pp. 27-34.
**. Dr., Vietnamese Academy of Social Sciences in the South.
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economic conditions of local communities. In the Southern region,
besides common features, Buddhism has its own characteristics
and varies complicatedly with many religious sects. In this new
land, Buddhism had many advantages to develop into three schools,
namely Mahayana, Hinayana, and mendicant monks1.
The Northern School (also called Mahayana)2 is a popular
school in the Southern region for many centuries. The Southern
school (known as Hinayana) did not appeared in this region until
1938. It was introduced to Vietnam from Cambodia by Hộ Tông
and named primitive Buddhism of Vietnam (Theravada). The Khất
sĩ school (Mendicant monk) is a school which exists only in the
Southern region with its own directions. This school, founded by
Minh Đăng Quang during 1943-1944, seeks to combine Mahayana
and Hinayana.
1. Regarding the areas of development of those three schools,
Southern region was a more suitable place for establishment and
development than the Northern and Middle regions. Among the
three schools, Mahayana is more open, creative, and dynamic. In
terms of thinking about dogmas, rituals, and practices, Mahayana
has more clearly shown a nature of flexibility, a high sense of
adaptability3. During its own development of over 2,000 years,
Vietnamese Buddhism, mainly the Mahayana, has achieved greatly
in establishing and developing its own characteristics and nature,
which represents significantly through sanctuaries and its pantheist
along with a range of round Bodhisattva statues worshipped at the
same time with Sakymuni and Adida Buddha.
Many thorough studies of Vietnamese Buddhism and
Buddhismm in the Southern region4 found evidences of traditional
folks in Buddhism and indicated that they are important factors
1. Refer to Buddhism in the Vietnamese community in the Southern region, Social Science
Publishing house 1995; Buddhism of the Southern region from the 17th century to 1975, Hồ Chí
Minh City Publishing House, 1996, both written by Trần Hồng Liên.
2. Some people thought Mahayana is Northern school or Bắc Truyền (Great Vehicle),
and Hinayana is Southern school or Nam Truyền (Theravada). In fact, there is not always such
a distinction.
3. Should fit in each situation, region, and period of time.
4. Refer to Vũ Ngọc Khánh. Take Buddshim to heart. Buddhas birthday writings, 2592, 1985.
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which contributed to the representation of Vietnamese Buddhism’s
characteristics.
2. Searching for the origin and reason resulting in the pantheistic
characteristics in Mahayana in Vietnam is a necessity in identifying
Vietnamese Buddhism’s characteristics. While searching for
the origin of pagoda in Vietnam, some scholars stated that “It is
possible that the very first pagodas in Vietnam used to be temples
worshipping traditional and folk gods or geniuses then Buddhist
shrines were added in. People might not have put statues of Tứ
Pháp (Four Dharmas) into the Buddhist temples but placed
Buddha statues into temples worshiping Four Dharmas. This means
temples to worship those agricultural goddesses had existed long
before that then people turned them into female Buddha’s”5. Along
with the idea that Buddhism was turn into folk and popularized
via its integration into indigenous folk beliefs, one author figured
out two key characteristics of Vietnamese Buddhism: folkness and
consistency6. In the Southern region only, when screening and
surveying many ancient Buddhist temples, it is clearly that their
formation always associated with folk tales and traditional beliefs. For
example, Buddhist temples were mostly built on available shrines or
joss-houses; after building a pagoda, people often set up two small josshouses beside it to worship the local earth god and Five- basic- element
Goddesses (or Lady of Realm, Lady Cửu Thiên Huyền Nữ; or the Lady
of Water, Lady of Fire, etc.)7
Thus, based on primitive adaptability, when this religion
entered a region or a country, it quickly accommodated with
indigenous customs and traditions… Adaptability can be seen via
the appearance of many indigenous gods on the Buddhist altar.
Dharma Protectors are the god who promoted doing the good;
the god who punished anyone doing the bad, all acting as
5. Hà Văn Tấn, Nguyễn Văn Kự, Phạm Ngọc Long. Vietnamese Buddhist temples, the Social
Sciences Publishing House, Hanoi 1993, p. 27.
6. Refer to Nguyễn Duy Hinh. Discussing about two characteristics of Vietnamese Buddhism,
in Regarding religions and belief in Vietnam at the present, the Social Sciences Publishing House,
Hanoi 1996.
7. Trần Hồng Liên. Buddhism in the Vietnamese community in the Southern region (from the
17th century to 1975), Ibid.
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protectors for the Buddhist temples.
Buddhism with the spirit of mercifulness and saving from
misfortune and danger had clearly promoted the role and decency
of Bodhisattva in Mahayana. While in pagodas of the Northern
school, Bodhisattva and indigenous gods are worshipped, we can
see only Sakyamuni worshipped in Hinayana pagoda. The symbol
of mercifulness among Bodhisattvas is the Goddess of Mercy.
People worshiped and respected Her as the Mother of people,
and called her Lady Buddha. The polytheistic characteristic of
the Vietnamese belief, along with the emphasis on the feminity
results in the worshiping of Mother Goddess that is very popular
in all three regions of the country. One author commented on this
fact that “simultaneous dependence on the nature, in the field of
thoughts, results in the collective way of thinking; in the field of
religion that is the polytheism. The feminity in agriculture, in the
field of social relationship, results in a lifestyle which gives more
favour to sentiment, and women are respected; in the field of
religion that is the worship of goddesses. Because the Vietnamese
are more directed to prosperity, their goddesses are not the young
and beautiful girls but mothers and old ladies”8.
3. Polytheistic belief, in which there are many female goddesses,
can be popularly found in pagodas in the Southern region, especially
ancient Buddhist temples that belong to Mahayana.
Some human gods appeared in Vietnamese Buddhist temples
in Southern region such as Hùng King (Bình Đông temple, Bình
Dương province); Hai Bà Trưng (Niệm Phật court, Hưng An road,
Hồ Chí Minh city); Trần Hưng Đạo (Bửu Phong temple, Đồng Nai
province); Nguyễn Trung Trực (Sùng Đức temple, Hồ Chí Minh City).
Apart from human gods who are human or legendaries, there
are still many gods from Heaven such as Lady Cửu Thiên Huyền
Nữ worshipped in Thiên Phước Buddhist temple (Vĩnh Long
province); Bửu Lâm temple (Tiền Giang province), etc. Many
Buddhist temples have evidences of worshipping kings who
were considered sons of the Heavenly God (Thiên Tử) which is
8. Trần Ngọc Thêm. The foundation of Vietnamese culture, Hồ Chí Minh City University,
1995, p. 194.
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a common practice in ancient Buddhist temples in the Northern
region.
Thành Hoàng Bổn Cảnh (Bổn Cảnh tutelary god), who is originally
worshipped in communal house in the village, has also been found in a
Buddhist temple (Giác Vương pagoda, Hóc Môn, Hồ Chí Minh city).
Thần Bổn Mạng (Individual Protector God) has his shrine in the
front module of Long Bàn temple (Bà Rịa – Vũng Tàu); Châu Viên
temple (An Giang), etc.
In mountainous areas, traces of worship four mountain deities
(Tứ vị sơn thần) have been found in Phước Lâm temple (Tây Ninh
township); Linh Sơn Tiên Thạch Tự temple (Bà Đen mountain,
Tây Ninh); etc.
Since deeply influenced by folk customs, traditions, and belief,
Mahayana temples have adopted to annually worship votive tablets of
gods who can mobile the ghost soldiers.
Especially, in ancient Buddhist temples in the Southern region,
there are two small altars, of which one is placed in front of the
temple (the room to go to the front altar) worshipping ten types
of forsake spirit; and the other is Xuất Sanh altar (in the back of the
temple). The altar of ten types of forsake spirit uses to worship forsake
spirits, injustice deaths, ghost soldiers, and soldiers died in wars.
Apart from the deities and gods mentioned above, in Buddhist
temples, there are Long Vương (Sea God) shrine placed separately
or together with ten Diêm Vương (the Deaths), called otherwise the
ten great halls, representing ten kings who controlled and managed
the hell.
The process of residential integration among different ethnic
groups such as the Chinese, the Khmer in the Southern region
resulted in the religious integration within the temple. Quan Thánh,
Thiên Hậu statues (Trường Thạnh temple, Phật Ấn, Hồ Chí Minh
City); Thiên Phụ, Địa Mẫu shrine which was commonly worshipped
in the Chinese joss-houses are found in Bửu Phong temple (Đồng
Nai), etc. Neak Tà joss-houses of the Khmer are also found in Linh
Quang temple (Vĩnh Long), Linh Sơn (Long An), Phụng Sơn
(District No. 11, Hồ Chí Minh City), etc. Vishnu, a Brahman genie,
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is found in Phước Lâm temple (Bà Rịa – Vũng Tàu), Bửu Sơn, Bửu
Thành, Phước Hội (Đồng Nai), etc.
Evidence of Taoism is also left in genies’ shrines in Buddhist
temples via the image of Bắc Đế (Trường Thạnh temple, Hồ Chí
Minh City) or the statue set of Ngọc Hoàng (Jade Emperor), Nam Tào
(Southern star god), Bắc Đẩu (Northern star god) in almost all ancient
Buddhist temples, especially the votive tablets of Five Masters.
In the main court of Bửu Lâm temple (Tiền Giang), there is
an altar for worshipping Thần Nông (Agricultural God), Phục Hy,
Hùynh Đế (ancient Chinese emperors).
Especially in some Buddhist temples in Sóc Trăng, the pantheistic
characteristic of shrines is prominent. It is easily seen in Bửu Lâm
temple (Sóc Trăng township), apart from genies or gods who
clearly represent for the cultural integration of the Việt, ChineseVietnamese, and Khmer via the worship of Ông Hổ (Lord Tiger),
Ông Tà, Thiên Phụ (Heavenly Father), Địa Mẫu (Mother Earth),
etc., there are shrines for Phật Mẫu Diêu Trì (Mother Buddha),
Ngọc Hoàng Thượng Đế ( Jade Emperor), Trăm quan cựu thần (a
hundred mandarins and officials), Kim Tinh Thánh Mẫu (Heavenly
Mother Goddess), Thập Điện Diêm Vương (Ten Kings of the hell),
Quan Thánh Đế Quân, etc. In Phật Quang temple (Mỹ Tú district,
Sóc Trăng province), there are shines to worship Ông Tà, Năm Ông
(Five Masters), Bắc Đế (Northern king), Thần Tử Vi (Horoscope
God), Thần Vàng (Gold God), Thần Quang Địa (Bright Earth
God), Tam Hoàng (the Three Emperors), Bạch Hầu (the White
Monkey), Cửu Vị tinh quân (Nine Bright stars), Thổ Thần (Earth
God), Năm Bà Ngũ Hành (Five Ladies of basic elements), Bà Chúa
xứ (Lady of Realm), Cửu Thiên Huyền Nữ, Chúa Tiên, Tỳ Lam,
Các Cô, etc.
In Hải Phước An Tự, an ancient Buddhist temple in the multiethnic minority area of Vĩnh Hai commune, Vĩnh Châu district,
Sóc Trăng, people also worship Lady Mã Châu, Tiên Đồng, Ngọc
Nữ, Thiên Lý Nhãn, Thuận Phong Nhĩ, Bắc Đế, Quan Thánh Đế
Quân (all gods from Taoist pantheon) along with an altar for Ông
Hổ (Lord Tiger).
4. In the middle of the 19th century, in the Mekong River Delta,
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Buddhism was even adapted to fit the level of education and
awareness of the majority of the local people. We can see this via
the religiou4.s sect of Bửu Sơn Kỳ Hương, then Tứ Ân Hiếu Nghĩa,
Hòa Hảo Buddhism, etc. This adaptation had brought to Buddhism
in the Southern region a new face of creativeness and freshness.
Based on the adaptable spirit, Buddhism here had its deeper sense
of locality and nationality.
5. As mentioned above, types of worshiping gods in Mahayana
pagoda are very various and rich. The pantheistic characteristic of
Mahayana has deeply shown many human and social meanings. For
many Vietnamese people, the religious feelings of pantheism has
shown via various forms of worshipping and worshipped gods, etc.
First of all, the variety and richness in the shrines in pagodas
shows the tolerance of the Vietnamese. They have personified
natural forces humanly and sacredly, i.e. Lady of Iron, Lady of
Water, Lady of Wood, Lady of Fire, and Lady of Earth based on
the will of conquering the nature and at the same time integrating
with it. The desire for “good rain and wind, peaceful nation, and
wealthy people”, good crops, etc. is always wanted by wet-rice
people, resulting in the worship of Thần Nông (Agricultural God),
Sơn Hà Xã Tắc, Tứ Đại Thần Châu, etc. along with supermen such
as Buddha, Goddess of Mercy, Phục Hy, Huỳnh Đế, Quan Thánh,
Thiên Hậu and many other gods and saints.
The pantheistic feeling of the Vietnamese also had thorough
good-oriented mentality. That is why Lý Thị Thiên Hương (otherwise
called Nàng Đênh - Miss Đênh) is respected and honoured. The
legend of her death to protect personal dignity is a lesson of dignity
for women. Also, it was not by chance that Thiên Hậu (Queen of
Heaven) was integrated into Buddhist temples and in Chinese
– Vietnamese’s temples. Her dutifulness and submissiveness to
people is the sample for later generations to follow.
The inclination to the good in Buddhist temples in the Southern
region could also be seen clearly through two statues of two genies,
i.e. Thiện Hữu Thiện Báo and Thiện Hữu Ác Báo, called otherwise
God who promotes doing the good and God who punishes anyone
doing the bad. The good, the beauty are the goals for everyone to
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reach for. That explained to the deification of many real human
beings such as Lady Đen, Lady of Realm and Lady Thiên Hậu. Three
of them all were honoured as Mother Goddesses like Madame
Man Nương who has become Goddess of Mercy since nearly two
millenniums.
The tolerance which integrated into Buddhist shires many gods
and spirits has shown that the pantheism of the Vietnamese is full
of creation, dynamic, reality, especially seen in the new land. People
who come to temples and pagodas to worship Buddha and genies
do not pray to soon become Buddha or Immortals, they pray for
what are necessary for daily life such as good crops, advantageous
trading, avoiding the bad, being happy and prosperous. Thus, the
pantheism in Mahayana temples shows a high reality that cannot
be seen in Hinayana.
The practical thought of Mahayana results in the engagement
into the earthly world by many monks of different generations.
Buddhist temples in the Southern region, especially in Hồ Chí
Minh City which once acted as bases for revolutionary force made
the biggest number throughout the country. The patriotic tradition
nested through thousand of thousand years, along with the spirit
of engaged Buddhism explained the fact that during the invasion of
enemies, many monks had “took off robes to wear soldiers’ uniform”.
Temples such as Giác Lâm, Thiên Tôn, Đức Lâm, Long An, Trương
Thạnh, Phật Ấn, Long Thạnh (Sài Gòn) or Hội Linh (Cần Thơ), Sắc
Tứ Tam Bảo (Rạch Giá, Kiên Giang), Bửu Long (Tiền Giang), etc.
had become the places to hide propaganda leaflets, to hold secret
meetings, to secretly nest many revolutionary activists.
The image of the young monk Thiện Chiếu with his active
contributions to the society and Buddhism, especially via Buddhist
revival movement, has shown the close combination between
religion and life. He has shown the fact that a monk is firstly a
citizen of a country who would love the country and the people.
His parallel sentences held in the front gate of Linh Sơn temple
during the Buddhist revival movement inspired many monks, and
showed the stereotype of the Vietnamese Buddhism, especially
in the Southern region: “Buddhism should be engaged with life, not
neglect it. Being merciful, one may have to sometimes kill some persons
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for the interest of the entire people.”
6. Pantheistic characteristic in the Mahayana, on the one hand,
has social and human contribution, on the other hand, is the source
for superstitious elements which may lead to misunderstanding
of Buddhist teachings such as praying for help and protection,
fortunetelling, etc. The images the Jade Emperor, Cửu Thiên Huyền
Nữ, etc. unexpectedly resulted in among many Buddhist followers a
tendency to worship the Jade Emperor who is supposed to rule the
universe. Meanwhile Buddha, Goddess of Mercy can only provide
guidance in life.
7. What is more, because of the spirit and promotion for
engaged Buddhism, Mahayana monks are encouraged to join
the real life. Whereas, they have more chances to be deteriorated
and degenerated than those follow Hinayana. Daily activities and
contacts with society of the Mahayana monks create a challenging
environment for themselves. Many monks could not overcome the
real challenges and infringed upon the dharma rules.
In conclusion, worshipping multi genies and gods in Mahayana
is a popular phenomenon in Vietnam, especially in the Southern
region. In certain circumstances, pantheistic characteristic has
brought social and human meanings, contributed significantly to
the Vietnamese Buddhism. It shows its most specific features in the
Southern region Vietnam where, regarding the geographic
and human conditions, the resident have experienced, and been
challenged by, various schools of thoughts.

***
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MUSIC AND MOVEMENT
IN VIETNAMESE BUDDHISM*
by Phong T. Nguyen

ABSTRACT

Buddhism is realized by a monastic community of meditators,
preachers, and chant-ers. Introduced to Vietnam in the second century
A.D., Buddhism evolved into these three elements only ten centuries
later. They coexist, each self-absorbed in its own ac-tivities. The chanting
school, called ung phu, practices liturgical ceremonies which in-clude a
complex system of rituals, chants, and dances. They are performed in
over two hundred ceremonies at temples or public places on numerous
occasions. This article will attempt to describe and analyze the process
of rituals, aspects of the Buddhist chanting dancing rules, and the
philosophical meaning of ceremonies.
***
The big bell is struck at 4:30 AM. The neighborhood of a Mekong
Delta town is awakened with a resounding chant:
This initial sounds of the Awakening Bell
And the Praising Poem are heard, far and wide,
To Nirvana and in Hell.
Lord of this Mundane World,
Who heals the suffering of all beings,
Hail the Bodhisattva Dia Tang, the Great Savior!
*. Originally published in The World of Music 44 (2), 2002, pp. 57-71. Reprinted with
permission from the author.
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The chant finishes at the last stroke of the third series of beats,
faster and softer, called hoi. A series of one hundred and eight beats
played slowly on the big bell then proceeds until the end of the
meditation session and the service. During the meditation, monks
sit in the toa thien lotus position on their beds, for thirty minutes,
until a signal is given by an accelerating series of strikes on the bang
(wooden plate).
There is then time for washing. A mantra is recited in silence
during this duty:
“Buddha said: ‘Water is source of life. We must thank water for
cleaning our body and mind.’”
It is essential that a monastic person shines through his respectful
behavior in life and during services. A combination of than (body),
khau (speech), and y (thought), all seeking to achieve perfection
called tinh , create what the well-defined Zen term means by “peace,”
“awareness of peace,” “calmness,” or “mindfulness.” Particularly,
his way of sitting and moving reflects a mindfulness in his daily
activity as well as religious performances (meditation and service).
Monkhood is reflected in this defi-nition of character. Training in
movement correlates with suppression of noise which signifies an
elimination of (musical) sounds which are not Buddhist. There are
man-tras {chu) to be “recited” in silence when the monks drink
water, sweep the floor, hear the sounds of the bell, work in the field,
and other occasions. Wherever they stay, they are mindful of their
movement.
The Vietnamese Buddhist morning service (cong phu) elucidates
a philosophy of monastic life. It embodies an entire training in
movement, voice, and instruments. Unlike in the Theravada
practice, this Mahayana monkhood is lifetime. Training in music
and mind conveys a complete set of ideas which aim at making a
monk a per-fect spiritual leader. He must be able to memorize and
perform chants, play musical instruments, and carry out behavioral
movements in all services and ceremonies and in their daily life.
It is my goal in this article to focus on the chanting tradition of
Mahayana Buddhism in Vietnam, as they gather at the altar of the
Patriarch Bo De Dat Ma (Sanskrit, Boddhi Dharma), bowing to
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each other for a greeting before going to the Hall of the Prayers to
the sounds of the Bat Nha (Sanskrit: prajna) large drum.
1. THE LITURGY

Buddhist temples in Vietnam aim at training monks in
meditation (toa thien), preach-ing (hoang phap), and chanting
(ung phu). However, regardless of the type of training in which a
temple may specialize, the monks are required to chant the sutras
and perform daily services. These training schools are considered
the mainstream to Ma-hayana which reached Vietnam from India by
the third century AD and “from the tenth century, [this] Buddhism
flourished among all classes of people” (Harvey 1990:159).
Outside this are various Buddhism-related sects blended with
local ritual practic-es. The best known among them are the Cao Dai
and the Hoa Hao in the south, and the Chau Van (or Hau Van) in
the center and north. Buddhist texts from different sources are also
used in their rituals and ceremonies.
Because of its affiliation with the Mahayana tradition, Vietnam’s
Buddhist cere-monies, texts, and training practices share many
common points with those in China, Korea, and Japan. They share
a large portion of the terminology. The nature of this tradition,
however, prevents them from joining together in ceremonies,
considering the fact that there are differences in language and
musical training. In effect, Mahayana Buddhism is a multi-faceted
practice associated with the traditional music of each country,
which causes them to stand out as independent entities.
Although Mahayana sutras (Vietnamese: kinh , Chinese: jing ,
Korean: gyong , and Japanese: kyo) were translated from Sanskrit
into Chinese, the versions of the sutras vary from country to
country, from region to region, and are read differently by monks
in those countries based on their national linguistic standards. One
of the ear-liest Mahayana sutras, the Phap Hoa Kinh or The Lotus
of the Wonderful Law, was translated on the soil of the Vietnamese
in the second half of the 3rd century A.D. (Nguyen 1977:75).
When these sutras spread through other nations, they experienced
modifications. “Most of the Chinese sutras have been transliterated
or translat-ed from Sanskrit into Chinese and modified to suit
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the characteristics of Chinese speech tones,” remarks Byong Won
Lee (1987:22). Additional texts used in their ceremonies are also
individually created by Vietnamese, Chinese, Koreans, and Japanese. “The new perspective on scriptural legitimacy led to the
Mahayana having an open, on-going ‘revelation,’ which produced
a huge outpouring of new Sutras in India in the period up to around
AD 650.” (Harvey 1990:91) It is thus impossible to view Mahayana
Buddhism in both East Asia and Vietnam as one. The only aspects that
may unify them are a philosophy of aesthetics and a sense of purpose.

Fig. 1. A page of the Mong Son Liturgical Book which illustrates the positions
of chanting monks in a Chan Te Ceremony. The lower part of the page shows a
transliteration of a mantra from Sanskrit scripture into both classical Chinese and
Vietnamese quoc ngu characters.

Until the middle of the twentieth century, texts in both
Chinese and Sino-Viet-namese were still widely used in temples.
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The transliteration of these texts into quoc ngu , a national
written character system, which began in the 1920s also distances
Vietnamese ceremonies from those in the rest of Asia. Popular
movements of renovation and revolution, with active participation
of the Buddhist hierarchy, pushed the whole country toward
adopting Western alphabets (or Romanization). Since then
monks have become less proficient in Chinese characters. But the
publications of new Buddhist texts and commentaries together
contribute a great deal to the body of modern Vietnamese literature,
particularly since the 1950s.
In terms of liturgy, Vietnamese Buddhism offers a wide range of
daily monastic services, grand ceremonies, and those which take
place in the homes of the faithful or in public places (e.g., village
halls, cities). They can be grouped into two categories according to
location of performance: inside or outside the temple.
1.1. The Monastic Services
The traditional set of six daily services has now been reduced to
four in most temples: the con g phu khuya (morning service), the
nghi qua duong (midday service), the cong phu chieu (afternoon
service), and the tho tri (evening service). They are scheduled with
the aim of realizing both religious and musical accomplishments
for all Buddhists’ practice for both monks and laymen.
The cong phu chieu service usually occurs at 4:30 or 5:00 pm.
It lasts about one hour and is sung in a prescribed order of chants,
musically arranged from simple to highly complex in terms of
melodies and rhythms. While the tho tri (evening service) is open
to the general public, other monastic services are performed by
monks and novices alone, because of the requirement for elaborate
chanting skills. It is also more convenient for the faithful to join the
evening service after their day of work.
Temples in Vietnam, however, offer great flexibility in terms
of participation for lay-men in the monks’ services. There is no
restriction in this matter except in the case of ordination or preceptreview services. Laymen are permitted to join some of the chants
if they are able. There is always a place reserved for them in the
Main Hall of the Prayers (chanh dien). Facing the Buddha alter,
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laymen are on the left, laywomen on the right. The middle section
is reserved for monks.

Fig. 2. Temple plan

The Buddhist liturgy centers around a repertory of the principal
long sutras C kinh), each having a particular philosophical
implication. The Lang Nghiem (or Suramgama ), which focuses
on the meaning of meditation and perseverance of faith, is recited
in the morning service, while the Hong Danh (respected “Red”
Name-Titles of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas), which exemplifies
the great virtue of the Bo-dhisattvas and the Buddhas, occurs in
the afternoon service. With a greater participation of the faithful in
the evening service, the Kinh A Di Da ( Amitabha Sutra) and the
Kinh Dia Tang (Ksigharba Sutra) aim at the salvation of souls of the
dead. In this latter service a sutra could be replaced by the Phap Hoa
{Lotus of the Wonderful Law) as a prayer for healing or wishing for
peace. These sutras are sacred texts extracted from the Three Great
Treasures (Dai Tang Kinh), equivalent to the Christian Bible or the
Islamic Koran, in prose which was translated from Sanskrit sources
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and is pre-ceded and followed by short mantras, Vietnamese poems
of praise called ke , and lo-cal or regional texts.
In principle, these services should progress in the following
order of chants:
1 . Niem huong (Offering of Incense)
2. Danh le (Prostrations)
3. Chu (Short Introductory Mantra)
4. Kinh (Sutra)
5. Phuc nguyen (Prayer)
6. Tam tu quy (Refuge in the Three Great Treasures Prostrations)
This order of chants displays a ceremonial process which involves
an invocation with the offering of incense and an expression of
respect and gratitude, by prostrations and the chanting of the Three
Great Treasures- i.e., the Buddha, his Dharma (Buddha’s Teaching),
and the Sangha (Monastic Community). A statement of purpose is
seen in the phuc nguyen , a melodic chant that furthers the benefits
of chanting towards world peace or to the salvation of souls. A selfcommitment to- or, literally, “taking refuge” in- the Three Great
Treasures concludes a service with a chant of prostration, the tam
tu quy.
At noon there is a ceremony which takes place in the dining
hall. Monks perform different chants before and after the midday
meal. Unlike the above sutras which were translated from Sanskrit,
the chanted texts were composed by monks of earlier generations.
Besides reciting the names of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, there
is room for the expression of gratitude to farmers who work the
land to produce food. A short part of the service is reserved for an
offering of the rice and water to the vulture, a representative of all
animals, which is symbolized on a little altar outside the dining hall.
No picture or specific decoration is, however, displayed on this altar.
After the meal, the monks chant in the Main Hall of the Prayers,
which includes a kinh hanh , walking meditation. The name “Nam
Mo Bon Su Thich Ca Mau Ni Phat” (Praise the Shakya Muni Buddha)
is recited until three circular ambulations of the Main Hall of the
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Prayers are completed. Possibly this constitutes moderate physical
exercise to encourage digestion.
Beside the daily services, other monastic ceremonies of different
sizes are prearranged. On the first and the fifteenth days of the
lunar month most temples organize mid-month ceremonies. But
the most important ceremonies are the Phat Dan (Anniversary of
Birth of the Buddha), the Vu Lan (or Ulambana), and the Dai Gioi
Dan (Ceremony of Ordination). The Vu Lan, which takes place on
the fifteenth day of the seventh month of the lunar year, includes
a set of ceremonies which may last for several days. Meanwhile
the Dai Gioi Dan (also called Truong Ky, or Great Perseverance
Ceremony) happens once every four to ten years at large temples,
depending on the monastery’s budget and the enrollment of
those who want to become monks. The latter ceremonial events
involve hundreds of men or women to be ordained. Learning and
examinations over the Buddhist Precepts require the shaving of
heads and distribution of religious clothes. One of the events
includes tests of how many sutras the novices could chant and
how well they known them.
2. THE NON-MONASTIC CEREMONIES

In the Korean Buddhist liturgy, a distinction is made between
ceremonies doors (yombul) or outdoors (pomp’ae). Outdoor
ceremonies are large-scale Therefore, anch’ aebi sori chants are
performed indoors and kotch’aebi sor are performed outdoors
(Lee 1987:20). Likewise, in Vietnam, ceremonies perf at locations
outside the temple display various degrees of participation by m
well as complex musical presentations. There are different types of
ceremoni nized for specific purposes: funeral, weekly ceremony
after the death, annu memoration of the death, release from
mourning, ceremony for peace and safet others.
Traditional musicians are often hired to accompany the chanting
of These ceremonies happen when there is a need to heal (cau an)
or to pray passage to the other world (cau sieu). In that meaning
was born the term u which means “response to people’s needs.”
Buddhist musical terminology in Vietnam is quite substantial,
covering al sions and genres of ceremonies, services, chanting
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styles, and instrumental mance techniques. The greater number of
terms are used in reference to non tic circumstances. Ceremonies
can be performed by monks who reside in te well as those called
thay cung (ritualists) who live in their own houses.
A small ritual ceremony such as for the opening of the tomb
(mo cua ma be performed by a single monk. Performed more often,
however, is a cerem offering a meal to the dead (tien vong) by two
monks. The duet sings ritual companied by a pair of small hand
gongs called dau thuan (the “main” gong) nghich (the “opposite”
gong), which are tuned to the interval of a second or The dau thuan
has a higher tone. This ceremony is part of the one-day-a-wee in the
sequence over seven weeks ( tuan that) after the death of someone;
great importance is given to the last one- i.e., the forty-ninth day.
According tbelief, after this date, the soul of the dead would be free
to choose a destinat tien vong which is chanted in the late afternoon
is followed by the khai kinh (o chants of sutras) ceremony in the
evening. The chanting of the sutras is pefirst at midnight and then
in the early morning to conclude the event.
Depending on the occasion, one or more traditional musicians
are invite come. They accompany the monks’ chants with a fiddle
(don co), a drum (trand a water buffalo horn clapper (mo sung
trau). The rhythmic and melodic their music could be augmented
with a full ceremonial ensemble called nhac five or more musicians
(see below).
Different sutras and prayer texts are chanted for a sick person
who wishe healed. This ceremony of cau an (healing ceremony) is
less sumptuous and does not require the addition of instrumental
accompaniment except for the Buddhist bowl bell and wooden
drum performed by monks.
The largest ceremonial event is the dan chart te (distribution
of foods to the wandering souls) which takes place during the Vu
Lan (Ulambana) ritual festival in the middle of the seventh month
of the lunar year. According to Buddhist custom, monks gather at
a large temple for an annual retreat. They avoid going out of the
temple during the rainy season because there is a greater chance of
causing the accidental killing of insects as they walk. This retreat is
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called an cu kiet ha or safe retreat in the summer. But this custom
has gradually changed into a larger scale of performance that
occurs in a public place like a dinh- known as a “common house”
or a “village temple of deities.” It is thus integrated into the public
cultural activity of the village or towns.
A dan chan te (or, in popular term, lam chay) lasts seven days
with a full schedul of daily ritual events. The ceremony aims at
benefiting all kinds of beings- livin and dead. The main texts are
part of the Thuy Luc Chu Khoa (Book of the “Water an Land”
Rites). This rite is known in East Asia as Sui Lu Zhi Xue (China)
and Suryukchae (Korea). The theme of this rite is to console
the spirits of those who were drowned (possibly during the wet
monsoon) or died in land accidents. The Buddhist ceremonies also
include the chay kinh dan, a dance ritual performed by monks insid
the temple, while the traditional theatre (hat boi) performs nightly
the Buddhist stories on an open stage set up in the courtyard. To
explain how big this festival is, a rhymed popular expression “trong
chay, ngoai boi” means “Buddhist rituals are performed inside the
hall, the traditional hat boi out in the courtyard” showing their
indoor-outdoor relationship.
The chay kinh dan , which is performed by monks in the
south, is comparable t the mua lue cung (Dance of Six Offerings),
which is performed by monks in the north. It is a ritual dance by a
group of monks. They move among the altars of bot Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas performing the an (mudra) or secret hand (and foot)
mo-tions. The dance techniques consist of graceful and complex
movements of arms an hands which include gestures of offering of
flowers and fruits to the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas and demonstrate
the ritualists’ confidence in dealing with spirits.
The Vu Lan ritual festival, one of the most colorful and costly
events of the year is also popular in traditional Vietnamese society.
Up to four nhac le ensembles may be invited to play their music
several times a day. Thousands of attendees and spectators attend
the ceremonies and the theatrical concerts. Handicraft artists are
hired to decorate the halls and create ritual tools. Large paper statues
of legendary Buddhist personalities are displayed during the entire
event. All the paper volatiles are burned at the conclusion of the
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ceremony which lasts about two to three hours. At this ending of
the events, a distribution of the ritual foods to the ‘wandering souls’
takes place in the large front yard of the temple. The free distribution
of foods also is an exciting experience for children because they too
receive the blessed foods. They wait impatiently for this event that
allows them to take home foods and gifts. The Vu Lan thus reflects
an association of Buddhist teaching with traditional local customs.
3. THE MUSIC

The ung phu school of chants aims at training monks for their
monastic nastic events. A large collection of chanted texts is learned
on a daily bas es. All the chants are memorized, except the long
chapters of the Lotus o derful Law and the Bodhisattva Dia Tang
(Ksitigarbha). Training ses after the evening service. The novices
gather in the back room to practi different styles and modes under
the leadership of a knowledgeable mon with vocal and instrumental
training. They include recitation of the sutr tras as well as chanting
techniques aided by rhythmic ritual instrument bell, little gongs,
and wooden drum. Chants and instruments are learn Some chants,
like Pho Am and Lang Nghiem, are, however, guided graphical
curves because of the multipart repeats. The graphic indication text
reading to different lines or pages. Red marks, consisting of round
lines, may also specify a change of chant style. Some indicate where
th must punctuate the paragraphs and rhythms. As oral transmission
is a co tice in Vietnamese traditional music as a whole, so is it with
Buddhist ch.
3.1 Vocal Music
In Buddhist temples, monks and novices are supervised by the
chung truong manages all activities and events. But the musical
training is lead by the duy na ter of ceremony) who is knowledgeable
about all the chants. The duy na play bowl bell called chuong già tri
and leads the chants as he beats this bell. His assi the duyet chung
(supervisor), plays the wooden drum (mo) which, with his stro the
wooden drum, guides the whole service into rhythmic unison. The
role of th na thus helps the sam chu (chief of service) in leading the
overall performance service.
Chanting styles are subsequently diverse in many parts of
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Vietnam. Local guistic diction varies from region to region. And
Buddhist chanting traditions cide with the traditional music in
each region of Vietnam. In this way they res patterns in other Asian
Mahay ana cultures.
The Vietnamese Buddhist musical system consists of mainly
chanting styl many of which are consistent with Vietnam’s
traditional musical modes. Some however, created specifically for
the Buddhist ceremonies by monks. There ar vocal styles known in
Vietnam. Each distinct vocal style consists of a musical s rhythmic
structure, specific ornaments, and an appropriate form of present
(Nguyen 1982). Some chants follow rules for the use of musical
instruments; o are sung a capella. The most common style is tung
(cantillation of sutras) whil most musically complex is tan (chant
of praise). These two styles branch out sub-styles based on musical
modes and rhythms. The best known modes used Buddhist chants
are the thien, the ai , the xuan , and the dao. Except for thien (wh
peculiar to Buddhism), other modes are commonly known to
traditional musicians.
As a result, Vietnamese Buddhist music is among the most
elaborate systems in Asian Mahay ana traditions.
a. The tung. The cantillation of sutras, or tung , is the style most
commonly practiced by all Buddhists. It is used for all occasions
for the main part of the service. Each sung syllable is rhythmically
governed by the mo (wooden slit drum), except in the nhip loi substyle, which is sporadically punctuated. Three five-tone modes-namely,
thien, ai and xuan- are used accordingly to the meaning of the text.
b. The tri. Cantillation of mantras (called than chu , i.e., a sort of
inexplicable text) places the tri style at a different level than the tung.
It is related to the Secret Sect of Buddhism in which there is no goal
to reveal vernacular meanings and no ex-plication of words is needed.
It is a three-tone devotional chant based on a pivotal note chanted in
a fast tempo. The D - F - G scale accentuates the G as a pivotal degree.
c. The niem. Recitation, sung in soft tones for an offering of
incense, precedes the cantillation of sutras or mantras and is called
niem or niem huong. In contrast, the three-tone scale of the niem
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utilizes a D - G+ - A type scale with emphasis on the G+.11
d. The bach (lit., exposure) style is used to reveal the reason for
the ceremony for the deceased Patriarchs. Here the sam chu chief
of ceremonial service sings in the bach style. Typically, a rarely
encountered D - E - A type scale along with rhyth-mic pulsation
are heard.
e. The xuong is similar to the bach , being a praise declamation
text in the xuong style which is performed solo by the chief of
ceremony. Two scales, D - F - G - B - C and D - A - d - g, are used in
central and southern Vietnam. The octave notes are frequently used.
f. The ke. Poetry chant called ke (Buddhist poem) is specifically
sung to accompany the big bell ( dai hong chung) or the big drum
( trong bat nha). It’s also called ke chung or ke co.
g. The thinh is an unmetered chant in the thinh (“invitation”) or
thinh su (“invitation to the monk”) style performed by the duy na
to invite the sam chu to preside over the chan te rite.
h. The phuc nguyen , as stated above, presents a wish and forwards
the good deeds of the chanted service to the world. Usually, names
and locations of the dead and his/her family members are sung. It
is a variation of the xuong style.
i. The sam phap, a chant of prostration, is called danh le or
sam phap depending on whether it is chanted before or during a
service, respectively. These chants are greetings to the Buddhas or
bodhisattvas, which are followed by a prostration for each name. The
bowl bell is struck at the end of each name to signal a prostration.
j. The tan, meaning chant of praise, is, among all the Buddhist
chants, the most sub-stantial and complex style. The tan is chanted
exclusively by skilled monks, be-cause it requires extensive training
in melody and rhythm. It branches out into several sub-styles
called tan roi, tan traoy tan xap, tan tu cu, tan dan, tan thien, tan
ngoai giang, tan huong hue thinhy tan nguyen tieu nguyen sanh,
and others. In terms of modes, the tan makes use of all possible
Vietnamese traditional and Buddhist modes having scales of five to
seven tones, in addition to modulation and metabole. It is usually
1. G+ is between G and G#.
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accompanied by a traditional music ensemble such as nhac le in the
south, nha nhac in the center, and phuong bat am in the north of
the country.
Vocal music has long been essential to Buddhism. However,
intensive training for the voice is not known to the tradition.
Falsetto is rarely used because the normal chest voice is preferred.
Ornamenting the vocal lines, which proceeds subtly and moderately
in chant, is accomplished without great effort. Although it includes
mu-sical expression, the Buddhist liturgy points toward a display
of religious contents of the chant, with emphasis on chants that
convey the faith through praise poems.
3.2. Instrumental Music
In Vietnamese chant traditions, vocal music should be realized
with musical instr ments. They serve as point of reference, helping
to conduct, provide sound signa punctuation in an inter-locking
manner among them. All are idiophones, membran phones, or
aerophones. Since melodic (stringed) instruments are not played
monks, the latter are played by a traditional ensemble made up of
laymen.
If the musical ability of a monk does not lead him to a specific
instrument, t would be determined by a teacher, called the duy
na, shortly after he is admitted the temple. There are a number of
training levels to fit a novice’s ability, and mon with exceptional
musical talent can skip some of the lessons.
The first level includes instruction on less rhythmically complex
instrumen such as the dai hong chung (big bell), the chuong già
tri (bowl bell), and the mo (wooden slit drum), which are played
independently of other instruments. The d hong chung is a large
bell, over a meter high and 60 centimeters by diameter, su pended
on a finely decorated wooden frame. It is played during the morning
servi.
For the afternoon service, or cong phu chieu, it is, however,
played during the per of time when the monks finish their work in
the vegetable garden and prepare for t afternoon service.
The learning of the chuong già tri (lit., “bell of perseverance”)
or in short form, chuong, coincides with learning the sutra texts.
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While the texts are being memorized, the chuong già tri helps the
novice as he punctuates the text. This bell comes in vari-ous sizes,
its semi-hemispheric shape facing up like a bowl, with its diameter
varying from ten centimeters to over one meter. The chuong is
played by the duy na and is placed on the side of the lower level of
the Buddha’s altar in the Hall of the Prayers.
On the opposite side of the chuong is placed a mo (wooden slit
drum) on the same altar. The mo is a typical Buddhist instrument
commonly known elsewhere in East Asia: mokkugyo ( Japan),
mok-tak (Korea), and mu-yu (China). Its overall size is equivalent
to that of the chuong. The mo is played by the monk duyet chung
who regulates the chant’s tempo and signals the beginning and the
end of a chant.
Instruments that give signals during services include the moc
bang (wooden plate) and the tieu chung (small suspended bell).
The moc bang , or in short bang , is a rectangular wooden plate
with or without a carved dragon decoration or a phoenix about 50
centimeters wide and 30 centimeters high. Its top corners are often
rounded.
The tieu chung has the shape of a dai hong chung but is smaller in
size. It is approximately 40 centimeters high. These two instruments
are played in an interlocking manner with the above dai hong chung
and the trong bat nha (prajna or wisdom drum) before a service.
This latter is placed on a frame and beaten with a pair of wooden
sticks. The trong bat nha is a two-headed, horizontal drum of over
a meter in diameter. Its body is swollen in the middle like a barrel.
The trong bat nha and dai chong chung are also accompanied by a
pair of sea conches called phap loa during great ceremonies.
The playing techniques of the trong bat nha include beating at
the center and on the edge of the skin- on the wooden frame itselfboth following the scansions of the Bat Nha poem. The player,
standing, hits and rolls his sticks around the margin of the skin
and plays three times the hoi , a series of gradual beats from loud
to soft and from slow to fast. This way of playing of the hoi is also
found in East and other Southeast Asian musics, Buddhist and nonBuddhist.
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But the most complex playing techniques are those of the dau
(also called canh or tang). This hand gong has a diameter of about
ten centimeters. It can be held in the player’s left hand or placed
on a thin circular metal frame with a handle. A dauy together with
the chuong and the mo, plays specific rhythmic patterns which
define the tan styles. The mo takes up an interlocking role. A pair
of the ¿taw-called dau thuan and dau nghich (see above)- performs
challenging techniques in a contrapuntal manner. Variations of
these patterns are performed by skilled monks.
In large ceremonies, monks of the northern temples also play
cymbals xap xoa (or chap choa). The playing is followed by a ritual
dance called Luc Cung (Six Offer-ings).
Traditional instrumental ensembles, e.g., nhac le , nha nhac , or
phuong bat a , take part in most Buddhist ceremonies which are
held outside the temple. The musicians must be knowledgeable
of all sections of a ceremony. They know how to respond to the
instrumental part of the monks and when to accompany the chant.
Two constitu-ent components of the ensemble are the strings and
the percussion. In southern Viet-nam, they are called van (melodic)
and vo (rhythmic) groups respectively. The most conceptually
organized ceremony is that found in the former imperial city of
Hue, central Vietnam. A ceremony called Khai Kinh (Overture of
the Sutra Chant) features a dialogue of Buddhist instruments with
traditional ensemble drums in the in-troductory part and several
chants with accompaniment by traditional stringed instruments.
The responding, alternating manner of the instruments
indicates an association of these kinds of instruments, religious
and non-religious, as well as a shared repertoire of musicians and
monks. Thus, in their training, traditional musicians need to learn
from monks how a ceremony would proceed with both chants and
instrumental parts.
4. BUDDHIST MUSIC IN A TIME OF CHANGE

Drastic changes in Vietnamese society occurred after contact
with the West. The late nineteenth century marked the beginning
of the colonization of Vietnam by the French. Later the war for
independence lasted for more than eighty years. The separation
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of the country into north and south did not end until the forcible
reunification in 1975. Material damages to both Vietnam generally
and Buddhism in particular were enormous. Temples were
destroyed; monks killed. The loss of lives in the coun-try was
incalculable. Difficulties in propagating this religion were inevitable.
Social-ly speaking, it was a time when monks first got involved in
various aspects of both renovation and revolutionary movements
(see Nguyen 1985).
This harsh situation lead to a decision made in the 1940s by
the Shanga (Buddhist Monastic Community) Organization in
Hue, Central Vietnam, to limit the outside-the-temple ceremonial
activities and to distinguish monks who specialized in this chanting
school from those who were better educated in the Schools of
Buddhist Studies or Truong Phat Hoc (Nguyen 1985:91-2). These
schools, founded by monks of the Buddha’s Teaching Dissemination
organization (Hoang Phap) strove to promote a better education
for monks in order to pursue national renovation and “purification,”
and to deal with the circumstances in which ceremonies for deaths
over whelmed the community and reduced the time remaining for
the learning of Buddhist doctrine.
With the promotion of a new class of Dissemination monks,
chant texts shorter than the traditional sutras were composed in
the vernacular language accessible to all. They also allowed for the
creation of Buddhist youth groups which supported them, as a
means to introduce the Buddha’s teaching to young people and to
the masses. New songs composed in full Western harmony by the
Buddhist Youth Organizations (Gia Dinh Phat Tu) were allowed to
be sung in the Hall of Prayers. Each Buddhist Youth Organization
had a monk as advisor.
To compare with other similar situations, this modernization
movement was di-rectly encouraged by a similar movement in China.
Chinese musicians had been sent to Japan to study Western music and
came back to involve themselves in the modernization movement
called the New Culture Movement. Among them, Li Xu-tong (18801942) returned to China, became a Buddhist monk, and composed
San Bao Ge (Hymn of the Three Treasures) (Yip 1994:64-5).
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Buddhist temples, which had long blended features as a
community with tradi-tional customs, are now organized like a
Western church with central management.
An attempt to unify the three Shanga organizations in the North,
the Center, and the South failed shortly after the country was
divided in 1956. The foundation of this Vietnam Unified Buddhist
Church- later changed to the National Shanga Church was inspired
by the World Fellowship of Buddhists which conferred in Colombo,
Sri Lanka, in 1950 (Nguyen 1985:265).
With the government of the North- called the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam-concentrating on war for unification of the
country, the Shanga Church in the North was significantly reduced
in authority. Meanwhile, the Buddhist organizations in the Southcalled the Republic of Vietnam- were reorganized under the
leadership of the Unified Buddhist Church. This latter structure
actively participated in the anti-war movements and demanded
justice for all religions. In the late 1970s Bud-dhism was reorganized
in reunified Vietnam as the Vietnam Buddhist Church or Giao Hoi
Phat Giao Vietnam.
Monks of this “church” represent thus a new kind of modernity
and deal with the contemporary issues that Buddhism must address
in a changed society. Some monks were sent to Japan, India,
England, France, the United States, and other Western countries
to study not only Buddhism but also such fields as Philosophy
and Social Studies. Their purposes are to bring the “church” up
to date to address their existing situation and to facilitate cultural
communications with the rest of the world.
Many Buddhist ceremonies were altered during the movement
for renovation.
Although not so strictly organized as a Christian religion, the
Buddhist Church organization quietly imposes its influence on
many ceremonial activities. Nevertheless, no official statement
about this change is to be found among the Church’s documents.
But new liturgical books in quoc ngu , the Romanized “national
script,” have been published since the 1950s. Abridged texts for
services performed in outdoor public gatherings, such as the
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Anniversary of the Buddha’s Birth, were written in the vernacular
poetical language by anonymous authors. Also created for these
occasions was a Buddhist anthem entitled “Phat Giao Viet Nam”
(“Vietnam’s Buddhism”) composed by Le Cao Phan, a composer
trained in Western music, to celebrate the National Conference
of Buddhism held in Hue in 1951 (Nguyen 1985:28 1-2). Since
then, this and other songs have been sung by the Buddhist Youth
Organizations.
However, modifications to the Buddhist liturgy did not come
about without sac-rifice. Many services and ceremonies along
with musical training in urban areas have been reduced or even
abandoned, which is justified by the Buddhist church as benefiting
modern life.
Because of so many national tragedies, Buddhist life in the
Mekong Delta was changed. Many monks were killed or quit the
monastic life for political or life-demanding reasons during the
long war. The tradition has been seriously affected. The liturgical
repertory has been diminished or replaced. The cong phu service,
once having extensive music in the quiet of the night, is now even
quieter.

***
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ABSTRACT

At present, under the influence of modernization, industrialization,
and especially economic globalization many problems of value, belief,
and custom have raised and challenged the common life of people in
many nations, including Vietnam. These cultural, religious, race conflicts
can not be resolved by modern technique and high standard of life, on the
contrary, they are just the bad consequences caused by them. The author
believes that, tolerance and religious tolerance come to be an influencing
approach to religious solidarity, common peace, and harmony society,
that has been much or less experienced by individual country or nation
through their histories, to resolve these problems of their own. On a
certain extent, tolerance is considered as a fundamental principle for
each nation to realize their sustainable way, to integrate into the modern
world without dissolution, and to grow up without destroying its own, as
well as others’ characteristics and identity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tolerance in general and Religious Tolerance in particular, had
been a question of humanity discussed by both the West and the
East from ancient times until our times. In the East, the earliest wellknown example is found in Siddhārtha Gautama (the 6th century
BC), the founder of Buddhism, who did pay attention to tolerance
and religious tolerance1 in his teaching on human suffering and
emancipation. The first time in the West, in similar time, under
Cyrus2 the Great’s foundation of the Persian Empire3, tolerance
was mentioned as a practical principle, that governments had to
consider the question of which groups and practices to tolerate
and which to persecute. Another example, also in ancient India is
Asoka, a Buddhist king. He also promoted Buddhist ethnic and
religious tolerance and issued many edicts in the Maurya Empire4,
India now. In Europe, the subject of toleration began about the
16th and 17th centuries, in response to the Protestant Reformation5
and the War of Religion and religious persecutions that followed
the breaks with the Catholic Church headed by Martin Luther
(1483–1546). Then, John Locke developed a theory of tolerance,
which consists of a principle of Separation of Church and State,
Letter Concerning Tolerance6 and Two Treaties of Government7; they
all together basically preceded for the British Tolerance Act8 in 1689.
1. Siddhartha Gautama (563 BCE to 483 BCE), religious name after his enlightenment
called Buddha.
2. Cyrus the Great (ca. 590 BC or 576 — 529 BC or 530 BC)
3. The most widespread entity considered to have been a Persian Empire was the Achaemenid Empire (550–330 BC).
4. Emperor Ashoka of the Mauryan dynasty constructed his edicts during his reign from
272 to 231 BC
5. The Protestant Reformation was a reform movement in the Holy Roman Empire that
began in 1517, though its roots lie further back in time. The Reformation involved cultural,
economic, political and religious aspects. It began with Martin Luther and ended with the
Peace of Westphalia in 1648.
6. A Letter Concerning Toleration by John Locke was originally published in 1689
7. The Two Treatises of Government (in the Former, The False Principles and Foundation
of Sir Robert Filmer, and in the Latter is an Essay concerning The True Original, Extent, and
End of Civil-Government. It is as a work of political philosophy published anonymously in
1689 by John Locke
8. In 1689 Act of the British Parliament that granted freedom of worship to Nonconformists, allowing them their own places of worship and their own teachers and preachers. The act
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In the 20th century, tolerance emerged as a worthy virtue, a
criterion of human rights. We can see typical examples of tolerance
in our time, such as: M.K.Gandhi (also called Mahatma Gandhi
1869-1948) with his birth day (2 October) is remembered as the
International Day of Non-Violence; Martin Luther King (1929-1968)
was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize (1964) for his efforts of tolerance
to end segregation and racial discrimination through non-violent
civil disobediences; a Vietnamese Buddhist - Venerable Thích Nhất
Hạnh (b.1926), leader of Buddhist peace-workers in Vietnam war
as well as in contemporary world, and he was nominated for the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1967.
“Tolerance” becomes an urgent issue of modern world, and then
in 1995, UNESCO declared the United Nations Year for Tolerance
and the International Day for Tolerance as well as inauguration of the
Declaration of Principles on Tolerance on 16 November, in the same
year. This important Declaration makes a distinction that, today
tolerance is not only the concept on dignity, virtue of individual
person, community or nation, but further it becomes one of the
important characteristics of humanity of the modern world as the
whole, in the global age.
At present, under the influence of modernization,
industrialization, and specially economic globalization many
problems of value, belief, custom have raised and challenged the
common life of people in many nations, not except in Vietnam.
These cultural, religious, race conflicts can not be resolved by
modern technique and high standard of life, on the contrary, they
are just the bad consequences caused by them. So that, tolerance and
religious tolerance come to be an influencing approach to religious
solidarity, common peace, and harmony society that has been
much or less experienced by individual country or nation through
their histories, to resolve these problems of their own. On a certain
extent, tolerance is considered as a fundamental principle for each
nation to realize their sustainable way, to integrate into the modern
world without dissolution, and to grow up without destroying its
own, as well as others’ characteristics and identity.
applied to dissenters from the Church of England.
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Vietnam is a nation of many ethnics9, and not less than three
Asian religions, Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism, including
Catholicism (first missionary in 153310), and other new Protestant
sects introduced from the West after Vietnam War (ended in
1975).11 Thus, religious discrimination or conflict would be an
unavoidable problem in process of globalization that should
need the application of religious tolerance, when they are still in
harmonious relationship.
In Vietnam, Buddhism is one of the major spiritual components,12
which is abundant in teachings and experiences of tolerance, and
highly appraised by the Vietnamese. Under the modern condition
of globalization, Buddhism should be a competent candidate to take
the mission of religious solidarity. How about Buddhism’s ability
to meet the modern request of religious tolerance in tendency of
modernization, integration, and globalization of the country? This
is a question for us from aspect of religious philosophy and history.
This paper tries to focus on the following points on philosophy
and history:
• Terminology: “tolerance” and “religious tolerance” as
Western term, then trace back to Buddhist terms and notion
on “tolerance”
• Philosophical background of Buddhist tolerance
• India’s historical lessons of Buddhist tolerance
• Vietnam’s Buddhist tolerance for the common good.
1. Terminology
Content of “tolerance” has been conceptualized through the
9. 54 ethnics
10. Socialist Republic of Vietnam, Government Committee for Religious Affairs. Religion
and Policies Regarding Religion in Vietnam, 2006, in Vietnam.
11. Basically, religions in Vietnam are: Buddhism (both Theravada and Mahayana),
Confucianism, Taoism, Roman Catholic, Protestantism, Moslem (Muslim), and some
other new religions of Vietnam as Caodaism, Hòa Hảo Buddhism
12. According to the update statistic from Wikipedia Encyclopedia (online), latest modified on 29 June 2008, at 21:35, Vietnam is the 3 rd among top 20 Buddhist countries in the
world, with 72,473,003 Buddhists, approximately 85% of total population (85,262,356).
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Declaration of Principles on Tolerance (1995) in the modern context
as: “respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms for all, without
distinction as to race, gender, language, national origin, religion or
disability, and to combat intolerance”, and “…individuals, communities
and nations accept and respect the multicultural character of the human
family”, because “Tolerance promotion and the shaping of attitudes of
openness, mutual listening and solidarity… among individuals as well
as among ethnic, social, cultural, religious and linguistic groups and
nations … to prevent conflicts or resolve them by non-violent means”.
However, the applications and understandings of this term also
make discussions on larger meanings of toleration, such as: religious
tolerance, religious liberty, religious pluralism (diversity), and even
more likely to use the term in considering contemporary issues
regarding discrimination on the basis of race, nationality, gender,
sexuality, disability, and other reasons.
Basically, this research also refers to the fundamental contents
of these issues, in order to redefine tolerance from Buddhist
philosophical perspective:
What is religious tolerance?
The essence of religious tolerance is community’s solidarity, and
solidarity among different religions, as well as among believers in
the same religion.
True tolerance in religion involves the capacity to admit
differences as real and fundamental, even as profound and
unbridgeable, yet at the same time to respect the rights of those who
follow a religion different from one’s own (or no religion at all) to
continue to do so without resentment, disadvantage or hindrance.
What is religious liberty?
Naturally people follow different traditional and cultural
practices in the name of religion. Thus, there is no reason to
discriminate against others on the basis of different practices,
manners and traditions. At the same time, we also can be religious
without any of those traditions. Also, there is no need to follow
meaningless traditions in the name of religion.
What is religious pluralism?
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One’s religion is not the sole and exclusive source of the truth,
and thus some level of truth and value exists in at least some other
religions.
Promoting the unity, co-operation, and mutual understanding
between different religions, or denominations within the same religion.
Condition of harmonious co-existence between adherents of
different of different religions or religious denominations.
Nowadays, “tolerance” is the outcome of Western culture and
“religion”13 developed and conceptualized by Western religionists
and philosophers, and largely used in social, cultural and religious
contexts, basically reflect the common aspiration of human rights.
How about “tolerance” as terms in the East? A possible approach
to answer is to explore the common features in the content of
tolerance, that religions in the East share deeply in their tenets and
histories (Buddhism is my focus in this research). In fact, in Buddha’s
primitive teachings we can find at least three terms concerning the
internal content and deep notion of “tolerance”, and even more
meaningful in aspect of philosophy and ethics, such as:
“karuna” [karunaa] means altruism14, benevolence, compassion,
kindness, sympathy, pity, the aspiration to find a way to be truly
helpful to oneself and others.
“dana” [daana] is the name of the first theme in the Buddha’s
system of gradual training ten perfections (paramis)15 of a
13. “Religion” is also a Western term. In fact, in Oriental system of thought there was not
any definite term as “religion”, but religion, ethics, philosophy, including history and literature
are integrated in each system of thought or doctrine (Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism). This
is the reason why sometimes Buddhism and Confucianism are argued by (Western) scholars
that whether they belong to religion or philosophy or ethics… or non-religion or integration
of all of them. In this research I use “religion” as a borrowed term, but in concerning Buddhism
as a typical Oriental system of thought.
14. Altruism is selfless concern for the welfare of others. Altruism is the opposite of selfishness. Altruism focuses on a motivation to help others or a want to do good without reward.
Pure altruism is giving without regard to reward or the benefits of recognition.
15. “Parami”, “paramita” [paaramii, paaramitaa] means perfection of the character, consists of a group of ten qualities of a bodhisattva, recorded in the Pali canon of "Buddha Stories" ( Jataka): -generosity (dana), - virtue (sila), -renunciation (nekkhamma), -discernment
(pañña), -energy/persistence (viriya), -patience/forbearance (khanti), -truthfulness (sacca),
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Bodhisattva. Dana means generosity, liberality, offering, alms,
giving without expecting any form of repayment from the recipient.
“metta” [Pāli: Mettā; Sanskrit: maitrī] means loving-kindness,
goodwill, benevolence, love, sympathy, kindness, benign/benignant,
amity, friendship, friendliness, and active interest in others.
These terms of karuna, dana, metta were coined and recorded
in Buddhist scriptures and popularized in India in ancient time,
but they are not used as the word “tolerance” in the modern world.
However, their literal senses over cover all the content of “tolerance”.
Buddhist attitude of tolerance is constructed on a profound system
of religious philosophy of Buddhism on “emptiness” (sunyata)16,
“no-self” (anata)17, and “impermanent” (anicca)18. This research will
try to redefine and explain Buddhist perspective of tolerance vis-àvis Western notions as mentioned definition in the Declaration of
Principles on Tolerance (1995).
2. Philosophical Background of Buddhist Tolerance
Now, Buddhism is one of the major religions spreading on both
hemispheres of the globe. Without religious tolerance deeply rooted
in its philosophy how should Buddhism have always been accepted
peacefully into many communities, countries, cultures where it had
been introduced and even adopted as national religion in some
countries until now? Dhammananda19 asserted in his booklet “Why
-determination (adhitthana), -good will (metta), and -equanimity (upekkha).
16. In Buddhist philosophy "Emptiness" or "Voidness", is a characteristic of empirical
phenomena arising from the fact that the impermanent nature of form means that nothing
possesses essential, enduring identity
17. In Buddhist philosophy "non-self " or "absence of separate self "[Pāli: anatta, Sanskrit:
anātman]
18. “Anicca”expresses the Buddhist doctrine of impermanence, that every conditioned
existence, without exception, is inconstant and in flux, even gods. Accordingly, human life embodies this flux in the aging process, the cycle of birth and rebirth (samsara), and in any experience of loss. The doctrine further asserts that because things are impermanent, attachment
to them is futile, and that leads to suffering (dukkha). Under the this light of impermanence
doctrine, all compounded and constructed things and states are impermanent. Impermanence
is intimately associated with the doctrine of anatta, according to which things have no fixed
nature, essence, or self.
19. Venerable Dr. K. Sri Dhammananda Nayaka Maha Thera is a famous Buddhist Master
in Malaysia, especially among the English-speaking community.
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Religious Tolerance?” that “We have ample evidence to prove that,
for the last 2500 years, in the propagation of Buddhism, Buddhists
have never ill-treated or used violence against the followers of other
religions”20. Buddhist tolerance certainly folds up in
Buddhist religious philosophy and ethics that we can try to open
through its tenet and history.
Buddha had produced rational, new interpretations to certain
religious-philosophical terms of Brahmanism, which were
constructed in Vedas and Upanishads, such as: karma, dharma,
rebirth, moksha and nirvana… and developed the high evaluated
terms about tolerance as: karuna, dana, metta, which was spiritual
heritage of Brahmanism, and he made a religious twist to the
thought and religion of his time.
Considering the whole system of Buddhist tenet, its core
consists in the ontological principle. It is the ontological doctrine
of “emptiness” (sunyata), which illuminates all other aspects of
Buddhism, such as on its philosophical system, religious and ethics
teachings, and so on21.
Buddhist notion of tolerance should be traced back to
the doctrine of “emptiness”. It explains that every conditioned
existence is without any substance and any attribute of their own.
Because, originally, every thing is generated by interdependent
causalities. Thus, the original nature of conditioned existence
is “impermanent”22. According to this, all compounded and
constructed things and states are impermanent. And, for human
life, the self embodies this flux in the aging process, the cycle of birth
20. Venerable Dr. K. Sri Dhammananda Nayaka Maha Thera (1950). Why Religious Tolerance? Booklet, Buddhist Missionary Series No. 10
21. There are differences between Theravada Buddhism and Mahayana Buddhism in
teachings, religious rituals and religious life in each sangha (Buddhist community). The most
fundamental distinction between Theravada and Mahayana is the model of emancipation,
which is for oneself as Arhant’s way or for every living beings as Bodhisattva’s way. However,
original basic of Buddhist tenet on The Four Noble Truths and The Eightfold Path are preserved and shared together by every branch and sect of Buddhism either Theravada or Mahayana. In fact, this research depends much on the expression of Mahayana Sutra-Pitaka, so
that its words and expressions will be influenced by Mahayana’s language, it is the limitation
of this research.
22. Sanskrit: anitya, Pāli: anicca
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and rebirth (samsara), and in any experience of loss. Every thing
is impermanent, and then attachment to them is futile, and leads
to suffering (dukkha). Ultimately, the emptiness of the self is “noself”23. The “self ”, in meaning as the mundane body and mind of each
being, is also compounded and constructed of the five “skandhas”
(impermanent constituent elements)24, indeed “not the self”. The
“true self” or in other word the eternal “Buddha nature” deep within
each being is just the no-self, and this realization is only fully gained
on reaching awakening (bodhi) through training introspective selfcultivation (Buddhist meditation). So that, on aspect of ontology all
living beings are the same, no distinction, and equally in every one’s
nature. Thus, “emptiness” is just the basic philosophical foundation
for Buddhism basically not as exclusive religion.
In Buddhist teaching on consciousness, “wisdom” (prajñā)
is also understood as the emptiness of consciousness, or in other
word it is called intuition (Western term). It is the state of spiritual
achievement consists in total freedom due to the enlightened
state on emptiness, attaching neither to being nor to none being,
neither to dualism nor to non dualism, even to any form of
spiritual achievement, no matter how high and deep it is. Here is
a distinction between consciousness and wisdom, and the aim of
Buddhist epistemology is converting consciousness into wisdom
or to get wisdom (prajñā). To convert to wisdom is the way to
realize the non-substantial character of the ultimate reality, the
emptiness. Wisdom (emptiness of consciousness) in the Buddhist
epistemology is the foundation for tolerance view on an opened
religion.
Accordingly, emptiness of consciousness also leads to aware that
all words, concepts are nothing than but artificially constructed,
without any fixed correspondence to the ultimate reality. In fact,
Buddha often warned his disciples that his teachings and his words
23. Sanskrit: anātman; Pāli: anatta.
24. “skandhas” means five aggregates (1. form or matter, external and internal matter as
the physical world, including the material body and the physical sense organs; 2. sensation
or feeling; 3. perception, conception, apperception, cognition, or discrimination; 4. mental
formations, volition, or compositional factors, including all types of mental habits, thoughts,
ideas, opinions, compulsions, and decisions triggered by an object; 5. consciousness).
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were not the ultimate truth, they were the same as some leaves in
his hands, can not compare with leaves in the jungle. Therefore,
the Buddha’s scripture and teaching, even term “nirvana” are not
of exclusive religion. His teaching is only one of those hints or
means which help people to awaken the ultimate truth. With
this perspective on consciousness and knowledge Buddhism was
accepted peacefully by many other nations, cultures, religions, and
by some meanings, it offered them an open epistemology.
As a religion, Buddhism did not depend on the concepts of God,
soul and prayers and animal sacrifices, but on the emptiness. For
Buddhism, in this world, naturally every one is equal in suffering
and salvation. Suffering and salvation are neither special for any
one, any caste. This thought of suffering and liberation expresses
typically Buddhist tolerance, which is so ever profound. Buddhism
affirms that every one is equal in ability of attaining enlightenment
and equal on the way to liberation; especially, this way is not paved
by any god or supernatural power; on that way every one must
decide by oneself, step up by oneself and attain it by oneself. From
the notion of tolerance, Buddhism is an open way, without any
religious distinction, as an open vehicle of tolerance. This should
be the answer for conflicts in some Buddhist countries, such as
Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Thailand etc., if we see them as the existence
of human beings on the way to emancipation.
In ancient religions in Indian, the way for emancipation is
closely combined with the ethic way, not separation between each
other. In common, there were two extremes of religious ethical
ways: hedonism and mortification, which were non-stop argued by
the ancient Indians. The Buddha’s teachings paved the Middle Way
(Madhyamika) which proves that the true nature of human is notself (anatman), but because of the leading of ignorance and craving,
sentient being misunderstands that there is a real self (atman) and
then tries to possess it, by both ways of hedonism or mortification.
Buddhist religious ethical way is clearly formulated in the Four Noble
Truths25 .The Truth of Cause of Suffering (the first truth) analyzes that
25. Four Noble Truths: (i) The Truth of Suffering: realization of the unsatisfactoriness
of this life; (ii) The Truth of Cause of Suffering: the knowledge that there is a cause for this
unsatisfactoriness; (iii) The Truth of Cessation of Suffering: the understanding that there is
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good or evil, and right or wrong are neither originally decided by
birth nor created or determined by any god, but deeply rooted just
in the realization of self or no-self. Because of ignorance (avidya)
sentient being attaches one’s mind to the self, then arising his
craving (kama) and forming his deeds through body action, speech
and thought, which would be stored and accumulated to be karma
that consists of good, evil, right and wrong... So that, the more
karma is accumulated the longer people is floating in the circle of
birth and death with suffering. On the way to emancipation, firstly,
sentient being has to avoid the ignorance of the no-self by regular
introspection (dhyana). So that one should avoid the attachment of
the self; latter, he need to consciously practice the self-discipline of
concentration to control his deed (body, speech and thought). By
this ethical way every one should change themselves from wrong
(even from evil) to right and good; finally, by regular meditation
(zen) one should automatically avoid kama and reach the ultimate
enlightenment and turn himself to be his own nature of no-self. It is
the ultimate emancipation where there is no more good or bad, right
or wrong, good or evil from the view of self... And the perfection of
natural character is human’s no self-character.
The Noble Eightfold Path (Ashtangika-Marga) (in the fourth
truth) teaches eightfold ethical path of self-cultivation on the way
to final emancipation, also called Nirvana. To practice the Eightfold
Path man has to concentrate on the moral value of “right” when
controlling himself in every conduct such as right view, right
intention, right speech, right action, and right livelihood through
right mindfulness and right concentration without cessation
of right effort for the ultimate liberation (Nirvana) with right
wisdom (prajna). Construction of The Noble Eightfold Path is the
combination of three parts comprehensively: Commandment
(Sila) - Meditation (Samadhy) - Wisdom (Prajna), or in other
word, they can be called three sections of self-cultivation: Selfcultivation of conduct (by sila), Self-cultivation of consciousness (by
samadhy) and Self-cultivation of wisdom (prajna).
an end to this unsatisfactoriness; and (iv) The Truth of the Way that Leads to the Cessation of
Suffering: the practical method to follow in order to end this unsatisfactoriness.
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In Buddhist teaching, every one is equal with all others, both from
aspect of nature and ethics, and the final judgment of man’s deeds
is the law of causes (karma) which acts secretly through lives not by
any god’s decision. Happiness or unhappiness is the fruit caused
by oneself good or bad conduct done in the past. The judgment
as the law of causes admonishes people of being serious with every
action (body, speech, thought) of oneself. Buddhist ideal models
are Buddhas, Arahants and Bodhisattvas who already enlightened
the essence of the no-self and not be led by any craving or passion...
They are omniscient and free from mundane attachment that means
the perfect emancipation from the circle of lives, namely Nirvana.
Actually, Buddha had more confidence in truth and good than in
God (as religious concept). Tolerance in the Buddha’s teaching is
deeply rooted in the philosophy on nature of human (sentient)
being. It is saturated with the spirit of tolerance in its tenet.
In addition, Buddhist doctrine of Emptiness (anatta and anicca)
is the foundation for building up a large attitude of tolerance.
According to this, Buddhist notion of tolerance is considered as
a system of thought (including ontology, epistemology, ethics)
which has the content vis-à-vis Western notion of tolerance as well.
3. India’s Historical Lessons of Buddhist Tolerance
Jawaharlal Nehru (1889 –1964)26 one time appreciated “The
Path that the Buddha showed is, I believe, the only Path humanity
must tread if it is to escape disaster.” and “His message, old and yet
very new and original for those immersed in metaphysical subtleties,
captured the imagination of the intellectuals. It went deep down
into the hearts of the people…The production of the Buddha is the
highest honour so far gained in the history of the world.” One of
the precious values of India we also want to appreciate here is the
notion of tolerance, which is illustrated by Buddha and his excellent
disciple, King Asoka in Indian history.
Siddhartha Gautama (563 BC - 483 BC)
Siddhārtha Gautama’s age represented “the great springtide of

26. The First Prime Minister of India.
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philosophic spirit in India”27. There were many Dasanas (school of
thought/philosophy) discussing on the significance of life and ways
to get liberation. At the age of 29, as a prince, Siddhartha decided
to leave the royal family with strong aspiration of finding the way
to free human being from suffering. Siddhārtha had been disciple
of some Brahmin Masters, and he also practiced the austerities and
self-mortifications for six years. Finally, after his enlightenment
under the Bodhi tree he realized that neither hedonism nor
mortification is the right ways to cease suffering. And then, he
founded a way between, leaded by wisdom and virtue, in other
words, the Middle Way (Madhyamika). Thus, he is named Buddha,
and the way is called Buddhism. From the very beginning, avoiding
both extremes was Buddha choice; it also consisted with attitude
of tolerance. So that, religious tolerance should be considered
as a particular characteristic of its origin, that was obvious in the
founder’s attitude and orientation.
According to Jataka28, in Buddha’s times Brahmanism was
the orthodox, authoritative religion. After observing how people
practiced this religion that were controlled by the Brahmins
he came to realize that the gate to heaven or eternal salvation of
Brahmanism was open only to particular followers and the passport
was available from priests of one particular caste, who conducted
most of the religious rites and rituals. That means only Brahmins
controlled religious activities, and the low castes and people (for
instance: sudra and female)29 in India that time, had no opportunity
to enjoy any religious service. From viewpoint of tolerance,
Buddha did not agree with the religious inequality, injustice and
theocracy of Brahmanism. For him a person cannot be condemned
or honored according to the caste that he belongs. Man becomes
noble or ignoble according to his way of life, but not according to
his birth. Because, people are all common in many natural aspects
of life, such as common in birth, in sickness, in worries, miseries,
in calamities and misunderstandings, as in jealousy, hatred and
27 Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan & Charles A. Moore. A Sourcebook in Indian Philosophy.
Princeton, New jerssey, Princeton University Press, USA, 1989, p. 349.
28. Collection Stories of Buddha’s life.
29. Before the Buddha, in India women were not allowed to practice religion freely.
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greed, also common in old age, in unsatisfactoriness of life, and
finally, common in death, no exception for the Brahmins. Looking
for a tolerant religion, different from intolerant Brahmanism,
Buddha explored to the deepest root of human ill, which are in the
human mind. It is the ignorance of the no-self. It is just the cause
of all human being’s suffering. On the other side, he assumed
that the Brahmins were the learned people and the teachers; they
also introduced various spiritual practices of good conduct and
belief, and even philosophical vision in the name of religion. He
selectively inherited the quintessence values of ethics, philosophy
from Brahmanism, in order to establish an equal, de-theocratic and
tolerant religion. This attitude towards Brahmanism’s values is very
consistent with Buddhist perspective of religious tolerance.
In fact, Buddha made a religious revolution, which was later
developed as a socio-religious policy to unite the Indian nation
under Asoka’s reign (the 3rd century BC). In this research I
consider the Buddha’s religious revolution as the first example
of tolerance, as well as religious tolerance in Indian, as well as in
Asia and in the world.
It is very interesting to find terms in Pali (“karuna”, “dana” and
“metta”) with meanings of tolerance through the stock canonical
phrase of Buddhist scriptures, such as: Kālāmā Sutta, Dighajanu
Sutta, Cunda Kammaraputta Sutta, Vatthūpama Sutra, and especially,
Brahma-jala Sutra (in Digha Nikaya)30 and probably the very oldest
statements of the Buddhist Dhamma, and some of them now extant.
In Kālāmā Sutta, Buddha said:
“He keeps pervading the first direction - as well as the second
direction, the third, and the fourth with an awareness imbued
with compassion. Thus he keeps pervading above, below, and all
around, everywhere and in every respect the all-encompassing
cosmos with an awareness imbued with compassion: abundant,
expansive, immeasurable, free from hostility, free from ill will.”31
30. The Digha Nikaya, or "Collection of Long Discourses" is the first division of the Sutta
Pitaka, and consists of thirty-four suttas.
31. Kālāmā Sutta (AN 3.65), trans. Thanissaro (1994).
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In this canonical phrase, “karunā” means compassion, free from
hostility, free from ill will. It is an important term in all schools of
Buddhism, which is considered as moral norm of every Buddhist
on the way to emancipation. For Theravada, dwelling in karunā
is a means for attaining a happy present life and heavenly rebirth
as an Arahant. For Mahayana Buddhists, karunā is a co-requisite
for becoming a Bodhisattva. Here, “karunā” is not a blind and
narrow tolerance, but clear tolerance “with awareness imbued with
compassion”, and “all-encompassing cosmos” one. “Four directions”
in this phrase means four directions of relationship in Buddhist
sangha in society, as well as in family.
In Dighajanu Sutta, the term “dana” as tolerance also refers to
the practice of cultivating generosity, as the practice culminates
in one of the Perfections (Paramitas): “the Perfection of Giving
(dana-paramita). This can be characterized by unattached and
unconditional generosity, giving”32. It is the exquisite paradox
in Buddhist tolerance, the more we give - and the more we give
without seeking something in return - the wealthier (in the broadest
sense of the word) we will become. It is interesting to compare the
board meanings of “unattached and unconditional give” or “dana” in
primitive Buddhist scripture with “tolerance” as western term.
The term “metta”, in Cunda Kammaraputta Sutta, explained by
Buddha that intentional purity (metta) is threefold of tolerance:
loving-kindness, free from enmity, free from ill will:
“He abides, having suffused with a mind of loving-kindness
one direction of the world, likewise the second, likewise the third,
likewise the fourth, and so above, below, around and everywhere,
and to all as to himself; he abides suffusing the entire universe with
loving-kindness, with a mind grown great, lofty, boundless and free
from enmity and ill will.”33
And in Vatthūpama Sutra, psychological aspect of tolerance is
32. In the Pali canon's Dighajanu Sutta, generosity (denoted there by the Pali word "cāga"
which can be synonymous with "dāna") is identified as one of the four traits conditioning happiness and wealth in the next life.
33.This particular English text is from the Nyanaponika (1988) translation of the Vatthūpama Sutta ("Simile of the Cloth," MN 7), v. 12.
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defined in the following manners, and considered as the root of
good karma:
“The absence of hate, hating, hatred; love, loving, loving
disposition; tender care, forbearance, considerateness; seeking the
general good, compassion; the absence of malice, of malignity; that
absence of hate which is the root of good (karma).”34
There is a typical phrase in Brahma-jala sutra in the Digha Nikaya,
which is very popular among the orthodox Buddhists, focused on
religious tolerance, as follow:
“Should those who are not with us, O Bhikkhus, speak in
dispraise of me, or of the Dhamma, or of the Sangha, you are not
on that account to give away to anger, heartburning or discontent.
Should those who are not with us, O Bhikkhus, speak in dispraise of
me, or of the Dhamma, or of the Sangha, you were on that account
to be either enraged or displeased, it is you (not they) upon who
the danger would fall; for would you then be able to discriminate
whether what they had spoken was right or wrong?”35
According to this part, Buddha’s perspective on real religious
tolerance is not only mere tolerance of other religious beliefs but
also the tolerance that we have to bear when others try to irritate us
by condemning our religion.
Maurya king Aśoka (304 – 232 BC)
In Asian’s and Buddhists’ mind in general, and Indian’s one, in
particular, King Asoka, the third monarch of the Indian Mauryan
dynasty is always the Buddha’s most excellent disciple. He is an
outstanding example of tolerance, who comprehended deeply the
essential notion of tolerance in the Buddha’s teaching and applied
it personally as his moral practice then renovated himself from
a cruel and ruthless king into a wise and tolerant one. Asoka is
also remembered as an excellent Buddha’s disciple who realized
Buddhist idea of tolerance as ideal of religious harmony successfully
under his foundation of the Maurya Empire (India now).
34. T.W. Rhys Davids (2002). History of Indian Buddhism. Cosmo Publications, New
Delhi, India, pp. 275-276.
35. T.W. Rhys Davids (2002). Ibid p. 229
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From the view of tolerance, Asoka’s life can be divided into two
periods: intolerance and tolerance. Through Asoka’s conversion, the
value of tolerance of Buddha’s teaching vividly shows its worthy
and vigorous truth.
Early in his life, Asoka was told of an exceptionally cruel and
ruthless prince, who waded to the throne a sea of blood, securing
his position by the massacre of his ninety-nine brothers and he had
been described as “the cruel Ashoka” (Chandashoka). Even in 262
BC., after eight years of his coronation, Asoka’s armies attacked
and conquered Kalinga, a country (now Orissa state in India). But,
the more power and territories he won by wars as an intolerant king,
the more loss of life caused by battle, reprisals, deportations and the
turmoil that increased as unavoidable consequences of a predatory
foreign policy.
It seems that Asoka called himself a Buddhist for at least two
years prior to the Kalinga war, but his conversion to Buddhism was
only when he really awaked to the Buddhist notion of tolerance
through his subjects’ losses and sufferings in this intolerant war. In
his edicts he himself apologized for the Kalinga war and reassured
that he replaced it with a policy of peaceful co-existence.
He ruled from 273 BC to 232 BC, but he wished to be alive in
his subjects’ heart and mind by the title Devānāmpriya Priyadarśin
(Sanskrit means without sorrow), which he claimed himself in his
edicts. Finally, Buddhism brought Asoka a complete change in his
personality36.
After the Kalinga war Asoka dedicated the rest of his life trying
to apply Buddhist principles of tolerance to the administration of
his vast empire. Buddhism came to be the most influential spirit
in Asoka’s life as a Buddhist king, and he also hoped his subjects
likewise would adopt this religion. He went on pilgrimages to
Lumbini and Bodh Gaya, sent teaching monks to various regions
in his empire and even beyond its borders. Every where he and
Buddhist missionaries came, numerous edicts were inscribed on
rocks and pillars. All the edicts were imbued with the Buddhist
36. Vincent A. Smith (1990). C.I.E. Asoka the Buddhist Emperor of India. Lowprice Publication, Delhi, India. p. 19-74.
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values of compassion, tolerance and respect for all life.
According to the twelfth edict, Asoka’s perspective on religious
tolerance was so clear that when he was an enthusiastic Buddhist,
he was not partisan towards his own religion or intolerant of other
religions. The protection of all religions, their promotion and the
fostering of harmony between them, was also seen as one of the
duties of the state:
“King Piyadasi, beloved of the gods, honours all sects, both
recluses and laymen: he honours them with grips and with very
kind of honour. But the beloved of the gods attaches not so much
weight to alms and honours as to the desire that the good name
and the moral virtues which are the essential part of the teaching of
all sects may increase. Now the prosperity of this essential part of
the teaching of all sects involves, it is true, great diversity. But this
is the one foundation of all, that is to say moderation in speech;
that there should be no depreciation of others without cause, but,
on the contrary, a rendering of honour to other sects for whatever
cause honour is due. By so doing, both one’s own sect will be helped
forward, and other sects will be benefited; by acting otherwise,
one’s own sect will be destroyed in injuring others. Whosoever
exalts his own sect, thinking to spread abroad the fame thereof?
But, on the contrary, he inflicts the more an injury upon his own
sect. Therefore is concord the best, in that all should hear, and love
to hear the doctrines (Dhamma) of each other. Thus is it the desire
of the beloved of the gods that every sect should be well instructed,
and should process a religion that is lovely. So that all, whatever
their belief, should be persuaded that the beloved of the gods
attaches less weight to alms and honours than to the desire that the
good name and the moral virtues which are the essential part of the
teaching of all sects, may increase. To this end do the ministers of
religion everywhere strive, and the officers placed over women, and
the inspectors, and the other officials. And this is the fruit thereof;
namely, the prosperity of his own sect and the exaltation of religion
generally.”37
37. T.W. Rhys Davids (2002). History of Indian Buddhism, Cosmo Publications, New
Delhi, India, p. 230-231; or another version in English in Vincent A. Smith (1990). C.I.E. Aso-
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In Asoka’s the seventh edict, he paved excellent and large ways
for all religions, but emphasized the fundamental function of all of
them that would be common good way for human life, as follows:
“King Piyadasi, beloved of the gods, desires that all the sects
would dwell at liberty in all places. They all indeed seek equally
after the subjugation of one’s self and purity of heart: though the
people are fickle in their aims and fickle in their attachments. They
may pursue, either in part or in whole, the aim they set before them.
And let every one, whether he receive abundant alms or not, have
self-control, purity of heart, thankfulness, and firmness of love. That
this always excellent.”38
In addition, Asoka had a crucial part to play in helping Buddhism
to spread both throughout India and especially abroad (now as
a world religion), and probably built the first major Buddhist
monuments, not only as symbol of religion but also one of religious
tolerance. Asoka died in 232 BC. in the thirty-eighth year of his
reign, but he still obvious in Asian’s and all Buddhist’s mind and
heart as a wise and tolerant Buddhist king. What he did applied
Buddhist tolerance is the very vivid example for modern in facing
the challenge of religious and cultural discrimination and conflicts.
4. Vietnam’s Buddhist Tolerance for the Common Good
Vietnam is a small country with the population estimate
87,375,000, and the size of 329,565 square kilometers. At present,
world Buddhist population is nearly 1,512,013,359, and about
more than 72 million of Buddhists in Vietnam39. In comparing with
the world, the Buddhist percent is small, but in Vietnam it is more
than 85%. That is one of the reasons why Buddhism is considered
as Vietnamese traditional religion which has been having great
affect on Vietnam culture through long history until now. However,
Buddhism is not the same as an original religion, in Vietnam it is
an integrated product of inter-cultural communications through its
long history. This is one aspect concerning the character of religious
ka the Buddhist Emperor of India. Lowprice Publication, Delhi, India, p. 182-183.
38. T.W. Rhys Davids (2002). History of Indian Buddhism, Cosmo Publications, New
Delhi, India, p. 230.
39. See note 13
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tolerance of Buddhism in Vietnam.
Vietnam is located in South-East-Asia, with the South China
Sea on the East, Laos and Cambodia on the West, Thailand on
the South-West borders, and China on the North. Vietnam was
named “Indochinese Peninsula”40, so Indochinese or Indochina means
a region in Southeast Asia between India and China. Vietnam was
also famous with important Buddhist centers as “Tonkin” or “Giao
Châu”, now Red River Delta, where Indian and Chinese traders
and monks often stayed before and after a long seaway. According
to history of Buddhism in Vietnam41, early before Christian Era
Vietnam had been a bridge between India and China, the two most
ancient civilizations of Asia, and probably, the most of the world as
well. In the Mahavamsa42 the name “Golden Land” (Suvannabhumi)
where Sona and Uttara were dispatched as one of the nine
missionary groups abroad by king Asoka seems that Vietnam
also including in the region, because in ancient time trade and
missionary always accompanied together on voyage, and Tonkin
was a famous harbour at that time in the region. So, in ancient time
Indochina was an open place accepting cultural and religious values
both from great Indian and Chinese civilizations. This beginning
has been influenced much on the characteristics of Vietnam.
Buddhism was the first foreign religion introduced into Vietnam
and integrated with the native belief. After that, more than three
times it integrated with other foreign religions and thoughts
(Confucianism, Taoism, Western thoughts, including Marxism)
in various contexts of culture, economy and politics. On the other
hand, Buddhism was also more than three times reintroduced
into Vietnam under different conditions. Therefore Vietnamese
Buddhism is considered more practical, flexible and tolerant in
compare with Buddhism in other Buddhist countries. And Vietnam
40. French historians in the beginning of the 19th century (French colonial period in
Vietnam)often used these names in their maps. The term Sino-Indian is also used to describe
relationbetween India and China
41. The History of Buddhism in Vietnam (2007). Nguyen Tai Thu (chief editor) & George
F.McLean (general editor). Institute of Philosophy -Vietnamese Academy of Social Sciences &
The Council for Research in Values and Philosophy, Washington, D.C. p. 9-15.
42. The Mahavamsa (The Great Chronicle of Lanka), (1996), translated by Wilhem Geiger, Asian Educational Services Buddhism, chapter XII.
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is the only one country where together exist harmoniously both
Theravada and Mahayana Buddhism with many subjects43.
First time, through sea route, Buddhism introduced directly
from India into Vietnam at Tonkin. At the beginning of the
century Vietnamese native belief was simple as totem religion,
and Buddhism imported easily and was accepted as a system of
knowledge about human being and human society as a religion, but
among common people, not for particular classes as in later periods.
According to some famous legends and fairy tales such as Chử Đồng
Tử and Tiên Dung and Story of Mosquito, or Story of Tấm and Cám,
ect., “Bụt” is the name “Buddha” changed into native language. In
these narratives Bụt was symbol of a benevolent, tolerant Deity
who always appears in urgent cases to help and support all the
good, the poor and the weak, and teaching them good way of life
as tolerant behavior between man and man, and between man and
nature. As a first imported Buddhism from India, “Bụt-Buddhism”44
had influenced on the orientation for development of Buddhism
in later periods as well as accepting other foreign religions and
thoughts into Vietnam.
Second time, Theravada Buddhism entered Southern Vietnam
during the fourth century AD45. From Khmer ethnic group in the
Mekong Delta, so that it is called Khmer Theravada Buddhism.
Khmer Theravada till extant in the South of Vietnam, and its
contribution makes the picture of Buddhism in Vietnam not as the
same as any other Buddhist countries in Asia, both Theravada and
Mahayana co-existing for long history.
Third time, by land route, in other word silk route, Buddhism with
various sub-sect of Mahayana Buddhism46 indirectly imported into
Vietnam via China. The second Buddhist importation took place
43. The History of Buddhism in Vietnam (2007). Ibid., p. 9-15.
44. I use the term “Bụt-Buddhism” to distinguish between the first imported Buddhism
from India and the “Phật Buddhism” imported from China in later period
45. Religion and Policies Regarding Religion in Vietnam (2006). Socialist Republic of
Vietnam. Government Committee for Religious Affairs; Andrew Skilton (1994). A Concise
History of Buddhism.
46. Most of them are sub sect of Mahayana Buddhism, such as: Chan (禪) sect, Vinitaruci
sect, Wu Yantong (无言通) sect, Pure Land sect.
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during Sino-domination period (from 111 BC to 939 AD) and later
in the independent period. In this time, “Phật” in Vietnamese was
also Buddha’s name but translated from Chinese language. That is
why there are two words: “Bụt” and “Phật” together denoting the
same Buddha in Vietnamese. They are different results of different
historical periods of Buddhist importation into Vietnam. From
the view of social stratification “Bụt-Buddhism” means popular
Buddhism and “Phật-Buddhism” means learned Buddhism. In
fact, before imported into Vietnam, Indian Buddhism had intercommunicated with local Confucianism and Taoism, which were
founded approximately 6th-5th centuries BC, thus, a higher standard
of religion and philosophy of Buddhist teaching was accepted by
the Chinese. In this second time, Buddhism was introduced by
Chinese ruling mandarins who were dominating the Vietnamese.
Hence, it was possible to say that Phật was Buddhism of the
scholastic or learned and ruling class. From this time on, there
had been being both popular Buddhism and learned Buddhism in
Vietnam, they mutual influenced each other and together formed
special characters of Vietnamese Buddhism. Due to the sympathy
with Bụt-Buddhism from India in the first time, while protesting
against Chinese invader and their strategy of Sino-assimilation,
but the Vietnamese did not boycott Phật-Buddhism from China. In
contrary, the term “Phật” together with Chinese Mahayana theory
of Bodhisattva liberation were received by Vietnamese intellectual
circles more systematically in order to complement the Vietnamese
ontology, epistemology, etc. In this time, learned Phật-Buddhism
had contributed its particular part in enriching Bụt-Buddhism. More
than that, in a certain context, both Bụt and Phật co-rooted in the
whole society either in minority or royal court, countryside or city,
among poor people and royal family, and they became a spiritual
power of the whole nation in defending and building the country in
war time as well as in peace time. Its contributions for the nation were
highlighted by practice of tolerance in war time as well as in peace time.
Thus, right after the Sino-domination, under an independent
state and peaceful condition, many pagodas were erected in the city
and country wide. At the same time Buddhism took the position
as a national religion while it together coexisted and developed
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with Confucianism and Taoism as three main parts of thought and
culture of Vietnam. Buddhism was supported by state, Buddhist
monks were respected in society. For instance, the victories over
Sino domination and Yan invaders (1228 AD) were considered
firstly as Buddhist achievements. After defeated the invader,
with Buddhist perspective of tolerance the king released all
prisoners of war. To remember the victory, a state pagoda was
constructed and named “Khai quốc” means Foundation of the
Nation (now “Trấn Quốc” means Defending Nation Pagoda)
which were by the Lý Thái Tổ, that implied the declaration of
national independence through or by contribution of Buddhism
and Buddhists.
In the peace time, during Lý and Trần dynasties, Buddhism had
got its height of respect, and even some kings ceded his throne and
lived a monastic life as monks in remote pagodas to study Buddhist
scriptures and preach Buddhist teachings, such as: Lý Phật Mã
(1000-1054), Lý Nhân Tông (1066-1128) or Trần Thái Tông
(1218-1277) and Trần Nhân Tông (1258-1308). Among them,
Trần Nhân Tông was the founder of Yên Tử school of Buddhism in
the North of Vietnam. In addition, the Buddhist notion of tolerance
was vividly realized in aspects of life. They created a precedent
for their successors to follow. A favour was given to Buddhism in
which an emperor supported Buddhism while his retired father,
the supreme emperor, traveled as a monk among the people to
promote Buddhism. This specially led to the maintenance of a
strong Buddhist presence.
When on the throne, the Lý and the Trần Kings did issue tolerant
policies to encourage common people to live in peace, justice and
harmony. For instance, in 1052, King Lý Thái Tông ordered that a
bell had been manufactured and placed in the courtyard of Thiên
Ân Palace for the common people to ring to claim their innocence47.
Another famous example of him, during the severe winter of 1055,
he told his Court officials:
“Living in the palaces heated up with coal stoves and wearing
plenty of warm clothing, I still feel this cold. I am quite concerned
47. Đại Việt Sử Ký Toàn Thư (The Official History of Vietnam), I:226
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about the detainees in jails who are miserably locked up in stocks
and manacles, without enough food to eat and without clothes
to warm their bodies, or some even undeservedly dying while
their guilt or innocence has not been determined. I feel a deep
compassion for them…”48
Thereupon, he ordered blankets and mats to be distributed to
the prisoners and two meals a day to be provided them. There were
many gems in the history of Buddhist tolerance in Vietnam.
In 1945, after the French colonial period, Vietnam was divided
into two parts: South and North Vietnam. In the South, under war
condition, Buddhist theory of tolerance as non-violence (Ahimsha)
was a particular influenced on common people’s patriotic actions. It
was applied actively through patriotic spirit in the war time without
rigidity. For them nation’s suffering is as the same as Buddhist
sangha’s suffering. Thus, in facing the nation’s suffering many
Vietnamese Buddhists contributed their part against violence and
evil power to liberate the country. Even, in emergency of the nation’s
existence, Vietnamese Buddhists “took swear an oath of burning his
temporary body” to make a patriotic torch as a demand for freedom
of belief of Vietnamese Buddhism. We can not forget the Buddhist
patriotic-body-torches such as Thich Quang Duc (self-immolation on
11 June 1963), Thích Nguyên Hương (4 August 1963), Thích Thanh
Tuệ (13 August 1963), Thích Diệu Quang (15 August 1963), and
Thích Tiểu Diệu (16 August 1963). The extraordinary sacrifice of
the Vietnamese only can be flexibly explained by Buddhist theory
of non-violence, no-killing (Ahimsha) and super-tolerance through
patriotism leading to both personal and national liberation. Vietnam
victories over two big enemies, French and American imperialists,
also recorded Buddhist material and spiritual contributions and
we never forget the non-violence way of Buddhists in the South
in their struggle for the nation and Buddhist Sangha, against the
atrocities of foreign domination. It is considered as great examples
of Buddhist tolerance.
In the North of Vietnam, during subsidized period (until 1986),
Buddhism did not developed much because it was treated as
48. Ibid. I: 229-230.
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appearance or form of idealism, which is contrary to materialism of
Marxism. However, in general speaking, through the long history
Buddhism in general, and Buddhist tolerance in particular, has
firmly rooted in all aspects of culture and spirit of the Vietnamese.
Buddhism is the main inner feeling-religious life of the Vietnamese
and Buddhism was actively and lively practiced it in their daily life.
For example, pagoda was always considered as a complex functional
space not only for Buddhist cults but also for traditional customs
and ceremonies or folk festivals. Pagoda has been called “Zen
gate” where every one can come to introspect oneself, to cultivate
one’s mind and moral both in free time and in emergency. Every
village has a pagoda as spiritual place for the whole commune. At
home, people also kept practicing meditation and worship Buddha
and Avalokitesvara or Maitreya Boddhisattva together with their
ancestors on the same altar. In every day life, people also follow
Buddhist fast, pray and keep practicing five radical Buddhist
precepts together with other Confucian moral rules. Buddhist
tolerance silently influences the personal life of the Vietnamese,
and during this time we shared our difficulties and suffering as “The
intact leaf shields the torn one”.
After the Vietnam War, the whole nation reunited and entered
a peace period, but with a lot of difficulties remained that need to
be healed, rebuilt to gain back the national self-confidence to stand
up from absolute destruction. To meet the need of the country, in
1981, the Conference of Representatives for Buddhist Unification
was organized in Hanoi capital with the participation of all nine
Buddhist denominations. The Conference unanimously agreed to
establish the Vietnamese Buddhist Sangha (Giáo hội Phật giáo Việt
Nam), which reunited all Buddhist denominations in Vietnam as
in a family, to strengthen religious solidarity for the common good
of “The Dharma - The Nation - Socialism”, and Buddhist followers
have continued the work of national development under the
motto, “For better secular and religious life”. Buddhist perspective
of religious tolerance was clearly expressed in the announced
among all Vietnamese Buddhists at home and abroad: “From this
point on, we are no longer Buddhists of the South, Buddhists of the
Center, or Buddhists of the North and are no longer split into diversing
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organizations or forms but are all Vietnamese Buddhists and are all
members of the Vietnamese Buddhist Sangha, whether inside the
country or outside the country”.
Nowadays, many Vietnamese Buddhists living abroad also joint
together with the Buddhist community at home to contribute
their part in resolving challenges of the new Age. Among them, the
most excellent is Venerable Thích Nhất Hạnh, who was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize, as mentioned above. Abroad, Nhất Hạnh
continues to be active in the peace movement and encourage the
Buddhist tolerance over the world. He has sponsored retreats for
Israelis and Palestinians, encouraging them to listen and learn
about each other; given speeches urging warring countries to
stop fighting and look for non-violent solutions to problems; and
even conducted a peace walk in Los Angeles in 2005 attended by
thousands of people.
In 2005, Nhất Hạnh returned Vietnam, his mother land and
contributed his part to try to support new monastics, organize
and conduct “Great Chanting Ceremonies” intended to help heal
remaining wounds from the Vietnam war, and to lead retreats for
monastic and poor people in countryside. Then, in May 2008 Thích
Nhất Hạnh is respected and invited to attend the VESAK-2008 in
Hanoi49 as a representative of Vietnamese Buddhist abroad.
CONCLUSION

Modernization, industrialization economic integration is global
trend in the new millennium, and the standard of life will be quite
better thanks to progressive of scientific and technical achievements.
These fruits are quickly popularized, globalized and become
common property of human in the world. However, they are the
reasons to speed up the appearance of a philosophical problem of
human rights: What the real happiness is while high quality of life
is just not happiness. People in modern society is facing modern
49. VESAK, celebrated by millions of Buddhists each year, commemorates the birth, enlightenment and death of the Buddha. This year’s VESAK celebration, which has been recognized as an international holiday by the UN since 1999, is expected to draw 3,500 delegates
from 80 countries to Vietnam for a series of events conducted throughout the country from
May 13-17, 2008 in Hanoi.
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“worldly suffering” as in the term of Buddhism, such as AIDS, drug,
corruption, pollution, nations and races-war etc. The whole picture
of modernization and economic integration problems, some how,
highlight the question whether high standard of life is an effective
and all-round solution for human being’s sufferings or not. And
more dangerous to realize that with the help of high technique
people is more easy, more clean to commit dangerous and sin,
even genocide, but not easy to reflect his won intolerant action or
behaviour than before.
The desire of understanding the Self once became a philosophical
question. In the West, Existentialism, Technoctativism,
Psychnanalysm, etc. are the lament of requirements for real
happiness when high quality of life was not the answer for “human
suffering”. In general, Buddhism was a selected system inherited
from Indian and Asian traditions which has been tested and
improved through long history. So that its preeminent factors of
tolerance have become common precious values of mankind, not
only belongs to Buddhism in the religious meaning. Buddhism,
which already has its advantage of an internal-equal-anti authority
religion and with its rich and experience tolerant practices, would
be a potential capacity to integrate into the modern age and face
with the challenges of globalization as well.
Through the long history Vietnamese Buddhism already
contributed its brilliant marks in building and defending the
nation. Now, at the 21st century, Vietnam is much influenced by the
global tendency of modernization, industrialization. To develop
the nation and country sustainable Vietnam has been accepting
human’s progressive achievements of culture and civilization, and
at the same time tries to preserve and develop its own preeminent
characters and dignity, Buddhist tolerance is one of traditional value
of humankind that the Vietnamese will develop it and apply it for
the common goal of the nation to resolve our modern problems of
integration in this new age.
We should learn form the past to find the way to resolve our new
problems. Tolerance is one of the possible ways for all humankind
to develop sustainable. Historically, tolerance was provided by
Western religionists and conceptualized by UNESCO and further
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developed by Western philosophers, writers and social leaders.
Now, in the context of globalization we realize that in the East there
has been being a treasure of tolerance deeply in Buddhist teachings.
The terms are not the same with the “tolerance” of the West, but
the notion is quite the same, and they were even constructed on a
foundation of philosophy systematically. “Middle Way Approach” is
the tolerance way in practice to avoid extremes, to escape conflicts,
to keep off destroys… to live in harmony. Buddhist communities
abroad and in Vietnam will unite in the great national unity
to promote the content of tolerance in concrete activities and
organizations under new condition.
I hope that this research on Buddhist tolerance will be a
contribution to general studies of the new issues raised from
social religious reality in Vietnam, as well as in other Buddhist
countries in Asia. Further, it also can contribute some scientific
foundations for the Government policy lines and decision-making
process concerning the role and abilities of religions in process of
globalization.

***
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THE DECLINE OF RELIGIOUSLY-AFFILIATED
EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
by Chau Duong Quang*

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, when the society has become increasingly secular
and more people seem to be indifferent to religion, education
institutions associated with religions also lost its once dominant
ground. In Japan and Korea – where at the turn of the national
independence, states still had to rely on private universities, the
majority of which had been founded by religious sects – national
and secular private institutions emerged and rapidly grow. In
America where religion in education has remained a sensitive
topic, state’s support for religiously-affiliated organizations is
unconstitutional1. Among Ivy-League universities in America
which were originally founded by Christian sects, none
remained its religious association with their founding body.
In more extreme cases like communist, and several European
countries like France, religious organizations are completely
separated from education system. However, regardless of public
attitudes and policies towards schools associated with religions,
*. Doctoral student, Department of Educational Policy & Leadership, SUNY at Albany,
USA.
1. One example was the busing policy in which students in all students in a school district,
including those enrolling in Catholic schools, were provided bus transportation free-of-charge
by the district administration. A person filed a case against the district administration using
public money to support religiously-affiliated schools. Although the decision was declared for
the district administration on the ground that the district didn’t support religious organizations but supported students themselves regardless of religion, this case shows the enduring
sensitivity of the involvement of religion in education, and also shows the social movement
towards secularization.
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education systems in probably all countries used to have one
common origin of religious affiliation. In other words, one
common educational phenomenon across countries nowadays
is the decline of education institutions associated with religious
bodies. The paper’s main aim is to shed light on that decline,
with the special focus to the case of Vietnam.
This topic has some important contribution to studies on both
education and religion. Currently, in debates and dialogues on
education reforms, there are occasionally voices on developing a
community of students and parents. Many advocates believe that
only when schools nurture a bonded community surrounding it
will they perform well. Besides, there are also voices advocating
for the re-introduction of and more emphasis in moral education
side by side with scientific knowledge and technological trainings.
Both ideas are not groundless. This paper, through the description
of the decline of religiously-affiliated education institutions,
remind us that community building and moral education actually
two educational ideas that predated secular education almost all
of us are undertaking now. More specifically, education used to
be closely associated with religious organizations, but not secular
states. Hence, returning to the religiously-associated school model,
this paper argues, is not unnatural.
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, it briefly lays out
two main characteristics of religiously-affiliated education
institutions. In the part that follows, I will describe the decline of
those institutions by looking into statistics reports and historical
accounts. By showing that education for centuries totally
resided in church’s territory, the paper suggests that the decline
of schools associated with religious orders is quite obvious now.
However, because historical accounts are mostly Western-based
context, I will in the third part look at the history of religiouslyaffiliated schools in Vietnam and point out a similar decline
though the chronological order differs. In the discussion part at
the end, I suggest that the decline of those schools brings with
it serious loss of educational values that policy-makers should
care about.
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RELIGIOUSLY-AFFILIATED EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS: A
DEFINITION

Religiously-affiliated education institution is a term that needs
some clarifications to avoid unnecessary confusion. This paper
utilizes the one by the U.S. Department of Education. Although
the Department doesn’t define specifically religiously-affiliated
schools, it does spell out what Catholic schools are. Accordingly,
Catholic school is “a private school over which a Roman Catholic
Church group exercises some control or provides some form of
subsidy. Catholic schools for the most part include those operated
or supported by a parish, a group of parishes, a diocese, or a Catholic
religious order.”
We can generalize a broader definition by replacing “Catholic”
by “religiously-affiliated”, and “school” by “education institution”:
Religiously-affiliated education institution is a private
education institution over which a religious organization or
group exercises some control or provides some form of subsidy.
Religiously-affiliated education institutions for the most part
include those operated or supported by a parish, a group of
parishes, a diocese, or a religious order.
This definition needs unpacking as there’re two important
characteristics of religiously-affiliated education institutions.
Firstly, those institutions are private. Although a complicated and
debatable concept, especially when looking along the chronological
axis, privateness is strongly associated with private financial
contribution. In other words, as private institutions, religiouslyaffiliated schools rely on students’ tuition and fees, with the degree
of reliance varying among schools. In 2011/ 2012 academic year,
an average Catholic school charged almost $7,000 per year and
schools from other religious traditions more than $8,500. Seen in
the global context of free public education at pre-tertiary level, this
private identity is striking. Not only does this fee-reliance make
religiously-affiliated schools less attractive to parents and students
but it also plays a selection role as only those who can afford the
fees will think of these schools.
Secondly, their governance aspect also merit detailed analysis.
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Those schools are subject to some degrees of religious organizations’
control. One aspect of the control is that some members of the
school boards are members of or are nominated/ appointed by the
affiliated church. Besides, some religious organizations could also
have some preferences for their members to become teaching staff
or administrators. In some other cases, schools are legally owned
by the religious organizations. Where the connection between
educational and religious institutions is loose, the control is reflected
through schools’ educational aims and curriculum which bear
certain religious values of the affiliated church. The counterbalance
of control is financial support, though it is not always the case. Such
support helps religiously-affiliated schools much more affordable
than sectarian counterparts which entirely rely on private money. In
2011/ 2012 academic year, an average K-12 school not associated
with any religious organizations charged $21,510 per year, three
times more than a Catholic school (and around 2.5 times than a
school from other religious traditions)2.
There are three main types of religiously-affiliated schools. The
first one exclusively devoted to training students, mostly those
aspiring to be clerics, about religious texts and rituals. The second
one despite keeping some religious training programs, include
secular subjects in their curriculum. The last one goes further
and provides only secular educational programs; no religious
education was allowed on campus. This paper, though using the
term “religiously-affiliated education institutions”, focuses only on
the latter two types which deliver at least some secular programs.
RELIGIOUSLY-AFFILIATED EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS: THE
DECLINE DESCRIBED

A statistical description of the decline
In fall 2010, 891 out of 4,589 higher education institutions
(HEIs) in America described themselves as affiliated to at least
one religious traditions, accommodating over 1.8 million students.
This sector accounted for around 19.4% of total number of HEIs
and 8.8% of total student population in the system. In pre-tertiary
2. Figures in this paragraph are from Snyder, Brey, and Dillow (2016b).
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education, respective proportions were quite similar. In fall
2011, among 54.8 million students in elementary and secondary
education, 4.08 million (7.4%) were in schools affiliated to religion.
The share of school was more than 16% (21,080/ 129,188)3. By any
measure, religiously-affiliated education is an integral component
of American education system.
However, such impressive statistics masks the fact that the
decline of this sector has set in for decades. This decline can be seen
through the chronological axis. At higher education level, between
1980 and 2013, the sector’s enrolment share remained almost static
at under 9% and its share of institutions dropped from over 23%
to just over 19% during the same period. That’s a dramatic decline
compared to its 80% share of total colleges in the late 19th century.
At pre-tertiary level, the share of students in religiously-affiliated
schools also followed a downward trend, from 9.2% in 1999 to
7.4% in 2011. Extending the analysis further back to the history, we
see more striking declines. After reaching a high in 1965 with more
than 5.5 million students, or approximately a half of all Catholic
students in America, Catholic schools in America began to witness
the drop in enrolment go unabated, to roughly 4.4 million in 1970,
3.1 million a decade later, and further to under 2.6 million at the
beginning of the 1990s. Although the enrolment has increased
since the 1990s, its growth rate is dwarfed compare with the rate
systemwide.
The decline is also clear in the cross-sectorial dimension.
Between 1989 and 2011, the share of enrolment in religiouslyaffiliated schools within private elementary and secondary
education sector fell from 86.8% to 77.4%. This declining share does
not result from the more rapid expansion of secular sector. Instead,
it is the combined consequences of the drop in absolute number
of students in both private education in general and religiouslyaffiliated education in particular, with the latter more significant
than the former. Between 1995 and 2011, whereas the enrolment
in private elementary and secondary education decreased by 10%,
and that in religiously-affiliated sector by 14%.
3. Figures in this paragraph are from Snyder, Brey, and Dillow (2016a).
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Another important aspect of decline is the diminution of
religious identity in education institution, which is reflected by
the growing and now dominant proportion of lay teachers in
schools that used to have all nun- or monk-teachers. In 1968/ 1969
academic year, lay teachers accounted for less than half of teaching
staff in pre-tertiary schools (72,495/ 167,495), but rapidly soared
to almost three fourths (108,429/ 146,172) just around a decade
later, in 1981/ 19824.
Although the decline is clear, it does not always mean the
decline in both the number of education institutions and student
enrolment. In some aspects, the sector is still developing. Inside
America, where a large share of religiously-affiliated HEIs in the
world concentrate, enrolment in this sector at higher education level
rose from roughly 1 million in 1980 to more than 1.8 million in
2013. Outside America, other countries have also become fertile
soils for those institutions to grow. In 2011, a study reported
that there were 579 Christian colleges and universities located
outside North America (Glanzer, Carpenter, and Lantinga
2011). In every decade since the 1960s, there has been at least
1 religiously-affiliated HEIs established in each of 8 regions
(African, Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia, South Asia, Europe,
Latin America, Middle East, Oceania). In the 1990s alone, 87
new religiously-affiliated HEIs were founded outside America.
The growth is most striking in Africa where although the number
of Christian HEIs was “only” 67 – significantly lower than South
Asia and Latin America, and still fewer than North East Asia
– 48 of which have been founded for just the last 2 decades.
However, such impressive figures are dwarfed when put in the
overall landscape of education system at large. In other words,
despite being an integral part of education systems globally, the
role of religiously-affiliated education institutions has become
diminished. The follow-up concern that needs exploring is that
whether that role has remained minor since its birth, if not, what
factors have reduced that role.
4. Figures in this paragraph are collected from Snyder, Brey, and Dillow (2016a) and some
other sources.
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A historical description of the decline
State and education development: A myth
Contrary to conventional wisdom that states have been for
centuries engaged in building and developing national education
systems, religious organizations were actually those who have
for centuries played the role in establishing and developing early
education institutions.
Before the emergence of modern states, learning took place
in religious sites like temples, churches, mosques etc. In the Dark
Age, across Europe, classrooms were held inside cathedrals to hide
themselves from Germanic and Viking invaders. Students were
mostly monks who recited the Bible and leaned other ancient
classical texts (Perkin 2006). With the end of the Dark Age in
the 12th century, together with the increase in population, urban
schools emerged in towns and cities to train people with more
secular and practical subjects of seven liberal arts, i.e. grammar,
rhetoric, dialectic, music, arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy.
However, the secularization of leaning subjects didn’t guarantee
the secularization of those schools. They still maintained tight
links with religious organizations, and almost always clerics were
teachers at schools while waiting to be appointed to a holy duty
somewhere else. That monopoly in educational provision by
religious organizations accelerated during the Reformation era
when both Catholics and Protestants competed for their influences
on education. In other contemporary societies, the role of religion
and religious organizations in education was similarly profound. In
countries with strong Buddhist tradition like Cambodia, Thailand,
Myanmar etc., before the extant modern schools, education was
provided almost solely in temples where monks were teachers.
Besides secular subjects like reading, children also studied some
basic Buddhism. In early Islamic societies, typical madrasahs (an
Arabic word for “school”) which were affiliated with mosques both
centered on Islamic theology and law, and taught some additional
secular subjects like mathematics, logics and natural science. Not
only tuition but also food and lodging was free, thanks to generous
donation from royal and wealthy families. Those schools flourished
in the Middle East by the end of the 12th century. As can be seen,
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nowhere in the pre-modern era can we see the presence, let alone the
control, of the state in education. The opposite holds true for religious
organizations, which were actively engaged in educating people.
Although the states played a more active role in promoting
education at higher level, it was still significantly minor when
compared with religious organizations’. Almost all Western
universities and colleges before the 19th century were either founded
by or affiliated to churches (Perkin 2006). During the course
of time, urban schools that taught seven liberal arts and higher
faculties like theology, medicine or law would petition the Pope for
a papal bull that granted school masters the right to teach anywhere
in the empire (jus ubique docendi). Once that privilege has been
confirmed, the schools would be officially entitled “University”
which helped them attract students from all over the Continent and
British Isle. Universities of Bologna (Italy), Paris & Montpellier
(France), Oxford (the UK), Salamanca (Spain) etc., oldest ones
in continuous operation, were founded in that same way. Another
significant privilege originated from the Pope’s recognition was the
guaranteed protection against secular authority – university faculty
and students were not subjective to local laws. In 1229 when a
riot occurred in Paris and killed some students, the murderers
were supported by the queen-regent. This provoked angers among
university faculty and students who later migrated to other cities.
The Pope acted strongly, ordering the King to punish the murderers
and comfort scholars to come back. The reverse happened in the
case of the University of Oxford where some local townsmen were
killed by drunk students. However, the result was the same – the
King had to comfort not the townspeople but the students who
always received preferential treatments from the Pope. In America,
though much fewer higher education institutions were affiliated to
the Roma Catholic Church, they were founded by supported by
Protestant denominations. All colleges founded in colonial era,
most of which are now Ivy-league universities, had their roots from
religious organizations and communities, though secular colonial
states also once in a while contributed funding. The obvious legacy
of religious influence in American higher education is the existence
of chapels in almost all long-time colleges. The stories of Nalanda
and Al-Azhar University in non-Western world also show how
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influential religious institutions were in the foundation of ancient
institutions of higher education. Nalanda, probably the biggest
university at its time, accommodating and educating thousands
of monks regardless of religions, was closely linked to Buddhist
communities, though it taught not only Buddhist texts but also
secular subjects like logic, medicine, astronomy etc. In Middle East,
Al-Azhar University emerging from the Fatimid Caliph’s interest
in philosophical studies, was affiliated with Al-Azhar Mosque in
Cairo. It is the most important university in Sunni Islam world. In
sum, as this section has shown, education either at basic or higher
education was more in the religious institutions’ than in state’s
territory. In other words, the conventional wisdom of states having
since early centuries involved in promoting national education
systems is in fact a myth.
State and education development: A half-truth
Although to firmly say that states have since first centuries
involved in education systems risks overgeneralization, the states’
efforts and enthusiasm in developing national systems of education
for the last two or three centuries cannot be overstated. During the
time Church and States collaborated in education development
initiatives, their conflicts set in, but only climaxed at the eve of the
French Revolution. In general, starting from the late 18th century,
state’s intervention in education system became easily recognizable.
The first clear signal of state’s influence in basic education level
was the Frederick II’s compulsory attendance laws in 1763 in
Prussia (Cummings 2003). This was followed by the creation of a
secondary-school board in 1787, the law enacted in 1794 which set
the ground for state’s rights of school supervision, and then the 1810
law which confirmed education as a secular activity. Furthermore,
the state also laid out quite a detailed regulation set regarding
certification, student admission, curricular structure etc. By the
1830s, a wide network of public elementary and junior secondary
schools, which was put under state’s governance and funded largely
through taxation, emerged in Prussia and provided compulsory
education for children up to 14 years old. This system outpaced
the then existing private system, mainly religiously-affiliated one,
in the proportion of 34 to 1 by 1861. France was the second nation
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after Prussia that built national education system (Green 2013). It
started in the 1802 with the creation of publicly-controlled lycée
(senior secondary school), and in 1808 the foundation of the
Université which oversaw public educational activities at all levels,
then an order in 1816 that regulated in each commune there be one
primary school under the state’s control. The process of education
publicization quite completed in France in 1882 with the Jules
Ferry Laws which provided free and compulsory elementary
education. In America and England, public education systems were
set up a little later than the case of Prussia and France but also took
shape around the start of the 20th century. The concept of state and
secular education systems traveled outside the Western world to
less developed countries through colonization, but the strength of
public education systems in colonized countries varied dependently
on the commitment and good will of colonial governments. For
that reason, we often see in colonized countries a good mix of
schools founded both by Catholic missionaries coming from
the Europe to Christianize native people and by secular colonial
administration. However, after the Second World War, with the
nationalism awakened, national education systems emerged one
after another in developing countries all over the world. Overall,
perhaps the most important phenomenon in education since the
18th century has been the growing involvement of secular states
which pushed religious institutions to take only peripheral roles in
education development.
Similar processes of secularization and publicization also
occurred in universities and colleges in different avenues. The case
of England is typical in that its university system was secularized
in two simultaneous ways namely the foundation of new secular
university and the growing control of the state in religiouslyaffiliated universities. In 1826, London University was opened as
the first English secular university; two universities predating it
– Oxford and Cambridge – were still under significant control of
the Church of England. This University, together with Redbrick
universities that followed distinguished themselves from others
by (a) not requiring students to be members of the Church of
England and instead enrolling students regardless of their religious
background, and (b) providing more secular knowledge and
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practical skills. Besides, the secularization also made its inroad in
religiously-affiliated universities like Oxford and Cambridge when
they faced serious financial challenges during the two World Wars
and had to resort to state’s subsidy. State offered financial support in
exchange for its influences in two universities. Currently, both are
subject in part to public authority. America also followed avenues of
secularization and publicization implemented in England. Its higher
education was brought into public sphere with the enactment of
the first Morrill Act in 1862 (Thelin 2004). Accordingly, the federal
government would provide each state a number of land plots that
could be used to establish universities with practical orientation,
especially with technical and agriculture programs. Over the course
of time, governmental intervention in higher education became
more noticeable through student financial aid schemes (Higher
Education Act 1965), the creation of huge state systems of higher
education after the Second World War that accommodated millions
of students etc. In other countries, the involvement of secular state
also took place in similar veins.
By unfolding historical accounts of education development,
this section has tried to put forward the argument that education
had been for many centuries before the first law of compulsory
education a religious bodies’ concerns rather than states’. However,
upon the emergence, modern secular states spent enormous efforts
in building national systems and by the mid-20th century, they
had succeeded in surpassing religious institutions to become the
key actor in education landscape. Although this process is quite
widespread, recent studies have focused only on Western context.
Therefore, in the section that follows, I will analyzed the context
of education secularization in Vietnam to see whether or not the
process seen in the Western can still hold true in an Asian country.
RELIGIOUSLY-AFFILIATED EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN
VIETNAM

The first millennium: the dominant role of religiously-affiliated
schools
During the almost undisrupted ten centuries under the Chinese
rule (111 BC – 938 AD), education was not institutionalized
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yet in Vietnam. Educational institutions (schools) as a collective
existence of classroom, tenured teachers, students, curriculum etc.
did not emerge. This remark, uneasy to accept, is not groundless.
Firstly, education was then a noninstitutionalized notion even in
the mainland of China. It was not until the Tang Dynasty that the
civil service examination system emerged. Before that, mandarin
appointment followed the hereditary practice, which indicated
that the role of education as a channel for upward social mobility
was minimal. Since education was not institutionalized in Central
China, hardly were schools built in Annam (now a large part of
North Vietnam), the Southernmost province of the Chinese empire.
Secondly, together with discriminatory policies like not allowing
local people to hold the Administrator position, Chinese rulers
didn’t plan to provide any education for the Annamese. Although in
that period, some Chinese Administrators gained respects from local
people thanks to efforts of providing training for the ruled, hardly do
we find any historical archives mentioning formal education provided
in a planned system. Overall, it is very likely that schools didn’t exist in
Vietnam under the era of Chinese domination.
However, because formal schools didn’t exist doesn’t mean
education in general was similarly non-existent during his period.
Education in this era took place in Buddhist temples, quite similar
to the situation in China. This argument is again not groundless.
First, despite the lack of consensus about when Buddhism traveled
to Vietnam5, historical archives showed that by the second century
AD, Luy Lâu (now a part of Hanoi) had had been a center of
Buddhism, so influential a center that it became a major gateway
for Buddhism to travel further to China (Lang 1994). Since then,
Buddhism became the major religion in the region now Northern
Vietnam. Unlike Chinese rulers and their discriminatory rules,
Buddhist monks, with a vision of religious dissemination, had more
motivations to educate local people. Consequently, pagodas and
temples became schools where monks delivered some basic literacy
and then moral and Buddhist philosophy education. Secondly, by
looking at the education a noted Buddhist Zen master Khuong
5. Some argued that it was in the second century BC (That 2001) while others tried to
prove this took place in the first and second century AD.
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Tang Hoi undertook which was scatteredly documented, and at
poems and conversations by other Buddhist monks during this era,
we can conclude quite firmly that education provided in Buddhist
temples was rather liberal, not only limited to Buddhist scripts.
At the close of this Chinese rule, Buddhist monks emerged as
respected scholars whom the King usually consulted with. During
two ill-fated dynasties at the dawn of the national independence era,
Dinh and Early Le, it was Buddhist monks who helped to tactically
deal with Chinese diplomats that rescued the fragile independence.
During the Ly Dynasty when the first centralized administrative
system took shape, the reliance on education conducted in
Buddhist temples was still pervasive. Not only did Buddhist monks
play an influential and unique role6 in the mandarin hierarchy
system, but more importantly many contemporary key political
figures were also raised and educated by monks. As That (2001,
p. 688) has rightly pointed out, throughout roughly a millennium
under the Chinese domination, Buddhist temples played a crucial
role both in protecting the Vietnamese cultural heritages against
the homogenization policies of Chinese rulers and via informal but
liberal education in nurturing intellectual elites who were then wellprepared to take over and consolidate the fragile independence.
The first millennium of Chinese rule was the heyday of religiouslyaffiliated education in Vietnam.
National independence era: the alternative role of religiously-affiliated
schools
When the independence era set in, bringing with it the rise of
a centralized administrative system and of Confucianism, the role
of Buddhist temples as major educational institutions gradually
faded. In 1070, the Temple of Literature was erected in the capital to
worship the Confucius. Seven years later, inside the temple was built
the first school (Imperial College) that was under the control of the
court, and was devoted to educating exclusively royal families and
noblemen. The year 1075 witnessed the first civil service examination
held in the capital. With the rise of Confucianism and a centralized
6. Their role is unique as the relationship between Buddhist monks and the King is not a
master-servant one.
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mandarin selection system came the expansion of an examinationpreparation school network. Beside the only school controlled by
the court in the capital, small private schools quickly emerged in
villages, run by those who had undergone the examination system
with or without success. Once this examination-driven education
system was institutionalized in the Tran Dynasty with sets of rules
and regulations issued, the network of secular private schools also
expanded. Whereas Buddhism flourished in this dynasty, Buddhist
temples lost its once-dominant role in educating the mass.
From the Ho Dynasty, not only educational but also religious
role of Buddhism was eroded. As part of his administrative
centralization initiatives, Ho Quy Ly set up more publicly-funded
schools in major provinces (Thang 2005). Since then, education
system consisted of three types of schools, namely the Imperial
College in the capital, public schools in provinces, and a wide
network of privately-run schools. He also dramatically attacked
Buddhism by removing all those under 50 years old from temple life,
by requiring those aspiring to ordination to pass a religious exam,
and by confiscating land owned by pagodas. Overall, since the Ho
Dynasty, with the rise of a centralized state came the declining role
of Buddhism in various social aspects, including in education. This
situation remained unchanged until the Nguyen Dynasty.
The French colonization era: the emergence of Catholic schools
In the 17th century, the first schools affiliated and supported
by Catholic orders were opened in Vietnam (London 2011) after
Portuguese clerics had travelled to Vietnam a century before that.
The number of those schools grew, though not noticeably, in the
early Nguyen Dynasty thanks to Catholic clerics’ support for
Gia Long in defeating the Tay Son Dynasty. However, Catholicassociated schools were dramatically eliminated when Minh Mang
succeeded Gia Long. One reason for the reversed auspice for
Catholicism was that Catholic clerics were believed to support a
rebellion led by Le Van Khoi in Gia Dinh (now Ho Chi Minh City).
It was not until the French invaded three Southern provinces, then
the entire Southern region, and finally set up a colonial government
in the whole Vietnam that Catholicism and schools associated with
this religion were free from being suppression.
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However, it is not to say that favorable treatments and support
from the French colonial government were awaiting for those
schools to enjoy (Keith 2012). Although in early days of the
colonization, schools associated with religious organizations and
private schools in the feudal education system were kept intact
because education was not what the colonial government cared
about yet, also because they were busy suppressing Vietnamese
uprisings, such schools faced serious challenges at the turn of the
20th century when the colonial government was consolidated. Not
only were state-controlled schools expanded, but private schools,
including those associated with religious organizations, were
increasingly subject to laws and regulations. Apart from a few wellknown secondary and high schools affiliated with Catholic orders
such as Lasan Taberd (founded in 1874, now Trần Đại Nghĩa) for
boys and Couvent des Oiseaux (founded in 1935, now high school
for the minority ethnic groups in Đà Lạt), Regina Mundi (founded
in 1950, now Lê Thị Hồng Gấm) for girls, most of other schools
were public. Besides, the church-state conflict in France repeated
in Vietnam in 1904 when scholarship for students studying in
schools associated with religious orders was cut; students were
then encouraged to transfer to public schools.
The lingeringly diminishing role of Buddhist temples in
education went unabated in this era, though Buddhism remained
a major religion in Vietnam, especially in the Central of Vietnam,
where the feudal influence was still significant. One main reason for
that decline is the introduction of the Romanized script (Chữ Quốc
Ngữ) by the colonial government whereas Buddhist tradition was
deeply rooted in Chinese (chữ Hán) and Southern characters (chữ
Nôm). In 1867, shortly after the Southern region became a French
protectorate, the traditional education and examination system was
eliminated, simultaneously the new French-based curriculum made
its inroad. At the turn of the 20th century, subjects like essay writing
in Romanized script, maths, French-Vietnamese translation were
included in traditional examinations in the Central and Northern
regions (Thang 2005). In 1918, the last traditional examination was
held. With the end of the Confucian education system came the
further decreasing importance of Buddhist temples as education
institutions.
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In the divided Vietnam (1954-1975): the re-emergence in the South
After the withdrawal of the French in 1954, Vietnam was
divided into two contrasting political and ideological halves which
also differed dramatically in their policies for religiously-affiliated
schools. In the Communist North (Democratic Republic of
Vietnam), all education institutions were under state’s control. In
other words, existing private schools, including those associated
with religious organizations, were closed. Contrastingly, in the
South (Republic of Vietnam), schools outside the public system
were legalized and supported, though those private-friendly policies
were not the same between two Republic periods.
In the first Republic (1954-1963), the president Ngo Dinh Diem
issued many liberal policies to encourage religious organizations
to engage in social activities. Catholic-associated schools founded
in the French colony era were kept intact. More noticeable was
the revitalization of Buddhist organizations after centuries of
decline. In 1952, Ven. Thích Trí Thủ started to build the first high
school (Bồ Đề) in Hue associated with a Buddhist organization
(the Association of Vietnamese Buddhism - Hội Việt Nam Phật
Học) (Lang 1994). Since then, those schools, junior and senior
secondary, emerged widespread in many other provinces in the
Central of Vietnam and were governed by provincial chapters of
the Association. Such schools had a compulsory weekly lecture in
Buddhism and Buddhist moral education.
However, when the Ngo Dinh Diem period advanced, religious
discrimination became explicit. Catholic-associated organizations
gained preferential treatments while other religions received none
or were even suppressed. In the South where Diem’s influence
was most significant, Buddhist-affiliated schools didn’t develop.
In the Central, such schools despite the growing number, were
set up mostly in granted land plots in suburban or rural areas
whereas Catholic schools were usually in the city center. At tertiary
education level, the only private university (Da Lat University)
established in this period (in August 1957) was associated with
the Vietnam Catholic church. This University had four colleges:
Business, Science, Pedagogy, and Theology & Literature.
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In the second Republic (1967-1975) policies encouraging
religious organizations’ engagement in social activities were
maintained, and more importantly all religions were equally treated.
Bồ Đề schools started to expand southwardly in early years of this
period. A Unified Buddhist Church of Vietnam’s report estimated
that those schools numbered 163 nationwide (Republic of Vietnam)
in 1973. This growth was partly attributed to the strengthening
of Buddhist Family (gia đình Phật tử), a Buddhist youth-run
organization founded in 1940 with the membership of 200,000 in
1973. Many brothers in this organization were directly involved
in building and developing Bồ Đề school system. At tertiary level,
universities associated with other religions were established and
received financial support. Vạn Hạnh (1964), Nam Phuong (1967)
were two universities affiliated with Buddhist organizations. Two
religions native to Vietnam, Hoa Hao and Cao Dai, also founded
An Giang University (1970) and Cao Dai University (1971)
respectively. In 1972, another Catholic-associated university,
Minh Duc, was built. When the second Republic was ending,
approximately three fourths primary and secondary students
nationwide were studying in private schools; half of those schools
were affiliated with religious organizations (222 with Catholic
and 65 with Buddhist). At tertiary education, almost all private
universities were associated with religious orders. In sum, in South
Vietnam the period between 1954 and 1975 was the contemporary
heyday of religiously-affiliated education institutions, despite some
discrepant policies between the two Republic eras. The heyday
ended abruptly in 1975 when private education institutions at all
level were either closed or annexed to the public system. Even after
Doi Moi in 1986, although private education gradually re-emerged,
there’s been no foreseeable sign that education institutions affiliated
with religious organizations will be legalized in coming years. For
over 40 years, education has remained a totally secular territory.
DISCUSSION AND
BENEFITS LOST

CONCLUSION:

THE

EDUCATIONAL

The decline of religiously-affiliated education institutions would
merit less attention if such decline were merely a political matter.
In fact, there’re many studies showing schools associated with
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religious communities have more intrinsic advantages over secular
counterparts. First, students at religiously-affiliated schools tend
to outperform those at secular schools. In a ground-setting study,
Coleman, Hoffer, and Kilgore (1981) found that Catholic-school
students tended to academically outperform their peers at public
schools. This study has been significantly important not only because
it challenged a conventional wisdom that religiously-affiliated
schools are academically inferior to public schools but also because
it suggested that those schools are particularly beneficial to students
from academically and socially less-advantaged backgrounds.
This academic advantage was confirmed by some other studies
such as Morrison and Hodgkins (1971) which discovered the
higher proportion of tenth graders continuing to post-secondary
education in religiously-affiliated schools than the public one; or
Jeynes (2010) which indicated that academic achievement gap
between American and minority ethnic students is significantly
reduced in religiously-affiliated schools. Although there are also
several studies trying to disprove the religiously-affiliated schools’
advantage (Willms 1985; Noell 1982; Mueller 1980), the farthest
they have been able to show is the insignificance of the advantages,
rather than the disadvantage, of those schools7.
Secondly, schools bonded with religious communities tend to
be more financial advantages compared with their pubic peers.
(Ford 2015) assessed indicators of schools’ fundraising campaigns
in Milwaukee (USA) and found out that schools associated with
religion were “more likely to raise private funds in addition to
government voucher payments than nonsectarian schools” (p.97).
In the study, while more than 80% of sectarian schools engaged
in raising funds to increase per-pupil investment in educational
activities, only around 60% of secular schools did so. Besides, schools
associated with a religious order also spend a lower proportion of
revenue for teachers’ salary and spend more for other academic
7. Relatedly, there’re several studies like Jeynes (2003) which adopts a different lens, not
the organizational but from the individual one, pointing out that students committed to religious values tend to academically outperform non-religious student. Although students with
religiosity are independent of types of schools, schools associated with religious organizations
have more opportunities and capacity to nurture students’ religious values.
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activities and facilities. The reason is not that those teachers are less
qualified than their more highly-paid peers in other schools, but
that they are willing to get a lower pay because they think by doing
so, they somehow contribute to the schools that are affiliated with
their religious order.
Although there are many explanations for the intrinsic
advantages of sectarian schools, one common thread is the
kindness, compassion and love, values that can be nurtured in
schools affiliated with religious organizations. Higher performance
of students from sectarian schools is in large part attributed to the
fact that parents and teachers care for not only their children but
also others’8. It is this care that helps students have more motivation
to excel academically. Seen from this lens, religiously-affiliated
schools in which humane and religious values are embedded could
be the remedy for education crisis that has been heatedly debated
widespread. In the end, after endless efforts to make schools more
scientific, effective, managerial, liberal etc., and then endless efforts
for policy corrections, we realize the need to go home and start
from very simple things: kindness, compassion, and love – core
elements deeply rooted in any religion and schools associated with
any religion.

***

8

This is the concept of social capital developed by James S. Coleman.
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MONASTICS IN WHITE: THE MEDICAL
MONKS AND NUNS OF VIETNAM
by Shuyin*

Buddhism provides the guidelines for TTDH staff, both monastic and lay. Image
courtesy of the author

For most outsiders, especially those in the West, Vietnamese
Buddhism is typically synonymous with Thich Nhat Hanh.
Or, going back a few decades, the now-iconic image of Buddhist
monk Thich Quang Duc, who set himself on fire at a busy Saigon
intersection in 1963 to protest the persecution of Buddhists by the
South Vietnamese regime led by Ngo Dinh Diem.
Although more than half of Vietnam’s population is nominally
Buddhist, Vietnamese Buddhism remains relatively unpublicized
to the outside world. And despite modernization and rapid
economic development, religion is still a much-guarded subject in
Communist Vietnam. Under the Ordinance on Religion and Belief,
*. Originally published on Buddhistdoor Global (2018-01-08): https://www.buddhistdoor.net/features/monastics-in-white-the-medical-monks-and-nuns-of-vietnam. Reprinted
with permission.
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the government has control and oversight of religious organizations,
which must be officially registered.

This painting in a TTDHC clinic reflects the spirit of the monastics who attend to
the sick with compassion and kindness. Image courtesy of the author

Students learn emergency-response procedures at a TTDHC campaign. Image
courtesy of TTDHC
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The Vietnam Buddhist Sangha (VBS) is the only recognized
religious organization and representative of Buddhist monks
and nuns, and lay followers in Vietnam and overseas Vietnamese
communities, with jurisdiction over the 49,500 monks and nuns,
and 17,376 temples and monasteries throughout the country.
Because of its state-sanctioned status, the VBS is regarded with
suspicion by some. Nonetheless, there is no denying the important
role it plays in Vietnam. Besides scholarly pursuits, Vietnamese
monastics actively engage in social and charitable work—in
education, Dharma propagation, caring for those affected by the
Vietnam War, the elderly and orphans, environmental protection,
and in particular in the field of medicine and healing.
Following the footsteps of the Great Medicine Monk Ven. Thich
Tue Tinh,* the VBS operates about 162 tue tinh duong (charity
medical clinics), which offer traditional medicine and acupuncture
to the poor, especially those in remote regions. What distinguishes
these clinics from other Buddhist medical charities, such as those
found in Taiwan and Hong Kong, is that many of the doctors
and medical practitioners are monks and nuns, well trained and
qualified in medicine.

An image of Vietnam’s Great Medicine Monk Tue Tinh. Image courtesy
of the author
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A male lay nurse checks the pulse of a monastic patient. Image courtesy of the author

One of the most established is the group of medical clinics
operated by Tue Tinh Duong Hai Duc (TTDHC) under the umbrella
of the Hue Buddhist Sangha in central Vietnam. Established in 1989,
TTDHC is a charity providing free medical care and treatment for
the monastic sangha and the entire Buddhist community in Thua
Thien Hue Province and the surrounding areas. The organization is
headed by 72-year-old Venerable Thich Hai Ann, chief abbot of Tu
Dam Pagoda, who is himself a qualified medical practitioner from
Hue Medical University.
For Ven. Thich Hai An, serving the people’s medical needs is
seen as very much a part of the bodhisattva’s practice emphasized
in Mahayana Buddhism. “In Buddhism, serving all living beings is
the same as making practical offerings to the Buddha,” he observes.
“We need the Dharma for the mind and medicine for the body.
Without a good physical condition, one cannot attain spiritual
uplifting. Hence by providing medical care, we are also helping the
people to build up their merits and wisdom.”
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Venerable Thich Tam Quang, deputy director of Tue Tinh Tinh Hai Duc.
Image courtesy of TTDHC

Many of the monks and nuns at TTDHC are trained at Hue Medical University.
Image courtesy of TTDHC

TTDHC operates four pagoda charity clinics with 64 staff
members (24 full time, 23 part time, 15 volunteers, and two
professional assistants). Among the staff are 18 medically
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trained monks and nuns, many of whom studied at Hue Medical
University.
Using a combination of traditional and Western medicine,
TTDHC treats more than 200 patients daily. Treatment and
Western medicine are dispensed free of charge. However, in recent
years the clinics have been compelled to charge a nominal sum for
traditional medicines imported from China due to escalating costs.

Because of the high cost of traditional Chinese medicine, a nominal fee
is charged. Image courtesy of the author

A nun and nurse check pharmaceutical supplies during a medical mission.
Image courtesy of TTDHC
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Uncle Chu, an elderly patient who has been receiving treatment
at the clinic for some years remarked, “The monk doctors here are
very kind and caring. The medicine is free. This is of much help to
poor people like us who cannot afford to go to the local hospital.
The doctors also advised me on how to take better care of myself,
like teaching us qi-gong and eating healthily.”
The TTDHC clinic in Truong An Ward also has a counseling
room, providing support for more than 120 HIV patients in the
province. Ven. Thich Tam Quang, the 39-year-old deputy director
of Tue Tinh Tinh Hai Duc explained: “The Buddha directed us to
do good and to relieve suffering. As Buddhist monks, it is our way
to practice compassion and kindness. It is the responsibility of a
monk to take care of people, regardless of whether they are rich
or poor. We cannot discriminate against anybody, what kind of
illnesses they have, or whether they are men or women.”

Venerable Thich Tam Quang, deputy director of Tue Tinh Tinh Hai Duc. Image
courtesy of TTDHC
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Children receive schooling needs and learn about health and hygiene from the
nuns of TTDHC. Image courtesy of TTDHC

In 2013, TTDHC established the Hai Duc Community
Support Centre, with the aim of empowering local communities
to engage in sustainable development and improve their quality
of life. Public awareness programs are conducted on different
topics—the environment, gender equality, livelihood, health and
hygiene, and disaster response. To date, more than 10 programs
have been organized to educate the public on the importance of
environmental protection, its impact on human health, and the
shared responsibility of the communities. Such programs create
a platform for stakeholders to share and exchange knowledge
related to environmental protection, common health problems
and diseases, and primary rescue and first aid skills in case of
emergencies.
Working with other charity groups and grassroots organizations,
Hai Duc Community Support Centre also mobilizes its resources for
medical missions in remote areas with little or no access to medical
treatment and healthcare. Each of these missions may last for a few
days as hundreds of patients receive consultations, prescriptions,
eye treatment, and even ultrasound scans and electrocardiograms.
In addition, TTDHC also distributes dry rations and other daily
requisites to needy families, and schooling needs for children.

MONASTICS IN WHITE: THE MEDICAL MONKS AND NUNS OF VIETNAM

TTTDC conducts regular medical missions to remote regions in central Vietnam.
Image courtesy of TTDHC

Out of the white robes, the monks and nuns of TTDHC perform
their monastic duties at the temples. Image courtesy of the
author

Although the monks and nuns spend a large part of their day
at the clinics, they are constantly mindful of their monastic roles.
Ven. Thich Tam Quang shares: “Beneath our white medical cloaks,
we are in monastic robes. When we are at the clinics, we perform
our duties as doctors. But back in the temple, our lives are like
those of other monks. We start with chanting and meditation in the
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morning. After working in the clinic, we return to our temple and
carry out our monastic duties and meditation.”
This idea of monks and nuns in white directly attending to
patients of both sexes would be unthinkable in the conservative
Theravada traditions, where a monk—even if he is fully qualified
with a law degree—would not be permitted to practice law because
of the prohibition against donning a lawyer’s robes. But as Ven.
Thich Tam Quang observes, “It is important to keep our minds
clear and undefiled through meditation. This way, we can serve
everyone wholeheartedly with compassion and humility, and
without discrimination.”

A nun serving in the pharmy at TTDHC. Image courtesy of the author

Traditional Chinese medicine is the foundation of the Tue Tinh Duong charity
clinics. Image courtesy of the author

MONASTICS IN WHITE: THE MEDICAL MONKS AND NUNS OF VIETNAM

In contrast to the conservative Theravada Buddhism in nearby
Thailand, Myanmar, and Laos, Vietnamese Buddhism has emerged
from a tumultuous past with a unique mix of Chinese Buddhism,
Confucianism, and Vietnamese traditions. Indeed, in their own
practical way, the monks and nuns of Vietnam have managed to
carve out a socialist form of Buddhism, redefined their roles, and
made themselves relevant to the people in a modern era.
Looking ahead, Ven. Thich Hai An stresses: “Buddhism and
society must progress together. Buddhism, people, and country are
inter-related. The monks and nuns must feel the pulse of the people.
Only when the people are with us, then Buddhism can grow and
thrive in this country.”

Ven Hai An and staff of TTDHC, Truong An Ward. Image courtesy of TTDHC

Note:
* Tue Tinh (慧靜禪師, 1330–1400) lived in the late Tran dynasty
(1225–1400) and is often referred to as the God of Medicine or
the Great Medicine Man. He made significant contributions to the
field of traditional medicine in Vietnam, introducing many different
methods of natural healing. He also set up medical facilities in
temples and villages. It is documented that in 30 years of operation
in rural areas, Tue Tinh built 24 temples, turning these pagodas into
medical clinics. He also compiled medical records that includes
182 diseases treated by 3,873 remedies. See “Tue Tinh: Founder
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of Vietnamese Traditional Medicine” by T. N. Dung and Gerard
Bodeker, in The Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine.
July 2004, 7(5): 401-403.
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SOCIAL ACTIVITIES OF VIETNAMESE
BUDDHISM IN RELATION TO CHARITY*
by Nguyen Thi Minh Ngoc**

ABSTRACT

Religious organizations’ charity work is among the acts that express
the spirit of peer salvation and assistance in order to bring a happy life
to humankind. Buddhism is not outside the above trend. Entering social
life is a major concern of modern Buddhism, and it is that charity work
is a way to express the actual practice of Buddhist doctrines in social
life and to bring Buddhism to life. Vietnamese Buddhism has become
increasingly engaged in social life through various charity activities.
This paper aims to describe the kinds of Vietnamese Buddhist charity
organizations and work as well since the early 1990s.
1. INTRODUCTION

Buddhism has been in Vietnam for more than 2,000 years, yet
the exact period when it was introduced into Vietnam remains a
controversy among scholars. Le Manh That1 believes that Buddhism
appeared in Vietnam during the reign of Hung Kings as in the
legend of Tien Dung - Chu Dong Tu.2 Many other researchers trace
the entry of Buddhism into Vietnam to the earliest years of the
Common Era (1st or 2nd century C.E) with the formation of Dau
*. Originally published in Religious Studies Review 3 (1&2), 2009, pp. 47-63. Reprinted
with permission.
**. Vice Director at Institute of Sociology, Hanoi, Vietnam.
1. Prof. Le Manh That is one of the famous Buddhist scholar in Vietnam. He is the director
of Vietnamese Buddhist Academy in Ho Chi Minh city.
2. Le Manh That. History of Vietnamese Buddhism (Thuan Hoa publishing house, 1999).
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Buddhist Center.3 Since its early days, Buddhism has gotten to be
accepted and become a dominant ideology in the national culture,
especially after it had gotten localized. Over a long period of time,
Vietnamese Buddhist activities have exerted important influence
on various aspects of social life. As a matter of fact Buddhism has
affected all cultural, economic, religious and political life not only
in Vietnam but in other countries in the region and in the world
where Buddhism strongly flourishes.
The study of Vietnamese Buddhist activities is crucial and
necessary for the understanding of Vietnamese spiritual life. To
contribute to that body of research, this paper explores the social
activities of contemporary Vietnamese Buddhism. This study will
cover the period from the foundation of Vietnamese Buddhist
Church (1981) to the present. However, Buddhist activities only
became truly vigorous and vibrant since the “Doi moi” (renovation),
i.e., since the early 1990s. It was the time when not only did Buddhism
but also other religions in Vietnam seem to get awakened after a real
long sleep. Many researchers say this is “a return to traditions in the
comprehensive socio-economic renovation process in Vietnam”,
after a time of refrains under socialist collectivism.4 Oscar Salemink
presents his assessment of this “return to traditions” as “the form
and extent of activities do not produce a return to the past; rather,
they take place on a larger scale and in a more prominent manner,
in more exotic and cumbersome forms, driven by old and new forces,
in a changing context.”5 This observation captures the on-the-ground
situation of how Vietnamese religions functioned during this time.
The spread and growth of Buddhism is influenced by various
internal and external factors in contemporary Vietnamese society.
Externally, it could be attributed to changes in socio-economic
3. Nguyen Lang. Historical Discussion of Vietnamese Buddhism (Culture publishing house,
1992); Nguyen Duy Hinh, Vietnamese Buddhist Ideology (Social sciences publishing house, 2002).
4. Oscar Salemink. Tìm kiếm sự an toàn tinh thần trong xã hội Việt Nam đương đại, bài trình
bày trong hội thảo “Nhân học về an ninh con người”, đại học Tự do Amsterdam, 29-30 tháng
8 năm 2005. (chưa xuất bản)
5. Oscar Salemink. Tìm kiếm sự an toàn tinh thần trong xã hội Việt Nam đương đại, bài trình
bày trong hội thảo “Nhân học về an ninh con người”, đại học Tự do Amsterdam, 29-30 tháng
8 năm 2005. (chưa xuất bản)
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conditions, particularly in Asian countries. As Philip Taylor6 puts it,
“most Asian economies entered a period of economic boom in the
1990s. All people realized many mistakes of the market economy
that can seriously affect their life.”7 Internally, Vietnam economy
shifted from a centrally-planned to a socialist-oriented market
modality. This economic shift created rapid and profound changes
in the Vietnamese socio-economic and political life. Precariousness,
uncertainties and risks increased, which made people feel as if they
were being governed by invisible mysterious forces. Coping with
such forces requires mythical powers. While investigating market
impacts on Vietnamese religions, Philip Taylor has this to say:
The increase of market relations in the region since the mid-1980 has
resulted in the increase of religious entities, which relates to the recognition
of individual entities and the need for one’s capacity to anticipate events
and manage one’s concerns. Reflections of the market are transferred
to people’s life, which leads to the feeling of unrest, powerlessness and
obsession as if they were being governed by external, invisible and
influential powers. People seek assistance from spiritual forces (powers)
[...] Executing these forces has become one of the instrumental ways to
success and avoidance of predicted (warned) misfortune.8
To satisfy the spiritual need of followers, Vietnamese Buddhism
has become increasingly engaged in social life while at the same time
its activities have increasingly diversified. This paper is the result of
an exploration which aims at describing Vietnamese Buddhist social
activities, which are so vigorous in various forms, such as struggles
for peace, working as elected members of the National Assembly or
People’s Councils at various levels, etc. Vietnamese Buddhist social
activities can be viewed from different perspectives: politically,
culturally, economically, religiously, or socially. Due to several
constraints and the limitation of this paper, however, the paper
merely addresses the charity aspect of Buddhist social activities
in contemporary Vietnamese society, leaving political, economic or
cultural aspects for future endeavors. This study merely serves as an
6. Philip Taylor. Australia Professor, who spent 7 years in Vietnam to do field work about
Vietnamese religions and had written some books about Vietnam.
7. Philip Taylor. Goddess on the Rise (Honolulu: University Press, 2004), p. 87.
8. Ibid.
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initial step to further studies that I envision to conduct in the future.
2. VIETNAMESE BUDDHIST CHARITY – THE SPIRIT OF CURRENT
VIETNAMESE BUDDHISM

Vietnamese Buddhism entering social life (life engagement)
is a major concern of modern Buddhism which was also put into
discussion in the solemn Vesak 2008 organized in Vietnam. The
spirit underlying the Buddhist life engagement project is also the
mainstream ideology of Buddhism which Shakyamuni9 wanted to
convey to all humankind. For that reason, the presence of
Buddhism in life is meant to serve people and society. In other
words, the nature of the presence of Buddhism is an engagement
and its guideline to bring happiness to human being and life. The
purpose of all principles that inform Buddhist social engagement
is the expression about compassion to all species. According to
Prof. Bhikshu Satyapala, engaged Buddhism may initially appear
to be a self contradiction. Isn’t one of the distinguishing features
of Buddhism focused on the solitary quest for enlightenment? No
enlightenment can be complete as long as others remain trapped
in delusion. Genuine wisdom is manifested in compassionate
action. When we re-examine Buddhism’s 2,550 year old heritage,
we find that the principles and even some of the techniques that
were inhibited in the Modern Asian settings can now be actualized
through Buddhism’s exposure to the west, where ethical sensitivity,
social activism and egalitarianism are emphasized. We believe that
Buddhism may have unique resources to offer the west and the world
and apply ancient Buddhist insights to actual contemporary problems.10
Like other religions, Buddhism deals with the issue of two
worlds: the actual world and the posthumous one. In other
words, all religions deal with the issue of Life and Death. Among
various religious theories, ideologies and activities, some focus
on Life while others are inclined toward Death. Those aiming at
ultimate emancipation or enlightenment, after all, are biased to
the afterworld, i.e. Death, whereas those enabling people to find
9. Sakyamuni is the founder of Buddhism.
10. Prof. Le Manh That and Ven. Dr. Thich Nhat Tu (ed.) Engaged Buddhism and
Development (Culture and Information Press, 2008), p. 23.
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Nirvana right in this contemporary life are Life-centered. The Four
Noble Truths and the Eight-fold Right Path, amongst others, help
people to escape from darkness and ignorance (wu-ming), from the
submergence in re-incarnation. According to Buddhist doctrines,
this escape is believed to be important for future emancipation. On
the other hand, the sense of humanity, equality, fraternity, mercy
and salvation spirit lead people to acts that enable them to find
peaceful, happy life or Nirvana in their actual life now. We call the
acts towards ultimate emancipation and enlightenment the out-oflife acts while those that bring people a happy and peaceful life Nirvana - in the actual world are called temporalized ones.
Pragmatics is a concept relating to all acts that apply Buddhist
viewpoints, ideologies and philosophies to actual day-to-day life.
There are a whole variety of Buddhist pragmatic acts. One of the
most vibrant and useful of these acts is Buddhism charity, which
is identified with the Buddhist spirit of mercy, fraternity and
salvation. Buddhism charity is delivered in different forms, most
remarkably in the establishment of western and oriental clinics
where examination and drug delivery is free to the poor. Other
forms are orphanages, care to PLWHA (people living with HIV/
AIDS), houses constructed for Heroic Vietnamese Mothers, aid to
areas struck by disasters, hurricanes, earthquakes, etc.
Buddhist charity work is among the acts that express the spirit of
peer salvation and assistance in order to bring a happy life to living
people. While Buddhism in its essence is humanism, the nature
of charity work means bringing Buddhism to life. The famous
declaration of Buddha in the prayer “Serve all living beings means
worship Buddha” is the basic principle of the socially engaged
Buddhism. Buddha never teaches that humans have to serve him
if they want to be happy in Nirvana. He replaces the service to him
with that towards all living beings, which means that social benefits
are brought to everybody, every species. Buddha’s declaration also
connotes equality. It means that the happiness of living beings is as
noble as the worship of Buddha and the enlightened ones. Buddha
realized that the purpose of his presence in this life was not to
serve him, but he hoped that through his lectures humans would
serve themselves and bring happiness and goodness to everybody.
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In other words, the very nature of Buddhism is oriented towards
serving humankind.
Charity work, which represents Buddhist Pragmatism, expresses
the actual practice of Buddhist doctrines in social life, a way to bring
Buddhism to life, to show that Buddhism is life engagement. There
are a variety of Buddhist charity acts in Vietnam, and what follows
is a mere sketch of the fundamental state of charity organizations
and their activities in current Vietnam.
3. VIETNAMESE BUDDHIST CHARITY ORGANIZATIONS

Observing the tradition of mercy, salvation, Anatman and
Mudita (egolessness and alius-centralism), life engagement to
practice Buddhist doctrines, charity is one among the major affairs
of Vietnamese Buddhist Church which has exerted a profound
and extensive impact on the social life. According to Ven. Thich
Quang Tung, charity work of Vietnamese Buddhist Church is a
representation of the Six Realms doctrines in today’s world, and the
practice of the Six Realms doctrines in charity work is realized in
the practice Dana (Giving).11
Giving means donation that includes material, truth, and peace
& protection transfer. Material transfer encompasses self-donation
and possession-sharing (internal and external donations), in which
a person may donate his/her own body or parts/organs of his/her
own body, and gives/shares his/her belongings, properties and
products to/with others, respectively. Truth transfer is delivered
through communication and advocacy of truths and beautiful
lifestyles that bring enlightenment and escape from all physical
and mental sufferings to all individuals and communities. Peace &
protection transfer is meant to give peace of mind and protection to
people in order to free them from fear. Charity has become a way to
realize material transfer - one of the three modes of Dana.12
Throughout the years, the Executive Boards of the Vietnamese
11. Ven. Thich Quang Tung is head of Vietnamese Buddhist Church charity department.
12. Thich Quang Tung. “Buddhist Charity work: An Expression of the Six-Realms Doctrines in Society to day,” in Buddhist and Vietnamese Culture and Society in the Period of industrialization and Modernization (Hanoi Socio-Science Publisher, 2008), p. 87.
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Buddhist Church in provinces and urban cities have focused
on building charity establishments such as the system of Tue
Tinh Clinis Center (TTCs), Orphanages, Houses for the Elderly,
vocational training institutions, charity nurseries, etc. These
services have been increasingly consolidated and have developed
and improved in terms of facilities, human resources as well as
quality of performance in various respects.
On the part of the state, the Government of the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam has been allowing all religions to practice
charity. The Ordinance on Religions and Faiths (2004) represents a
major advance in supporting all religions to engage in humanitarian
work. In the Ordinance, the State encourages and allows religious
organizations to engage in caring for children with special
difficulties, supporting health care to the poor, PLWHA, leprosy
and mental patients, developing nurseries and kindergartens as
well as other humanitarian and charity acts. The Law on Prevention
of HIV/AIDS also allows religious institutions to participate in
caring for and supporting PLWHA and their orphans. Aligned with
the humane, forgiving and loving spirit, and with the Law of the
State and stipulations in the Charter of Vietnam Buddhist Church
(VBC), a good number of charity institutions under the VBC have
been established.
3.1. Medical centers
3.1.1. System of Tue Tinh Clinic
To maintain and continue the traditions initiated by the Great
Medicine Man - Zhen Reverend Tue Tinh, intensive efforts were
made in implementing the guidelines of VBC Central Board
on the establishment of Tue Tinh clinic centers (TTCs) System
throughout the country with a view to “serving all living beings
means worshipping Buddha,” thus resulting in the extensive
development of TTCs system nation-wide.
Statistics from the Central Charity Division of VBC reveals that
currently there are about 126 TTCs and 115 traditional medicinal
dispensaries and acupuncture venues operating efficiently
throughout the whole country. Most remarkable are the training
classes on Traditional Medicine by Hanoi City Buddhist Society,
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TTCs of Phap Hoa and Tinh Xa Pagodas in Ho Chi Minh City,
Dieu De Pagoda in Thua Thien-Hue, and in many other cities.
These entities examine and deliver drugs to thousands of patients,
not to mention that their service is worth hundreds of millions of
VND. In the period from 1997 to 2002, their service was worth 9
billions VND, and in the period from 2002 to 2007 it increased to
35 billions VND (Dong Nai: 11.921.956.000 VND; Ho Chi Minh
City 6 billions VND and Hue city 3.852.337.920 VND).13
The Central Charity Division of VBC has trained 250 monks and
nuns to complete Elementary level in Health Care and 98 traditional
apothecaries for TTCs in order to improve the effectiveness of
healthcare service and share the burden with people and the society,
as Buddhism has taught them.14
3.1.2. Centers for Counseling and Care to PLWHA
In keeping with the spirit of life engagement, Vietnamese Buddhism
has contributed likewise to solving a number of social issues. Joining
hand in hand with the entire humankind in the prevention of the
century pandemic HIV/AIDS and consoling the unfortunate infected
victims, Vietnam Buddhism has established many institutions to care
for PLWHA and counseling centers on HIV/AIDS.
In Hanoi, Phap Van pagoda in Hoang Mai district and Bo De
pagoda in Gia Lam district are centers where PLWHA are given
good care. Huong Sen Counseling Center on HIV initiated by
Ven. Thich Thanh Huan of Phap Van pagoda, Hoang Mai district
is one of the earliest among the pagodas to offer counseling and
care to PLWHA. On March 24, 2004, the Hanoi City Buddhist
Society opened a community venue for counseling, assistance
and care to PLWHA in Phap Van pagoda, Hoang Mai district. The
center is served by 10 counselors, including 6 monks, 2 PLWHA
and 2 volunteers. This was the result of the efforts by Venerable
Thich Thanh Huan and others. Eighteen months earlier, he had
met with PLWHA and their families, and having witnessed old
people breaking down for the loss of their children, children losing
their parents, or spouses losing each other, and community stigma
13. Reports from Vietnamese Buddhist Conference IV, V.
14. Reports from Vietnamese Buddhist Conference V.
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against PLWHA, he and other monks decided to gather and discuss
ways to help them.15
Six months prior to its establishment, the Phap Van pagoda
had served as the meeting venue for 50 PLWHA. The monk
and volunteers had paid several visits there, given out gifts and
encouragement to those under hospital treatment, and provided
educational aid to 4 children of PLWHA (100,000VND/month
each). A reading room was also opened to disseminate HIV/AIDSrelated information and knowledge to the pagoda’s visitors as well as
Buddhist followers. In order to offer more extensive assistance, Ven.
Thich Thanh Huan proposed opening the counseling office to the
City Buddhist Society, which was eventually approved. The office
focuses on intensification of prevention counseling to families of
PLWHA, paying visits, providing assistance, inviting apothecaries
to advise on traditional medicinal recipes so that they can maintain
their health, treat and prevent opportunistic infectious diseases.
The office also intends to help in income-generating activities for
PLWHA. Bo De Pagoda in Gia Lam district, Hanoi, managed by
Nun Thich Dam Lan, sister of Ven. Thich Thanh Huan, also takes
care of HIV/AIDS-infected children.16
Apart from these, the Vietnam Buddhist Academy in HCMC is
one of the effective counseling centers on HIV/AIDS partly funded
by foreign assistance. The main activities of the Center include
giving advice to PLWHA and community to help them understand
the disease they are suffering from and how they can integrate
themselves with the community, and doing communication work
for the elimination of community stigma against PLWHA. The
2008 Report of the Board for Receiving and Coordination of
HIV/AIDS Prevention Projects can provide specific figures on the
Center’s activities.17
3.1.3. Yoga and Fitness Clubs
15. Report of Ven. Thich Thanh Huan, Phap Van pagoda.
16. Ven. Thich Thanh Huan and Nun Thich Dam Lan, interview with the author, Hanoi,
December, 2008.
17. Report of Vietnamese Buddhist Academy in Ho Chi Minh city, the Board for receiving
and Coordination of HIV/AIDS Prevention Projects.
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At Ky Quang II Pagoda, the Fitness Club is one of its social
charity organizations, which started in January 2007 and has
gradually evolved into a stable operation. Members of the Club
mostly consist of people with difficulties, people whose relatives
are being detoxified, women somehow involved in sex industry earlier,
released prisoners, and PLWHA themselves. They take part in regular
activities of the Club, such as exercises, talk shows and discussions
(every Sunday) or provide mutual help to overcome difficulties.18
In response to the “Post-Detox” program on 13 April 2008, the
Club organized Job Day to help them find a job, or gathered them to
work in incense production in the district. In 2008 alone, 3,200,000
incense sticks were produced, generating 26,650,000VND as profit
after production costs.19
3.1.4. Center for Nurture and Care to the AO-affected (Agent Orange)
Though years of fierce, grievesome and brutal war are a thing
of the past, its consequences are still felt in the country today in
terms of the suffering it has brought on the people. Many of them
who had sacrificed their youth for the country were affected by AO,
including not only the courageous soldiers but also their offsprings
who have been experiencing physical and mental pains. Thousands
of children are born deformed, and therefore are deprived of a
normal life since their parents are AO-affected. Such pitiful lives
require care and sharing from the whole society. The Party and
Government of Vietnam have launched various specific policies
to assist them, yet due to budget constraints, supplies fall short of
their demands. To help share the burden, various charity centers in
pagodas have been welcoming and caring for such people.
In the North, the Hong Duc Charity Center founded by Nun
Thich Dam Duoc at Ngoi Pagoda, Luong Tai District, Bac Ninh
province, is a place where many AO victims are taken care of. Life
support, care and functional rehabilitation are provided to over
120 children-victims and 30 adult-victims in Luong Tai district and
vicinities.20
18. Annual Review Report of Ven Thich Tue Tam on charity activities 2008.
19. Annual Review Report of Ven Thich Tue Tam on charity activities 2008.
20. Nun. Thich Dam Duoc, interview with the author, Bac Ninh, August 2007.
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The Center also provides free examination and treatment in
collaboration with sponsors to organize social events and present
gifts to AO victims. Visitors to the pagoda call it “revival place for
the unfortunate”. Apart from the medical treatment, psychological
therapy is provided to those children. Nun Dam Duoc has confided
that “Illness originates from your heart; when your heart is at peace,
you will grow less animate and more human.” Allowing them to sit
in meditation, contemplating on Buddha’s mercy, taking traditional
herbs and health food (like mushrooms, beet, carrots, and other
tonic foods) that help eliminate intoxicants, improve circulation and
flow of Q’i, together with physical therapy and activation devices,
her method has proven to be effective as shown by the number of
children who were able to recover.
Currently in collaboration with the Red Cross of Luong Tai
district, she is working as well to establish Hong Duc Healthcare
Center, with 100 patient rooms totally separated from the Pagoda.
Once completed, it will provide the children with better facilities
and living conditions.
3.2. Education centers
3.2.1. Kindergartens and Charity Classes
As has been said, by 2008, there were over 1,500 charity classes
in the whole country. However, there are still a limited number of
nuns and monks who can be subject matter teachers. The Central
Social Charity Division of VBC organized a refreshment course on
childcare for 92 learners who are monks and nuns.21
While socio-economic life is still difficult, poor families with
children of schooling age who are unable to afford their education
at public or private schools can resort to such charity classes as
their most suitable choice. Ky Quang II pagoda in Go Vap district,
HCMC has been conducting such charity classes for children. For
the last two years, in fact, six classes in the primary level catering to
119 children have been operational.22
In Thua Thien-Hue province there are 212 classes for 6,107
21. Social Charity Division of VBC, Annual Review Report 2008.
22. Ven. Thich Thien Chieu, Annual Review Report 2008.
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children taught and served by 336 teachers and 74 caregivers,
including 155 classes of 4,422 semi-boarding children. A number
of them enjoy good quality facilities, such as Quang Te, Phuoc
Van, Hong Duc, Dieu De, Ngu Binh, Pho Quang and Dieu Nghiem
nurseries and kindergartens. In fact many of them, like Quang Te and
Phuoc Van, have been awarded the title “Kindergarten of the Year” by
Hue City People’s Committee and Department of Education.23
3.2.2. Vocational Training Establishments
To help people have a stable means of livelihood, some of the
Province-based and City-based Buddhist Churches have organized
many schools and vocational classes free of charge for children of
Buddhist families, poor families, and people with disabilities. At
present there are about 10 vocational schools in the country that
offer trainings in haircut, dressmaking, mechanics, electrician, and
computer repair. Tay Linh pagoda, Hue city is managed by Nun
Thich Nu Nhu Minh while Long Tho pagoda, Hue city is managed
by Nun Thich Nu Minh Tanh. There are two courses per year with
each course lasting for 6 months and with about 130-160 children
attending. From the date of establishment to now, nearly 1,000
children have studied embroidery, knitting, garments, computer
and office. After graduation, depending on what they have learnt,
they are introduced to work in garment companies in Ho Chi Minh,
Thuy Duong weaving and embroidery factory in Hue or counterfeit
goods in the home.24
In Ky Quang pagoda II, Go Vap district, HCMC, vocational
training and career counseling services are offered. According to
Annual Review Report 2008, a graduation ceremony was held on
27 June 2008 for vision-impaired learners of Cohort III (20062008) of Japanese massage and reflexology techniques. During
summer, the institution in collaboration with the Institute of
Medicine and Pharmacy offered another elementary course on
massage-reflexology techniques to vision-impaired children to,
thus far, the sixth batch of enrollees. Sixty children, coming both
from the pagoda itself and neighboring provinces, were registered
23. Social Charity Division of VBC, Social Division of VBC Report: 2002-2007.
24. Report by Mr. Nguyen Huu Toan, official of Religious Department in Hue city.
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in the course.25
3.3. Others
3.3.1. Orphanages
The love for human beings in Vietnamese Buddhism is also
expressed through care towards orphans. Currently there are many
Buddhist orphanages in the country attending to the needs of the
orphans or unfortunate children who consider these centers their
own sweet home. In the country, there are 36 orphanages and care
centers which cater to around 20,000 children with disability.26
A list of orphanages with such a mission shows the following
orphan-population: Duc Son, Hue city - 201 children; Uu Dam,
Hue city - 34 children; Dieu Giac, Ho Chi Minh City - 100 children;
Ky Quang II, Ho Chi Minh City - 120 children; Long Hoa, Ho Chi
Minh City - 100 children; and Phap Vo, Ho Chi Minh City - 160
children.
3.3.2. Houses for the Elderly
Care for the elderly is an important social activity of the Buddhist
Church. In a modern society where the average life expectancy has
increased attending to the needs of the elderly is a sore issue. In many
countries in the world the system of nursing home (both state and
private) is so developed that it can effectively respond to the needs
of the elderly. In Vietnam, the system of nursing home is poor,
hence woefully inadequate to serve the elderly. And because social
needs are increasing, the nursing home system of the Vietnamese
Buddhist Church certainly contributes towards addressing the
problem. The system, in fact, has contributed to the reduction of
the social burden of the State. A report summarizing the activities of
Vietnamese Buddhism for the period of 1986-1991, 1992-1997 and
1997-2002 unfortunately offers no statistics. However a summative
report of the activities of the Buddha covering 2002-2007 shows
that in the country there were 20 nursing homes that fed 1,000
elderly people. In Ho Chi Minh City over 500 elderly people were
taken care of by many Buddhist pagodas. In Thua Thien - Hue
25. This number was statistic by the Ven Thich Thien Chieu on Annual Review Report 2008.
26. Reports from Vietnamese Buddhist Conference V.
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province, Tinh Duc nursing home cared for 60 elderly people while
another pagoda Dieu Vien attended to 25 elderly people. These two
centers spend around 250 million VND a year for their works.27
3.3.3. Other Charity Activities
So far, Vietnamese Buddhist dignitaries and followers in the
whole country have been actively engaged in various fund-raising
movements. They provided billions of cash assistance to people
in flooded areas, returned gratitude to families of soldiers and
martyrs by building schools and houses for them, given support
to soldiers at the borders or on the islands, paid visits and support
to the wounded, sick and poor soldiers in various hospitals, to
places for leprosy or mental patients, to houses for the elderly,
contributed to Support Fund for the Old, and granted bursaries to
students of poor families. Furthermore, the group has contributed
to the construction of 12 primary schools and kindergartens, to
the construction of houses for families of dead soldiers with 5.4
billion VND, to the care of Vietnamese Heroic Mothers with 2.25
billion VND, to bursaries with 2.43 billion VND, to nurturing
unsupported children and old people with 5.5 billion VND, to
aid to poor and disaster-stricken people with 52.554 billion VND,
and to the Fund for Poverty Reduction with 6.351 billion VND.28
Venerable Thich Quang Tung provided the following statistics on
VBC’s involvement in the last 27 years: 950 billion VND in social
charity, and in 2006 alone, 295 houses were built, 24,500 kg of rice
were delivered, 8,400 cases of eye operation were subsidized, 15
bridges were built, 57 wheelchairs were presented to people with
disability, 163 water wells were dug, an undertaking which entailed
a total of 141.64 billion VND.29
In 2008, the following were conducted by the Central Charity
27. Avenue report of Hue Buddhist Church 2008.
28. Luong Phan Cu. “Social Policies and Buddhism From the Perspective of the Construction of Legal Systems on Social Management,” in Buddhism and Vietnamese Culture and
Society in the Period of Industrialization and Modernization (Hanoi: Social Sciences Publisher,
2008), p.74. The author is the Vice Chair of the Parliamentary Commission on Social Affairs.
29. Thich Quang Tung. “Buddhist Charity Work: An Expression of the Six-Realms
Doctrines in Society Today”, in Buddhism and Vietnamese Culture and Society in the Period of
Industrialization and Modernization (Hanoi: Social Sciences Publisher, 2008), p. 87.
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Division of VBC:
• Mid-Autumn Festival’s Gifts to poor children in various
venues and provinces like Dong Thap, Vinh Long, Soc
Trang, Dong Nai, Lam Dong, Da Te, Da Lat, Binh Thuan,
Ba Ria-Vung Tau, Dak Nong, the Blind Association, Phu
Yen, Quang Nam, Ben Tre, Quang Chanh pagoda, Tanh
Linh, Thanh Duc pagoda, Duc Trong, Cat Tien. It was
reported that 4,725 children received a total amount of
100,881,000VND.
• Gifts to 150 blind people in Thong Nhat district, Da Nang,
totaling 23,470,000VND.
• Support to the blind; wheelchairs to PLWD (people living
with disability); bursaries to good students; support to
poor people in provinces throughout the country; support
to 661 poor vision-impaired patients from Ninh Thuan,
Binh Thuan, Dong Nai, Ba Ria-Vung Tau, HCMC, Long
An, Tien Giang, Dong Thap, An Giang and Ben Tre;
support to Trung Vuong Hospital in District 10, HCMC
for eye operation and lens replacement; payment for well
construction; and monetary support to charity institutions,
drug delivery to poor patients. All the services involved a
staggering amount of 506,240,000VND.
In sum the amount of funding for charity work coming from the
Central Charity Division of VBC in 2008 was 630,591,000 VND
in total.30
4. IMPACT OF VIETNAMESE BUDDHIST SOCIAL ACTIVITIES ON
COMMUNITY LIFE

Buddhism, a religion of mercy, happiness and salvation for
all human beings, always applies its Rules to serve the nation
and humankind. Along this line it has traditionally been actively
engaging in charity work, thus highlighting its adherents’ religious
spirit. Indeed the charity work of Vietnamese Buddhism has exerted
substantial impact on social life. In healthcare, Buddhist TTCs have
30. Annual Review Report 2008 of Central Social Charity Division of VBC.
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contributed to enhancement of local healthcare systems so as to
provide better healthcare and protection services to local people,
to reduction of burdens on State Healthcare system in its effort
to meet increasing healthcare needs of people, particularly poor
people and children with disability (cerebral palsy, polio, mentally
retarded) who need functional rehabilitation, and PLWHA who
need counseling. Owing to their charity work which is given for
free thousands of people have been examined and treated, dozens
of children with disability have been rehabilitated, which cost
hundreds of millions of VND (including both inside and outside
clinics). Moreover extra-clinical activities to remote or poor areas
and places of difficulty have improved people’s access to healthcare
services so that illness can be detected early, which helps ease the
overload problem in State healthcare institutions.
In education, since State funding to facility development
and salary payment to nursery and kindergarten teachers remain
limited, Vietnamese Buddhism’s social participation in nurseries
and kindergartens is extremely critical and meaningful, such as
construction, repair and upgrading of schools and supplementation
of facilities in order to provide children with better care and
education. Pre-school classes organized by Buddhism, as well as
by other religions, especially in remote, poor and difficult areas,
have helped increase the number of children having access to
pre-schooling, satisfied parents’ demands, and improved primary
school performance of children.
Indeed by and large charity institutions established by
Vietnamese Buddhism have been operating quite effectively:
children are well nurtured physically and spiritually in a healthy
environment and many of them, in fact, have matured to become
good citizens well integrated in the community. Vocational training
venues, like civil and industrial garment making, IT, embroidery,
etc.), founded by religions have attracted a good number of learners
who have special difficulties. Upon completion of the training,
many of them have acquired excellent job skills and have been able
to produce value products. These institutions have joined hand in
hand with the Government to solve issues of social security and, more
importantly, contributed to reduction of expenses for State Budget.
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To sum it up, the Vietnamese Buddhist charity work in the
different areas of education, healthcare, care to the old and children,
vocational training, aid and relief has brought about significant and
positive impacts on the society, in effect, responding to the Party
and Government’s policies on poverty reduction, solution of social
security issues, and social mobilization in education and healthcare.
5. CONCLUSION - A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT

In spite of the achievements cited above, the State management
authorities have acknowledged that there are still some shortcomings
to be addressed. A number of clinics, for instance, have not observed
well operational procedures in controlling infection, safe drug
use, and periodical reporting. Drugs courtesy of free-of-charge
dispensary mostly come from foreign humanitarian organizations,
overseas Vietnamese, or other sources, so their quality may be
suspect (some may have expired) or does not meet pharmaceutical
standards. In terms of extra-clinical work, particularly those
conducted by foreign humanitarian delegates in remote areas, there
has not been close collaboration with the local authorities to ensure
security. Facilities in a number of kindergartens do not meet the
standards; some take in more children than permitted by Charter
on Kindergartens; and some are taught by teachers who do not
meet qualification requirements, even the headmaster. Vocational
training institutions remain scattered, small in size and poor in
facilities, focusing mainly on short courses and simple jobs. Also
trainers’ technical and pedagogical skills are still limited, which
prevent them from producing a highly-skilled workforce that is able
to compete in the labor market.
Despite its weaknesses, Vietnamese Buddhism deserves
high appreciation for its positive contributions to the society in
reference to its multifaceted social charity works. In the first place
Vietnamese Buddhists who engage in social work are working with
all their hearts, with committed volition and enthusiasm inherent in
Buddhist practitioners hoping to bring happiness to people while
being informed by the maxim, “serving all human beings means
worshipping Buddha.” It is worth reiterating that all Buddhist
practitioners voluntarily serve and collaborate with people with all
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their minds and hearts. Secondly, they always try to comply with
Buddhist rules and existing laws of the State. Though there is room
for improvement, most of them do not work for personal interests.
Everything contributed by charity organizations, benefactors or
people themselves return to people’s service, i.e. they work as “an
intermediary, taking from the have’s to give the have-nots.” And
lastly, Vietnamese Buddhism is a religion with considerable positive
influence on the religious life of the Vietnamese, thus its charity has
been well supported and enthusiastically embraced by the people.

***
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AUTHENTICITY AND RESPECT
IN AN AUCKLAND VIETNAMESE TEMPLE
by Geoffrey Moore

This article explores issues of cultural and social cohesion as
expressed in a Vietnamese Buddhist community in Auckland, New
Zealand.1 Based on interviews and fieldwork in 2001-2, the article
describes some of the challenges Vietnamese refugees and migrants
have faced in Auckland, and the supportive role that a spiritual
community played in strengthening values and relationships.2
BUILDING A VIETNAMESE TEMPLE IN AUCKLAND

The temple in Avenue Road, Otahuhu, is one of the more
substantial of the South and Southeast Asian Buddhist pagodas
in Auckland. A religious ceremony is held each Sunday, and most
Vietnamese arrive at this service by car. The temple has two main
buildings: the larger contains the Buddha Hall, two dining rooms,
a kitchen, bathrooms, and the bedrooms for four monks, two nuns,
and two laymen. The smaller building serves as a school room and
storage area. Outside the Buddha Hall, a paved area and a Chinese1. I am indebted to the community of Chua Giac Nhien for their hospitality, information
and guidance during the research process. The current article is based on graduate work
presented in ‘Strangers to the Country: An Oral History of Vietnamese Identity in Auckland’,
MA thesis, University of Auckland, 2002. A longer version of this article first appeared in the
New Zealand Journal of Asian Studies 6, 1 ( June, 2004): 176-203.
2. 31 people of Vietnamese background were interviewed for this project, drawn from
the 3500 Vietnamese resident in New Zealand at the time of research. Most of that population
is connected to the refugee flow precipitated by the reunification of Vietnam in April 1975.
Between 1977 and 2000 the New Zealand Government accepted more than 4000 Vietnamese
refugees for resettlement in New Zealand. Another 4000 gained residency under family
reunification schemes or through private sponsorship. A large number, after gaining New
Zealand citizenship, resettled in Australia.
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style garden have been built, the centrepiece of which is a pond and
ornamental bridge in classical style. A tall, white statue of Quan Am
(Avalokiteshvara) stands beside the pond.
The Avenue Road property is the third premises to have housed
the Vietnamese Buddhist Association. Bought in 1995, by 2001 it
was mortgage free and had undergone several upgrades to living
areas, the kitchen, bathrooms and the Buddha Hall. All were made
possible because of the contribution of Vietnamese Buddhist
families. The scale of the donations of time, money and resources
are remarkable given how little many refugee and immigrant
families have to live on. Most first-generation adult Vietnamese
have remained in working-class jobs, focused on paying off their
own mortgages, supporting their children, and assisting kin in
Vietnam. To also contribute to the upkeep of a religious association
and its six ordained sangha members suggests just how important
the temple has been for these families. One key to its success has
been that it allows Vietnamese to spend time in a space that can
accommodate the social forms of their homeland.
EMPTINESS

When asked about their experience of coming to live in a new
country, Vietnamese interviewees often remarked how isolated
they felt during their first years in New Zealand. In part this was
due to a government policy to disperse refugee families across the
country, which most Vietnamese responded to by relocating to one
of the larger cities, usually Auckland.3 It was here that, to some extent,
a critical mass of fellow Vietnamese formed. Auckland was a place
where their language could be spoken, where Vietnamese and Chinese
cooking ingredients could be bought, and where Vietnamese books,
magazines, videos and audiotapes could be shared or traded.
However, feelings of alienation and loneliness persisted. The
housing arrangements in which Vietnamese found themselves
bore directly upon this sense of isolation. Vietnamese were facing
Western conceptions of public and private space that had never
predominated in Vietnam. The Mekong village, for instance, was
3. See Moore, ‘Strangers to the Country’, pp.27, 90-92.
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conventionally a settlement where kin lived together in the same house
or as neighbours. The sharing of spaces was part of a way of life.4
In interviews with Vietnamese subjects in Auckland, the street
was often pointed to as the place which could exemplify belonging,
connection and community. My younger interviewees, asked
about life in Vietnam, responded with enthusiastic descriptions of
Vietnam’s neighbourhood-based social world.
BA HAU: Hanoi is very crowded and the land is very
narrow, so people just live next to each other. They can
know everything about your house, about your family…
They care too much about you. But, I mean, according to
our culture, that’s the proper way of doing nghia – that they
care about each other.5
Gradually, Ba Hau has come to appreciate the privacy available
in New Zealand. She articulated a trade-off between the attractive
material conditions and opportunities in Auckland, and the
feelings of alienation and isolation she felt here.6 But the change in
social environments was a difficult one for her, and this has been
the experience of many Vietnamese in Auckland and around the
world.7 Refugees and migrants have suffered not only from the
memories of what they left behind, but also the boredom and
seeming emptiness of the social space they have come to inhabit.
ONG SON: The first five years, I always think, ‘This is
European country. This is foreigner. This is not my street.’8
Another interviewee, Ong Trung, explained that a lot of younger
people originating from the bigger Vietnamese cities were bored in
Auckland, and as a consequence they often moved on to join the
large Vietnamese populations in Melbourne and Sydney.9
4. Gerald C. Hickey, Village in Vietnam, New Haven, 1964. p.111.
5. Ba Hau, interview, 13 August 2001. NB: the names of interview subjects have been
altered to ensure confidentiality. ‘Ong’ designates a male subject, ‘Ba’ a female.
6. Ba Hau, interview, 13 August 2001.
7. See Mandy Thomas, Dreams in the Shadows: Vietnamese Australian Lives in Transition, St
Leonards, NSW, 1999, pp.103-14.
8. Ong Son, interview, 27 July 2001.
9. Ong Chien, interview, 15 July 2001.
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The limits of the social world for Vietnamese in Auckland, and
the sense of separation built into the city’s housing arrangements,
have contributed to the importance with which the Vietnamese
Buddhist Association and other formal social groups are viewed
by many Vietnamese. At the temple the ‘Western’ distinction
between public and private spheres is replaced by something
reminiscent of Vietnamese conceptions of space. For those who
attend, the religious groups have become an opportunity not only
to practice Buddhism together, but to work and socialise with
other Vietnamese according to principles which, in this city, might
otherwise be difficult to access.
CULTURE CORROSION, CULTURE COLLISION

The rarity in Auckland of public spaces on the Vietnamese
pattern gives the temple a special place within the community. It also
offers an ethical, cultural, and linguistic education for the young.
Since the late 1970s refugee adults in the West have watched their
children grow up in ways which deviated from the cultural norms of
the homeland, and this has often been judged a tremendous loss. At
stake, according to interviewees, has been both access to Vietnam’s
cultural heritage and a practical concern for family cohesion.
Vietnamese language ability has been one of the most obvious
casualties of young people’s integration into mainstream Auckland.
As a language gap has appeared, age-old ethical positions have
also been questioned and sometimes discarded. The attention
and respect traditionally owed to the elderly, the authority of the
father and his right to physically discipline his wife and children,
the dutiful behaviour demanded by parents of children, and the
importance of female chastity, have not fared well in the West.10
For several young women and men, attending a Vietnamese
religious service was a ‘conscious choice’ to try to bridge the cultural
chasm between their ‘modern’, ‘Western’, New Zealand upbringing
and the ethnic heritage which their parents embodied. They shared
the feelings of their parents’ generation that the loss of Vietnamese
10. Thomas, Dreams in the Shadows, pp.76, 80. This is an issue in Vietnam as well. (See
Moore, ‘Strangers to the Country’, pp.99-100.)
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language and identity was regrettable: ‘The one who become really
Kiwi they just forget their roots. That’s a bit sad.’11
I spoke to a number of people familiar with situations where
parents and children had little if any language in common. Ba Hong
spent years running a Saturday class to teach children Vietnamese:
BA HONG: A lot of them talk to their [children] in…
broken English, because the children wouldn’t understand
them, or else they may speak to them in Vietnamese, and
the kids will answer back in English.12
In Vietnam, children have traditionally been exhorted to
obey parents without question, but in many families there was
open intergenerational disagreement. One interviewee, Ba Chi,
described how her younger brothers had little time for their father’s
recollections of life as a soldier and then a refugee: “They say to their
dad… ‘I don’t want to hear it.’” Several years older than her brothers,
by the time Ba Chi left Vietnam as an adolescent, the cultural model
of respect and deep gratitude for parents was engrained in her – and
she could not imagine speaking to her parents as her brothers did.13
In general, interviewees who had spent their teenage years in
Vietnam were confident in their sense of their ‘Vietnameseness’,
whereas those who had arrived in New Zealand as young children
tended to uneasily straddle two identities. Ba Ha, a recent migrant
in her late 30s, talked of the double life lived by the children of
immigrant Vietnamese in the West.
BA HA: Young people, they have to wear two hats. One hat
is a social hat: when they go out, to study with their mates, or
workplace – social hat. When they go home they have to wear
the Vietnamese hat, because it’s what their parents expect.14
CULTURAL MAINTENANCE

Interviewees believed that, while being a Vietnamese was an
inalienable, racial fact, the vulnerability of family, culture and
11. Ba Duyen, interview, 23 August 2001.
12. Ba Hong, interview, 17 January 2002.
13. Ba Chi, interview, 24 June 2001.
14. Ba Ha, interview, 18 May 2001.
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language meant that ethnic identity required careful nurture. There
was a risk that young Vietnamese could ‘lose that part of them’.15
‘Somehow, our culture, our language [survived] for thousands of
years’, Ba Ha told me. ‘And now, with the kids here, they live with the
new life. So our language dying, our culture dying. And I feel sad.’16
Vietnamese identity was vulnerable in the West, but its fate was
not a foregone conclusion. Transmission to the next generation
was a matter of conveying the Vietnamese mindset through daily
encounters. Ba Ha explained that if parents continued to observe
the Vietnamese way at home, their children would eventually come
to understand its value.17
The Buddhist temple, like the home, has been a place to cultivate
the qualities Ba Ha referred to – especially dao hieu (filial piety). It
extends a form of behaviour deemed Vietnamese, traditional and
positive, outside the private domain of the home and into a public
arena. The younger generation’s ‘Vietnamese hat’ is shown off in a
space where it will be endorsed. Younger people feeling culturally
lost can follow the example of elders who identify themselves,
without complication, as Vietnamese.18
The fact that religious, ethnic and familial values are seen as
interdependent must be stressed.19 The temple’s vice-abbot, Thay,
explained what happened when families did not make the effort to
attend:
The children, when they go to temple or go to church,
they can learn how to respect you. If, in New Zealand, you
got children [and] you don’t take them to temple or to
church… they don’t obey you.20
Generational friction is, of course, not peculiar to Vietnamese, or
Vietnamese living in the West. What Thay was pointing to, was that
15. Ba Hanh, interview, 5 May 2001.
16. Ba Ha, interview, 18 May 2001.
17. Ba Ha, interview, 18 May 2001.
18. Ba Chi, interview, 24 June 2001.
19. Paul Rutledge, The Vietnamese Experience in America, Bloomington, Indiana, 1992,
p.122.
20. Thay, interview, 12 August 2001.
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if immigrant parents did not actively instruct their children in the
culture from which they came, they would find the intergenerational
tension especially strong. Thay felt that children needed, first, to be
taught to respect parents, and second, to be socialised to understand
the mentality of their elders. If not, the children would judge, and
possibly condemn, their parents according to Western criteria.
Keeping in touch with one’s ethical, cultural, and spiritual
heritage has been important for older Vietnamese as well.
Vietnamese Buddhist temples have been created outside Vietnam
as places to reacquaint adult refugees and migrants with Vietnamese
forms. Thus historian Damien McCoy describes the AustralianVietnamese Buddhist clergy as ‘cultural conservators’ of both
religious and secular culture.21 Along these lines, in Auckland, Tet
(Lunar New Year), the Mid-Autumn festival, and religious events
such as Vesak have become opportunities to enact, celebrate and
‘conserve’ Vietnamese community and culture – not just Vietnamese
Buddhism – through music, national costume, and so forth.
Yet, with that general role of cultural conservator in mind, the
connection between Buddhism and ‘Vietnameseness’ was very
strong for those interviewed: the project of creating and maintaining
a Buddhist temple was something they viewed as quintessential to
being Vietnamese.
For devotees of the temple, it is a place where they can express
and arrange the environment according to ‘Vietnamese’ forms,
secular or religious. Interviewees were very conscious of how the
Auckland temple did or did not conform aesthetically to the temples
they had known in Vietnam. Ornamental Vietnamese chairs,
tables, cabinets, vases, urns, bells, drums, sutra collections and
other Buddhist articles produced an environment which eschewed
modernity (colonial or communist), invoking an ahistorical,
classical Vietnam. The food, garden, pond, bridge, potted and
sculptured shrubs in ‘Chinese’ style, all faithfully represented the
requisite Vietnamese aesthetic: antique and non-Western. Likewise
the presence of nuns and monks in their grey and yellow robes, and
21. Damien McCoy, ‘From Hostel to Home: Immigration, Resettlement and Community –
the Ethnic-Vietnamese in Australia, 1975- 1995’, PhD thesis, University of New South Wales.
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the chanting performed by sangha and devotees. For interviewee
Ba Ha, these material reminders of the homeland were reason
enough to pay an occasional visit to the temple: ‘I don’t go there for
the community,’ she said. ‘I go there for the pagoda, and I want to
listen to the chanting.’22
The temple is not a time capsule. Much about it has been
improvised using local materials, and adapted to local conditions
– including architecture, the sangha’s living arrangements, their
routine and financial interests. However, items which were
deemed ‘authentic’ operated on some level as life-sized mementos
reminding refugees and migrants of an essentialised homeland,
very much in the way that ‘tourist’ videos destined for Viet kieu
homes rehearsed one national trope after the next.23 These wellknown forms – tested for their authenticity not against history but
against ‘tradition’ – were so important for adults who discovered in
mainstream Auckland little that was familiar.
‘SIT WHERE YOUR PARENTS PLACE YOU’: AUTHENTICITY
THROUGH ORDER

The authenticity of the environment has been very important
among devotees intent on recreating or consolidating what they
deem traditional forms and behaviour. Interviewees were highly
conscious of how the temple did or did not conform to their sense
of Vietnameseness. The most crucial form has been that of human
activity: here, gender and age distinctions are observed with a
view to the Buddhist Vinaya and Confucian rules, creating discrete
spheres of responsibility and hierarchy.
At the top of that hierarchy, the temple’s abbot fulfils the
institutional equivalent of the father/husband role. He delivers
sermons, leads chanting ceremonies, and is responsible for dealing
with the ‘big picture’ of the temple’s running, particularly its
external affairs.24
22. Ba Ha, interview, 18 May 2001.
23. Viet kieu is a term used by those in Vietnam to refer to the members of the expatriate
diaspora.
24. See Alexander Soucy, ‘Gender and Division of Labour in a Vietnamese-Canadian
Buddhist Pagoda’, MA thesis, Concordia University, Montreal, 1994, p.110.
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Male members of the laity also contribute to the temple in ways
that parallel the father’s conventional responsibilities within the
family. While women work in the kitchen, men take care of the
temple and its garden, chat together in the car park, or tinker with
one of the attendees’ vehicles. Their major input is in terms of regular
donations for the upkeep of the temple. That these contributions
are seen to come from the father-husband (or that the family is
seen to be represented by the male) is shown by a list displayed
prominently in the dining area, which tabulates the amounts
pledged on a monthly basis by, in most cases, the male head. Men’s
labour has also been behind a whole series of renovations and
improvements to the temple.
Only some men help out through contributions of physical
labour, whereas taking part in meal preparations is a task that
involves almost all women attendees. In fact, most of the work at
the temple is done by middle-aged and elderly women who, as in
Vietnam, constitute about 75% of the congregation.25 Three or
four will spend a large part of their Saturday in the temple kitchen
preparing donated food. Early Sunday morning they will return
to ensure the meal is ready before the Buddhist service begins at
10.30am. The service concludes at 12 o’clock, at which time food,
chopsticks and bowls are distributed for between 30 and 100 guests.
After the meal it is the women who wash up.26
Preparing and donating a meal was part of Vietnamese women’s
conventional obligations to their temple, a way of accumulating
merit, and a communal version of their role as rulers of the
domestic universe.27 In Auckland, within the female sphere of
the kitchen, a hierarchy is observed. The process of preparing the
lunch, often loud and hectic, is arranged around those women most
competent and most familiar with the task at hand. Cookbooks are
seldom consulted. Recipes and skills are passed from individual to
individual. Within this network of lay women, Confucian deference
to one’s seniors is recognised in the terms of address that delineate
25. Soucy’s Tam Bao pagoda had a similar proportion of women devotees. (Soucy, p.92.)
26. Ba Nga, interview, 17 March 2002; Ong Trung, interview, 1 November 2001.
27. Ong Chien, interview, 15 July 2001; Thay, personal correspondence, 26 October 2002.
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age and gender hierarchies.28
Reverence to ancestors again reinforces the Confucian model of
the family. In a room adjacent to the formal dining area, devotees
offer food and make prostrations before a shrine that includes
a picture of their departed relative. Vietnamese traditions see
ancestors as the source of life, as part of the kin group even after
death, and as spirits who continue to exert an influence, for good
or evil, on their descendants.29 Because the dead do not abandon
their Vietnamese kin, it is important that the living continue to
acknowledge and respect them.30 As elders perform these rites
towards their parents (and others), they present a model of filial
piety that they hope their children will emulate. These expectations
are held by, and transmitted to, women in particular.31
The kitchen and the shrine of the ancestors are, indeed, women’s
spaces which invoke generational respect and hierarchy. Similar
stratifications exist in other parts of the temple. In the Buddha hall,
the ‘public’ superiority of older men is evoked. Males sit together
on the right-hand side of the room. The older men fill the front row,
placing themselves nearest the pulpit (the pulpit is a western form,
interestingly). Women, far more numerous, keep to the left, though
this sometimes means they must be crammed up while the other
side of the room is half-empty.32
In the dining area the format is much the same. The senior monk
sits at the head of the right-hand table, followed by other monks,
older men, then male youth. The two nuns sit at the head of the
table closest to the kitchen, along with the other women.33
This gendered order corresponds to the hierarchical system
28. See Huynh Dinh Te, ‘Interpersonal Relationships as Reflected in the Vietnamese Language’, Journal of Vietnamese Studies, 1, 1, 1988, pp.45-7.
29. Hickey, p.99; Soucy, p.87.
30. On the issue of dealing with loss and separation by holding memorial services, see
McLellan, pp.122, 193-4.
31. Thay, personal correspondence, 26 October 2002.
32. Cf. Ruth M. Krulfeld, ‘Buddhism, Maintenance and Change: Reinterpreting Gender
in a Lao Refugee Community’, in Linda A. Camino and Ruth M. Krulfeld, Reconstructing Lives,
Recapturing Meaning: Refugee Identity, Gender, and Culture Change, pp.102-4.
33. Fieldnotes, Giac Nhien temple, Otahuhu, 4 August 2002.
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established in the time of Shakyamuni Buddha. The ancient
standard was that monks were to show deference to those ordained
before them, laymen were in turn to show deference to monks and
their lay seniors, nuns were to show deference to all men and senior
nuns, and laywomen to show deference to all men, nuns, and senior
laywomen.34
The gendered hierarchy of the temple is also justified under
Confucianism’s age and gender scheme. The ‘three submissions’
(tam tong) for women stipulate that girls must obey their fathers,
women must obey their husbands, and widows must obey their
eldest sons.35 It seems that in pre-modern Vietnam this idealised
order was expressed in sanctions that women were to walk behind
their husbands, and children to sit at different tables from their
parents. Innumerable axioms and proverbs reiterated the same set
of standards.36
Yet while the spirit of this hierarchy is respected within the
temple, so too is convenience and informal ease (a cultural quality
which also fits a stereotype of Vietnam’s South). With this in mind,
we might understand the ‘structures’ described above as skilful
boundaries which express connection and power, while allowing
space for less formalised encounters to occur. How all this might
compare to temples in Vietnam is an interesting question.
The point here is that the Auckland temple environment provides
a clear map of idealised parent-child and gender relations. Within
an immigrant culture dealing with poor communication between
generations and loss of filial piety, the space of the temple invokes
both respect and responsibility. The regard and deference accorded
to Buddhist clergy and elders has been a means of keeping ‘in
order’ families whose dynamics have been deeply affected by war,
immigration and the influence of Western culture. The emphasis on
traditional hierarchical structures is often seen as a way to restore
balance, given the degree of power and freedom exercised by
34. Bhikkhuni Kusuma, ‘Inaccuracies in Buddhist Women’s History’, in Karma Lekshe
Tsomo, ed, Innovative Buddhist Women: Swimming Against the Stream, Richmond, Surrey,
2000, p.6.
35. See McCoy pp.201-2; Thomas, Dreams in the Shadows, p.161.
36. Thomas, Dreams in the Shadows, pp.33, 83.
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younger Vietnamese family members. Much of this has to do with
their English-language ability and fluency with host-society norms,
relative to their parents. The young interpret household bills,
mediate between the family and the English-speaking community,
and often find jobs with salaries far beyond those of their workingclass parents.37
The temple is important and unusual as a public space in which
the parents’ Vietnamese identity can be utilised, and where their
children can be encouraged, according to the Vietnamese dictum,
to ‘sit where your parents place you’ (Cha me dat dau ngoi day).
As existing studies have noted, women’s ‘performed’ subordination
to men within this system offers both genders a distinct space,
and supportive social network, while accentuating the idea that
everyone (including their children) has a responsibility to give
respect where it is due.38
For some adults and young people – those who attend most often
– the temple is a comfort zone. But for others it can be an unsettling
environment, a reminder of a double ‘identity’, or of outsider
status. This may be the case for those from pro-communist families,
for Vietnamese who married European-New Zealanders, and for
young Vietnamese who, feeling neither entirely ‘Vietnamese’ nor
completely ‘Kiwi’, feel insecure about stepping into a Vietnamese
cultural-religious community. One of the young interviewees said
that the traditional standards and close observation that happens in
ethnic religious networks was anxiety provoking for her and other
young Vietnamese.39
CONCLUSION

Anthropologist Mandy Thomas has written that, for AustralianVietnamese, ‘the home alone becomes emblematic of empowerment
and assists people in dealing with the sense of loss that has

37. See Nazli Kibria, Family Tightrope: The Changing Lives of Vietnamese Americans,
Princeton, 1993, pp.132, 149, 151; Nancy Viviani, The Indochinese in Australia 1975-1995:
From Burnt Boats to Barbecues, Melbourne, 1996, p.129.
38. Thomas, Dreams in the Shadows, pp.76, 171-3; Kibria, pp.9, 20, 109, 125, 128-30, 133-6.
39. Ba Duyen, interview, 23 August 2001.
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accompanied leaving their homeland, families and homes behind.’40
This article extends the claim of such an ‘emblematic’ space to the
overseas Vietnamese Buddhist temple. Like the household which
Thomas describes, Vietnamese Buddhist temples aim to create an
autonomous cultural zone, a kind of extra-territorial space in which
the rules of the host society are pushed to the margins in favour of
a selection of traditional forms. This extra-territoriality was deeply
attractive to interviewees who experienced a feeling of isolation
in the resettlement environment.41 The temple has been a place to
recreate some of the conditions they most fondly remembered of
the homeland: to establish a public social space that operates on
their terms.
The attraction of such an environment varies from individual to
individual, but is certainly most popular among those, especially
middle-aged women and the elderly, who spent their formative
years in Vietnam.42 Many of these people have experienced not just
loneliness in New Zealand, but also significant hurdles in creating
their home and work lives. The temple is a place where they can
speak their language, understand the customs, become authorities
on proper conduct if they wish. Space is once more familiar and
navigable.43
AFTERWORD

This article was written almost 20 years ago. The young people I
interviewed for the study were my age; they are now in their forties,
many with their own families. Their parents, the generation of the
‘boat people’, are largely retired and some have passed on. So much
40. Thomas, Dreams in the Shadows, p.47. Emphasis added.
41. The term ‘extra-territoriality’ has been used in other migration studies. See
Stanford M. Lyman, Chinese Americans, New York, 1974, pp.6-7; and Emmanuel Ma Mung,
‘Groundlessness and Utopia: The Chinese Diaspora and Territory’, in Elizabeth Sinn, The Last
Half Century of Chinese Overseas, Hong Kong, 1998, pp.39-40.
42. In Trung Tran’s survey of Auckland Vietnamese only 33% of respondents were found
to be fluent in English. (Trung Tran, ‘Deconstructing the ‘asian’ Other: A Case Study of the
Vietnamese Community in Auckland’, MA thesis, University of Auckland, 1997, p.131.)
Beiser found that more than half of elderly Vietnamese spoke no English after ten years in
Canada. (Morton Beiser, Strangers at the Gate: The ‘Boat People’s’ First Ten Years in Canada,
Toronto, 1999, p.151.)
43. See Thomas, Dreams in the Shadows, p.46.
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has changed; though many of those who had close links to the
temple still attend services weekly – at the Otahuhu temple or at
one of three other Vietnamese temples now in Auckland. Looking
back at this essay, I wonder how my interviewees would respond
to the concerns they had spoken of in 2001-2, how they continue
to be influenced by Buddhist teachings (or not), how their families
have grown or changed, and how they create ‘home’ in a city which
is more Asian and more cosmopolitan than ever before. I wonder
how developments in Vietnam’s political and economic life are
affecting Vietnamese in New Zealand. Finally, I wonder how is the
Auckland Vietnamese community and the Vietnamese diaspora in
general changing through social media, online communities, and
digital content.

***
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OFFERINGS TO KINGS AND BUDDHA:
VIETNAMESE RITUAL ACTIVITIES
AT CHUA BO DE*
by Allison Truitt**
A string of red firecrackers erupts and the air is filled with thick
smoke. People gather on the grounds of Chua Bo De, a Buddhist
temple in New Orleans near Belle Chasse. Women in ao dais, a
traditional dress, hold their hands together in prayer and bow three
times before the white marble statue of Quan Am, the Goddess
of Compassion. Men greet friends with warm wishes for a year of
good health and prosperity and offer children red envelops with a
bit of money. People pose in front of trees that have been decorated
with plastic flowers. On one tree, plastic yellow flowers have been
carefully wrapped around the branches, and on the other tree,
plastic pink flowers, reminding people of the flowering trees in
Vietnam that symbolize the new year.

Fireworks on Tet, Vietnamese New Year at Chua Bo De, a Buddhist pagoda in
New Orleans. Photo: Allison Truitt.
*. Originally published on http://www.louisianafolklife.org/LT/Articles_Essays/offeringskingsbuddha.html. Reprinted with permission.
**. Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, Tulane University, U.S.A.
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The smell of incense and firecrackers, the bright yellows and
pinks, the red envelopes, the altars adorned with fresh flowers and
fruit—all are signs that Tet, the Vietnamese New Year, has arrived!
For many Vietnamese, Tet is one of the most joyous events of
the year. People look towards the future, but they also remember
the past. More than a celebration of the New Year, it is a celebration
within the household of family values, and in Catholic churches
and Buddhist temples, of the cultural community. People gather for
festivals held in churches and temples to enjoy specially prepared
dishes, watch performances by popular singers and troupes of lion
dancers, and experience the excitement that explodes on the first
day of the New Year.

Lucky money, Tet, Vietnamese New Year, Chua Bo De. Photo: Quang Kim Huynh.

Vietnamese immigrants began to settle in Louisiana in the late
1970s. The first significant group numbered 2,000 people. They had
first resettled in southern Vietnam after the division of the country
in 1954, and then immigrated to the United States in 1975. Later
people continued to be drawn to the city because of its climate,
family ties, and the opportunity to pursue familiar occupations such
as fishing. By the year 2000, more than 25,000 people in Louisiana
identified themselves as Vietnamese, including more than 14,000 in
New Orleans alone. The most significant Vietnamese populations
are in New Orleans East and the West Bank communities of Algiers
and Avondale, areas where people first settled upon their arrival
to the area. Many residents still refer to the communities in New
Orleans East and Algiers by Versailles and Woodlawn, the names of
the apartment complexes where people were first relocated.
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FOOD AND IDENTITY

Like other ethnic groups, people express their Vietnamese
identity through food, music, language, and ceremonies. In New
Orleans East and on the West Bank, small cafes, grocery stores,
and large restaurants cater to the general population, but often
advertise their dishes with subtle regional distinctions such as pho
(a soup) with a “northern flavor” or bun bo hue, a spicy beef noodle
dish from central Vietnam. Vietnamese bakeries, famous for their
freshly baked baguettes, are stuffed with pate, cold cuts, and pickled
vegetables. For the Mardi Gras season, the bakeries sell king cakes.
But there are other dishes that are prepared for household altars
and ceremonial occasions, delicacies fit not for Mardi Gras kings,
but for Vietnamese kings.

Preparing banh loc (dumplings). Photo: Allison Truitt.

In Vietnamese, the word banh covers a wide range of specialties.
A classifier or a basic category within the linguistic and cultural
worlds of Vietnamese speakers, banh can mean anything from
dumpling to bread to noodle. Banh beo are round dumplings served
with a sprinkling of ground shrimp and green onions and drizzled
with a special sauce. Banh loc are dumplings made from tapioca
starch, stuffed with shrimp and then steamed until the dough
becomes a translucent gelatinous treasure to be dipped in soy sauce
and flavored oil. Many people still prepare the dishes at home for
special occasions or purchase them at the many grocery stories that
sell Asian food stuffs.
Some women, like Mrs. Vuong Van Mai, are well-known for a
range of specialties they make at home. The work is not hard, but
time-consuming. Preparing banh loc takes time because one must
knead the dough many times. The batter for banh beo is easy to
make. The difficulty is in boiling and then grinding the shrimp to be
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sprinkled on top of the dish. Whether prepared at home or purchased
at one of the many grocery stores that carry Vietnamese specialties,
these dishes take on an elevated role in ceremonial feasts.
HOUSEHOLD ALTARS

Praying at home. Photo: Allison Truitt.

Household altars offer a sacred space for remembering deceased
relatives and paying homage to one’s god. These altars, which may
be arranged on a shelf or placed on top of a standing cabinet, are
also places of formal religious worship. In many households, the
religious iconography identifies the family’s religious faith: a statue
of Quan Am in a Buddhist household, the Virgin Mary in a Catholic
one. For Buddhists, the offerings may be a plate of oranges and
freshly cut flowers, and for Catholics the offerings may be a plate of
fried spring rolls and cha lua, a pork paste that is enjoyed on special
occasions.

Home altar. Photo: Allison Truitt.

On special occasions—the first days of the lunar New Year,
the anniversary of the death of a relative, the announcement of an
engagement or in preparation for a wedding—people will place
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these special dishes on their household altars. While people enjoy
eating the many kinds of banh as snacks, some dishes are visible and
edible symbols of the delicacies enjoyed by Vietnamese royalty. For
the lunar New Year, people buy banh chung, a bulky square cake
made from sticky rice and a rich filling of mung bean and small bits
of pork fat and wrapped in special leaves so the outer layer of the
rice turns green like new rice. Mrs. Vuong only prepares banh chung
for the Lunar New Year because its preparation requires so much
time: the rice cakes must be boiled 8 or 9 hours.
RITUALS, HOLIDAYS, AND CELEBRATIONS

Tet is just one of many days throughout the year that people
in the Vietnamese community celebrate. On the fifteenth day of
the 8th lunar month, people celebrate Tet Trung Thu, or the midAutumn festival. This Tet is affectionately known as children’s Tet
because it revolves primarily around children making lanterns,
which are then lit with candles for a parade in the church or temple
grounds under the light of the full moon.

Dragon Dance for Tet Trung Thu, Mid-Autumn Festival, Chua Bo De. Photo:
Allison Truitt.

Both adults and children also enjoy banh trung thu, a cake that is
baked to a golden brown and stuffed with lotus seeds, black sesame
paste, hard boiled eggs, or durian, a pungent fruit from Southeast Asia.
While these celebrations mark the importance of family
relations, another celebration commemorates the founding of
the Vietnamese kingdom. For many Vietnamese, the sense of a
common identity is rooted in the mythic origins of the Vietnamese
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kingdom. This celebration is not observed within individual
households, but in a public arena, a ritualized performance that is
observed by Vietnamese communities around the world, including
the Vietnamese-American community in Louisiana.

Performances for Tet Trung Thu, Mid-Autumn Festival, Chua Bo De. The
festival is an opportunity for local talent to perform, including the youth dance
group. Photo: Allison Truitt.

For Vietnamese, the word for fellow countryman is dong-bao
(literally: from the same bag). This word recalls the origin myth
of the Vietnamese people who came from the union between Lac
Long Quan, a hero who came to the Hong River plain in which is
now northern Vietnam, and Au Co, a princess from the mountains.
Au Co gave birth to a sack of 100 children, the Vietnamese people.
One of the children was Hung Vuong, the first of the Hung kings
who established the Vietnamese nation. The first Hung kings
are honored in an annual ceremony called Gio To Hung Vuong
traditionally held on the 10th day of the 3rd lunar month. The day
is commemorated not only in ceremony, but also in well-known
verses:
Dù ai buôn bán ngược xuôi
Nhớ ngày Giỗ Tổ mồng mười tháng ba
Dù ai buôn bán gan xa
Nhớ ngày Giỗ Tổ tháng ba thì về.
Whoever goes to market in the hills or river,
Remember the national day on the tenth day of March.
Whoever goes to market near or far,
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Remember the national day in March, and return.
For Vietnamese communities abroad, this verse has a poignant
meaning. It expresses the idea that wherever one goes to earn
a living, when they observe the day of the Hung Kings, they return,
in spirit, to Vietnam. By observing the day, communities around the
world ritually affirm their membership within the Vietnamese nation.
The Vietnamese American Community of Louisiana organizes
the annual celebration of the event that takes place on a Sunday
on or near the tenth day of the third lunar month, usually in late
April. In years prior to Hurricane Katrina, the ceremony was held
in New Orleans East on a piece of land that the community had
purchased. Organizing the celebration in 2006 presented the
Vietnamese-American community with several difficulties. Many
members of the ritual team had not yet returned to New Orleans,
and the restaurant had been heavily damaged. The organizers
requested permission for the ceremony to be held on the grounds
of the Buddhist pagoda. In April 2006, the Vietnamese-American
Community held the ceremony in the outdoor pavilion of Chua
Bo De.
Before the ceremony even begins, members of the community
prepare the offerings. The altar is laid with fresh flowers, large red
candles, incense, five kinds of fruit, special rice cakes including banh
oan, and three large roasted pigs. A ritual team is trained in the lore
of the ceremony—the special steps to approach the altar, the special
manner of beating the large drum, the special meaning of the prayer
offered to the Kings, and a presentation of dignitaries, adults, and
children. As the flame flickers and the incense rises, people believe
the spirit of the kings have returned to enjoy the meal prepared by
their subjects, “the descendants of the dragon and fairy,” as Long
Lac Quan and Au Co are affectionately called.
The oldest member prostrates himself before the altar,
demonstrating his submission before the authority of the king
by touching his forehead to the ground, while a younger man
reads the annual petition to the kings. This ritual is carried out in
carefully prescribed steps that resembles a Buddhist ceremony
but with noticeable differences. Strict laws ensured that the rituals
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performed for the king were never duplicated on other occasions:
beating the drum, bowing before the altar, and reciting the petition
are performed in a manner reserved for kings.
When the team of ritual specialists finishes reading their prayers,
the President of the community gives a speech and introduces
representatives of the city, which in past years included the Mayor
of New Orleans. Members of the community are invited to
approach an altar, light incense, and say prayers. They are followed
by two groups of children. In Vietnam, the ceremony is performed
with fifty boys and fifty girls to represent the descendents of Lac
Long Quan and Au Co. In New Orleans, Buddhists and Catholics
participate with the two groups represented by the youth groups of
Chua Bo De and a Vietnamese Catholic Church.
After the distinguished guests and the children’s groups have
finished praying at the altar, several men carry the three roasted
pigs and platters of rice cakes down from the altar. Men and women
carve the meat and pile it high on plates to be passed out to the
participants along with other specialties. The time of ritual gives
way to a joyous feast as people sit at the rows of tables, enjoying
each other’s company and a meal fit for a king.
NEW ORLEANS TEMPLES

The celebration of the Hung Vuong Kings in Chua Bo De
is evidence that the role of the temple is more than a house of
worship. It is also an important cultural center for the entire
Vietnamese community. Chua Bo De was the first Vietnamese
temple to be established in the greater New Orleans area. Residents
in Woodland, an area of Algiers, first began carrying out ceremonies
in a small apartment until they raised enough money to purchase a
piece of land on Woodlawn Highway, what is today Bo De Temple.
They then raised money to build the temple. Last year the members
finished constructing an outdoor pavilion with a stage for cultural
and religious events, after raising funds and borrowing money
from a bank. The design of the building—a large cement floor with
the classrooms built high on the second floor—sheltered families
displaced by Hurricane Katrina. The pagoda’s organizing committee
has since leased the area of the parking lot to FEMA to use for trailers.
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The New Orleans area now has three Vietnamese Buddhist
temples—Chua Bo De on the West Bank, Trung Tam Phat Giao
Van Hanh (Van Hanh Buddhist Center in New Orleans East),
and Tu Vien Lien Hoa on the West Bank. In addition, Tam Bao
Buddhist temple is in Baton Rouge, and there are centers in Houma
and Lafayette.
Buddhist rituals, like Vietnamese festivities, are observed in
accordance with the lunar calendar. People often consult the lunar
calendar to determine auspicious days for important events such
as opening new businesses and organizing engagement parties,
thus important life-cycle rituals follow the lunar calendar. Like the
widely used Gregorian calendar, the lunar calendar follows a cycle
of 12 months. However, unlike the fixed months of the Gregorian
calendar, lunar months vary in length depending on the waxing
and waning of the moon. The first day of the month marks a new
moon, and the fifteenth day a full month. Because the months vary
between 28 and 30 days, a double month is added to the calendar
every few years, a technique similar to leap year.
The most sacred days of the month are not Sundays, but the
first and the fifteenth days of the month. On these days, some
devotees come to the pagoda to chant, and many Buddhists observe
vegetarian diets on these days. Practically, of course, Sundays are
the most popular services.
On most Sundays about fifty members attend the regular worship
service led by Thich Thong-Duc, who was recently installed as the
abbot of the pagoda. The ceremony for his installation drew wide
community support from around the Gulf region and was followed
by an extraordinary ceremony, Dai Le Trai Dang, performed by
a group of Buddhist monks from California and intended to
bring peace by offering prayers to those people who died during
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Hurricane Katrina. Adults and children pay homage to the Buddha
in separate services, both of which are conducted in Vietnamese.
The Vietnamese Buddhist tradition is Mahayana.
Master Thong-Duc, a monk who studied Buddhism before
immigrating to the United States in 1997, explains that the varieties
of Buddhism are like food: some people like to eat this, others
like to eat that. He practices both Zen and Pure Land, a branch
of Mahayana Buddhism, offering instruction in meditation and
lectures on Buddhism. Buddhist celebrations draw biggest crowds
for special ceremonies such as Tet, Phat Dan or Buddha’s birthday,
and Vu Lan, in which people honor their parents and ancestors.
These ceremonies include circle dances performed by the youth
group, special songs, and prayers.
The main temple building faces Woodland Highway. On any day,
one may see pairs of shoes left outside the double doors that open
to the main prayer hall. People take off their shoes before entering
the open space, often leaving them in piles on the small patio in
front of the building. Some prepare for a ceremony by wearing long
grey robes. Floor cushions are passed around for people to sit on as
they practice chanting.

Honoring mothers on Vu Lan, Van Hanh Buddhist Center, New Orleans
East. Photo: Allison Truitt.

Most people sit on the floor, some with their legs crossed, others
with their legs tucked behind. A few people sit on the benches in the
back of the prayer hall. The ceremony involves chanting from a sutra, a
Buddhist prayer, alternating between standing, sitting, lowering one’s
head three times at the sound of the bell, and occasionally bowing
deeply by touching one’s forehead to the ground in a sign of respect.
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FOOD AND THE TEMPLE

The formal ceremonies in the main prayer hall are just part of
the many activities of the pagoda. On Sunday mornings, people fill
the inside kitchen, gather around the outdoor table to cut up food,
or prepare che, a sweetened dessert made with sweetened coconut
milk, in the dining room next to the prayer hall. Others arrive with
dishes they have prepared at home, sliced pineapple, or cut up
cauliflower to add to a dish. Behind the pagoda are several cooking
stoves where men and women prepare large pans of fried rice and
noodles. People prepare dishes that resemble traditional Vietnamese
dishes in Vietnam such as cha lua, often translated as ham, but made
from different ingredients such as bean thread instead of pork. The
meal is usually followed with fresh fruit and che, a popular dessert that
is made with a sweet broth of coconut milk.
More than 50 youth take part in Gia Dinh Phat Tu, or Buddhist
Family, a youth association. The organization was strong in southern
Vietnam before 1975 and based on Boy Scouts. Children from
age 6 to 18 can attend the morning services and then classes that
include language and religious instruction. The pagoda organizes
four different classes based on the ages of the children. Children
wear grey shirts, a color associated with incense smoke. The
director of the program, Binh Thai Vo, points that the children can
only be guided in the program. They arrive in the morning to hold a
ceremony, attend class, and then eat a vegetarian meal in the outside
pavilion. Plenty of time, the director added, is left for fun. Children
also learn traditional dances including the Lion Dance performed
by a troupe of boys for Tet and for businesses around the city.

Chua Bo De is open to the public. The pagoda has a base
membership, and people pay monthly dues and often contribute to
other fund-raising events. People who attend a service may also put
money in the collection boxes or give it to the treasurer who then
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writes out a receipt. Most members of the pagoda insist that there
is no requirement to offer money, and many members contribute
through preparing food and maintaining the pagoda structures. The
pagoda also provides a space for families to come for funeral services
and ceremonies to remember the spirits of deceased ancestors.
The communal activities of cooking are just steps away from two
other altars, which are located behind the main temple hall of the
pagoda. One room is filled with photographs of family members
who have died. The other room is dedicated to the altar of guardian
spirits, Den Quan Thanh. Here people come to pray to these spirits.
They may toss two wooden blocks to see if the guardian spirits
have listened to their prayers or they may “xin xam,” shake a tube
until a stick falls out on which is written a number. The number
corresponds to a piece of paper with a fortune that may require
interpretation by a monk. While these practices are not part of the
orthodox world of Buddhism, they are closely entwined with many
people’s experience of communicating with the world of spirits, a
world that includes ancestors, guardian saints, kings, and Buddha.
Vietnamese food takes on a heightened importance when
it is placed on a household altar, a Buddhist altar, or an altar for
the Hung Kings. A visible and edible symbol of tradition, food is
transformed by these rituals to convey cultural values of filial piety,
devotion, and respect. And through such offerings, VietnameseAmericans remind themselves that even in Louisiana, they are still
descendents of the Dragon King and the Fairy Queen.

***
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